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PREFACE

THE origin and development of the alphabet is a subject of

perennial interest, even though the axiom of the historian

Gibbon, a former member of my own college, that the use of

letters is the principal characteristic which distinguishes a civi-

lized people from a herd of savages, reflects rather the outlook

of his own than of our age, which has done so much to dis-

prove it. There is therefore no need to make excuses for my
choice of a subject for this course of lectures on the Schweich
Foundation.

The composition of these lectures has been a matter of con-

siderable difficulty in consequence of the war and its aftermath

of trouble. I had been out of England for the two years pre-

ceding the invitation to give the lectures and was fully engaged
in London for the first six of the twelve months allowed for their

preparation
;
during this period my lodgings were set on fire by

incendiary bombs and Wvas compelled thereafter to sleep and
work in my office, where I had only one table for official and
private papers. Even after my return to Oxford I had little

leisure for research in view of the numerous other claims on
my time after several years of absence. Finally, the lectures

themselves were given in the winter, while the war still raged,

in a room of which the heating system eventually failed, and
I can but express my admiration of those hearers who stayed

the whole course.

Other difficulties were equally serious. Scarcely a single

museum was open and most were closed for some time after

the cessation of hostilities; I have therefore been unable to

obtain fresh photographs of old objects or any photographs of

new exhibits and I have been forced to take all my illustrations

at second hand from published works. Here therefore I take

the opportunity of thanking all those authors and publishers

(notably the Presses of the Universities of Cambridge and
Chicago, the Trustees of the British Museum, the Royal Asia-

tic Society, the Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund
and the Egypt Exploration Society, the Wellcome Trustees,

Professor S. H. Hooke, Dr. C. F. A. Schaeffer and Dr. D.
Diringer) whose illustrations are used; a list is given hereafter.

Further, since the outbreak of war there has been continuous
difficulty and delay in obtaining books from abroad, and copies

of many important works have reached me only after the
printing of the whole text. Much, therefore, that ought to have
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found a place there has perforce been squeezed into the notes,

and I can only hope that such patchwork may not have too

often obscured the argument.
The lecturer is required to give three lectures, and this

number has dictated the plan of the present course and will

explain why no lecture is devoted to the Egyptian script, im-

portant as it is to the study of the alphabet
;
for, being com-

pelled to leave something out, I chose to omit that of which
I had no knowledge at first hand. I am therefore indebted for

anything that I say on this matter to others, especially to

Professor B. Gunn, to whom I offer my heartfelt thanks for all

the help that he has so ungrudgingly given me, and to

Dr. Gardiner for the loan of several important pamphlets
;

at

the same time I cannot refrain from expressing the hope that

some future lecturer will fill the gap thus left in my story.

Two points may here be mentioned. First, I have given

unusually full references both to ancient, especially Accadian,

and to modern literature; the reason is for the former that

Accadian words and phrases can be traced and verified only

with the greatest difficulty since the current dictionaries are

already antiquated and totally inadequate, and for the latter

that modern, especially periodical, literature on Semitic and
Biblical studies is still an unindexed wilderness. Second, I have

followed the chronology of Langdon and Fotheringham (1928)

for Sumerian and early Accadian history, although their dates

are too high, possibly by as much as two centuries, for the first

dynasty of Babylon
;
but, as the effect of the reduced chronology

on other periods has not yet been fully worked out, I have

preferred the old and consistent system to a hotch-potch of

systems in which this and the new may here and there conflict

with one another.

In conclusion, I wish to thank the Trustees for the honour

that they have done me in asking me to give these lectures on

the Schweich Foundation, on which my father delivered the

first course nearly forty years ago.

TOX 1122 ETX 1123
MAGDALEN COLLEGE

OXFORD

31 May 1948
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CUNEIFORM SCRIPTS
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NAM.DUB.SARBA DAGAL GU.Dt-Glt.E.NE A.A UM.ME.A-GE.ES
‘ Writing is the mother of speakers, the father of scholars

’

(Sumerian proverb on Sm. 61 r. 19 published

by S. H. Langdon in ‘A.J.S.L.’ XXVIII 242)

i. Historical Background

BABYLONIA has for many years been regarded as the

home at any rate of one form of writing, once widely dif-

fused over the Semitic world; and it has been a part of this

belief that the credit of inventing that form of writing which lies

behind the cuneiform script belongs to the Sumerians, a non-

Semitic people whose origin is disputed but who are known to

have occupied the southern part of the country by the time of,

if not before, the coming of the Semites into that part of the

Middle East. The problem, however, is not now so easily settled

in view of recent discoveries. 1 For, while a script that was
clearly a prototype of the later cuneiform script was used under
the first dynasty of Ur (c. 3150-3000 b.c.), the contemporary
or even later systems current in Elam and atJamdat Nasr were
considerably different and far closer to their pictographic arche-

types. Possibly then two distinct traditions of writing were
current c. 3500-3000 b.c.: the abstract signs employed at Ur
and Lagash and the semi-pictographic characters of Elam and
the district of Kish. As the two systems were practically con-

temporary, the one could not have been developed out of the

other; if that were so, the presumption would be that the

Sumerian writing, which was evolved from a system of picto-

graphy, owed its origin to the people ofJamdat Nasr2 and the

proto-Elamites. 3 The only plausible conclusion in the present
1 Cp. Speiser ‘ Mesop. Orig.

!

74
45

,
whose statement of the problem is here

summarized.
:
S. pp. 4-8.

3 A proto-Elamite or Elamite or perhaps some related people apparently-

constituted an important element in the original pre-Sumerian population

of Babylonia, which possibly remained bilingual for some time until the

Sumerian speech prevailed. The Sumerians remained in the country side

by side with the Semites and held the dominant position in the south

(Shumer or Sumer) until the Semites from the north (Accad) checked

B
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state of knowledge is that these two types of script are derived

from a common source. It must also be remembered in this

connexion that the Indus Valley has recently yielded seals in-

scribed with a semi-pictographic script showing certain general

resemblances with the Sumerian system .
1 Two explanations of

these facts are possible: either the resemblances between these

various systems of writing are accidental and each is derived

from a distinct source, or the resemblances indicate some inner

connexion and all go back to a common source
;
and, if that is so,

the question ofthe locality ofthat source demands an answer. As
yet, however, no evidence throwing any light on this problem
has been discovered, and it must for the time being remain an

unsolved riddle. However this may be, the subject of the

present work is not so much the invention of writing as the evolu-

tion of the Semitic systems of writing with especial reference to

the origin of the alphabet. The Sumerian system is only ofim-

portance for this inquiry in so far as one branch of the Semites,

namely the Accadians
,

2 borrowed the Sumerian script and
adapted it to the needs of their own language

;
and it is therefore

studied here only for the light which it throws, and the effect

which it has had, on the Accadian script and language. If, too,

the credit of having invented writing may not be given to the

Sumerians, it is at any rate their merit to have introduced the

art to one branch of the Semitic race, which has exerted so power-

ful an influence on the whole civilized world
;
and for this reason,

if for no other, their part in the story of writing deserves some

consideration.

The reasons for the invention of writing are tolerably clear.

The development of the cuneiform script was due to economic

necessity, and the form that it took was conditioned by the

means afforded by the Mesopotamian river-country. The
earliest Elamite and Sumerian records, so far as they can be

deciphered, are mere lists of objects pictorially jotted down on

clay-tablets with the numbers of each beside them, indicated by

a simple system of strokes, circles and semicircles. All such col-

their expansion and finally destroyed their power
;
meanwhile the Elamites

continued to harry the Mesopotamian plains and even re-established their

pow’er in some parts of the country, thus helping to overthrow the

Sumerians, until they in their turn were driven out by the brilliant first

(Amorite) dynasty of Babylon, when the Babylonian language won the day
(Speiser ‘ Mesop. Orig.’ 46-7, 68, 152-3).

1 Cp. Langdon ‘ Piet. Inscr.’ vi.

! This term is conventionally used for Babylonians and Assyrians when
there is no need to distinguish them.
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lections of texts come from ancient centres of cult or court and
refer to the property and accounts of the temples, which seem
to have resembled medieval monasteries or modern colleges in

their far-flung interests, or ofthe households ofthe king and other

high officers of state as centres of government; for their contents

at this time are purely economic or administrative, never

religious or historical. Writing in fact seems to have existed for

over 500 years before being put to such other uses; the only

exceptions are scholastic texts, as yet mere lists of signs and
words, required for the training of scribes. 1 The same or a

similar phenomenon appeared in Egypt, where writing was in-

vented and developed at approximately the same time, possibly

under Sumerian influence. The motive again was economic,

but of a different kind : it was the need to keep a trustworthy

calendar for calculating the annual flood of the Nile and to give

permanent form to the spells and prayers necessary to ensure

a plentiful harvest year after year and to transmit them in the

correct form to future generations. In both countries a large

priestly class devoted itself to the leisurely exploitation of a

complicated and esoteric if artistic system of writing. Syria

and Palestine could afford nothing of this sort; but the com-
mercial genius of their peoples went to the very heart of the

problem, borrowed what was essential in the Sumero-Accadian
or Egyptian systems, and adapted it to their own urgent needs.

2. Source and Date of the Earliest Inscribed Tablets

The earliest documents, if indeed they can be called docu-

ments, hitherto found on Babylonian soil, are small tablets from
Uruk of burnt gypsum mixed with sand; in shape they are

roughly square with the surface slightly convex and the corners

rounded off. They carry the imprint of a cylinder-seal and
one or several roundish depressions which are possibly intended

to indicate numbers (s. pi. 1, i). 2 These tablets are as old as

the inscribed clay-tablets from the same place and belong to

that remote period when the seal must have been serving its most
ancient function as a mark, presumably of ownership, of an
individual person and perhaps also of a corporation. 3 Such

1

S. pp. 67-8. : Jordan Dritter vorlaujiger Bericht iiber Uruk 29.
5 Such a ‘ clay-seai ’ indicating ownership was the Sum. IM-E-SA-DUBba

= Acc. sa-an-da-ba-ku, which is explained as kangu so nikkassi ‘sealed, of

accounts’ (Rawlinson ‘C.I.W.A. ’ v 32 a-c 18; cp. Langdon in R.A. xxvm
i2i

17 ), attached to stores; hence the overseer of the royal stores was called
Lf' sandabak[k)u (s. Landsberger in £.A . xli 189

1

).
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tablets or documents seem to embody a type of marking very

widely spread before the development of writing, but it has not

yet been possible to fix their date with any accuracy. Even, too, if

they were the precursors of written documents in the strict

sense, as their rapid disappearance after the emergence of true

writing suggests, it would be difficult to discover any direct

transition from the one to the other
;
possibly the great achieve-

ment of the invention of writing lies between them. Yet the

idea of writing may well have come from these primitive

methods of indicating identity and ownership.

The earliest tablets which can be called written documents
belong to collections of considerable size from four sites in

southern Babylonia, namely Warkah and Jamdat Nasr, Tell-

elMuqaiyar and Farah; they may be assigned to a period of

approximately six hundred years between c. 3500 andc. 2900 b.c.

A few other tablets from the same or not far distant sites belong

to the same period, 1 but these four collections alone are ofimpor-

tance for the study of the origin of the cuneiform script.2

Probably the earliest text from the Semitic world is a tablet

from Kish 3 (s. pi. 1,2); unfortunately the nature of its contents

can be hardly even guessed as it cannot be read. Roughly
contemporaneous with this tablet is a large collection of some
570 tablets which the fourth and lowest stratum at Uruk+ has

yielded (s. pis. 1,3; 2), a tablet supposed to have been found at

Umma, and another, known as the Walters-tablet (p. 40, fig. 16)

of unknown origin and of the same date. The thirdi and second
strata at Uruk also yielded a small collection of 34 tablets (s.

pi. 3, 1). A few isolated tablets from other, in several cases

unknown, sites belong to this period, of which the best-known

representatives are the so-called Blau-monuments and the Hoff-

mann-tablet (s. pi. 3, 2). These texts are overlapped by another

considerable collection of 194 tablets from Jamdat Nasr (s. pi.

4),= which is a small mound situated about 17 miles to the

north-east of Kish.6 All the tablets so far mentioned are in-

' Barton ‘ Babylonian Writing ’ 1 xiv-xv, Contenau Man. d’Arck. Or.

i 207-10, Falkenstein Uruk 67-8, and Deimel Farah 11 73-5 (illustrations).
: Cp. Contenau op. cit. iv 1822-4, where the difficulty of fixing the order

of these early texts is emphasized.

3 Arab.^_Jy\ [Tall-aV Uhaimir) ‘ the reddish mound’.
4 Hebr. ’

Erek (Gen. x 10) and Arab. iSj, ( Warkah '.

5 Arab. ^ [Jamdat Ai'asr).

” The considerable collection ofproto-Elamite texts from Susa, the capital
city of Elam, are assigned to the same period as those from Jamdat Nasr.
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scribed with pictographic writing of which the meaning can

often be more or less roughly guessed, although they can hardly

be read in the strict sense.

The next group calling for consideration consists of several

hundred tablets from
the famous royal

cemetery at Ur (s.

pi. 5) p a few of these

overlap those from

Jamdat Nasr or the

following lot from
Shuruppak, 2 but the

bulk falls squarely

between those two
periods. The last

group comprises the

very large collection

of something like

1 ,000 tablets from

the ancient Shurup-
pak, of which only

250 have been pub-
lished (s. pi. 6). A
solitary tablet of the same period belongs to Enhegal, king of

Lagash. 3 The writing on the tablets of these last two classes is

passing, if it has not already passed, out ofthe pictographic stage,

and the signs can for the most part be identified with their

counterparts in subsequent periods; consequently interpretation

or decipherment in the true sense begins to become possible.

All these places lie within the oblong strip of country whose
limits are approximately Babylon in the north and the Persian

Gulf on the south, and the two rivers, the Euphrates and the

Tigris, with their tributary or subsidiary streams on respectively

its western and eastern sides. This was the ancient Sumer (or

rather Shumer) and Accad, which at this time was under

Sumerian hegemony.
1 Hebr. S'llP? T!X ‘Ur of the Chaldees’ (Gen. xi 28, Nehem. ix 7) ;

modern Arab. JLiJ\ Jr (
Tall-alMuqaiyar

)
‘ the asphalted hill’ or ‘mound’

(Delitzsch Paradies 226-7).
3 Modern Arab. ;_,li (

Farah ), already described as old in the Babylonian

story of the Deluge (Thompson ‘ Gilgamish ’ 60 xi x 1-13).

3 Modern Arab. j- (
Tall-alLoh

)
‘ the mound of tablets’ together with

the mounds of Surgul and alHibbah (King ‘ Sumer and Akkad ’ 16-21).
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The subjects with which the first two main groups deal are

economic, as the texts consist almost exclusively of numbers
followed by depicted objects. The tablets from Ur deal also

with economic matters such as land and its products, agricul-

tural implements, and cattle; amongst them are also a few

school-texts. Of the texts from Shuruppak some 170 deal with

similar economic subjects, while another 80 are school-texts

containing lists of signs and words, and so on.

Unfortunately, no absolute dates can be assigned to these

early texts; they contain no historical allusions that can be

dated, while the archaeological evidence speaks not in years but

in centuries. Nonetheless, approximate dates, sufficient for the

present purpose, can be given.

Archaeologically the sequence is clear: Uruk IV, Uruk III-

II, andJamdat Nasr, then Ur, thereafter Shuruppak, and finally

Uruk I. 1 The internal evidence of the transition from picto-

graphs to signs and that oflinguistic development, so far as it can
be traced, confirm this sequence. Thus Uruk IV has writing

consisting solely ofnumbers and pictured objects
;
the texts from

Jamdat Nasr have the first use of a sign with determinative

value;2 those from Ur show a few signs sparingly used as sylla-

bles to indicate the cases of nouns and verbal inflexions; at

Shuruppak signs representing syllables begin to be used not

only for indicating inflexions but also for the phonetic spelling

of difficult words. 3 In texts from Uruk I signs are further

employed as syllables in the so-called phonetic complement4

and for the plural ending; and those from Ur use them, though
sparingly, to indicate both the genitival and datival rela-

tionship and also verbal inflexions. The texts of Ur-Nanshe

(
c . 3000 b.g.) have reached more or less the same stage of

linguistic development, while those of Eannatum
(
c . 2850-

2825 b.c.) commonly employ all such aids to reading. 5 Again,
in the economic texts from Shuruppak the signs are still not
arranged in the order required by the sense but are distributed

arbitrarily within compartments
;
this freedom of arrangement

is still the rule in Ur-Nanshe’s texts, whereas those of Eanna-
tum have the signs arranged in logical order. The texts from
Shuruppak, then, may be put one or two centuries before Ur-

1 The strata at Uruk are known as Uruk IV, Uruk III, Uruk II, Uruk I •

Uruk IV, which was excavated fourth and last, was the lowest and most
ancient, while Uruk I excavated first was the most recent and uppermost

;
S. pp. 60-1. s Falkenstein Uruk ^i 2 q86

4 c „ fir

5 Cp. Rutten in R.U.S.B. 1 14.

b.p.bi.
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Nanshe, namely c. 3200 b.c., while those fromjamdat Nasr must
be put somewhat before this date, possibly c. 3250 b.c. The other

collections must be ranged round these dates approximately at

the following dates

:

UrukIV .

Uruk III—II)

Jamdat Nasri

Ur .

Shuruppak
Uruk I

C. 3500 B.C.

C. 3300 B.C.

C. 3250 B.C.

C. 3200 B.C.

C. 29OO B.C.

At the same time it must be remembered that, while individual

dates may be too low, most before the Cassite period are now
known to be too high and will have to be considerably reduced

;

how much reduction may be necessary in the archaic period is

not yet certain.

The writing on the tablets from Uruk and Jamdat Nasr is

indisputably an early form of the Sumero-Accadian script, but

whether the language which it expresses is Sumerian has been

called in question. The chief grounds for this doubt relate to

the texts from Jamdat Nasr; for the archaeological remains

from that site show Elamite affinities, and the numerical system

used by the writers there has been thought to be decimal like

that of the Elamites, whereas the Sumerians are known to

have preferred the sexagesimal system. Such arguments have

been held to support a view that the population of Jamdat
Nasr was a non-Sumerian people culturally related to the

Elamites but using a type of Sumerian language and script

borrowed from an unknown source, or a branch ofthe Sumerians

strongly influenced by some foreign people, whether Gutians

or Elamites, but using a form of their own Sumerian language. 1

These arguments are not very strong nor convincing. The
original editor indeed of the texts fromjamdat Nasr, in claiming

that the language is Sumerian, does not adduce any convincing

reasons to support his opinion
;

2 but a recent analysis of these

texts leave little doubt that it must have been Sumerian. The
sporadic use of phonetic complements, the presence of the

Sumerian plural sign, the spelling and composition of certain

proper names, and other small points cumulatively are irresis-

tible, and the discovery that the decimal system is reserved for

use with grain and that the sexagesimal system is employed in

1
Speiser ‘ Mesop. Orig. ’ 72-6. The proto-Elamite tablets are approxi-

mately contemporary with those fromjamdat Nasr (Falkenstein Uruk 42).
1 Langdon ‘ Piet. Inscr.’ v-vi.
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all other cases deprives the numerical argument of its value.

These and similar arguments are applicable, though less

strongly, to the language of the tablets of every period from
Uruk as also to that of those from Shuruppak. The only

reasonable conclusion, then, is that the language of Uruk IV is

in all probability, and that of Jamdat Nasr is quite certainly,

Sumerian. 1

3. Clay-tablets

The earliest material for writing in Babylonia and Assyria,

although plaster and gypsum were occasionally used, was clay

of a particularly fine but coherent kind
;
of this an abundance

was found in the alluvial soil of these two countries, while it

was scarce elsewhere. Consequently, although the ‘clay-tablet’2

obtained some currency also amongst neighbouring peoples,

Elamites and Persians, Vannians and Hittites, Syrians and Pales-

tinians, as well as Egyptians andeven Cretans, its usewas sporadic

and short-lived amongst all but the Babylonians and Assyrians,

with whom it persisted for nearly four thousand years.

This clay for the purpose of writing had to be moist and soft

enough to take the impression of the stylus, but not so soft that

it clung to it or adhered to the writer’s hand and hindered him
as he worked. At Uruk lumps of clay were found which had
been prepared for use, as they bore the imprint of the fingers

of the person who had kneaded them into shape, but which had
not actually been used; and indeed the impression of the writer’s

fingers was often left on the edges of the tablet, showing how he
had grasped it as he made the signs (s. pi. 1 3, 1

) . At the same time
the clay must take enough time in drying to allow the whole sur-

face to be covered with writing before hardening. Large tablets,

which would require some considerable time for writing, were
kept soft by being wrapped in damp cloths which have often

kept the mark of their pattern stamped in the clay (s. pi. 20, i)A
The clay was not much cleansed or purified, as extraneous ob-
jects, such as stones and even date-stones, might be left in it.

While moist the clay was kneaded to the required shape between
the palms of the hands and was then polished with the smooth

1 Falkenstein Uruk 37-43.
1 Sum. IM-DUB = Acc. dubbu or tufipu (Muss-Arnolt ‘C.D.A.L.’ 262-3)

and tuppu (Eilers in O.LZ . xxxiv 931) ‘clay-tablet’. What exactly si’pu
‘letter’ fUngnad B.B. 364) really denotes is not clear (s. Landsberger in
Z-D.M.G. lxix 527 and O.Lz • xxvi 73, and Albright in %.A. xxxvn 140).

s Cp. Legrain ‘ Ur’ in 22 (where a stopper of clay showing cloth-marks
is described)

.
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end of the stylus, lumps flattened out, angles rounded off, and
so on. If the tablet required was too large to be held in the

hand, as indeed tablets soon became and often were, it was
laid on a support, as though on a board, and so pressed into

shape with the hands .
1 Thus, while in the smaller tablets both

surfaces might be more or less convex, in the larger the upper

tended to be convex while the lower was more or less flat.

Further, if both sides were flat, a large tablet would be likely

to be broken across, so that the centre was often thickened and
so strengthenedwith an additionallump ofclay which was worked
into it, giving it a fully convex surface. Finally, a hollowed

mould was drawn along the sides of the tablet, rounding off

the upper edges; the lower edges against the support usually

remained fairly sharp as they were not affected by this process.

The scribe normally began by writing on the flat under-surface

and then turned the tablet over to continue writing on the convex

upper surface; for the writing on the flat surface when turned

over on a board or similar support was not spoiled as the

pressure was equally distributed over the whole of it. If, how-
ever, the convex surface, after being covered with writing, had
been turned over while the flat side was used, the whole weight

of the writer’s hand would have pressed the centre of the convex

surface hard on to the support and obliterated the writing.

The early tablets, and indeed many of every epoch, were not

artificially hardened beyond being dried in the sun. Such sun-

dried bricks were hard enough for most purposes, especially if

the text was of an ephemeral nature, but it made alteration,

whether honest or dishonest, possible by ‘moistening’ the clay

anew and ‘rubbing’ it 2 when the original writing could be

erased and fresh signs or words written over the erasure
;
such

legitimate correction made at the time of writing is attested by

many extant examples, and Hammurabi’s Code of Laws refers

to it .
3 Indeed, early contracts often contain a clause to the effect

that, if any other document turns up, it is ‘ forged ’ and must be

‘broken’ or ‘destroyed ’;4 for ‘breaking’ or ‘destroying’ a tablet

was a normal safeguard when an agreement expired .
5 Forgery,

1

S. pp. 34-6.
; Bab. ruttubu”' ‘to moisten' (s. n. 3) and Ass. maraqu ‘to rub’ (Ebeling

K.A.R.I. 1 143 R. 19) ;
s. p. 28 n. 1.

3 In § 48 col. xiv a 11. 13-14.
3 Bab. sar and hibi (Schorr L rkunden 293 28 ;

cp. 238b 10). Also napdlu sd

tuppi is given in a native vocabulary (s. Meissner in G.G.A. cxvi 756).

5 C. H. § 37 col. xii a 15-16 (s. San Nicolo & Ungnad jXeubab. Uik. 1 741).
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too, was not uncommon, and one punishment inflicted on the

forger was ‘ the branding of his (forged) tablet on his forehead ’

.

1

Another consequence of using only sun-baked clay was that

tablets might be in very bad condition when wanted for the

recopying of ancient texts
;
the scribe then said in the colophon

that he was copying a tablet
£ which was damaged in the text

’ 2

or inserted a note in the text saying that the original tablet

was ‘broken’ or that there was a ‘new break’ 3 at that point so

that it could not be reproduced. 4 Consequently, tablets came
fairly soon, especially if they were important, to be baked in

the fire, 5 whereby their durability was increased and the possi-

bility of falsification eliminated. They were apparently laid on
a tripod of clay, of which many examples (though not proved

to have been used for this specific purpose) are known, and
covered with a dome-shaped lid during the baking 6 to prevent

blackening of the surface and disfigurement ofthe text; if large,

they were also often pierced that the baking might not burst

them open and injure the written surface.

The earliest tablets so far recovered are mostly rectangular,

whether square or oblong, measuring 4-5 cm. in length and
2-5-3 cm. m breadth; the edges are also sharply rectangular

and the sides flat enough to take writing, even though never

perhaps so used, while the corners are somewhat rounded
(s. pi. 1,3). The form of the surface varies considerably, being

now almost flat and now moderately convex; very rarely the

uninscribed reverse is quite flat while the inscribed obverse

bulges. In this period, too, oval tablets occasionally occur;

both obverse and reverse bulge considerably, the edges are

fairly sharp and the sides unsuitable for writing. As time goes

on, the size of the tablets increases until one from Uruk measures

1 1-3 x io-6 cm. (s. pis. 1,3; 2 ; 3, 1) ;
the surfaces become flatter

and the edges more rounded, while a few with flat under-surfaces

are found at Uruk, as often at Jamdat Nasr (s. pi. 4). The
1 Acc. kanlksu ina putisu sarapu (Landsberger ana ittisu 87 15

-88
27 ).

: Acc. sa ana pi safari sullupu (Langdon ‘Creation’ 148-9 col. 2).
3 Acc. hibi (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ 11 16 b 39. c 41, 61, d47) or hibi essn

(ibid. 11 16 b 56). Such notes were generally added in very small script.
4 S. pp. 69-70.
3 A cylinder of baked clay of Samsu-iluna (c. 2024-1987 b.c.) is known

(Speiser in ‘B.A.S.O.R.’ lxx 9-10'’.
6 De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvii (ACS', xi) 246 ; cp. Hilprecht ‘ Explorations ’

487-91. If the ‘ baking oven' is called liginnu (Langdon in R.A. xxxi 1 12-3)
what is liginn u in letters of the Sargonid epoch (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ v 447
O. 4 vi 604 R. 9 vii 722 R. 2 ix 878 O. 6 ?
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tablets from Shuruppak show other peculiarities, notably those

of which the breadth exceeds the length; these were used for

the special purpose of drawing up long lists and inventories

of property and were therefore also divided into numerous
columns, 1 which were unusual at any rate on tablets from Uruk
(s. pi. 6, i). 2 Large and occasionally also quite small tablets of

this shape reappear in the latest periods, from the sixth century

b.c. onwards (s. pi. 15, 1).

Under the first dynasty ofAgade (C.2751-2568B.C.) the oblong

form oftablet became usual with the obverse flat and the reverse

convex
;
but towards the end of this period the obverse began

to show some degree of convexity, the edges were flattened

and the sides were made slightly concave and adapted to take

writing, and rounded gave place to squared corners. This form
remained standard in the case of ordinary tablets till approxi-

mately the seventh century b.c. Then in the Neo-Babylonian

and Persian periods both surfaces of the small tablets used for

daily business were bulged and the edges convexed, while the

oblong shape still predominated
;
but old types also still lingered

on in occasional use. 3

In the Old-Babylonian period, especially under the first

dynasty (c. 2169-1870 b.c.), which was an age of great com-
mercial and legal activity, an ‘envelope’ 4 was devised for the

protection of important documents. This was a case of clay

of the same oblong shape as, but larger than, the tablet which it

was designed to hold (s. pi. 12); it was moulded round the

written tablet when it had been dried, or this was slipped into

it, whereupon the end was closed with fresh clay, and a duplicate

copy or summary of the text was inscribed on the outer surface. 5

1 Sum. DUB.DAGAL ‘broad tablet’ (Deimel Sum. Lex. 11 341 138 55).
J
S. pp. 39-44 -

3 The Sum. IM-GlDDA = Acc. gittu, whence the Hebr. tJl ‘ bill ’ perhaps

comes, may be derived from the Sum. GID ‘ long ’ on account of its

shape (Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn, xii ; s. Muss-Arnolt ‘ C.D.A.L.’ 215);

but this is not proved (Deimel Sum. Lex. 11 787-8 399 184 ;
s. Eilers in O.Lz.

xxxiv 930).
4 O.-Bab. irmum (Schorr Urkunden 317 22) or O.-Ass. iuppum harmum or

armum (Eisser & Lewy Aa.Ru.K. 1 270*"
; s. Meissner in A. Of. 11 268 and

Eilers in O.Lz. xxxiv 929 s
). The verbs are haramum or harrumu”1 ‘to encase’

(Eisser & Lewy ibid. 2~d°

:

s. Christian in IV.f.fC.Al. xxxvi 13-17 against

this explanation of these words) and patum ‘ to open ’ (Eisser & Lewy op. cit.

326 33-4).
5 Other, not clearly distinguished, words for ‘case’ or ‘case-tablet’ are

imgurru
,
erimtu (Deimel op. cit. 782 399 89) and gartuppu Is. p. 74 n. 10), sutu,

sirmu (Hallock ‘Ass. St.’ vii 66-7 ;
s. Jensen in K.B. vi i 268-9 O. 4).
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The ‘enclosed tabletV however, unfortunately often stuck to the

case, so that the text of both tablet and envelope was apt to be

damaged if not destroyed in opening it. Not a few legal tablets

of this period, however, are slightly concave on both upper- and
under-surfaces, being so shaped to prevent the inner tablet

adhering to the outer case and having its text made illegible

;

and the surfaces of the inner tablet may perhaps have been

sometimes sprinkled with dry powdered-clay to prevent their

adhering to the envelope. 2 Thus the envelope had considerable

value in protecting the main text inscribed on the tablet both

from ‘ forgery 5 3 and from accidental injury
;
and so the judges in

one extant case found that the envelope was injured so that the

copy of the text of one of the parties was unreadable and ‘ they

broke his case-tablet open’ in order to discover its contents.4

Any number of tablets might be similarly packed in a special

‘ sealed case ’ or ‘ container
’
5 oflarge size, to which Old-Assyrian

texts occasionally refer, for safety in transport. In course of time

these cases went out of use, as fire-baked tablets 6 had little or no
need of such protection.

The normal tablet was quite small, but occasionally very

large ones were required, such as that on which the Middle-

Assyrian Laws are inscribed; this tablet measures 3x5 x 206 x 32
mm., and the text contains 828 lines of writing arranged in

eight columns, four on the obverse and four on the reverse side. 7

So large a tablet of clay, however, was exceptional.

Many other shapes were developed in the course oftime, mostly

for the particular purposes to which they were thought appro-

priate. The earliest were circular tablets, which were commonly
used for school-texts and for those dealing with landed property

(s. pi. 6, 2) ;
these were employed in every period. There were

also small tablets shaped like eggs or three-sided cones bearing

the impress of the owner’s seal and bored for a string (s. pi. 10),

probably intended for tying on to objects as a mark of owner-
ship. Somewhat similar were lumps of clay shaped like slates

or olives bearing usually a religious name, sometimes bored
1
Ass. tuppu sapitu (Ebeling K.A.J.l. 104 7 122 4-5) or Bab. sipu (Thompson

‘ C.T.’ xii 33 K. 2034 R. i-ii 2).
: King ‘ L.I.H.’ hi xxii-xxiii : s. Clay ‘ B.E.U.P.’ xiv 9.
3 Bab. sunnu ‘to alter’ the text on a tablet (Clay ‘ YBT.’ in 106 34-7).
4 Bab. tuppasu isrumu ^Schorr Urkunden 317 22-3).
5 Ass. tamalakum (Eisser & Lewy Aa.Ru.K. 11 78°; cp. 298 9-16. 29-31,

for a number of tablets in one such ‘ container ’ and for the sealing of it).

* S. p. 10.

7 Schroeder K.A.V.I. 1-14 1 jA'.A.T. 10,000-.
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and sometimes not bored
;
the purpose of these olives was often

perhaps to serve as amulets (s. pi. 11, 1 and 2). A nail- or

wedge-shaped tablet 1 was common in every period. The
earliest, on which the inscription was vertical, were very thick

and had no dome or head; but c. 2600 b.c. the shape was
improved and the dome appeared, giving them a definitely

nail-like appearance, and c. 2300 b.c. the figure of a mannikin
took the place of the dome. Then c. 2000 B.c. the Babylonians

ceased to use this type and the Assyrians took it over from

them. By c. 1700 B.c. it had been broadened and hollowed,

and the text was written transversely across the nail and some-

times even concentrically round the dome; and by c. 1300 b.c.

the broadening became even more marked and mushroom-like,

while the dome became bullet-shaped with a hole at the top,

and this form persisted to the end. The Babylonians inserted

these objects as a type of foundation-deed in the walls of their

temples, while the Assyrians similarly put them into the walls

of their fortifications. Prisms, already used by Lugalushumgal

king of Agade,2 with six, eight, or ten sides, became very

common during the Assyrian empire, when they were used for

the purpose of historical records. Inscribed cylinders, 3 found

already in the Sumerian period, lasted into Seleucid times,

when they were generally thickened round the waist like

barrels; they were favoured by the Babylonians, who often

built them in a casing of brick into the angles of temple-walls.

Finally, there were tablets of various shapes, such as the four-

sided block of clay forming a kind of elongated cube whose

height was gj in. and whose sides measure 3! in., dated c. 2000

b.c., containing lexicographical information. Others were de-

signed to meet special needs, for example paw-shaped brackets

and arm-shaped ledges, door-sockets,4 circular tablets for draw-

ings, plans, and maps (s. pi. 16), liver-shaped tablets for

hepatoscopical information 5 (s. pi. 11,3 and 4; 18, 2), and

so on; some were mere freaks of imagination, such as a tablet

shaped like an ox-hoof for a collection of omens. 6

1 Acc. sikkatu(m
)
or zigatu (s. Unger Bab. Schr. 7-8).

1 Schileico in A

.

xxix 78-84.
3 Bab. zia-su-mi-ni-e-ti . . . sa ga-la-la sd-at-ri-e-ti (Clay ‘ Y.O.S.' 111 4 6-8).

3 Schroeder K.A.H.l. 11 44, 46.

5 Cp. Rutten in R.A. xxxv 36-70.
6 Handcock ‘ Mesop. Archaeol.’ 115-16.
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4. Stone and Metal, Wood and Ivory, Papyrus and Leather

Stone was rare in Babylonia and indeed also in Assyria,

though not so much so, 1 and kings had no scruples about

‘altering’ 2 or erasing their predecessor’s inscriptions in order

to re-use the stone on which they were engraved

;

3 the method
was ‘to destroy’ the text ‘with a stone’.4 Not only soft stone

like limestone and marble but also the hardest volcanic rock,

such as basalt and dacite, dolerite and diorite, were chosen for

inscriptions. The softer stones were used in considerable quanti-

ties for tablets with pictographic inscriptions and especially for

those carrying inscriptions, notably royal inscriptions, for which
some degree of permanency was required (s. pi. 7) ;

for clay-

tablets, even when baked in the fire, could not be expected to

last indefinitely like a stele or ‘inscribed stone’. 5 Further, the

texts on clay-tablets recording grants ofland by Babylonian kings
to loyal servants were copied on to boundary-stones erected as

visible monuments perpetuating the memory of the gift. 6 Soft

stone, too, especially alabaster and marble,7 and occasionally

also onyx and lapis lazuli, was used for encomiastic inscriptions

glorifying important persons, votive or dedicatory and historical

1 The Babylonians used mostly hard stone imported from the hills while

the Assyrians found soft stone to hand in their own country. Occasionally

abnu ‘stone’ is used for ‘inscribed monument’ (s. Steinmetzer Grenz-

steine 100).
5 Acc. nukkuru, which may refer to turning the stone round so as to use

the back for a fresh inscription (Haupt ap. Muss-Arnolt ‘ C.D.A.L.’ 675).
Another method was ‘to cover with earth’ or ‘paste’ (Acc. ina epri or
pissati katamu

) the text in order merely to make it illegible (ibid. 457-8).
3 So a gate-socket of Lugal-kigub-nidudu was re-used by Shar-gali-sharrl

and a stone of Shulgi by Kurigalzu (Hilprecht ‘B.E.U.P.’ i/i 31, ii 45-6).
Many inscriptions include curses against anyone w'ho shall re-use a stone

or destroy it (s. Budge & King ‘ A.K.A.’ 1 106-8 viii 63-88).
4 Bab. ina abnim ubbulum (Gadd & Legrain ‘ Ur ’

1 165 ii 15-16)
;
cp. sa . . .

z -indrua . . . ina abni ubbasu (which is an error for ubbatu
)

‘ who destroys my
inscription with a stone’ (Scheil D. P., Mem. vx 36 iv 29-v 2) and mati-ma

. . ina abnim uab\ba\tu ‘ when ... he destroys (it) with a stone ’ (King
‘ B.B.-S.’ 21-2 4 iii i2-iv4).

5 Sum. ziXA.RU.A - Acc. narum ‘engraved stele’ and asumejitu or rather
asumittu (Muss-Arnolt ‘ C.D.A.L.’ 76, 724-5; s. Meissner in M. Va.G. x iv 6
and Ebeling .Nb.B.U. 4 6), s[z)umitu (Koschaker in O.Lz. xxxv 321) or sumutu
(Scheil A'. V.B. 45

13
)
‘ornamental stele’, identical with the Aram. xmo and

XJViffX and the Palm. XTrOOl (Noldeke ap. Jensen Kosm. d. Bab. 349
1

) ;
also

siknu ‘monument’ and kudurru ‘boundary-stone’ (s. Steinmetzer op. cit.

100-18). 6 King • Boundary-Stones ’ xii-xiii.
7 Cp. Ebeling in Altar. Bibl. I 50-1 xix 3 6.
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texts. The lions and bulls and other colossi erected at the gates

and mythical figures carved in relief and set up along the walls

of Assyrian palaces were of stone
;
they bore highly laudatory

inscriptions commemorating the exploits of their authors, and
the cuneiform wedges often attained a length of 2 in., while

the texts ran over uncarved stone and sculptured figure alike

(s. pi. 8, 2). Fairly hard and semi-precious stones of many
kinds were cut for seals. The ‘ seal

’
1 might be conical in the

early period, but the vast majority of them were cylindrical in

shape, 2 and these last normally bore brief inscriptions identi-

fying their owners, with the text, which was reversed, most often

running downwards 3 (s. pi. 9) as it did on other monuments of

stone till the Cassite period (s. pi. 8, 1). Such seals have been

found in very large numbers, since every Babylonian gentle-

man of rank is said to have possessed a seal,4 and even slaves

are known to have had them. 5 Finally, the hardest rock was

reserved either for objects in whose case hardness was essential,

such as inscribed maces and door-sockets, or for the most im-

portant texts; for example, the famous Code of Hammurabi
(c. 2067-2025 b.c.), which ran to 4,000 lines (albeit short lines)

or thereabouts, 6 was carved on a solid block of diorite 2-25 m.
high and measuring 1-65 m. round the top and 1-90 m. round

the bottom. 7

Inscribed tablets were rarely of ivory or of more or less

precious metals; but specimens have been found on antimony,

copper and bronze, as well as on silver and gold. 8 These metals

were naturally used mostly for weapons and objects of art, such

as lance-heads of copper, swords and door-plates of bronze,

bowls of silver, plaques of gold (s. pi. 15, 2) and so on, which

were generally inscribed with brief texts giving the name of the

person who owned them or of the deity to whom they were

dedicated or similar information in the cuneiform script. Bronze

1 Acc. unqu ‘ seal-ring ’ and kunukku ‘ cylinder-seal ’ (Muss-Arnolt

' C.D.A.L.’ 71-2 and 919-20). The seal was bored with a hole through

which a cord was passed to hang it round the owner’s neck (Harper
‘ A.B.L.’ x 1042 O 5-6 ;

s. Oppenheim in ‘ J.A.O.S.’ lxiv 195).

Ward ‘ Seal-Cylinders ’ 5-9, and Frankfort ‘ Cylinder-Seals ’ 4-5.
5 S. pp. 38-9. 4 Herodotus Hist, i 1 95. 5 Boyer in S.D. 11 2094

.

° Actually 3,637 lines are preserved, but some five to seven columns,

containing about 75 lines each, are missing from the middle, whence they

have been erased. ‘ Scheil D. P.
,
Mem. iv 12.

8 Place A'inive et VAssyrie in 77 ; s. Lie Sargon II 76-7 v 14-5. Hittite texts

have been found also on lead (s. p. 84, n. 1
1 )
and are mentioned on bronze

(Andrae Assur 19; s. Hrozny R. Bo. v 6 R. iv 17).
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was used also for inscribed duck-weights and lion-weights fixing

the standards current in the country. 1

Wood seems occasionally to have been employed for writing

tablets, since words denoting them may take the determinative

sign for wood not only in syllabaries but also in ordinary litera-

ture of various periods, both Old-Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian,

if this point may be pressed. 2 Further, some of the tablets de-

picted in the hands of the scribes on Assyrian monuments have

the appearance of being hinged or double (s. pis. 23 b, 24 c) ;

if so, they must have been made of wood. Tablets made of

tamarisk and aromatic woods, too, are occasionally mentioned

in extant texts, 3 but none have yet been recovered by excava-

tion.

Finally, both papyrus and leather are known from literary

allusions to have come into use at a late period. The word by
which ‘ papyrus 5

is known, which is of Egyptian origin,4 seems

to be first mentioned in a text of the Assyrian king Sargon

(721-705 b.c.), 5 that for ‘ parchment’ 6 is not apparently found

before the Persian period, while the ‘writer on parchment’ 7

1 Meissner Bab. u. Ass. 1 360-1 ; cp. Barrois in R.A. xxv 51-2 (Nerab)

and Handcock ‘ Mesop. Archaeol.’ 26, where duck-weights of stone and
marble are described.

2 Sum. GlSLl.HU.SI.UM = Acc. l>liu
m

(s. Steinmetzer Grenzsteine 113-4,

236) and iszu (Streck Assurb. 11 3 i8
b 332

111

364') ;
cp. aki sa ina '>lfi satiruni ‘ as

it has been written on a wooden tablet’ (Harper * A.B.L.’ 1 53 R. 1 1-12).
3 Lie Sargon II 76-7 v 14-5 and Craig ‘ A.-A.T.’ 13 (K. 3044) 5, 32 (K.

5822) 8, 73 (K. 3163) R. 11 (s. Schott in £.A. xlii 207 and Guterbock in

S.D. 11 33-5).
4 Acc. ni’dru or niyarti = Hebr. “V3 ‘ paper ’ from Eg. *n-l(t)r(w) = Copt.

*n-eioop ‘ (the stuff) from the river ’ (Eilers Ken. Weihinschr. 40 after Bondi

in z^.A.S. xxxin 67), like Gk. Trdrrvpos (
= Aram. Kni'D’S ‘ papyrus whence

Engl. ‘ paper ’) from Eg. *pl-p-l(f)r(iv) = Copt. *nx-n-eioop ‘ the growth

of the river ’ (Bondi l.c. 64-7) ;
also Acc. if or iamurbdnu ‘ papyrus = Aram.

KI211N 1 rushes ’ (Klauber P.-R.T. xxvii-xxviii) . A curse invoked on those

who violate treaties is that their clothing may be ni’dru (Weidner in A. Of.

viii 20-1 R. iv 15-16). Another synonym is nibzu ‘written document’
(Boissier in Bab. iv 92-3), of which the root is uncertain (s. Zimmern
A. Fzt. z

19, Schiffer in Oriens 1 34
45 and Albright in Z-A. xxxvii 140). In

late texts u’iltu ‘bond’ is used for ‘tablet’ (San Nicolo & Ungnad Neubab.

Urk. 1 752).
5 Dougherty in ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlviii 131-3.
6 Bab. KL s.\ipirtum or sipistum, meaning literally ‘ missive of leather ’ (Aug-

apfel Bab. Rechtsurk. 1 1 8 ;
s. Dougherty in ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlviii 125103

).
7 Sum. LU-KUS.SAR from KUS ‘ hide’ and SAR ‘ to write’. An Acc.

*kussaru ' writer on parchment ’, which has been postulated (Meissner Beitr.

Ass. Worterb. 1 51), has not yet been found (Schroeder in Z-A. xxx 91-2
;
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does not certainly occur before the early years of the Seleucid

period (311-95 b.c.), although parchment has a very ancient

history in Egypt and some history also in Persia. 1 Dougherty 2

indeed has sought to prove from the Assyrian reliefs depicting

two scribes the one writing on a clav-tablet and the other on a soft

material falling from his hands (s. p. 22, fig. 4, pis. 23 and 24) 3

that leather was in use already in the Neo-Assyrian empire, but

Eilers 4 has rightly objected to this suggestion that these reliefs

do not show clearly whether papyrus or leather is intended.

The problem can hardly be solved on this somewhat unsatis-

factory evidence, as no such documents have been recovered

from Assyrian or Babylonian soil, mainly because it was un-

suitable to the conservation of such perishable stuff as papyrus

and leather, but also probably because neither was so exten-

sively used as in Egypt and elsewhere. 5

5. Writing Implements

Writing on soft stone or on stone of ordinary hardness was

presumably engraved with a chisel of metal, if the stone was
soft enough, or otherwise with a flint, and that on metal and
ivory was presumably executed with similar graving tools. How-

hard stone like diorite was engraved is not known
;
for there is no

evidence to show that the Babylonian, like the Egyptian, en-

gravers practised the Egyptian method of boring a number of

minute holes and then breaking down the walls between them.

Seals of shell and soft stone could easily be cut wfith flint, which

was in common use in chips and flakes, knives and saw’s. When

s. San Nicolo & Ungnad Neubab. Urk. 1 798 on Ungnad Va. Sd. vi 192 7).

That siplru or sipirru denotes a ‘ writer on leather, parchment ’ (Dougherty

in ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlvm 110-30) has been doubted with reason, as there is not

any evidence that the word describes any kind of scribe, and neither the

Acc. KUSsipirtu or sipistu ‘ missive
’

(s. p. 1 6 n. 6) nor the Hebr. "ISO ‘ scribe ’ is

connected with it (Eilers in O.Lz. xxxiv 931-3). There is, too, no real

evidence that lVA.BA = tupsarru ‘scribe’ (Genouillac in R.A. x 7 5,; ; cp.

Howardy C.C. 837 549 86) denotes a ‘ writer on parchment ’ at Nineveh

except in the late Assyrian period (s. pp. 64-5 n. 15). The LL'A.BA (s.

p. 72 n. 4) is of Assyrian or Aramaean or even Egyptian race, while an
Aramaean woman is described as SALA.BA, so that they may have been

as much translators as scribes (Dougherty ibid. 128-30; cp. Klauber
A.B. 383).

1

S. pp. 81-2. * In ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlviii 109-35.
3 S. pp. 20-3. 4 In O.Lz. xxxrv 931-3.
5 S. pp. 81-3, where both leather and papyrus are shown to have been

in common use in Egypt and elsew-here in the ancient East.

C
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they were of hard stone, e.g. quartzite, some harder substance

would be required; this was probably corundum or emery, of

which Armenia produced the best kind known in antiquity,

whether in chipped points or in powder, since crude corundum
was in use at an early date in Egypt. All the earlier seals were
thus cut with the free hand. Revolving tools ofmetal for engra-

ving design and legend were introduced from Egypt. Syria

learnt their use at the time of the Egyptian invasion of the

XVIII Dynasty (c. 1580-1350 b.c.), and the Babylonians got

them thence in the Cassite age. Three types of such tools have
been recognized : a burr, large or small, to make round holes

;

a disk, of which the edge was applied to the stone, very thin

for mere lines and quite thick for bodies of men or beasts
;
and

a tube for cutting circles or, held at an angle, to make crescents

and so on. In earlier times the tool would be of copper, in

later times of iron, with a flake of corundum attached to or

fixed in it. Such a tool seems to have been revolved generally

with a bow-string, but may conceivably in the latest period have
been revolved by attachment to a wheel which, like the potter’s

wheel, will have been worked by the foot; but there is no
certain evidence of such a device. 1

The text was not engraved directly on to the stone, but a

preliminary ‘ copy ’ was made on clay2 for the guidance of the

engraver. Thus the preparatory sketch on clay of a sculptured

relief of Ashurbanipal spearing a lion 3 and the rough drafts on
clay of two epigraphs inscribed on bas-reliefs of the same king4

are still extant (s. pi. 16, 3). Further, the text was traced in

colouring matter 5 on the actual stone, of which the surface had
already been prepared, so that the engraver had only to follow

the lines laid down for him by the draughtsman. This practice

is well attested in Egypt; 6 and there is a Middle-Babylonian

boundary-stone on which the sculpture has already been exe-

cuted, the surface of the stone dressed and faint lines traced on
it in readiness for the text, which however was never finished. 7

Writing on clay required a special instrument, which has

received much study. This was a peculiar stylus called a ‘tablet-
1 Ward ‘ Seal Cylinders’ 9-10.
s Bab. nis{i)hu sa titi (s. p. 70 n. 12) and also 'Hi'u

;
a subsequently made

duplicate copy is called gab{a)ri '}lPi (Steinmetzer Grenzsteine 107-n;
s. Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn, xi-xii).

3 Handcock ‘Mesop. Archaeol.’ 1 18 (BM. 93001).
4 Ibid. (Sm. 1350 and K. 4453 + K. 4515). 5 5. pp . oo-i.
6 Williams ‘Tomb of Per-Neb’ 3-15.
7 Contenau Man. d’Arch. Or. 11 901.
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reed’,

1

and it produced a wedge-shaped or cuneiform- stroke

which was called a ‘finger’. 3 This stylus was made neither

of flint nor of bone nor generally of wood, but normally of
reed; for this is what the name clearly implies, while marks
of reed-fibre have been detected under the microscope in signs

on actual tablets, and suitable reeds with a hard sheath and a

tough fibre grow in profusion in both Babylonia and Assyria.

This hard sheath prevents the absorption of moisture from the

damp clay, which has been shown by experiment to cling to

wood and so to clog the writing and mar the clearness of the

signs. At the same time the wooden stylus was perhaps not

unknown; for a note was occasionally appended to a tablet to say

that it was written ‘with the wood’ 4 of such and such a scribe,

whose name followed. In any case, the material of which the

stylus was made could not stand up to long use without its losing

its edge, and a ‘reed-stone’, 5 probably a pumice-stone, was kept

for sharpening it.

No object which can be certainly identified as a stylus has

yet been recovered by excavation from the soil for the obvious

reason that the reed, of which it is supposed to have been
usually made, must in most cases long ago have perished. 6 The
claim has, however, been put forward on behalf of several

objects superficially resembling one. Thus Langdon has argued
that a stylus-like object of bone found by him at Kish is in fact

a stylus for writing cuneiform signs, and that a similar instru-

ment found with it is a tracer for ruling lines on a tablet

(s. pi. 20, 2) ;
7 but this claim is disputed chiefly because the

1 Sum. GI-DUB baiAsd — Acc. qdn-tuppim or tuppani (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’

11 44 e-f 63 and Langdon in R.A. xiv 79 K. 152 O. 12; s. Muss-Arnolt
‘ C.D.A.L.’ 263a, 917a). What is kipu or kipu sa qan-tuppi (Thompson
‘ C.T.’ xii 46 K. 40 ii O. 37-gb)? The maltd.ru ‘writing instrument' of

wood or bronze (s. Meissner in G.G.A. cxvi 753) served perhaps for other

forms of writing than on clay (s. p. 70 n. 12).
1 Cp. Hyde Hist. Rel. Vet. Pers. (Oxon., MDCC) 526-7, where the Old-

Persian signs (s. pp. 13 1-2) are described as ductuli pyramidales seu cuneiformes,

which appears to be the source of the adjective ‘ cuneiform at any rate

in this sense. 3 Ass. ubanu (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ vn 688 R. 1 1).
4 Acc. ina isi (Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn, xii-xiii). Or is the phrase intended

not in the literal sense but as a sort of colloquialism meaning ‘ with a stick',

like the English ‘stick and fiddle’ for bow and violin?

5 Acc. £T-ga-n«-[u]or.:tf-#a-nu(CampbellThompson‘D.A.C.G.’ 169, 191).
6 Cp. De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvn {NS. xi) 240% who remarks that no

instrument found up to that date 14905) ^as a P°int adapted for making
wedge-shaped signs on clay, such as the true stylus must have had.

7 In ‘ Kish ’
1 95-8.
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signs made with it do not resemble normal cuneiform wedges

of any period
,

1 and it is by no means certain that the supposed

stylus is not in fact a simple form of comb !
2

The stylus, however, is represented, or thought to be repre-

sented, in art on a number of monuments .
3 First, it is clearly

depicted on sculptures of the Neo-Assyrian empire, of which

nearly thirty have been found in the palaces chiefly of Tiglath-

pileser III (745-727 b.c.), Sargon (721-705 b.c.), and Senna-

cherib (704-681 b.c .),
4 depicting two scribes writing down lists

of booty
;
one of them holds a stylus in the right and a tablet in

the left hand, while the other holds a reed-pen in the right and
a roll of papyrus or leather in the left hand (s. pis. 23 and 24). 5

Second, the stylus is apparently represented on a number of

boundary-stones (s. pi. 21, 2)
6 and a few seals

;
7 it thus appears

now single (s. p. 21 fig. 3 a and b) and now double (s. p. 21

fig. 3 c and d
;

pis. 23 and 24 c) on the boundary-stones but

only double on the seals, often in a conventionalized form
(s. pi. 22).

Archaic = classical tiTH DUB ‘ tablet
’

Archaic [A] ^3 = classical r/TT KlSlB ‘ seal
’

A

B

C
Fig. 2. The stylus in script and sculpture.

The single stylus, here represented lying flat, is very probably
rightly identified (s. fig. 2 b); for the same object forms a part of
the primitive sign for a clay-tablet (s. fig. 2 a) . The same bands

1 Falkenstein Uruk 6\ 2 Messerschmidt in O.Lz ix 372-3.
3 A stylus was often branded on slaves and beasts as the mark of their

owner (Clay ‘ B.E.U.P.’ viii 106 9-10, Ungnad Va. Sd. v 94 2, where such
marks are described as sarhu ‘ fine and large ’)• 4 Unger Bab. Schr. 8-9.

' Bonomi ‘Nineveh and its Palaces’ 277; Botta & Flandin Monument de
jMniie 11 141, 146; Layard ‘Monuments of Nineveh’ 1 58 11 26, 29, 35-7, 42,
50 (s. p. 22).

2 King ‘Boundary-Stones’ xiv-xv; s. Steinmetzer Grenzsteine 145-6,
166-7, 183. 7 Ward < Seal-Cylinders’ 401-2.
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appear on both representations
;
they may be intended to repre-

sent bandages to prevent the splitting of the reed, or, if not, they

must be regarded as mere ornamentation. 1 The doubled stylus

has been doubted; but the identification is made probable by
a comparison with that, now single and now double (s. fig. 3),

2

A BCD
Fig. 3. Single and double stylus on a base or throne on Middle-

BabyIonian boundary-stones.

amongst the emblems of Nabu (the Biblical Nebo), god ofwrit-

ing, on a number ofMiddle-Babylonian boundary-stones .

3

Ifthe

doubled stylus is thus rightly identified with these objects,4 it

symbolizes Nabu, whose other emblem is two cuneiform wedges
one above another, 5 and the base on which it stands represents

his seat or throne. 6 Third, it has been suggested that two objects

carved on the monument of the Sumerian Gudea priest-king of

Lagash (c. 2425 b.c.) in connexion with a plan 7 may be a tracer

and measuring rod (s. pi. 21, i); 8 of these identifications the

former, if not correct, must come very near the truth, as some
instrument used by a surveyor must be intended, while the

second may be confidently accepted. In all these representa-

tions, however, the stylus is so small or the stone has been so

badly worn that only a very general impression of its form can
1 Unger Bab. Schr. 9, who speaks of them as decorated with cross-strokes.

' Cp. Steinmetzer Grenzsteine 159-60, who suggests a bundle of reeds ;

but the stylus was of reed (s. pp. 18-9). A similar doubling of an object

may be seen in the double baton carried by certain officers in the left hand
on Assyrian reliefs (Botta & Flandin Monument de jXiniie 1 40 [hindmost

figure], 11 82 [foremost figure]). 3 S. p. 64.
4 It has been thought to be an engraver's chisel (Contenau Man. d'Arch. Or.

1 162), but the Roman reed-pen is thus occasionally represented on monu-
ments tied up in bundles (Nettleship & Sandys ‘ Diet, of Class. Antiq.’ 100).

3 Cp. Ward ‘Seal-Cylinders’ 401,'1302.
0 Another view is that the two sticks or columns, here taken as a doubled

stylus, are two peaks over which the sun-god rises, and that the base, here

taken as Nabu’s seat or throne, is his temple from which he emerges at

dawn (Weber in Altor. Stud. Homme! gezt idm. 11 375-82).
7 De Sarzec & Heuzey Decouvertes en Chaldee 11 pi. xv nos. 1-2.
5
S. p. 32.
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be obtained; no details of its shape, such as the angle of its sides,

can be made out. These can only be worked out by experiment
after careful examination of the script on actual tablets.

The earliest picture in which the stylus is depicted, if indeed

it is correctly interpreted as representing a scribe writing on a

tablet, since the stone is

badly damaged, is on a

plaque of limestone tenta-

tively assigned to the age of

the third dynasty of Ur 1
(c.

2408-2282 b.c.)
,
but nothing

can be learned from it owing
to its condition. There are

also several sculptures of the

late Assyrian period in which
scribes are shown in the act

ofwriting on tablets
;
ofthese

the earliest comes from a
palace probably of Adad-
nirari III (809-782 b.c.) at

Til-Barsib on the Euphrates
in northern Syria (s. fig. 4),
while the rest come from the

royal palace at Asshur of

various kings from Tiglath-
pileser III (745-727 b.c.) onwards (s. pis. 23 and 24). The stylus

is variously held. In the first it is pressed on the thumb with the
four fingers closed over it in such a way that the top protrudes
between the first finger and the thumb which projects awkwardly
under it (s. fig. 4 b)

;
in the others it is clasped like a dagger

in the palm of the hand with the four fingers closed over it to

grasp it 2 and the thumb pressed down on it from the other side

when in use (s. pis. 23 b and 24 c, lower figure) or with four
fingers open above it when not in actual use (s. pis. 23 a and

1 Qppenheim in A. Of. vi 63-4 (Taf. iii/i).
1 The stylus might thus be said almost to be held ‘ in the closed fist

’

(Breasted in ‘A.J.S.L.’ xxxii 242-4 and Unger Bron^etor von Balawat 51-2),
and not in a loose grip between the finger-tips (Deimel Sumer. Gramm. 12-
13) or between the thumb on the one side and the fingers on the other side
(Falkenstein Lruk 6 '~). The sculptures do not support the last views, but
the difficulty of using the instrument satisfactorily on the first view
however great, may possibly have been overcome by constant practice. The
modern method of holding a pen is equally difficult for a child and an un-
educated person and is but laboriously acquired.

A B

Fig. 4. Reed-pen and stylus as held

by scribes.
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24c, upper figure). 1 The method in which the stylus is held

in all these pictures seems very awkward, and the suspicion

that the execution of his intention has proved itself something
beyond the skill of the artist can hardly be resisted. The reed-

pen for use with ink is held like a modern pen when the scribe

is writing with it.

The stylus is clearly not carved accurately enough in any
of these sculptures to put the details of its form beyond doubt

;

for example, it is not possible from them to settle the vexed ques-

tion whether its writing end was rectangular or triangular. Ac-

cordingly various scholars have devoted considerable pains to a

detailed study of the strokes and wedges, often extremely fine

and minute, as impressed on actual tablets ofvarying date, with

a view to inferring its shape; amongst these scholars Zehnpfund 2

and Clay 3 argue for a rectangular, De Morgan 4 and Messer-

schmidt, 5 and most recently Falkenstein, 6 plead for a triangular

tip, and all have designed and reproduced models of the instru-

ment which they prefer.

The stylus, as plausibly suggested by Messerschmidt, was
apparently cut out of a reed in such a way that one piece might

yield several instruments (s. p. 25 fig. 6 A adc, a-d-c, b-d-c).

It had as one side the curved outer edge, which made a concave

imprint in the clay but was so hard and smooth as to leave no

mark of fibre in it (s. p. 25 fig. 6 B a-c, C and D c-b)
,
and as the

other two sides the inner edges, which were cut flat and left

the marks of the fibrous core in the clay (s. p. 25 fig. 6 C and

D a-e-b, a-e-c)
;
and it had the end with which the signs were

imprinted in the clay cut in the shape of a triangle whose

apex or tip resembled the knicked off point of a blunted knife.

Already at a quite early date the head at the point of impres-

sion was slightly bevelled (s. p. 24 fig. 5 B2 and 3 f-e, E 2), as

shown by the imprint of strokes on actual tablets, so that the

edge came out vertical in the clay. This bevelling remained

the rule for all time. Again, as shown by its imprint, the stylus

had one side of its tip slightly rounded (s. p. 24 fig. 5 B 1-3 e,

and p. 25 fig. 6 Be), possibly to prevent the sharp point from

catching in the clay and tearing pieces out with the result that

1 There seems no reason to suppose that the tablet was held in the right

and the stylus in the left hand by the Old-Assyrian scribes because their

signs lean forward (Smith ‘C.T.C.T/ 1 5).
: In Actes du 8* Congres International des Onentalistes 1 B 267-72.
3 In B.E.U.P. xiv 17-20. 4 In R, d. Tr. xxvii [N.S. xi) 234-49.
5 In 0 . Lz . ix 185-96, 304-12, 372-80.

6 In Uruk 5-7.
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the forms of the signs might be spoiled. Originally the stylus

was held upright over the tablet and the lines or strokes were

made as though with a vertically held blunt needle
;
but it was

quite soon turned over in order to shift the main pressure on

123
A. Falkenstein

13 12
B. Messerschmidt. C. De Morgan. D. Zehnpfund E. Clay.

apud Clay. 1 Squared. 2 Bevelled.

Fig. 5. Stylus as reconstructed.

to one side. This was mainly the curved outer side which, being

harder, was better suited to constant use and pressure .
1 The

result was that fine hair-like strokes became rare and eventually-

ceased to be made, and the normal line or stroke acquired the

appearance of a wedge very long in comparison with its breadth
and deeper at its head than at its tip. In the archaic period

1 Possibly the horizontal and sloping strokes as well as the angular hook
were made with the left side and the vertical strokes with the right side

(,
Unger Bab. Schr. 9).
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the angle at the point or tip, as Falkenstein’s stylus shows it

(s. p. 24 fig. 5 A 1), was extremely fine and capable on occasional

tablets of producing exceptionally fine lines or strokes (s. fig. 7).

This angle was soon broadened, perhaps for the reason that the

a c

Fig. 6. Sections of reed and angles of wedges.

clear but delicate lines of the earliest tablets did not stand out

enough, and they gained added clearness from the broader

impression. Thus the angle varied very considerably with the

period and locality. In the earliest period the apex ofthe triangle

was so acute that its angle was one of only about io° at Uruk III

and Jamdat Nasr, but gradually rose to 45
0
at Shuruppak and

44...^..^.-.
1 2 0 4-5

A. The stylus as pressed in the clay, seen in section

12 3 4 5

B. The resultant wedges seen (
a
)
in section and (A) from above

Fig. 7. The angles varying with the periods.

ranged from 45
0
to 6o° on tablets of Urukagina, until it reached

90° under the third dynasty of Ur {c. 2408-2301 b.c.) and even

95
c on the tablets from Tell-elAmarna

(
c

.

1411-1358 b.c.),

which however lay outside the main stream of development

;

the angle remained at approximately 90° for many centuries

until it was reduced to 8o° or thereabouts in the Neo-Babylonian
period (s. fig. 7 A 1-5). Correspondingly, the wedges in the clay

show an ever-increasing angle as seen on ( 1 ) the archaic picto-

graphic tablets, (2) the square tablets with rounded edges of
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the Old-Sumerian and Old-Babylonian period, (3) the tablets

from Telloh, (4) those of Hammurabi, and (5) those of the

Neo-Assyrian empire (s. p. 25 fig. 7 B 1-5), only decreasing

slightly in the Neo-Babylonian scripts. Further, the length of

the wedges naturally varied with the size of the script, but the

average for the time of Hammurabi was about 6-7 mm. for

the outer edge (s. p. 25 fig. 6 B a-c) and ranged from 4 mm.
to 2-5 mm. for the upper end or head (s. p. 25 fig. 6 Bc-d);
these figures suffice to show the relation of the edge to the base,

if nothing else.

De Morgan’s and Messerschmidt’s instruments both had tri-

angular writing ends, but the angle at the point or tip was
broadened 1 to fir the script of the later periods, when the stylus

came to be cut out of a thicker reed, resulting in an angle
which reached 95

0
in some texts. Zehnpfund’s stylus had one

end cut into an exact square which was then shaved away
obliquely so that two of the corners of the end formed some-
what acute angles; it was held in the same way as a pen,
and pressure was applied chiefly to the upper end in the

direction of the point with a slight inclination leftwards. In
using this instrument, however, he gave an excessively rect-

angular appearance to all the signs, as in r^rrT r^T for

{MU-AN.NA), which was most unusual; but such

a stylus could be used with a little ingenuity if and when 90°

was the measure of the angular hook. Clay’s stylus, which was
similar, was simply a stick with a square corner with an angle
of 90°; by holding this instrument beneath the palm of the hand
between the thumb and the middle finger with the forefinger

on the top and by pressing the angular corner into the clay

he obtained the impression of an almost perfect wedge. If such
a stylus was laid over on its side with the handle inclining right-

wards and turned some 45
0 outwards and so pressed into the clay,

this side and the angle marked X on the figures of his models
(s. p. 25 fig. 5 E 1-2) made the angular hook; if the stylus was
not turned far enough, the impression thus made resembled the
oblique wedge, so that every variation from such a wedge to

a perfect hook could be produced with it. In most periods,
especially from the time of the first Babylonian dynasty onwards,
the stylus apparently had its head not squared (s. p. 25 fig. 5 E 1)
but sloped to one side (s. p. 25 fig. 5E2): when the top of the
perpendicular wedge did not slope (J), the hook had a perfect

1 The head ought perhaps to be cut away slantwise or bevelled not onlv
from the left but also from the right edge (Unger Bab. Schr. 9').
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right angle (^); but when it was sloped (j) the stylus would be
so cut that the angle of the hook might be less than a right angle

(•^) since, when the top was perfectly square, the end of the hook
was apt to spread more than the scribe might like. The angle of

the hook varied according to this slope : the greater the bevel at

the top of the stylus, the smaller the angle of the hook in the clay.

To prolong the horizontal wedges for the purpose of filling out

partly unwritten lines
,

1

since the scribes abhorred a vacuum, the

handle of the stylus was lowered on to the clay so that a wedge or

stroke of the same length as the stylus itself could be produced.

Similarly, the stylus was simply laid lengthwise across the tablet,

especially small tablets, for ruling long lines across it
;
there would

therefore be no need cf a special tracer for this purpose.

On the earliest tablets the scribe proceeded down the tablet

as he wrote the text, with his hand gradually advancing towards

himself; he had then to hold the stylus with the upper end in-

clined towards himself in order that he might look over and

down it and so keep the point of impression in view. When he

came subsequently to write the signs across the tablet from left to

right, he held the stylus slanting for the same reason. This

slant is shown by the fact that, while the wedge-shaped head

is equally poised in signs engraved on stone (— ), it reaches

farther on the under-side than on the upper-side when im-

printed in clay (*— or )

.

Further, each row or ‘line of writing’- on a clay-tablet may
be separated from the next by a line drawn across it from

left to right; this line is simply an ordinary wedge-shaped sign

prolonged and tapering to a point. It has been thought that the

instrument used for drawing it was not the usual stylus but a

spatula or tracer
,

3 but there seem to be no sufficient grounds

for supposing that the same stylus could not be used for these

lines as for the strokes in the signs; it was necessary only to

set its tip or point in the clay as a pivot and then to let down
the handle so that its sharp edge came down on to the clay and
could be pressed into it to produce a straight line like a furrow

across the surface of the tablet. Obviously, too, the stylus could

be roughly drawn, e.g. cross-wise or in a triangle, across the

tablet to make the coarse lines with which a text was cancelled 4

1 Like the litterae ailatabiles in Hebrew Bibles.
2 Possibly Acc. tikip or tiqip santakki or sattakkl 'Muss-Arnolt ; C.D.A.L.'

787b, 1158b, s. Streck Assurbanipal n 422). 3 S. pp. 21, 32.
4 Reisner Sum,-Bab. Hymn, xiv-xv; s. Weidner in A. Of. xii 50 on

Schroeder K.A. V.I. 14 1 R. viii ad finem where twenty-one lines of text have
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(s. pi. 1 8, 4); and it could be used also for the erasure 1 of

single incorrect signs by rubbing them out with its hard and
smooth outer surface 2 or with the rounded head which was

especially suitable for this purpose. 3

At the same time such a stylus as one or other of these just

described was probably not the sole implement in the hands

D [P> D
Fig. 8. Archaic numerical signs.

of the scribes. First, several signs which the ordinary stylus,

an instrument designed properly for a linear script, cannot

have made appear in many early texts. Thus in the earliest

Sumerian and Elamite texts numbers are represented and con-

tinue till the third dynasty of Ur (c. 2408-2301 b.c.) to be

represented by circular and semicircular marks in the clay

(s. fig. 8) which generally show no imprint of fibre, although

its marks can be traced occasionally in such signs on tablets

from Uruk I. Similar circular and semi-circular marks appear

as check-marks in accounts and lists of property on tablets of

subsequent periods.4 At Uruk a stylus having a rounded end
with a diameter of about 4 mm. for the units and tens and
another with one of 8-1 1 mm. for the sixties and hundreds and
other high numbers seem indeed to have been necessary

;

s in

subsequent periods, so long as the numbers continue to be repre-

sented by circles and the like, one other stylus with a suitably

blunted or rounded end 6 or the wrong end of the ordinary

instrument similarly rounded 7 may have served the scribe’s

purpose. The stylus was pressed perpendicularly in making the

been cancelled, and Jean T. C., Lourre xi 222 for a completely cancelled

tablet.
1 Acc. pussusu sd qan-iuppi (Deimel Sum. Lex. 11 340 138 22) or maraqu (s. p. 9

n. 1). What is pussu la qan-tuppi ‘to whiten (?), of a stylus’ (Thompson,
‘ C.T.’ xii 14 a 8, 49 d 35) ?

2 Messerschmidt in O. Lz. ix 31 1 ; cp. De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvn
(JV.S. xi) 242.

3 S. pp. 9-10. That ‘he will not erase (his) written name’ (Ass. suma
satra la ipasit) is a prayer commonly addressed by the scribe to the user of
a tablet is. Meissner in Ao.T.U. ii/i 72 R. iv 4; cp. C. H. xxvi b 33-4).

* Clay ‘B.E.U.P.’ xiv 16-7. 5 Falkenstein Uruk 7.
6 De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvii N.S. xi) 245 and Messerschmidt in

O. Lz. ix 309-1 1.

7 The Lat. 1 ertere stilum similarly means 1 to make an erasure as in sacpe
stilum rerlas, iterum quae digna legi sint. scriptuius > Horace Sat. I x 72—3).
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circles and leaning lengthwise when making the semi-elliptical

signs into the clay. Second, archaic tablets from Uruk showr

writing with thin wedges of different thicknesses
;
one tablet from

Uruk III seems to have been written with two distinct instru-

ments, a fine on the obverse and a coarse on the reverse side. 1

Obviously, too, the ordinary stylus was not suited to any kind

of drawing, a sketch in the middle of a tablet, 2 a plan, 3 or

a map (s. pi. 16),4 or other work requiring fine or curved lines,

even if it could be roughly adapted to such purposes, and an

instrument shaped like a blunt needle wras more probably em-
ployed for them. 5 It may also be added that the signs on many
Neo-Babylonian tablets do not show the usual sharp or clear-cut

lines characteristic of most cuneiform texts
;

this bluntness may
be due to the fact that the stylus w'as not properly sharpened or

that some less suitable instrument was substituted for it. 6

Clearly, therefore, a single stylus cannot have served all

purposes in the archaic period and, even though one type may
have sufficed for ordinary writing in subsequent periods, it must
have varied in shape as much as the wedges themselves accord-

ing to the period and the custom of the individual scribe

or the school to which he may have belonged; and a special

stylus must almost certainly have been necessary for particular

purposes. Indeed, the double stylus on seals and boundary-

stones7 suggests that such functionaries may often have provided

themselves with varying types for use according to need, as the

Egyptian scribes seem to have kept several reed-pens at hand
in their writing outfits. The stylus also without doubt easily

became worn and lost its edge, so that an addional one would

always be useful. Further, both rectangular and triangular

1 Falkenstein Uruk 6 3
.

4 Such as a sketch of a palm-tree in the middle of a contract for work on

an orchard (Kriickmann Rechts- und Verwaltungsurkunden 135 ).

3 Such as cadastral plans (Scheil Sippar 125-6).
4 Sum. GISHAR = Acc. usurtum (Handcock ' C.T.’ xxxi 14 K. 2089.; or

isirtu™ (Schorr Urkunden 275 8j ;
cp. C. H. xxivb 91 xxvb 73 xxvib 9, 31

where usuratu are ‘ reliefs ’ engraved on a monument (s. Steinmetzer Grenz-

steine 118).

5 Such a tablet was called IMDUB sa salmanu ‘clay-tablet with pictures'

(Ungnad Va. Sd. vi 120 10, 12) for which GI-MES sa salmanu ‘reeds for

pictures’ (ibid. 5), presumably styluses shaped for drawing fine lines, were

required (s. San Nicolo Rechtsquellen 1 2 1 ‘).

6 Cp. Messerschmidt in 0 . Lz . ix Abb. 12, De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvn
{N.S. xi) 248/39, Clay in ‘ B.E.U.P.’ xiv 19, and Chiera & Cameron ‘ They
Wrote On Clay ’ 70 for examples of writing on clay imitated by modern
scholars from ancient texts. 7 S. p. 20.
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instruments may have been used at the whim of the writer
;

for,

if the modern scholar can produce copies that are perfect so far

as they can be studied in photographs with either type (s. pi. 25)

,

there is no reason to doubt the ancient scribe’s ability to use

either with equal skill.

Again, Aramaic sentences are added to the cuneiform texts

of a certain number of commercial tablets of the Neo-Assyrian

and Neo-Babylonian periods (s. pi. 17) ;
and there are also a few

unbaked clay-tablets of the latest period, dated c. 140-80 b.c.,

with Accadian words on one side and Greek uncial translitera-

tions ofthem on the other side (s. pi. 18, 1 )

.

1 The Aramaic notes

are sometimes written in ink and sometimes scratched, as the

Greek words always are, on the clay. The strokes then show no
trace of fibre, so that they were probably made with a needle

or similar instrument
;
and, as the coarse lines show, this must

have been blunt. Moreover, they are very lightly impressed and
probably made therefore after the clay had hardened

;
this sug-

gestion agrees with the fact that a needle, unlike a stylus, works
ill in moist and therefore soft clay. Further, theAramaic endorse-

ments are generally upside down in relation to the cuneiform
text; 2 and this fact too suggests that they were added some time

after it, possibly by a different scribe, in the dry hard clay. For,

if they had been written simultaneously with the cuneiform text,

they would surely have been put right way up on the tablet. 3

The writing of cuneiform signs on clav-tablets in ink with a
reed-pen* was extremely rare; but both Assyrians 5 and Hittites 6

Cuneiform inscription painted on glazed earthenware.

occasionally used ink for brief notes. In the Assyrian form the

wedge becomes T-shaped, as in for ^J, after the fashion

of signs as painted on pottery (s. fig. 9) ;
in the Hittite forms

1 Pinches in ‘ P.S.B.A.’ xxiv 108-19 (s. p. 46) ;
cp. Sayce ibid. 120-5 and

Van der Meer in A. Of. xiii 125-6.
: These endorsements were usually added towards the end of the text and

so near the bottom of the tablet
;
possibly therefore the scribe grasped the

upper half as larger and easier to hold while he scratched the new text on
the lower half, now become the top of the tablet.

3 S. p. 122. 4 S. pp. 85-6.
5 Schroeder K.A.V.l. 77 and Ungnad la. Sd. 1 64

; s. Bezold ‘ Catalogue’
hi 1064 (K. 10100) and iv 1565 (D.T. 273).

0 Forrer in f.D.M.G. lxxvi 180.
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the wedge shows three inner edges which come together in a

central point and three outer edges forming a triangle
( V/ ) ;

the

modern scholar, reproducing such a sign in ink on paper, repre-

sents middle lines between the two (y), but the Assyrian scribes

drew the inner lines (Y) and the Hittite scribes drew the outer

lines (V). Ink, too, would have been employed on wooden
tablets. 1 Cuneiform inscriptions are also occasionally painted

on coloured glazed pottery, in very dark brown or black ink 2

or else dull blue-grey tints or in white paint on colour 3 (s. p. 30
fig. 9) . Pieces of earthenware thus inscribed have been found at

Asshur4 and bear the names ofvarious Assyrian kings from Adad-
nirari I (c. 1306-1290 B.c.) to Ashur-nasir-apli

(
c . 884-859 b.c.).

Here the heads of the w7edges of the cuneiform script have

become for the most part almost mere strokes (b- for >— and
-< for ^), so that it acquires an ugly spidery appearance, not

unlike that occasionally found on Assyrian inscriptions when the

material is lapis lazuli, alabaster or onyx. 5 In all cases of ink

or paint some sort of reed-pen must have been used. 6

Whether the stylus was fixed in a holder is uncertain
;

for

the identification of an hollowed object of polished shell from

Uruk as such is quite uncertain (s. pi. 20, 3).
7 When not in use,

however, the waiting implements were kept in a ‘case’, 8 which
was carried ‘in the sash’ or ‘waistband’ 9 as the Hebrew scribe

carried his ‘by his side’, 10 to ensure that its edges and point

suffered no damage. This case was usually of leather, if the

determinative KUS ‘leather’ prefixed to the Sumerian wrord

denoting it may be trusted, and this is indeed the obvious

material for it; but none have been recovered by excavation,

so that the point cannot yet be settled.

1
S. p. 16. That they were smeared with clay or wax, like Greek and

Roman tablets (s. p. 80 n. 1) is quite uncertain.

The brown colour may be that of black ink changed by the firing or as

seen through the glaze.

3 Smith ‘Ass. Disc.” 79, Andrae ‘Coloured Ceramics’ pp. 22-3 (pi. 6),

and Thompson in ‘A.A.A.’ xvm pis. xxix-xxx, xxxii. The Ass. sitir burumme

is not ‘coloured writing’ (Smith ‘Sennacherib’ 70-i 64 )
but ‘the writing of

the firmament ’ where the plan of Nineveh, to which the phrase refers, was
laid up from the beginning of the world (cp. Meissner Bab. u. .Ur. 11 1 10;.

4 Andrae op. cit. p. 9 (fig. 1), p. 27 (pi. 8), p. 70 (pis. 31-2).
3 Messerschmidt K.A.H.I. 1 31-3

,
35-6, 53-4 .

’ S. pp. 85-6. 7 Nies & Reiser ‘B.I.N.’ 11 56.
8 Sum. KUS T(JN-GI-DUBBA,A = Acc. ta(?)-kal-[ti tup-pi

] (Rawlinson
‘ C.I.W.A.’ v 27c-d 8) and Sum. KU$DUG.GAN-DUBBA -A = Acc. tuk-kan

qa-an tup-pi (?) (ibid. 11 44 e-f 63).
9 Acc. ina rikis qabli (Jensen in KB vi i 268-9 O. 5)-

10
S. pp. 86-7.
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Two instruments ofprecision, namely the calculating 4 board
’

1

and the ‘measuring rod
5

,

2 which too, at any rate originally, was
of reed 3 (s. p. 21, 1), may perhaps be mentioned, even though
they do not properly enter into the present discussion.

Late copies of early inscriptions are very common (s. pi. 18, 2)

.

Many bricks recovered from the foundations of buildings and
carrying brief records of the construction or repair of the

edifice in or under which they have lain embedded, however,

are remarkable for the numerous copies of them, each so close

a replica of the others that the conclusion that many have

tmts- t-< r* « m
Tfwf*

Fig. 10. Text set up with movable signs.

come from a single die is irresistible.4 In fact, so exact are

the duplicate copies that they exhibit over and over again

the peculiarities of the script and even the very mistakes

of the original text. The probability is that the lettering was
first cut in wood and then imprinted on a die or stamp of clay

while this was still moist enough to take the impression, in

which the text was of course reversed
;
and the suggestion that

such dies were used is proved not only by the fact that the

marks of the die can still be traced on the hard-baked brick 5

but also by the discovery of actual dies made of clay (s. pi. 19)
of Sargon (c. 2751-2696 b.c.), Naram-Sin

(
c

.

2671-2634 b.c.),

and Shar-gali-sharr!
(
c

.

2633-2610 b.c.) kings ofAgade. 6 On the

earliest of these bricks so far recovered, those of Urgur, ruler of

Ur (whose date is uncertain),7 and of Irishum I, king of Assyria

1 Acc. sukdmu and sukammu (Bezold Glossar 269; s.p. 21). The word has also

been translated ‘intelligence’ (Dhorme in R.A. xi 109-15 i 1 o) and ‘ written

sign’ (Landsberger in £.A. xnn 60-1 xix 205) and ‘stylus’ (Pinckert JVebo

27-8 5 4).
;
S. p. 21. Sum. GIMAS.GAR and G!NINDA.GAJS (Deimel Sum. Lex.

11 85 1 71, 273) = Acc. GIni[n)danaku (Pinckert ibid. 25 iv 8) or GInindanaqqu

(Deimel; s. Ungnad in £.A. xxxi 257) and Sum. GI-GUB.GUBBA — Acc.
qan mindati (Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn. 6 R. 17-18); but ni{n)danaku is

'surveyor’ in texts from Elam (Scheil A.J.S. 115 3), while ’?mindatu and
15taiyaru are ‘ measuring rod ’ in those from Nuzi (Koschaker A'.h.Ru. 73

1

).

3 Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ iv1
14 3 8.

4 Schroeder in £.A. xxxiv 157-61.
5 Schroeder K.A.H.l. 11 39 (Ass. 17877b).
6 Hilprecht ‘ B.E.U.P.’ 1 i 15 and Lloyd ‘ Twin Rivers ' 33-4.
7 King ‘ C.T.’ xxi 2-6.
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(c. 2150 b.c.), 1 the signs consist oflines with little or no heads, as

in ~~ 4KI i =DJ for 4H Ml or I-ri-su-um; these

closely resemble those written in ink or painted on pottery. 2

Occasionally block-letters, like movable type, seem to have
been used in making the dies

;

3 for the alinement is uneven and
the spacing irregular and, most important of all, letters occa-

sionally appear askew (like for ^ )
or upside down (like

for and for >-»- The Assyrians therefore came
very near to the printing art but failed to exploit the possi-

bilities of their own invention.

Occasionally, too, an impression or ‘squeeze’ 5 of an ancient

inscription was taken on the principle of the seal, with which
the Babylonians were thoroughly familiar. So a Neo-Babylo-

nian scribe of the sixth century b.c. made a copy of an archaic

text of Shar-gali-sharri which he had found in the palace of

Naram-Sin at Agade, adding a note on the back of his squeeze

to say what he had done (s. pi. 18, 3).
6 On this squeeze the

characters are raised in relief and the text is reversed, as on

stamps and seals, so that it must be read backwards.

6. The Formation of Pictographic and Cuneiform Signs

The earliest pictographic signs were made by drawing a

pointed instrument or perhaps the pointed tip of the stylus

through the clay like a pen running over paper; but, as this

pushed its way forward, the clay tended to be heaped up in

front of the tip and so to blur the lines. It was also liable to be

torn out where the lines crossed one another, so that the shape

of the signs was further obscured. The scribes therefore began
to impress the head of the stylus like a die or stamp, though
sideways, into the clay

;
and this development wras hastened by

1 Schroeder K.A.H.I. n 9 .

3
S. pp. 30-1.

3 The signs were perhaps stamped individually by hand and not fixed

in a holder and stamped altogether on the die, as crooked signs would
hardly have kept their place in any such instrument.

4 Schroeder K.A.H.I. 11 149
;
cp. ibid. 11 159, (which has one sign not only

erroneously written but also standing on its head) . The second sign, which
appears upside down, is seen when turned rightway up to be reversed; the

reason for this incomplete inversion was perhaps the engraver’s subconscious

feeling that the two horizontal strokes had to come at the front of the sign.

It must surely therefore have been cut separately from the others; these too

then presumably were all separately made.
5 Acc. zi’pu or zipu ‘mould’ (Rawlinson ‘C.I.W.A.’ hi 13 4 24 — King

‘C.T.’ xxvi 27 vii 16) and ‘squeeze’ (s. Landsberger in O.Lz xxvi 73).
4 Hilprecht ‘ Explorations’ 516-17.

D
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the speed and simplicity of the operation. Thereby the original

picture ceased to be recognizable as the signs degenerated into

mere clusters of wedges set at various angles to one another.

The customs or caprices of the scribes in developing the

cuneiform script have been laid bare by the examination of

numerous tablets of differing epochs and districts. 1 If the scribe

made the stroke with the head of the stylus, the resulting

impression was wedge-shaped; if he made it with its side or

edge, it was almost rectangular. In tablets of the third dynasty
of Ur (c. 2408-2301 b.c.) the mark of the reed-fibre is always
on the left, the smooth impression always on the right side of
the wedge. As the scribe wrote more with the flat surface, the

right angle of the horizontal stroke faced downwards (j—

,

rarely if ever W—
)
and to the right side of vertical strokes

and
f,

never or ^). It may also be noticed that the

scribes so late as the time of Urukagina had not yet developed
the angular head so characteristic of classical signs

;
they wrote

<J- <T»— IGI ‘ eye ’
. Further, tablets ofthe first Babylonian

dynasty
(
c . 2169-1870 b.c.) occasionally show a peculiar wedge

with elongated lines projecting at either side of the head (T"

for | ), made apparently by lightly scratching the clay with

the sharp tip of the stylus.

Theoretically strokes pointing in every direction were possible,

but in practice those pointing from right to left were avoided
because they gave the scribe the trouble of re-

versing the direction of the stylus which he
normally held in such a way as to make strokes

pointing only from left to right. Thus some
eight types of cuneiform stroke were available

(s. fig. 1
1

)

;
of these a and b survived only in a

couple of signs in the time of Urukagina
;
by the

period of Ur b had fallen into disuse and a had
been replaced by h or g in consequence of the turning of the

tablet 90° backwards. Soon afterwards h became obsolete, so

that only c d ef g remained in use.

Another important alteration was the angle at which the

tablet was held while being inscribed, and it requires care-

ful explanation, as it is vital for understanding the changed
direction of the strokes or wedges effected during the transi-

tion from pictographs to signs. 2 The earliest tablet was small
enough to be held in the palm of the left hand where it rested

Fig. 11. Possi-

ble strokes.

Cp. Deimel Sumer. Gramm. 11-12. z Cp. Hooke in ;

Antiquity ’ xi 274-6.
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at an angle of 75
0
to the body, while the signs were impressed

on it as though it was more or less vertical (s. fig. 12 a). When

A. Signs written from top to bottom but columns running
from right to left.

B. Signs written horizontally from left to right and columns running
from top to bottom.

Fig. 12. The position of the tablet in writing.

the tablet increased in size it could not be so held; it was
then laid on something serving as a desk or table at right angles

to the body (s. fig. 12 b). 1 Thus the tablet was, as it were, re-

volved widdershins until it came to rest at right angles to the
1

S. pp. 10— 1 1

.
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body
;

but, although it was turned back through an angle of

45
0

,
the signs were still written as before so that, when the text

was read in the new perpendicular position, they appeared
to lie on their backs with their faces turned upwards. As this

Primitiveforms Classicalforms Value Meaning

Jamdat
Kish Uruk II—I Nasr Ur Shuruppak O.-Bab. O.-Ass.

0 ^ 62= ffkT >Ep SAG ‘head’M
<2, ^6!=,&

Fig. 13. The changing position angle of the signs.

change took place within the pictographic period, it can be

traced clearly in the angle at which the pictographs, of which
the origin can still be recognized, are drawn. For example, that

depicting the human head shows it in the natural upright posi-

tion on the primitive tablet from Kish, while on the tablets of

Uruk II—I it now leans back and now lies back (s. p. 35 fig. 12),

thus reaching the position in which it is ever afterwards drawn
both in pictographs and in cuneiform signs (s. fig. 13).

The direction in which the oldest scribes drew the signs was
already at an early date mostly the same as that followed in the

latest form of writing. Thus, while some of the earliest picto-

graphs are face-views, most are of objects in profile, and these

always have the face looking to the right, while the back is

towards the left. Further, on the presumably safe assumption
that the scribes were normally right-handed, the signs would be
made with the broad head at the left end and the narrow point

at the right side, as they would thus be most easily written.

Since, too, the original method of writing the strokes ran down-
wards towards the writer or parallel to him from left to right,

signs pointing in an opposite direction could not be made with

equal firmness
;
they were therefore eliminated whether acci-

dentally or deliberately. First, the revolution ofthe tablet resulted

SUB ‘to cast down ’

Fig. 14. Awkward strokes eliminated.

in many cases in their automatic disappearance (s. fig. 14).

Second, the scribes consciously got rid of them; for example,
when they converted the pictographic \c>' ‘(rising) sun’ into a

sign composed ofcuneiform strokes, they wrote it not as but
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thus avoiding most of the strokes which they disliked. 1

Alternatively, in the few cases in which signs containing such
strokes survived after the period of pictography, the scribes

deliberately reversed them (s. fig. 15). When once this had
happened, all the signs could be made with equal ease.

Primitiveforms Classicalforms Value

Uruk
Jamdat
Nasr

-W+f=a
Ur Shuruppak O.-Bab. O.-Ass.

(Gudea) (Assyrian texts) MUL ‘ constellation
’

Fig. 15. Reversed signs.

The result of these processes was that the scribes of the classi-

cal periods were limited to strokes offour main types (Y, »—
,
"V,

with an additional stroke not so frequently employed (^).

These were set at various angles to one another and drawn in

such a way that, if two strokes intersected one another, the

horizontal stroke was generally made before the vertical stroke

which cut it but was not cut by it. The signs were thus formed
into groups of diverse patterns

;
and each group, composed of

anything from one to twenty-seven such wedges in the classical

script, constituted a single symbol or ‘ sign
’2 reproducing an

object or representing a sound in a purely conventional form.

In drawing such a group the horizontal strokes were generally

made before the vertical strokes, which cut them and were not

cut by them. 3

During the long period for which the cuneiform script re-

mained in use, the signs naturally underwent considerable

transformation, to which early and late copies of the same text

recovered at different depths in buildings by excavation bear

primary witness (s. pi. 18, 2) but which can be traced through

every stage in the development of the individual signs. 4 Thus
there were the peculiarities ofcertain individual scribes or schools

of scribes, such as the sloping fonvard as seen in for ff a, which
is characteristic especially of the so-called ‘ Cappadocian’ texts. 5

1 Cp. Deimel Sumer. Gramm. 13.
:
Ass. ittu (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 1 111 O. ii 7; s. p. 65).

3 De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvii (N.S. xi) 245 (where the reference is

actually to signs on proto-Elamite tablets).

4 Cp. Deimel op. cit. 15.
4 Smith ‘C.T.C.T. 5

1 5.
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The tendency, too, towards a cursive script, first noticeable in

the smaller signs of the first Babylonian dynasty
(
c . 2169-1870

B.c.), was another important factor in modifying the appearance
of the signs. Henceforth two tendencies showed themselves,

the one towards a Neo-Assyrian style as seen especially on the

tablets from the great library of Ashurbanipal (668-626 b.c.)

at Nineveh, and the other toward that of the tablets of the

Neo-Babylonian empire (604-538 b.c.) . During this long period

five main lines of development reveal themselves. First, con-

verging lines become parallel, whereby becomes <£z AB
cow’

;
second, the number of parallel lines is reduced and fairly

stabilized, whereby — becomes t^*~GAL ‘ great third, com-

ponentgroups ofstrokes within a sign are assimilated in appearance

to other signs with which they have no inner connexion, whereby

rfJzT becomes SAG ‘head ’ through assimilation to ^fy
si and pa, hat; fourth, similar signs fall together, as when
O SAft ‘3600; abundance’ and O DUG ‘good’ are merged in

or^ $AR ‘ 3600 ;
abundance’ and DUG ‘ good’; fifth, one

sign is developed into two signs, as when a’’, ah is differen-

tiated into ah. and a ’. Occasionally, too, the

scribes in certain centres, for example at Nuzi, showed a ten-

dency to use a sign of simple pattern to avoid the complex

types, such as >~<y( ti for ^y;JF di or Af qa for fc^yy^ ga and
ka, although the values were not exact

;

1 but this practice had
no wide currency.

These and similar principles, visible at work modifying the

forms of signs as the centuries passed, did not of course operate

uniformly or to an equal extent in every period or locality where
the cuneiform script was in use; and the Neo-Babylonian
form, although it had several centuries more of life, was less

affected by them than the Neo-Assyrian type.

On monuments of stone old methods of writing lingered far

into the historical period and on seals it persisted almost to the

end. Archaic forms of signs were retained, and even in the

epoch of the first Babylonian dynasty the signs were written

from above to below and the columns ran from right to left.

The reader therefore continued to be able to read the signs

without regard to the angle at which they lay to him. 2 It was
1

Steele ‘ Nuzi ’ 45-6.
1
S. p. 15. The scribes without doubt recognized the signs equally well

whether they ran down or across the field and would not have had to put
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only after the old traditions had been forgotten during the two
centuries or so of Hittite rule that in the Cassite period the new
methods were adopted also in inscriptions on stone. The script,

however, remained for some time stiff and crude, and a cursive

style only gradually made its way on official monuments. At
the same time a consciously archaizing script was not uncom-
mon and was much used right down into Neo-Babylonian and
even Seleucid 1 times. A peculiarly Assyrian script was developed
c. 2000 b.c.

;
this was more regularly and symmetrically written

and generally of a less cursive type than the Babylonian. Ver-
tical writing, however, seems to have remained the rule on seals

of every period and locality with the exception that a few late

Cassite and Middle-Assyrian seals have horizontal legends (s.

pi. 9) ;
the script on all seals is archaistic and stiff or stylized.

7. The Arrangement of the Text
On the earliest tablets no attempt was made to break up the

text into lines or columns or to arrange the words in logical

order. 2 Thus the small rectangular and oval tablets from
Uruk IV and other primitive tablets from elsewhere for the

most part had no division of the surface by horizontal or vertical

lines to guide the reader in making out the sense, and the signs

were more or less uniformly distributed over the available space

without regard to the sense (s. pi. 1,3).

So soon, however, as the tablets increased in size, a rudi-

mentary division of the text into compartments was attempted

(s. p. 40 fig. 16). Thus tablets from Uruk IV already occasionally

had horizontal lines dividing the text into two or three com-
partments running from above to below (s. pi. 2, 2) ;

and a very

few from Jamdat Nasr had the text divided by vertical lines into

columns (s. p. 40 fig. 17), while within such bands or columns
the signs were still arranged without regard to order. 3 The

themselves in impossible positions to read a text which ran in a different

direction to that usually current, as sometimes supposed (s. Winckler Ges.

Hamm, vii-viii).
1 Antiochus Soter (280-262/1 b.c.) had a text recording his restoration of

Esagila and Ezida, temples in Babylon and Borsippa, in 270 b.c., written

in an archaic form of the Babylonian script (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ v 66;.
2 Cp. Thureau-Dangin Ecrit. Cuneif. xi-xii and Falkenstein Uruk 11-12.
3 The text on some of the earliest proto-Elamite tablets, dated c

. 3000 b.c.
,

is inscribed in vertical columns, but it is sometimes necessary to set the

columns horizontally with the beginning at the right side in order to

make the groups of signs easily intelligible (De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvn
[A.5 . xi] 237).
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next stage, made necessary by the introduction of still larger

tablets, while already visible in Uruk IV and fairly common in

Uruk III—II, was fully developed in Jamdat Nasr; the surface

was not divided into regular columns but had one or more

HE 600 GI(G)

DINGIR BUR UL

EN
3 EN

NUN SAR DU

Sum. HE-GI-UL-EN-DU
|
600 BUR KI-(?)

\

dingirEN-SAR-NUN
Engl. ‘ tJegiulendu (the priest of the) god Ensamun : 600 BUR of (?) land.’ 1

Fig. 16. Archaic tablet (Walters) with rudimentary arrangement of text.

Fig. 17. Tablet from Jamdat Nasr.

vertical lines dividing the groups of signs into cases or compart-
ments, or alternatively it was divided by vertical lines running
down the whole length of the tablet and gathering the cases
together one to a column (s. p. 41 fig. 18). Some unusually large
tablets from Uruk III and Jamdat Nasr had the text divided
into columns wide enough to hold several cases or groups of
signs which are separated from one another by vertical lines
(s. p. 42 fig. 19). These vertical lines were very rarely curved or
bent in such a way as to take in single signs or groups of signs
written out of alinement; straight lines were the rule. The
columns thus ruled followed each other from right to left. Bv the

1 Deimel Sumer. Gramm. 93-4.
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time of the tablets from Ur the signs were regularly arranged

in horizontal bands across, often also with columns down, the

tablets; but the horizontal line was not always drawn (s. p. 43

fig. 20), as the scribe acquired skill in keeping the signs in line

Fig. 18. Tablets from Jamdat Nasr.

as he worked his way across the surface. Thus the practice

which was destined to be followed to the end was fully established

by, if not before, the time of these early tablets from Ur.

As already said, the earliest scribes began the text at the upper

right corner of the tablet, namely that nearest to the tip of

the stylus which was normally held in the right hand, since this

was the obvious and easiest point of beginning; and they thence

wrote the columns running from right to left while the signs in

them ran downwards from above to below. When, however,
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the tablet was swung round through an angle of45

0 backwards. 1

what had been written from above to below came to be written
from left to right, and the columns necessarily followed suit.

This method finally prevailed largely because the scribe’s hand

D 1,

4111
1

V

W“j:

u T*T.

.
1 • - tUti f: vW

< *v ;
\

HNty
I*'. r

a *.•: ;•

;

38 3*3 og
sa°

Reverse

Fig. 19. Tablet from Jamdat Nasr.

thus ceased to spoil what was already written as it advanced over
the surface. 2 Formerly he had tended to smudge or obliterate
the first column as he proceeded across it leftwards to the
second

;
now he proceeded rightwards away from each sign as

he wrote it and so ran no risk of spoiling what he had alreadv
written.

There was normally no division between words by spacing
them or by inserting any kind of stops; but

|
was employed

very occasionally by ordinary Old-Assyrian and quite fre-

quently on the so-called ‘ Cappadocian ’ tablets 3 and ^ regularly
in the Persian text at Bisitun as word-dividers.4 The division of
a word between two lines was generally avoided. The scribes
usually preferred, when writing on clay-tablets, to run on over
the edge of the tablet, whether straight on if it was a matter

' S. pp. 34-6 .

* Already in the Old-Babylonian period a tablet in which the columns
on the obverse side are read from right to left is a freak <

v
De Genouillac in

/?..!. xxv 124-6), where a syllabary with the Sumerian text in the risht
and the Babylonian text in the left column is published.

3 Gelb in -J.N.E.S.’ 1 221 and Smith ‘C.T.C.T.’ 1 6. 4 S. p. 186 n. 2.
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of a very few signs or obliquely upwards if several remained
to be written, in order to finish the word before proceeding to
the next line. If, however, the text was divided into columns,
especially when it was carved on a fine monument of stone

Fig. 20. Tablets from Ur.

such as was the Code ofHammurabi, the scribe or carver did not

generally run over the line of the column but divided the word,
finishing it on the next line

;
in such cases he normally put the

overflowing signs not at the beginning but at the end of this

line, 1 which then contained nothing but these few signs. Excep-
tions, however, to these rules are not uncommon. If the signs

were too few to fill the available space, they might be spaced

widely for the purpose, but there was no rule governing the

practice of the scribes on this point.

In important texts the sentence or ‘section’ 2 was often

marked offby a line or lines drawn across the tablet : for example,
' Cp. C. H. ia 26-fw. xxv (xlix) b 103-4.
‘ Acc. sadlru or sadru ‘ section marked offby lines

'
(Von Soden in J?.A. xliii

26 and Landsberger ana ittisu ix-x, citing an instance when the sections or
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the sections on copies of the Code ofHammurabi on clay-tablets

and on the original tablet containing the Middle-Assyrian laws.

Further, in these laws the first sign of each section is slightly set

back so as to stand out of alinement with the rest of the text.

Alternatively, the space of a line was left blank. In poetry the

verse may be divided into halves or quarters by deepening or

prolonging the strokes of the final sign in the stich, and the

strophe may be marked off by horizontal lines at its end .
1

Acrostic devices, too, serving a similar purpose are not un-

known .
2 In some texts the lines or sections are numbered in

groups, for example, by putting the numeral £ io’ (^) before

the beginning of every tenth line
;
3 or the number of lines in

each column or in the whole tablet is given .
4

The methods of turning over a tablet to continue the text of

the obverse on the reverse side varied considerably in the primi-

tive period, and rules are difficult to formulate .
5

On tablets from Uruk IV-III/II no definite rule apparently

was followed, but most were probably turned over the lower

edge. The tablets from Jamdat Nasr 6 with several columns of

text first allow the practice of the scribes to be observed and
formulated. Occasionally the tablet was turned over its side like

a leaf of a modern book, when the writing was continued as on
the front except that the columns might run sometimes from
right to left and sometimes from left to right; it was then, if

a summary was required, turned upside down, and this began

at the left corner. The commonest method, however, was to

turn the tablet over its bottom or lower edge, when the writing

was continued at the right or the left upper corner; it began
with almost equal frequency at either point in the early period.

There are a few variations from these rules, chiefly on tablets

from Uruk and Jamdat Nasr; of these, which are of slight

importance, the most remarkable is the habit of continuing the

lines are wrongly counted) and hence ‘ register ’ on sculptured work (Weidner

in A. Of. viii 178-9 i 13); further Sum. DUR= Ass. turru ‘band, paragraph’

(Thompson ‘A.M.T.’ 66 4 i 2, 4 ; s. Meier in O.Lz. xliii 25), as well as kibsu

or kibsu ‘passage, paragraph’ (Thureau-Dangin in R.A. xxxn 27-8) and
pirsu ‘ chapter

;
portion occupying a whole tablet ’ (Thureau-Dangin ibid. 99

:

cp. Landsberger & Bauer in g.A. xxxvn 62 1 and Schuster ibid, xliv 246).
1 King 'Creation’ I cxiv-v: s. Zimmern in f.A. vm 121-4.
: S. p. 208. 3 Langdon in R.A. xiv 79 (K. 152).
4 Clay Y.B.T.’ 1 19,

5 Langdon ‘ Piet. Inscr.' iii-iv and Falkenstein Uruk 12.
6 At Jamdat Nasr the convex side of the tablet was the obverse and the

flat side the reverse, contrary to the usual Sumerian practice.
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text of the obverse for a few columns on the reverse, then turn-

ing the tablet completely over and finishing the text from the

left corner of the remaining space on the reverse in such a way
that it was upside down to the columns which had just been

written. At Shuruppak 1 the custom was, when the tablet held

several columns of text, to turn it over the lower edge and begin

again at the right upper corner and continue thence by columns
to the left upper corner, namely in the opposite direction to

that followed on the front (s. fig. 21); and this practice became
thenceforth the rule with all large tablets with few exceptions .

2

The reason for this custom was that the writer thus continued,

running over the bottom, in the same column as it were as

that in which the previous text had been written, even though

he did so at the risk of damaging what he was writing as he

proceeded by columns from the right to the

left instead of from the left to the right side

of the tablet.

In thus turning the tablet over its bottom,

which became the rule with tablets of every

size, the scribe did not usually leave the

bottom or lower edge blank but continued

the text over it before proceeding on to the

reverse, so that he lost no available writing-

space, since the edges were generally wide

enough, owing to the thickness of the tablets,

to take several lines of text. Similarly, when
writing on the reverse side overran the sur-

face, it was continued for a line or so on the

upper edge until it came of necessity to an

end. If space for writing was still required,

the scribe might use the left edge of the

obverse, starting at the point from which he

had commenced writing the text; but the

opposite right edge was never used except

very rarely when the ends of the lines of

the obverse overflowed on to it. This fact

serves to show which is the obverse and which the reverse of

the tablet, the beginning and end of the text.

1 At Shuruppak the obverse and reverse sides are not distinguished by-

being flat or convex.
3 Such as the longer tablets of the period of Urukagina. on which the

writing began in the left upper corner on the reverse as on the obverse side

(Deimel Sumer. Gramm. 14).

Obverse

Fig. 21. Turning
over the page.
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The curious tablets described above 1 containing Accadian
words on one side in the cuneiform script and on the other side

the words transliterated into Greek letters (s. pi. 18, i) were
turned over from right to left; if they are turned over from top to

bottom, the writing on the reverse side is found to be upside

down. 2 This peculiarity cannot be explained as a harking back to

ancient custom; it must rather be due to Greek influence. 3

8. From Picture to Symbol

In the tablets from Kish there is a mere handful of signs of a

very simple form, and nothing can be said of the development
of the script there at this very early epoch. The next collection

from this centre hardly falls within the primitive period.

In Uruk IV the forms of the signs are remarkably free from
variation compared with those of Uruk III—II or Shuruppak,
and their number is considerably below those of those- other

collections. It is not that pictography was being forced into

a greater uniformity of style; for in the first place the charac-

terization of the signs as pictorial is already true of only

a relatively small number of them and, secondly, it is just the

pictorial signs which show the most marked variations in the

following periods of their development. It is rather that these

tablets are so near the first beginnings ofwriting that the diverse

tendencies productive of variation have not yet had time to

work themselves out. Whether these tablets from Uruk IV
represent the actual first essays at writing is disputed

;
but the

fact that many signs have already ceased to be in any true

sense pictures of the objects which they are intented to represent

suggests that a stage in which all the signs in use were fully

pictorial already lay far behind them . At the same time, uniform

as the signs at Uruk IV maybe, the peculiarities ofvarious scribes

can still be recognized
;
and this, too, suggests some previous

development. A completely standardized style of impression is

hardly reached before Shuruppak, where individual signs still

continue to exhibit variations. The reasons for this lingering

lack of uniformity are probably that the stylus had not yet been
standardized, and that the practice of distributing the signs over
the surface of the tablet, and often in small compartments with-

out regard to order, compelled a certain amount of adaptation

to the space available for them.

1

S. p. 30.
: Pinches in !

P.S.B.A.’ xxiv 109.
3 For SeArot -oAvtttvxoi are mentioned already by the beginning of the

first century a.d. Lucian Am. 44).
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In the earlier texts from Uruk, although the forms of the signs

are fixed, the manner of drawing them varies with the whim
of the scribe. For example, the same sign may consist of four

strokes meeting at haphazard or of two intersecting strokes,

and the number of these may vary considerably
;
but in the

later texts the complex tend to give place to the simple forms.

Uruk Jamdat Nasr Ur Value Meaning

4- + + MAS ‘ gazelle
’

’fc
I ifc * * AN ‘heaven, sky’

* I

Fig. 22. Early cuneiform signs.

The same tendencies are at w-ork also at Jamdat Nasr and
Ur (s. fig. 22). This fact also contributed not a little to the

degeneration of the original pictographs, for varieties of hand-

writing were not checked by the growing conventionalization

of the script.

The character of every sign was originally pictographic, and
the picture remained recognizable for a varying period of time.

Sometimes nature as well as art must be invoked in identifying

the source of this or that sign wrhen its form has become obscured

and so ceases to strike the eye or catch the imagination. For

example, the origin of the sign for a scorpion (s. p. 48 fig. 23 a),

a ship (s. p. 48 fig. 23 b) and a fold or pen (s. p. 49 fig. 23 c),

becomes obvious when their latest forms have been traced back

to their source and the earliest forms, thus revealed, are com-

pared with the representation of that object in art.

Already, however, in the earliest texts there are many picto-

graphs or signs representing objects of which the identity is not

immediately apparent, while others have been so far conven-

tionalized that the objects depicted cannot be identified at all.

Thus in Uruk IV the picture of the aurochs is clear, at Jamdat
Nasr it is hardly to be recognized, and at Shuruppak it is quite

unrecognizable; but the ox, seen in profile, can hardly be

identified even in Uruk IV, and is quite unidentifiable at Jamdat
Nasr. The sign for a sheep, obviously a head depicted full face

with eyes, nose and mouth, roughly represented by cross-lines,

is already completely conventionalized in Uruk IV (s. p. 49 fig.

24) . The reason for this distinction between pictographs wThose

subjects are obvious and those whose subjects are not easily or

cannot be recognized is that those signs that represented objects
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Courting scorpions from nature.

Scorpions engraved on seals and in sculpture.

% »
Scorpions painted on bowls.

xb *£> xx xx x$>

*4>f

A. Cuneiform signs for a scorpion.

Unit Shuruppak Umina Entemena Gudea Babylonian Assyrian

3
'

t) 5

) •%

cT

D
1

B. A ship on a Sumerian seal c. 3200 B.c. and the cuneiform sign for ; ship \
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Uruk Jamdat Nasr Hoffmann

-$=] 0$ -mg

Ur Shuruppak Old-Babylonian Neo-Assyrian

fn<f

C. A fold or pen in sculpture and the cuneiform sign for
‘
pen, fold

Fig. 23. The origin of signs in nature and in art.

rarely seen remained truly pictorial, while common objects

came to be hastily scrawled as the scribes ceased to bestow

pains on them; thus they rapidly deteriorated and became
mere conventional representations of actual objects. Occasion-

ally, too, the original object presented difficulties of drawing
which the primitive scribes never overcame. There were also

signs devised to represent abstractions, for which the scribes

used symbols whose origins were easily forgotten and which
were therefore readily conventionalized.

Again, in Uruk III—II, and especially at Ur, a noticeable

change in the script is the greater thickness of the lines, which
increases for some time to come ;

the causes of this change are

Classicalforms Value Meaning

O.-Bab. N.-Ass.

-<Hfr DUN ‘aurochs’

GUD ‘ox’

m UDU ‘sheep’

Fig. 24. Recognizable and unrecognizable pictographs.

the transition from drawing to imprinting the sign and the

coarser stylus which was required for this method and which

came to be preferred as increasing the legibility of the signs,

together with a striving after cursive forms consequent on the

growing use of and carelessness in writing. The pictograph thus

underwent marked transformation and even deterioration, and

the majority lost all resemblance to the object originally de-

picted, becoming in the end nothing but unrecognizable symbols.

E

Primitiveforms

Uruk Jamdat Nasr Ur Shuruppak

3>
•=£>

© © 0 ® ^ &
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For example, in the signs for the right and left hands the strokes

indicating the fingers became mere lines bearing no relation

to the fingers of the hand, and those in that for grain were
multiplied without rhyme or reason (s. fig. 25) . So the strokes

often degenerated into ornament with no function but to fill a

vacuum which the scribes, like the engravers of seals, evidently

abhorred. Simultaneously curved lines began to disappear

and to be replaced by straight lines set at angles to one another.

This conversion of the strokes into wedges finally obscured the

identity of the pictograph and, except in the rarest cases, it

became normally impossible to recognize what the picture

once had been; and, by the time of the Old-Babylonian texts,

the signs had reached what was to all intents and purposes

Lapidary Primitiveforms on clay Classicalforms Value Meaning

form s' q~.

Kish Uruk IV-III J. N. Ur Shuruppak Bab. Ass.

Mh ^ J DA ‘arm’ 1

2111/ n SU ‘hand”

f »»-
**- V\W>y- tJlSSllL* M SE ‘ grain

’

vy 2) $ P E3 UTA ‘sun’ 3

Fig. 25. Deterioration of signs.

their final form and thereafter underwent but slight modification

in detail.

The stock of signs also steadily decreased. Some 900 signs

have been counted in Uruk IV, and it is conjectured that this

is scarcely half the total number; Jamdat Nasr and Ur have

about 400 signs or a little over that number. It is true that

approximately 800 have been listed at Shuruppak, but the

range of subjects here is greatly extended. This reduction on

the one hand in the number of signs is due to a simplification

whereby, for example, the thirty-one forms of the signs for UDU
‘sheep’ in Uruk IV become only three in Uruk III and two in

1 Originally the left fore-arm.
• Originally the inner side of the left hand.
3 Originally the sun rising between the peaks of two mountains (s. Con-

tenau Man. tfArch. Or. rv 2014). Such signs prove the Sumerians to have
been originally a people dwelling in mountainous country, not in the flat

Babylonian plain.
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Uruk I
;
these diverse signs, intended perhaps to some extent to

denote distinct breeds or qualities, have been replaced by one or

two generic terms, which may be accompanied by qualifying

terms. As such qualifying terms, for example adjectives of

colour, can be applied also to oxen and other objects of every

sort and kind, the number of signs required is greatly diminished

by their introduction. Another, though uncommon, cause of

reduction was the merging of two or so similar archaic signs

into a single modern sign. This process, however, was not an
unmixed blessing; for although the number ofsigns was reduced,

the variety of values or meanings which a single sign could have
was augmented to the confusion of the reader.

Any reduction, however, in the number of the signs was to

a considerable extent if not wholly offset by two opposite ten-

dencies to increase the number of the signs. These were the

development of a single sign into two distinct signs in order

clearly to express the various concepts expressed by the original

simple sign and the formation of compound signs, whether by
the modification of a single sign into two signs by means of

additional strokes or by the union of two originally distinct signs

into a single sign.

The first process was not very common, and a single example

of its operation will suffice. The primitive
J"J

U$ £ male organ

;

to stand up ’ was differentiated into US ‘ male organ
;
man 5

and 4 slave
;
slave girl ’

. The second process was originated

at a very early period. The first step was the formation of a

new sign and of an old sign by some internal modification of it,

such as the addition of a few strokes, or by joining another sign

SAG ‘head’ KA ‘mouth’

‘head and plant’

Fig. 26. Formation of compound pictographs.

to it by means of a ligature. Thus the sign for SAG 4 head ’ was
converted by the addition of a few strokes,- probably represent-

ing the teeth, into that for KA ‘ mouth or a plant was linked

to the human head so as to constitute a composite or double

sign, of which the meaning is unfortunately unknown (s. fig. 26).

The use of ligatures, however, was not developed, and examples

are few. The second and usual method was to set the component
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signs side by side and eventually to fuse them into a single
sign, so signs for GAL ‘great’ andZ,f7 ‘man’ were formed into
LUGAL ‘ king ’ and those for SAL ‘ woman’ and KUR ‘ mountain

;

foreign country were similarly combined into a single sign
representing GEAIE ‘

slave-girl ’ for slave-girls were mostly cap-
tives taken in war in the hilly foreign lands lying to the east of
the Babylonian plain. In this example the component signs are

Primitive forms Classicalforms Value Meaning

Uruk
Jamdat
Nasr Ur

Shurup-
pak

6 .-

Bab. Ass.

O |) r> > SAL ‘ woman ’

-J ;• X V KUR ‘ mountain ’

w* !>*• -&> Jr* GEME ‘ slave-girl
’

T or GAL ‘ great ’ and or LU ‘ man ’ combined

into HiSIirna- or ScfciJJpFf LUGAL ‘ king ’.

Fig. 27. Fusion of simple into compound signs.

still separate in Uruk IV, connected at Jamdat Nasr, and fused
at Shuruppak as in the late classical form (s. fig. 27).

This method of forming compound signs, originally devised in
the earliest period for the expression of quite simple concepts
which could not be easily represented by ordinary single signs,

was increasingly used as time went on for the creation of new
signs expressive of verbal notions. In the archaic texts tolerably
simple, but in the latest texts the most complex or abstract ideas,

both nominal and verbal, are thus expressed (s. fig. 28):

primitive

tive

or 1 = classical KA ‘ mouth 1 and primi-

:ive a> or
|j ^

== classical ^ GAR ‘ food
’ 1 combined into

= classical Kl7 ‘ to eat ’

;

primitive
^

-*=H AA ‘ mouth ' and S SU ‘ hand ’ combined into ‘ to

pray; prayer’;

»— A~A ‘ mouth ’ and

‘ to be obscured
;
grieved ’.

GlG ‘ night ' combined into

Fig. 28. Verbal notions represented by compound signs.

1
Possibly in origin a picture of a loaf of bread.
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The composition of all such compound signs is not of course

always so self-evident as that of those here depicted (s. fig. 29)
and cannot always be unravelled, but the same or similar prin-

ciples must have underlain them all.

Sumerian
Primitiveforms Classicalforms value Meaning

Uruk

b
J. N.

h~

Ur

h

Shuruppak
V

h h

* k 'ft

1

r
O

rrrrrC^

&

i U III

•

XU

O.-Bab. 1 N.-Ass.

T- F*
ME ‘ tongue

’

KUA ‘fish’

WfnT LO ‘ man ’

pFT AP1N ‘ plough ’

DUG ‘jar’

KAS ‘ liquor
’

GA ‘ milk
’

*rcr MA ‘ ship
’

If I! A ‘ water
’

^ITTf DIRIG ‘ to drift
’

Fig. 29. Types of simple and compound pictographs.

Some of the principles of Sumerian pictography have now
been laid bare, and others remain to be mentioned

;
and all the

main principles of this system may be conveniently brought

1 Only such forms as occur in the Code of Hammurabi are given, for

uniformity of comparison.
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1

Not

all

the

primitive

forms

have

been

found

or

identified,

and

the

identification

of

them

is

not

always

certain.

’

Writing

on

stone

in

the

early

period

runs

downwards

and

thus,

even

when

itself

late,

reflects

the

original

upright

position

of

the

sign

(s.

pp.

38-9,

41-2).

J

Imperfectly

preserved.
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together and summed up at this point (s. pp. 54-5 figs. 30- 1).
1

The pictograph might reproduce the whole object, like those

for the tongue or a fish, or a part of it, like that of the ox’s head
which stood pars pro toto for the whole beast; and it might not

only indicate the object itself but also express its function, as

that for the hand and arm served not only for strength but also

for, respectively, giving and carrying, that for the leg for stand-

ing and going and taking away with other kindred notions,2

and so on. Modifications of the original picture might be intro-

duced to vary its sense
;
thus the addition of strokes to the picture

of a bare house yielded the sign for an occupied dwelling-place

and a similar addition to the picture ofa jar showed that it was
full, while a variation in the number and arrangement of these

signs indicated the commodity of which it was full (s. p. 53
fig. 29). 3 A good example of this process is seen in the modi-
fications of the basic sign for a beast, which seems originally to

have been intended for an ass (s. p. 54 fig. 30). There were
also regular conventions in the use of strokes or wedges. Thus
two wedges running to a single point represented a pointed

object, as in the sign for a pig, but running parallel downwards
they represented an object standing on the ground, as in the

sign for a bed, and so on. Finally, curved lines were broken up
into two or more straight lines, running each in the direction of

one or other part of the curve which they represented, as in the

signs for fire and water, and indeed in many others (s. p. 55
fig- 3 1 )-.

The pictographs thus underwent progressive deterioration as

they became conventionalized; this process began, as already

said, with the signs in most frequent use, but with the replace-

ment of strokes by wedges it advanced rapidly until the signs

soon lost all resemblance to the objects originally depicted by
them.

9. From Words to Syllables

The limitation to the range of expression possible within the

bounds of the Sumerian system of writing, in which the primi-
tive sign was restricted to depicting visible concrete objects, was
very severe; but it soon came to be relaxed by various devices.4

In the first place, the use of signs depicting concrete objects

T Cp. Unger Bab. Sckr. 9-12 ;
s. Riitten in R.E.S.B. 1940 33-49 for tables

of signs.

- S. p. 61. 3 Cp. De Morgan in R. d. Tr. xxvii iJS'.S. xi) 237-8.
5 Cp. Falkenstein Uruk 29-43.
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was extended to express similar concrete concepts and ana-

logous abstract conceptions. Thus the pictograph consisting

originally of four crossed strokes terminating in eight points

and so depicting a star became the ordinary sign for AN ‘ sky,

heaven ’ and the symbol for DINGIR ‘ god ’; it came to serve also

for the adjective ‘high’ and a number of other conceptions.

Again, the pictograph for DU ‘leg’ did duty at the same time

for several verbs including GUB ‘ to stand ’ and GIN ‘ to go ’ and

TUM ‘to carry off’, 1 and so on. This principle was seriously

strained when the use of a sign was stretched to make it serve

for something with which it had no semantic or logical con-

nexion but ofwhich the name had a similar sound. The earliest

example of this abusive employment of a sign occurs in the

writing of a proper name occurring on several tablets from

Jamdat Nasr, whereby >~<y< 77 ‘ arrow ’ is improperly used for

*—< 77(7) ‘life; to live AnEN.LlL-TE(may thegod) Enlil (grant)

life ’. 2 The defects of such a system of writing are obvious : am-

biguity is unavoidable, and the range of expression severely

restricted. The earliest texts, however, were inventories or lists

of objects, receipts, and so on, and such a system was more or less

sufficient for their needs. It was only when the desire to write

down connected, for example religious or historical, texts arose

that such a purely pictographic method of expression revealed

its inadequacy.

In the second place, a momentous development in the use

of the script was inaugurated: many signs 3 were taken also to

represent syllables. For example, the sign cited above for 77
‘ arrow’, which had already been stretched to do duty for 7/(7)

‘life’, came to be used also for ti and til as mere syllables in the

phonetic spelling of other words. In other words, a sign that

had originally only a word-value acquired also a syllable-value

which could be used in writing any word which consisted of

that syllable or ofwhich that syllable was a component element.

This practice was apparently initiated at Jamdat Nasr, where a

phonetic ME was added to nouns to indicate the plural number,

as in AB-ME ‘ elders ’ and EN-ME ‘ masters ’. Soon other gram-

matical inflexions came to be so written; thus the texts from Ur
used a few phonetically written verbal inflexions and comple-

!
S. p. 61.

: Falkenstein Uruk 37-8. The final L of TIL ‘ life ' was commonly dropped

in pronunciation, which aided the confusion.

3 This development was greatly facilitated by the fact that the vast

majority of Sumerian roots were monosyllables.
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ments indicating cases. The first phonetically written words

were MA.NA ‘maneh’ a very common measure of weight, and

DAM.GAR c merchant 5

in texts from Shuruppak .
1 Neither

concept could be easily or lucidly represented in pictorial form,

and both terms were probably foreign, namely Accadian, loan-

words, which would enhance the need of writing them out in

phonetic form.

The origin of this device, then, must be sought in the need

to indicate grammatical relations so soon as words began to be

strung together in sentences; for these were indicated in the

Sumerian language by, largely monosyllabic, prefixes and

affixes attached to the basic root which remained unchanged.

It was also required for foreign words, for referring to persons

and places { whose names were not easy to write ’,2 and for in-

dicating the pronunciation ofideograms and of dialectical forms

in syllabaries for the use of students. At the same time the

practice of syllabic writing was kept strictly within bounds, and
common terms such as UDU ‘ sheep

5 and SIBA ‘ shepherd
5 were

for the most part never spelled out at any period, except in

school-texts and similar works.

This transition, whereby symbols representing objects or

words came to denote sounds or syllables
,
3 in other words,

whereby the ideogram 4 became a phonogram
,
5 did not take

place without difficulty; and this was increased when the need

arose ofadapting signs designed originally for the agglutinative 6

Sumerian speech to the inflective 7 Accadian language. An
example of forced adaptation may be seen in the use of the

ideogram or word-sign for KUA ‘ fish ’ to serve for ha as a mere

syllable in both languages. The signs as thus used represented

1 Falkenstein Uruk 37’ 38
s
.

3
Ass. sa nibit sumisunu ana safari la tabu (Thureau-Dangin Sargon 56-73sd-

3 As though a row of pictures for ‘eye, can, knot, meat, hymn’ did duty

for and could be read as meaning ‘I cannot meet him’.
4 A character or figure symbolizing the notion of a thing without ex-

pressing its name, like the Chinese characters, and pronounced according

to the reader’s whim, as the sign ‘ 4- ’ may be read plus or ‘ more ’ or ‘ in

addition to ’ according to the context.
5 A symbol or character representing a spoken sound or phoneme.
6 Adding qualifying words in the form of prefixes or suffixes to the root

and so building up longer or shorter compound words round the unchanged
root with a view to expressing modifications of its meaning.

7 Indicating the relation of the inflected word to others in the same
sentence or some aspect of the conception which it expresses by internal

modification of the root or by the addition of prefixes and suffixes which
have no independent existence or meaning.
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four of the five vowels, namely u, a, i, e
,
1 and a large number

of syllables beginning and ending with a consonant or consisting

of a vowel + consonant or a consonant + vowel
;

2 for neither

people succeeded in isolating the consonants from the vowels

and representing them by their own signs. Consequently an
inordinately large number of such signs was required to repre-

sent every possible combination of consonant and vowel .
3

Thus the possibility ofmaking the cuneiform system ofwriting

syllabic or phonetic lay near to hand, but the Sumerians took

only the first halting steps in this direction; the Babylonians

succeeded only in developing the syllabic system, thereby

gaining much in simplicity and intelligibility. The reasons for

this distinction are clear. On the one hand the Sumerians had
little need for signs representing syllables, not only because

those which they were using had been designed to represent

their own names ofcommon objects in daily use, but also because

their own words were largely monosyllabic and underwent no
internal alteration through inflexion, which was indicated

mostly by simple prefixed and suffixed syllables, and compara-
tively few signs with syllabic values sufficed for this purpose

and to eke out the phonetic representation of awkward words
that could not be pictorially represented. On the other hand
the Babylonians, except when they used the old signs as ideo-

grams, which were foreign to their language, as a kind of short-

hand, were compelled to spell out every single word by syllables.

Hence the great development of the syllabic use of these signs

was their work. In other words, the basis of the Sumerian
system of writing was word-values, while that of the Accadian
method was syllable-values.

This application of a single script to a dual purpose, namely
to ideographic and syllabic writing and to two totally different

languages, had the result that almost every sign ultimately

became a polyphone
,

4 to the great confusion of the reader.

Thus the sign which originally depicted the rising sun came
1 In their Accadian order (Thureau-Dangin in R.A. xxxn 100).
2 A sign for consonant-j-vowel was called hamtu ‘ swift ’ and one for con-

sonant-r-vowel-l-consonant maru ‘fat’ (Haupt in £.A. xxxin 66-7), one for

vowel-}-consonant was called malu ‘full’ and one for a vowel alone riqu

‘empty’ (Thureau-Dangin in R..4 . xxxii 100-2).
3 For example, distinct signs were required for i, 'i, ib, id, ig, ih, il, im,

in, ir
,

is, is, bi, di, gi, hi, ki, li, mi, ni
,
pi, qi, ri, si, si, si, zi, ti, ti, bid, bil, bir;

only nineteen instead of thirty-two signs would be necessary to represent

all these sounds on the principle of the alphabet.
* A sign representing many sounds.
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to represent over 70 other words (nouns, particles, adjectives,

verbs) and to serve for some dozen separate syllables

;

1 it was
also the first element in another 170 or so compound ideo-

grams,2 and a component element in many others. At the

same time, as most signs represent a number of different words

each differently pronounced, there were many signs for many
syllables. 3

That an ideogram might represent many objects or concepts

and therefore be read in a number of ways introduced much
ambiguity and confusion if not actual error into the interpre-

tation of written texts, and two important devices were invented

to help the reader in his task, the use of ideographic signs with

determinative value and of syllabic signs as phonetic comple-

ments.

The determinative sign was one put before or after an
ideogram to indicate the general class to which the object

denoted by it belonged; such classes were those comprising

deities, men and women, beasts and birds and fishes, plants

and trees, objects of wood or leather, stones, rivers, towns and
countries, and so on. The place ofthe determinative sign, though
originally variable, was already fixed at Shuruppak, where URU
‘ city ’ preceded and KI ‘ place ’ followed the term qualified, as

they continued to do ever afterwards. Thus might by
itself be read, as said above, either APIN ‘ plough ’ or ENGAR
‘ ploughman ’

;
in the former case the sign for GlS ‘ wood ’, in the

latter that for LI7 ‘man’ was commonly prefixed to it to show
how it was ito be read. So, too, Babylon was called KA-DIKGIR
(RA

)

K1 ‘ the gate of god (place) ’, where KI showed that a place

on earth was intended. In Uruk IV the determinative DIKGIR
‘god’ perhaps occurs, while KI ‘place’ is first attested at

Jamdat Nasr and LJJ ‘ man ’ in a text from Kish contemporary
with those from Shuruppak. The chief part played by this

device in this early period was in the scholastic texts from
Shuruppak, which contain a long list of signs and words, for

: Namely u, udjt, d'tu, ta, djtam, bir, pa(i)ur, la.'ih, rnah, his, of which how-
ever all are not employed with equal frequency.

• Such as that written UD -r KA + BAR but read £ABAR 1 copper '.

3 For example, the sign for ME ‘ oracle ’ and iSlB ‘ augur
’, whence SlB

‘
to practise augury’ was derived, might be used for me and sib as mere

syllables in the writing of other words : this principle was carried so far

that some syllables could be represented by several different signs. Inversely,
as mere syllables du and gur could be represented by respectively thirteen
and eleven different signs; each sign, of course, had originally stood for a
distinct word or words (s. p. 66 n. 1).
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example of divine names or fishes or the like, classified accord-

ing to their nature by determinative signs; the general use of it

was a subsequent development.

The phonetic complement, found already in texts fromJamdat
Nasr, was a simple sign representing a syllable beginning with

a consonant and ending with a vowel, usually a, which was put

after a polyphone to indicate the intended value; that was the

one ending with the same consonant as that with which the

complementary sign began. Thus DU Teg 5

stood also for

GUB £
to stand’ and GIN ‘to go’ and TUM ‘to bring’; which

was meant was indicated by writing >+?\-NA for GINand
BA for GUB and -MA for TUM. These additional signs

were not read or pronounced but merely showed visually which
ofthe various values borne by the sign was intended by the writer .

1

The final complication was the invention of ‘ secret writing
’ 2

for the purpose of cipher or code and possibly musical notation

;

few examples of this device are known, and the decipherment
of such examples as have been recovered is a matter of the

greatest difficulty .
3

Ultimately then the Sumerians succeeded in isolating the

vowels and representing them by distinct signs, but they failed

to isolate the consonants and so to represent them by dis-

tinct signs. The reason for the success with the vowels was
that these four sounds represented actual words in their lan-

guage
,

4 so that the signs for the vowels as it were fell ready made
into their hands

;
the reason for their failure with the consonants

was that the consonants, unlike the vowels, had no existence

as separate words, so that there were no signs at hand to serve

1 Hence written GIN(NA) or G1NNA
,
GUB(BA) or GUBBA

, TOMu\IA)
or TOMMA in modern transliterations (s. p. 57). The accents, such as that on
TOM, are also a modern device to indicate which of the five signs for TUM
(conventionally written TUM, TOM, TUM, TUMX ,

TUM6 )
stands in the

cuneiform text.
2 Acc. nisirtu and piristu or piristu (Ebeling in Z-D-M.G. lxx 535

s
; s.

Zimmern ibid. Lxxrv 434-5) and lisanu ahitu, meaning literally a ‘ strange

tongue’ (Landsberger in Oppenheim 177-80).
3 E.g. Frank Str. Kt. 49

,
50 . One such text (Ebeling K.A.R. 1.

1

4
)

is per-

haps an example of musical notation (Galpin ‘ Music of the Sumerians
’

42-50). Another, dated about the 17th. century b.c., in which the manu-
facture of glass is described in a script using all the rarest values of the signs

(Gadd & Thompson in ‘Iraq’ III 87-96), is obviously designed to preserve

a trade-secret.
4 Such as A ‘water’ and is ‘trench’. Conventionally the ideographic value

may be written in capital letters and the syllabic value in small letters, for

the convenience of the modern reader.
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for them. The Egyptians, again, owing to the nature of their

language, succeeded with the consonants but failed with the

vowels, and thus enormously reduced the number of signs re-

quired for the phonetic representation of a word. 1

In this elaborate system the form of the script and the use

of the signs were to all intents and purposes fully developed

by the time of Uruk I (c. 2900 b.c.), and the direction of the

writing and the arrangement of the words according to their

logical position in the sentence were fixed by the time of Eanna-
tum, priest-king of Lagash (c. 2850-2825 b.c.), and neither was
substantially modified during a period of nearly three thousand

years. 2

10. Scholars and Scribes

The complex system of writing invented by the Sumerians

and developed by the Accadians was a ‘ secret treasure ’ or
£ mystery’ 3 which the layman could not be expected to under-

stand and which was therefore the peculiar possession of a pro-

fessional class of clerks or scribes.4

Although in most periods or at any rate in the most enlightened
periods of Accadian history a fair number of laymen could read

if not write the cuneiform script, the bulk of the population

had recourse to professional scribes to write what they wanted
for them, as elsewhere in the ancient and modern East; 3 for

scribes often added their names after those of the witnesses on
legal documents which they had drawn up. The party to the

contract did not sign his name but had simply ‘ to seal ’ the tablet

while the clay was still moist with his ‘seal’ (s. pi. 13, 2) ;

6 if he

1 s - PP- ! 33
-6 -

: The latest tablet that can be dated records an eclipse of the sun on

23 October 7 b.c. (Schaumberger in Anal. Or. xn 279-87).
3 Ass. nisirtu katimtu (Streck Assurbanipal n 254-5 i 13) or pirisjstu, of which

Nabu was the inventor (Rawlinson ‘C.I.W.A.’ v 43 d 32).
4 That DUB.SAR and saplr ilki ‘administrator of taxes’ are equated in a

native syllabary (De Genouillac in R.A. xxv 124 i 28) shows how varied the

scribe’s duties must have been. Already under the 3rd dynasty ofUr (c, 2408-

2301 b.c.) scribes were important administrative officers (s. Schneider in

Orient, xv 64-88) ;
but their continued connection with the priesthood is re-

flected by the use of the same ideogram for priest and scribe even in Neo-
Babylonian texts (San NicoJo Rechtsquellen 142). 3 § pp. 88-90.

6 Acc. baramu and kanaku (Muss-Arnolt ‘ C.D.A. L.’ 192,919-20; s. San
Nicoio Rechtsquellen 135-40); also gararu ‘to be rolled' and sugruru ‘to roll’

in reference to cylinder-seals (Pfeiffer ‘EN.’ 11 10S 6 Chiera ‘JEN. iv 321
* 5 > 47 330 r 3 ;

Lewy in Orient, xi 33

1

1

,
quoting an unpublished tablet for

the causative theme), and ina sitir sumdti baramu ‘to seal with the writing
of the names’ (Landsberger ana ittisu 8830_6 ).
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had none,he pressed the ‘nail’, 1 usually ofhis thumb (s.pl. 14, 1),

or the ‘ fringe
’2 or ‘ corner

’
3 ofhis garment (s. pi. 1 4, 2) on the clay4

so that it left its imprint on it as a permanent record. The seal,

which was usually engraved with its owner’s name, served not

only in place of a signature but also as a mark of assent to a

contract. The mark, however, neither of the nail, in the days

before the science of finger-prints, nor of the fringe could serve

such a purpose
;
the former, therefore, was simply the mark of

an illiterate person’s assent to a contract which was attested by
witnesses, whereas the latter proved symbolically by its contact

A. Two vertical wedges on an Accadian
cylinder-seal.

B. Two horizontal wedges
on a tablet resting on a C-D. Single wedge or stylus on a base

base or throne. or throne.

Fig. 32. Nabu’s emblems (A) on a cylinder-seal and
(C-D) on boundary-stones.

with the tablet that the wearer of the garment bound his person

to fulfil the obligation into which he was entering. 5

1 Acc. suprum (s. San Nicolo Rechtsquellen 139
1

, 140-1), especially in hum

kunukkisu supursu iskun ‘ he has put his nail instead of his seal ’ (Johns
‘ A.D.D.’ 1 365 1 4- ).

2 Acc. sis{s)iktum (s. ibid. 140-1), especially in sisiktasu kima zAkunukkisu

‘his fringe in place of his (stone) seal’ (Clay in ‘B.E.U.P.’ xv 55 10-11 :

s. Ungnad in O.Lz ix 163-4 an^ xn 479 )-

3 Bab. qarnu or qannu (s. Lewy in Orient, xi 313’).

4 Occasionally one party impresses his nail and another his fringe on the

same document (Clay in ‘ B.E.U.P.’ xiv 86 case 17-18).
5 Cp. Koschaker in N.K.Ru. 20, 24 and G.Ru. 111-7, Boyer in S.D. 11

208-18. So, when a husband divorced his wife, sissiktasa ibtuq ‘ he cut her

fringe ’ or, in other words, severed her connexion with himself (Lands-

berger ana ittisu 99 ii 50) ;
similarly Jesus, when the woman with an issue
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The needs therefore of the temples and the government as well

as of the civil population brought a large professional class of

scribes into being, and these formed a powerful guild whose
patron deity was the god Nabu, the Biblical Nebo; 1 his emblems
were the tablet and wedge or the wedge without the tablet and
the stylus (s. p. 63 fig. 32),

2 and he was described as ‘the inventor

of the writing of the scribes ’,3 ‘ the unrivalled scribe’,4 and ‘ the

scribe of the gods, wielder of the reed-pen’. 5 The goddess

Nidaba or Nisaba, 6 who was called the ‘universal scribe’ 7 or

secretary general and the ‘ great scribe of heaven ’,8 and a god
called Hani or Haya, her consort, described as ‘ lord of the seal

’

or ‘sealed tablet’ and the ‘god of scribes’, 9 are occasionally

mentioned as patrons of learning, 10 while the goddess Belitsiri,

whose stylus was said to be lapis lazuli and cornelian, 11 is known
as secretary to the queen of the underworld. 12

The art of writing was studied in a school called a ‘ tablet-

house’, 13 ofwhich one was attached to each ofthe most important
temples, 14 and in these schools not only boys but presumably

of blood fjiparo tov Kpaarredov tov Iparlov avrov (Matt, ix 2l), remarked
ttjv avrou 8vvap.1v i£e\doiiarav (Mk. v. 30). The garment represented the

person who wore it.

I Hebr. 13? (Isa. xlvi 1).
1 Cp. Steinmetzer Grenzsteine 165-6.

5 Acc. banu sitri tupsarruti (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ v 43 d 33).
4 Ass. tupsar la sandn (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 104 15).
5 Ass. tupsar ilani sabit qan-tuppi (Schrader K.B. iv 102-3 1 3), and bel

qan-tuppi (Zimmern B.K.B.R. 156-7 45 vi 2).
6 The ‘ reed-pen ’ or ‘ stylus ’ (Sum. GI-DUBBA

)
is mentioned in a text of

Gudea of Lagash
(
c

.

2425 b.c.) as the emblem of Nisaba (Thureau-Dangin
S. A. Ki. 94-5 4 25), and it and the * tablet’ (Bab. li’um

)
in one of Lipit-

Ishtar of Isin (c. 2250 b.c.) as her emblems (De Genouillac in R.A. xxv 150

ii 21.25)-
7 Ass. tupsar kali (Peiser in K.B. 11 48-9 2 59).
8 Sum! DUB.SAR-MAH (Scheil in O. Lz . vn 254-5 10-ii)-
9 Bab. belum kunuk (Langdon ‘ S. B. P.’ 156”; s. ‘Bab. Lit.’ 141-2) and

Ass. ilu sa tupsarri (Luckenbill ‘Sennacherib’ 147 2 19).
10 Clay ‘ Y.B.T.’ 1 28 vi 2-3.
II Ebeling Tod und Leben I 147-8 30 F 15-6.

Jensen in K.B. vi i 190- 1 v 47, where she is called tupsarrat irsitim

‘female scribe of the (under)world
’

(s. Deimel Panth. Bab. 200/2455-6);
here irsitum means the underworld as she is kneeling before Ereshkigal,

queen of the underworld (s. Von Soden in £.A. xli 233-6). She is also

called sas(s)ukkatu ‘female secretary’ (Muss-Arnolt ‘C.D.A.L.’ 1078; s.

Dhorme R.A.B. 137). The sassuk{k)u was perhaps properly a ‘registrar of
land’ (Von Soden).

13 Ass. bit tuppate ^Ebeling K.A.R.I. Ill ii 6, 122 O. 10).
14 E.g. at Nippur (Hilprecht ‘Explorations’ 512-25) and Sippar (Scheil

Sippar 30-4).
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girls 1 might learn to read and write; but such a place was, as

its name suggests, nothing but a writing school, 2 and another

type of school called the ‘ house of wisdom ’
3 gave what higher

education was required. The patrons of these institutions, too,

were naturally Nabu and Nidaba or Nisaba. To proceed to

such a place was ‘to enter the house of wisdom’,4 where ‘the

wise men who dwell in the house of wisdom ’
5 were to be found

guarding the mysteries. There presumably the youthful aspirant

for a learned career, seated on benches of stone without backs

(s. pi. 27)

,

6 studied mathematics and astronomy, medicine, magic
arts and theology, and all the varied branches of ‘ the learning

and the tongue of the Chaldaeans’. 7 The motto therefore of

the school at Sippar was not inappropriately the prayer

‘ May he who sits in the place of clerkly lore shine like the sun !

’ 8

and he certainly deserved to shine and be held in honour; for

the course in ‘ the learning and tongue of the Chaldaeans ’ did

not last for three years, as Daniel thought, 9 but from childhood

to manhood, as the master declared in the charge quoted below

to his pupil.

The method of instruction can be studied in a tablet con-

taining a dialogue in which the ‘master’ 10 converses with his

pupil, saying

:

‘ Come in to the college of scholars, the courtyard [of the school]
;

1 The ‘ woman scribe ’ (Sum. SALDUB,SARtu = Bab. tupsarratu”)

,

usually

a priestess, is not uncommon in Old-Babylonian texts (Pinches ‘ C.T.’ vi

24 b 18, 35 a 18, Ranke ‘ B.E.U.P.’ vi i 7 22-3) ;
and an Aramaean woman

is described as salA.BA ‘female scribe’ (s. p. 16). Further a document
‘ which a woman has written ’ (Ass. sa sinnistu tasturu

)
is mentioned in two

Assyrian letters (Harper ‘A.B.L.’ xm 1367 R. 4 1368 R. 6).
1 What does the Sum. E-DUDBA —Acc. subat tupserti (De Genouillac in

R.A. xxv 129) precisely denote?
3 Ass. bit mumme (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 1 122 gj.

4 Ass. erib (bit) mumme (Meissner & Rost in B.A.S.S. in 234-725, 24).

3 Bab. enqutu for emqiitu asib bit mummu for mumme (Langdon Neubab

.

Konigsinschr. 256-7 i 33, where the nom. mummu stands for the gen. mumme).
6 Cp. Hilprecht ‘Explorations’ 510-25. Twoschool-roomswithremarkably

well preserved benches, dated c . 2000 b.c., have been excavated at Mari
(Burrows ‘What mean the Stones?’ 183). 7 Dan. i 14.

8 Sum.-Acc. Si MU.UN-TIL
,
KI-XAM.DUB.SA

R

RA-KA)BABBAR-DIM
H£-E (Scheil Sippar 33).

9 Dan. i 5.
10 Ass. ummdnu. This term originally denoted any skilled worker or master

workman, whatever craft or trade he followed, and was applied especially

to clerks of various grades. Here the ummdnu is a schoolmaster, and he

often appears as head of the school and library attached to a temple

(Weidner K.A. io
1

), acting as librarian and archivist (s. pp. 74-5 ;
cp. Scheil

F
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come in, my son, (and) sit at [my feet]. Come, let me speak to thee

(and) open thou [thine] ears.
c From thy childhood to [thy] manhood thou hast sat at school; hast

thou learnt the writing art and knowest not the signs thereof?
‘ What is there that I know not ?

5

‘ What dost thou [know] ? Come, let me ask thee, and [answer thou

me] ! Come, let me speak to thee, and answer thou me !

‘ Ask me, and I will tell thee what is right, that . . .

‘ If thou answerest [me] not, [I will say to thee] : why [answerest

thou me not] ?
’ 1

Instruction therefore was by question and answer and pre-

sumably also by repetition, as all the world over.

The study of writing2 involved a knowledge of the old Sume-
rian language as well as of the native Accadian speech to make
the aspirant not merely ‘a school-scribe

’
3 but also a master of

language .
4 For not only were many of the old texts, especially

those dealing with religious, liturgical, and magical subjects,

entirely Sumerian, but Sumerian phrases lingered, like Latin

formulae in English legal documents, in Semitic documents,

especially in those concerned with the law
;
further, numerous

in R.A. xv 143 A) and choosing and excerpting texts to be copied by the

scribes (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 11 177 O. iv 26-30), serving on a commission to

collect important tablets for the royal library (s. pp. 76-7) or as the secretary

who reads the king’s correspondence to him (s. p. 72) ;
and so Ashurban-

ipal speaks of himself as copying texts ina tapharti ummani (s. p. 76 n. 5).

Finally, the word is applied to an ox trained for irrigating work (Hilprecht

& Clay ‘B.E.U.P.’ ix 49 2, 6). So Jewish scribes called themselves O’niYD
‘ master writers ', i.e. ‘ artist-scribes, calligraphers ’ (Leveen ‘ Hebrew

Bible in Art’ 6-7).
1 Bab. ina pu-hur um-ma-ni ki-sal \E tup-pi\

|

al-ka ma-ri ti-sab ina pa-[ni

GIR-2-ya]
|

GA.NA lu-uq-bi-kiim-ma pi-te uz-[ne-ka]
|

ul-tu UDvm si-hi-ri-ka

a-di be-lu-ti-[ka]
|

ina E tup-pi ta-[al-ta-sab]
|

tup-sar-ru-ta ta-hu-su i-da-as-sa

(s. p. 37) ul ti-\di\
|

me-nu-u sa la i-du-u
\

me-na-a ti-[di-e]
|

GA.NA lu-sal-

ka-ma . . .
|
GA.NA lu-uq-bi-kam-ma ap-la-an (?)-[«i]

|

sa-la-an-ni-ma lu-uq-bi-ka

ki-na-am-ma la- . .
.

\

ul tap-pal ...
1
am-me-ni la tap-[pal~\ (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 1

111 O. ii 2-14). The text is transliterated syllabically, Sumerian ideograms

or words in capital and Assyrian words in small italic letters
;
words in

square brackets are conjecturaliy inserted where the tablet is illegible,

those in round brackets are added to adapt Semitic to English idiom.

The use of two different signs for the same syllable namely (pTIT*
GA and GA) will be noticed (s. p. 60 n. 3).

: Tablets occur with simple signs or compound groups endlessly repeated

for learners (Hilprecht ‘Explorations ’ 525-6; cp. Scheil ‘Sippar’ 34-40).
3 Ass. tupsar mumme (Ebeling K.A.J.I. 79 25).
4 Ass. bel lisani (Harper ‘A.B.L.’ iv 342 O. 18, where the expression

seems to refer to one acquainted with a foreign language)
; cp. Bab.

LClisanum ' interpreter ’ ;Schroeder la. Sd. xvi S2 6 ; s. Kraus Ab. B. I 86).
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Sumerian ideograms were retained in the written language, even

in Accadian texts, as a kind ofabbreviated script or shorthand.

In some classes of texts Sumerian, in others Accadian, pre-

vailed, and, although there was a progressive tendency in

ordinary texts for Sumerian to give place to Accadian, the re-

sult was often more or less of a hotchpotch
;
and the difficulty

of reading them must have been enhanced by the fact that the

reader read the Sumerian signs as Accadian words, being thus

engaged in a mixture of reading and translating. Further, as

Sumerian became an ever less known language, it came to be

ever more incorrectly written, to the increasing bewilderment

of the reader. The Accadians at the same time were continually

raising the number of signs which might be read syllabicallv as

well as the number of syllabic values that any individual sign

might have, until eventually nearly 300 of the 550 or so known
ideograms came to be employed also to represent syllables.

Such a system ofwriting was immensely complicated and there-

fore difficult to use, and a considerable literature grew up for

teaching and learning it. The ‘ text
’

1 itselfmight be interlinear

in two languages, the one explaining the other, or it might be

furnished with glosses
;
it might take the form ofa ‘commentary’ 2

on another difficult text or it might be lexical or philological.

Already the tablets from Shuruppak reveal the beginning of this

work, and scholars before the age of Sargon of Agade (c. 2751-
2568 b.c.) were busy on lists of signs and words which were
systematically drawn up and which were recopied by subsequent

generations of scribes. The period of the third dynasty of Ur
(c

.

2408-2282 B.c.) saw the compilation ofan increasing number
of such lists which again in their turn were recopied when the

Sumerian terms were explained by Babylonian translations in

subsequent ages. This same period saw also the collection of

much matter that went afterwards to the making of school-texts

;

of these the most famous are the two series known respectively

as HAR.RA = hubullu and ana ittisu, containing explanations of

words and phrases, especially oflegal import, in parallel columns

in the two languages. The bulk, however, of these texts took
1 Acc. sitru (Ebeling in B.B.Kf. i,iii 4).
2 Sum.

(
UD.).UL.DCt.A = Acc. sdtu "tradition; archaism: list of archaic

words
:
philological commentary put in the left column and sue or sd pi

‘oral interpretation; pronunciation
2

put in the right column; also Sum.
NLG.PADUA = Acc. mukallimtu ‘exposition of subject-matter’ and egirtu

‘commentary’ (s. Kraus in M.Va.A.G. XLi/ii 33-4, Oppenheim in

‘J.A.O.S.’ lxiv 190, Bauer in Z -A - xLin 313, Meier in A .Of. xii 237-40 and
Weidner ibid, xiv 179).
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shape under the first Babylonian dynasty (c. 2169-1870 b.c.),

when Sumerian was receding before Accadian, and continued

to be copied throughout the Cassite epoch (c. 1642-1176
b.c.)

;
but most extant copies were made under the Neo-

Assyrian (c. 726-609 b.c.) and Neo-Babylonian (c. 604-538 b.c.)

kingdoms.

These lexical tablets are of various types and classes. Some
of them give signs or ideograms with their names and pronun-
ciation or with their Sumerian and Accadian word-values or

meanings in three columns, while others combine this informa-
tion in four columns; both simple and compound ideograms
are thus explained. Others set correct and dialectal Sumerian
words beside one another and add Accadian explanations after

them; or they explain Sumerian ideograms by equivalent Acca-
dian words which are further glossed by Accadian synonyms or

paraphrases. There are lists of gods with their names in both
languages, their titles or functions or temples, lists of countries

and towns with their names in both languages, and so on.

Other series contain lists of purely Accadian synonyms in two
columns or glossaries of Hittite, Cassite, and even Hurrian
or ‘Horite’, words and phrases. Phrase-books, too, have been
recovered containing Sumerian and Accadian words with
nominal and verbal inflexions and expressions in which they
may occur. 1 Historical texts do not come within the sphere of
the present study, but passing mention may be made of the

lists of kings and archons and of the synchronous tables of
dynasties and rulers and important events as not the least

valuable part ofthe labours of these ancient scholars. The exact

sciences, too, were not neglected, and many tablets contain long
and often quite elaborate mathematical,2 astronomical or astro-

logical tables, magical and medical prescriptions, and so on.

Much therefore that has been preserved of Sumerian and
Accadian literature, especially of a literary and religious or

technical nature, rests solely on the evidence of school-texts

drawn up for the use of or copied by students
;
but these often

perpetuate the very mistakes which their youthful copvists have
made. Chiera, 3 in commenting on this class of texts, has made

1 There are, however, extant tablets containing texts in languages which
still defy decipherment because of their brevity or the absence of lexical
assistance from ancient scholars (e.g. Knudtzon A-T. 1 32

,
Frank St.Kt. 49

50
,
Bohl in A. Of. van 169-74).

- A ‘list of numbers’ or ‘mathematical table’ was called aru (Bauer in

Z-A. XLIII 313’).
3 In ‘ They wrote on Clay’ 169-72.
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several interesting points. First, numerous duplicate copies

reveal frequent variations of spelling, to which indeed the cunei-

form syllabary readily lent itself; this fact suggests that such

scholastic texts were not always copied by eye from the arche-

type but were often taken down from dictation .
1 Second, the

story or matter on many of them has neither beginning nor end,

which points to excerpts taken at random for the purpose of

exercises. Third, when long classical texts are in question, the

copies of the opening chapters are often numerous but diminish

in number as the work proceeds, until only fragments of the

concluding sections are found
;

the reason seems to be that

the students, before working their way through a whole text,

have gone on to other works in order to gain experience in the

widest possible field of literature .
2

The ‘copy ’, 3 in spite of mistakes, commonly carried a colo-

phon that ‘it has been written according to its archetype

and revised ’,4 or similar words, together with a note stating

whence it was taken, and it was normally guaranteed by the

addition of the name of the scribe who made it. The colophon

might also contain not only the title of the work and the catch-

line connecting the tablet with the preceding and following

tablets ofthe samework
,
5 but also its serial number in thework and

1 The same cause accounts for the use of the wrong homonym in Sumerian

texts, such as SC/.SCf for SU.SU ‘to make good’ (Lutz ‘P.B.S.’ i/ii 100 ii

15 = 101 O. ii 13). Such errors are aural and so distinct from those found in

texts copied from clay on to stone or lice versa, which are commonly ocular.
1 Hence ‘incomplete’ (Sum. J\'U AL-T1L

)

was often put at the end of

such texts (Clay ‘B.R.L.M.’ iv 12 81 13 78; cp. Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn.

xii). Occasionally tablets have gaps for filling in, e.g. names (Dougherty

‘Y.B.T.’ vi 10 3, 6-7).
3 Sum. GAB.RI = Acc. gabru (Streck Assurbanipal 11 333

s

;
cp. 354-5 b

4-5 where tuppu *»VCu gabru occur together) or gabbiru (Oppenheim in

‘J.A.O.S.’ lxiv 193), from which mejihru (King ‘ C.T.’ xxix 3g 17 and

Ungnad B.B. 268 17 ;
s. Kraus Ab. B. 11 170) or meiihirtu (Eilers in 0 . Lz.

xxxiv 9281

)
‘ duplicate text chiefly of a private document, must be dis-

tinguished (s. San Nicolo Rechtsquellen 164’).

4 Acc. ana pi tupgalli labiri (King ‘C.T.’ xxiv 36 R. xii 8; s. Reisner

op. cit. xi-xii), kima labirisu salir-ma bari (Rawlinson ‘C.I.W.A.’ 11 10 a 25

v 25a-b 29) or the like.

5 Sum. KU.KAR = Acc. iskaru ‘series’ (Deimel Sum. Lex. 11 981 536 207 ;

s. Langdon in Bab. vii 94 and Ebeling B.B.Kf. 1 iii 2), called ‘ strange ’ i.e.

‘ uncanonical’ (Acc. ahu) if not belonging to the canon, as when a text is

sa la KU.KAR-ma sd pi ummdni (s. p. 71 n. 3) ‘not from the series but from

the mouth of a master’ (Harper ‘A.B.L.’ v 519 R. 1 ; cp. iv 447 R. 20);

also rikis girri ‘serial arrangement’ (s. Bauer in £.A. xliii 313-14 and

Weidner in A. Of. xiv 179-80) ;
s. p. 81 n. 1.
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even the number of the lines on the tablet; and the date not only

of the original tablet but that also of the copy itself. Occasion-

ally the copyist makes a note that he has not drawn up 1 the

text wrongly and that he will not publish 2 it nor withhold 3 it

from publication arbitrarily .
4 Further, if the archetype was

imperfect or incomplete
,
5 the copyist would add a note that

‘the copy ... is incomplete, requiring to be made good ’,6 or

that it was a tablet ‘ which was damaged in respect to the writ-

ing ’. 7 Even a blank space in the archetype was noted by noting

that ‘there is nothing’ at that point in the copy .
8

The pupil’s teacher ‘caused him to acquire tablet-writing ’,9

as the phrase means literally, and learning was called ‘acquisi-

tion
’ 10 from the instruction which he received from him.

The first steps were reading, which was called ‘ hearing from ’

or most often ‘seeing (on) a tablet ’, 11 and ‘writing
’ 12 out

texts; and the scholar continued these exercises until he was

1 Bab. ustesir

;

this verb is also used of translating a text from one into

another language (Langdon ‘ P.B.S.’ x iv 329 R. 25; cp. Lehmann
Samassumukin xxxv 13117).

1 Bab. usdpi.

3 Bab. ikalli. 4 Langdon ibid. 13 R. 25 (s. 329 s
).

5 S. pp. 9-10.
6 Bab. nishi ... la gamru ana tub nishi (Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn. 24 R. 28);

the meaning of ana zamar nishi must be something similar (s. ibid, xii-xiii).

7 Ass. sa ana pi safari sullupu (Langdon ‘Creation’ 148-9 col. 2), where the

Acc. salapu may be explained from the Syr. slap ‘injured’ (Brockelmann Lex.

Syrr 630).
8
Ass. la-sti (King ‘C.T.’ xv 49 ii 31). Once a copyist notes that ‘his

case is not complete and not written’ (Bab. dinsu ul qati u ul satir), meaning
that he cannot find the required section of the law as the following tablet

is lost (Peiser in Sb.K.P.A.W. 1889 xxxviii 825).
9 Ass. tupsarruta usahisu (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ 11 9 c—d 66).
10

Ass. ihzu (Streck Assurbanipal 11 4-5 i 33, 210-1 1 11 O. 8, 254-5 90 . i 1 1),

whence ana ihzi asabu ‘to sit down to a lesson’ (Waschow in M.Ao.G. x/i

30-1 iv 1 10) is derived; cp. Hebr. npb ‘taking’ for ‘instruction’.

” As in Bab. tuppi ina semem ‘ on hearing my tablet ’ (Alexander in

‘Y.B.T.’ vii 58 4; cp. 57 8), with which the Hebr. 5702? (s. p. 89 n. 4)
and the Gk. axoveiv ‘ to hear

; to read ’ may be compared, and Bab. tuppi

anniam ina amarim ‘ on seeing this my tablet ’ (Driver ‘ Letters ’ a 6 4-5) ;

also ina tuppi amaru ‘ to see on a tablet’ (Macmillan in B.A.S.S. v 55819).

“Acc. nasa.hu ‘to take an extract’ (s. p. 18 n. 2; cp. Muss-Arnolt
‘ C.D.A.L.’ 699-701), whence the Arab, nushatu" ‘copy’ of a manuscript
is derived, and Acc. sata.ru ‘ to write ’ and sitru or sal ! t'/lru ‘ writing, written
document’ and perhaps ‘scroll’ (Schroeder in £.A. xxxiv 158

1

)
as well

as mastaru or maltaru ‘ written document ’ (Muss-Arnolt op. cit. 602 and
1023-5; s - P- 3 9 n

- U, from whose root the Hebr. “ID2? ‘officer’ is derived
(cp. LXX at Exod. v 6-); also Ass. dannitu ‘confirmed document’ for
‘ tablet, text’ (ibid. 262-3; = Aram. D3T ‘ deed’ (Delaporte £p. Aram. 14-15).
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proficient in them or was forced to say ‘ I know not ’ or ‘ I can-

not’, 1 and so to give up his studies. For, as his employer had ‘to

dictate (the text of) the document’ 2 which he wished to have
taken down, the scribe had to be able ‘to write at the dictation

of’ 3 his employer. Such a scholar was called in the first days
of his novitiate a ‘young apprentice’ or ‘student’ 4 or a ‘young
scribe’ 5 whom his master employed in copying texts ‘for the

salvation of his soul’; 6 he might then become, when fully quali-

fied, a ‘penman’ 7 or ‘writer of tablets’, 8 and perhaps even a

‘chief scribe’. 9 Native syllabaries, too, give lists of clerkly

titles, of which not all are entirely understood
;
but they show

that the scribe or clerk might aspire to employment in civil or

military administration, in temples 10 or in law-courts; 11 and
separate mention is made of ‘a scribe of Sumerian’ 12 who must
have been useful both in the temple and in the law-court.

Mention is made, too, of a ‘ mathematical scholar ’ and also, in

a text from Hittite territory, of a ‘physician’s clerk.’ 13 Thus a

varied career lay open before the young scribe, who might become
1
Acc. ul idi (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ v 31 d 1 1).

2 Acc. gitta qabu (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ hi 308 O. 4) ; this phrase means also
‘ to read a document ’ (ibid, xii 1245 O. 6-8).

3 Ass. istu pi .. . satdru ‘ to write at the mouth of . . .’ (ibid, iv 434 R.

8-12). Hence texts are described as sa pi ummani or ummani sane ‘from the

mouth of a master’ or ‘of another master’ (s. p. 69 n. 9) according to the

source of the tradition (s. Weidner in A. Of. xiv 182-4).
4 Sum. SAGAN-LA TUR — Acc. Hamallu™ sihrum (Delitzsch Ass. LesestP

90 v), whence the Aram. s
evcalya ‘ apprentice ’ is derived.

5 Sum. DUB-SAR TUR — Acc. tupsarrum sihrum (Meissner Ass. Stud, vi

71 vi 83).
6
Ass. ana balat napsatisu (Scheil JVouv. Voc. Bab. 1 6— 1

8

212_14 )

.

7 Sum. EjV-GI ‘master of the reed’ (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A’. iv
2 9b 45)

or EN-GI-DUB ‘master of the tablet-reed’ (Smith ‘Bab. Hist. Texts’

85 iv 6).
8 Sum. 1M-DUB.SAR or DUB.SAR (from IM ‘ clay ’ and DUB ‘ tablet

’

and SAR ‘ to write ’) = Acc. tupsarru, whence the Hebr. “I0DD or 1DCB
‘marshal’ is derived (Muss-Arnolt ‘C.D.A.L.’ 264-5), and occasionally

Llj-KlSlB from LU ‘man’ and KlSlB ‘seal, sealed tablet’ (Kriickmann
Rechts- und Verwaltungstexte 49

1
)

.

9 Sum. lCGAL-DUB.SAR (Bezold ‘Catalogue’ iv 1734 on 80-7-19, 56)

or DUB.SAR-MAH (Scheil in R. d. Tr. xxxvi [N.S. xx] 184-6 R. 5), and
Acc. L^rab-tupsarri (Rawlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ iv

1 9b 43).
10

Scheil ibid. R. 7-12; cp. San Nicolo & Ungnad Neubab. Urk. 1 Gl.

166-7. The tupsar biti was the third officer in a Neo-Babylonian temple

(San Nicolo in Bayern 1941 H 2, 28-9, 37).
11 Walther Ab. Gw. 179-80.

12 Sum. [DUB.SAR] EME.KU = Acc. tupsar sume[ri\ (Scheil ibid. R. 131.
13 Acc. tupsar mindti (Zimmern in f.D.M.G. lxxiv 433) and Sum.

DUB.SARA.ZU (Weidner ap. Scheil ibid. 186).
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‘the scribe of the city’ or ‘the secretary of the country’, 1 ‘the

scribe of the palace’, 2 ‘the scribe of the palace-harem’ or ‘of

the lady of the palace’,3 ‘the king’s scribe’ or even ‘the king’s

chief scribe’.4 The myth of Ira, the god of pestilence and
plague, recognized the importance of the scribe in a prayer that

the singer who chants it might not fall into the clutches of the

law and meet with punishment, and that the scribe who studied

it might escape from his enemies and enjoy his meed ofhonour,5

while a scribe who accepted a bribe was a rarity, at any rate

in literature.

6

For in public esteem ‘the cuneiform script, the

beginning of kingship ’,? as it was called, was regarded as a high
road to the highest positions in the State.

Royal personages did not usually learn to read and write but
relied on a secretary to take charge of their correspondence.

Thus a correspondent writing to Ashurbanipal tells the king
that ‘the chief clerk’ must read (this letter) twice or thrice to

him,8 naturally expecting that the king would be unable to read
his report. He was wrong; for Ashurbanipal (668-626 B.c.)

while crown-prince had tablets copied for his use, as the colo-

phon of one now in the British Museum declares, 9 and the
vanity with which he set his scholarly achievements on record
is perhaps pardonable. He was the first king to read the cunei-

form script. Thus he tells how he mastered ‘the choicest of
clerkly skill’ 10 such as none of his predecessors had acquired,

and how ‘ I wrote the marks ofcuneiform signs, as many as have
been devised, arranged in columns upon tablets, and revised

1 Sum. DUB.SAR URU (Ebeling K.A.J.I. 244 15 248 17) or A.BA KUR
(Waterman ‘R.C.A.E.’ iv 145).

1 Acc. tupsar tkallim (Strassmaier B.T., Dar. 393 17; cp. Ebeling Nb.B.U.
318 13 323 4 332 11); cp. tupsar biti (Keiser ‘B.I.N.’ 1 17 2-f).

3 Sum. DUB.SAR sa SAL-ls.GAL (Johns * A.D.D.’ 11 1141 45 )

;

cp.

Unger Liste iv 6.

4 Sum. L°DUB.SAR LUGAL (Scheil in R. d. Tr. xxxvi [.V.S. xx] 184-6
R. 6 and Meissner Ass. Stud, vi 71 vi 85) = tupsar sarri (Delitzsch Ass.
Lesest ,

3 90 col. vi), who might be found in a remote city-state such as
Nuzi (Chiera ‘J.E.N.’ in 324 34), where the scribe is called L°A.BA
(s. p. 16 n. 7).

5 Jensen in KB vi i 72-3 18.20 .

6 Von Soden in g.A. xliii ig = 25 R. 73-5.
7 Ass. res sarruti santakku (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 1 111 O. ii 15).
8
Ass. s-su j-su-ma um-ma-[nu] ina pa-an sarri lil-su (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ x

1006 R. 14-15; s. Oppenheim in ‘J.A.O.S.’ lxiv 195;. The Acc. sasu ‘to
cry out' p. 73 11. 2 means also ‘ to read aloud’ (s. p. 89 n. 4 ;

cp. C.H
xxv b 9-1 1).

^

9 Delitzsch Ass. LesestA p. 90 col. v.
10

Ass. nisiq tupsarruti (Streck Assurbanipal 11 356-7 c 4).
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(them) V and ‘ I read the cunning tablets of Sumer (and)

the dark Accadian (language which is) difficult rightly to use

;

I took my pleasure in reading stones (inscribed) before the

deluge’, 2 taking his texts ‘ according to tablets of clay and wood 3

and copies from Assyrian, Sumer and Accad ’,4 and so proving

himself a master of the old Sumerian language as well as of

the Babylonian and Assyrian dialects of the Semitic speech

currently used in his own days. Yet within a century the taunt

is levelled at Cyrus (538-529 B.c.) that ‘ he knows not the stroke

of the stylus’; 5 but this does not imply so much that he was
expected to be a master of the cuneiform script, since such an
accomplishment was obviously rare outside the class of profes-

sional scribes, as that he was a foreigner totally ignorant of the

Babylonian language.

1

1

. Archives and Libraries

Babylonian libraries were mostly temple-libraries, and every

considerable temple needed one to hold the archives of the house,

the title-deeds of its property, its collections of liturgical and
religious texts, and other literary treasures (s.pl. 26, 1). Thus the

oldest scholastic texts from Shuruppak belonged to the temple-

library; the library of Nippur contained a large and varied

collection of texts going back to the epoch of the king of Isin

{c. 2301-2076 b.c.), vocabularies, legal texts, myths and other

documents of the Cassite period (c. 1642-1176 b.c.), and that of

Uruk lasted from the earliest times well into the Seleucid era,

a period ofsome3,000 years. Thetreasures ofBabylon, Borsippa,

and Sippar did not reach so far back. The largest library,

however, which archaeologists have so far uncovered is the

famous royal library which Ashurbanipal ‘set up in his palace’ 6

beside that of Nabu’s temple 7 in his capital city of Nineveh.
!
Ass. tikip santakki mala basmu ina tuppani astur asniq abre (Streck Assurbanipal

7-3; s. Schott in J?.A. xliv ig8z and Bohl in M.Ao.G. xi/iii 21). A con-

siderable number of such colophons have been recovered (Streck ibid.

35 *5-75 ) ; cp. sandqu sa tupsarruti (Ravvlinson ‘ C.I.W.A.’ v 41 a-b 46).
1
Ass. astasi (s. p. 72 n. 8j karnmu naklu sa stimeri sullulu akkadu ana sutesuri

aAu
|

hadaku sitasse (?) abne Id lam abubi (Streck op. cit. 256-7 17_18).
? S. p. 16.

4 Ass. ki pi tuppani le'e gabri mStAssurKI mdtSumer u AkkadiKI (Streck op. cit.

354-5 b 4
-
5 )-

5 Bab. mihis GI-DUBbu ul idi (Smith ‘ Bab. Hist. Texts’ 86 90 v 10).
0 Streck op. cit. 11 354-5 b 4-8. Ashurbanipal’s library seems, like any

modern library, to have been adorned with statues (Gadd ‘ C.T.’ xxxv 39 1

R - I_3 )-
7 Streck op. cit. 364-5 n 15, 369-79 o 17.
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Such importance was then attached to written records that, as

Berosus 1 and Abydenus 2 report, Atrahasis or Xisuthros (the

Babylonian Noah) buried all documents before the Deluge that

they might be preserved for the use of men after the disaster.

Consequently the chiefsecretary as ‘archivist’ 3 was a high officer

of state, and an important part of a scribe’s wrork was ‘to enter’

and ‘to take out’ 4 tablets and ‘to store them in perpetuity’ 5

in the library.

A particularly valuable tablet might have a case specially

made to protect it, like that which the Babylonian king Nabo-
polassar (604-562 b.c.) had made for the preservation of

one relating to his predecessor Nabu-apal-iddin
(
c

.

879-855
b.c .).

6 Usually, however, tablets were stored in a basket of

reed-wTork, a chest of wood or a jar of earthenware; 7 and
such cases of clay have been recovered from Babylon 8 (s. pi.

26, 2) and Nippur 9 and other places. Hence the archives were
called by a term which means, literally translated, a ‘pot of

tablets’, 10 and the archivist enjoyed the title of ‘a son of a pot

of tablets’. 11 Such a pot with increasing skill in craftsmanship

gave place to a chest with a lid and an inscription describing

its contents (s. pi. 26, 3); it was perhaps a ‘book-case’ or

‘book-chest’ of this sort that was called a ‘clay-tablet-holding

wooden container’, 12 which w'as in charge of a ‘scholar-

I Muller Fragm. Hist. Craec. 11 501-2 vii 2, 7.
:
Ibid, iv 280 i 38b (cp. Eusebius Evang. Praep. [4i4d] ix 12).

3 Acc. ummanu (s. p. 65 n. 10).
4 Bab. surubu and sulu (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ 111 334 R. 6-10).
5 Bab. ana ume sati sakanu

(
ibid. R. 12-13).

0 King ‘Boundary-Stones’ c-ci
;

s. King Tukulti-JVinib 1 15-40.
7 Sum.G/Gbf or Gl.MAL — Acc. pisannu”' (Ranke ‘ B.E.U.P.’ vi i 103 41 ;

s. Ungnad in £.A. xxxvm 78) where the determinative GI ‘reed’ shows
the material of which such receptacles must originally or usually have been

made (cp. Bohl M.K.A.W., A.L. lxxviii B 55-6, where the transfer of such

a basket of tablets is discussed in an O.-Bab. text)
;
also Bab. pisan kunukki

(Ungnad I ~a. Sd. ix 221 20-1) and Ass. quppatu sa tuppate (Ebeling K.A.J.I.

310 38'..
8 Koldewey Babylon1’ 239-41.

’’ Hilprecht ‘ Explorations’ 512-13, 516-19.

Sum. GA-DUBBAAA) (Howardy C. C. 400-1 241 24 : s. Kraus Ab.B. 1 64
or GA-DU.UB = gar-tup-pu (s. p. 1 1 n. 5 ;

cp. Ungnad ibid. 78, who doubts
this equation')

.

" Sum. I)UML GA-DUBbaaa> (Alexander in ‘B.I.N." vii 50 134).
II Sum. IM.GC-LA-GlS-TUK = Acc. girginakku (King ‘Supplement’ to

Bezold’s ‘ Catalogue’ xiv-xv
; s. Deimel Sum. Lex. 11 781-2 399 79, 84-5;

;

also simply IM-LA or IM-GU or IM-GU-LA Is. Streck Assurbanipal n 365*.

Zimmern in <(..!. xxxvi 2047 and Scheil in R.A. xv 143;. What is DUB-
LA{-MAH exactly Legrain ‘Ur’ 11 22''?
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librarian
’
1 called ‘the chief of the tablet-chest ’.2 The largest

collections required a whole library, called a ‘house of tab-

let (s) ’ or ‘of seals
’
3 for their storage, like ‘the house of the

archives’ to which Ezra refers .
4 In the various rooms in such

a library, jars or chests containing the tablets, which often bore

the mark of the library to which they belonged
,
5 were ranged

on shelves of clay or wooden ledges on the walls, as in the temple

libraries unearthed at Nippur 6 and Kish .
7 The contents of

the jars were presumably indicated by some kind of note or

label, such as have been found at Quyunjik .
8 Thus the exca-

vators at Kish 9 found jars, unfortunately all broken, arranged

round the sides of certain rooms which had obviously served as

library apartments; these contained or had contained tablets,

of which many lay around mixed up with the fragments of the

jars. Whole rooms were assigned to tablets of the same class,

for example those dealing with grammatical and philological

or religious subjects, and jars never held tablets of different

contents. Such orderly arrangement was probably the rule in

all libraries. Further, even private documents were generally

preserved in archives attached to a temple or a palace where
they might be thought to be safe; thus Hammurabi, king of

Babylon, when instructing Sin-idinnam, a governor of Larsa, in

a case regarding a plot of land of which the ownership is in

dispute, tells him that ‘ a tablet has been inspected in the palace
’

and will be useful to settle the question .
10 Catalogues have

been found at Asshur
,

11 and labels, indicating the ownership of

such collections of tablets, have been recovered from the archives

in the palace at Mari, unfortunately separated from the jars to

1 Acc. ummanu (s. p. 65 n. 10).
I Sum.-Acc. L°rab IM.-GU or rab girginakki (Langdon in Bab. vn vi R. 19 a)

.

3 Sum. E-DUB (Meissner Bab. u. Am 1 120; cp. Bohl in M.K.A.W., A.L.

Lxxvm B 55-6 R. 8) or E-KlSlB (Reisner Sum.-Bab. Hymn. 4 2 32, 86

48 O. 45).
4 Aram. N’IDO D'3 (Ezra vi 1).

5 Unger Bab. Schr. 13/14, where a tablet with the mark of Ashurbanipal’s

library at Nineveh is reproduced.
6 Hilprecht ‘Explorations’ 342-3, 513-14.
7 Langdon ‘ Kish ’

1 90- 1

.

8 Meissner Bab. u. Ajr. 11 335. Such must have been the purpose of two
small labels of clay giving the titles of two sets of tablets dealing respectively

with astrology and omens (Bezold ‘ Catalogue '
1 282/K. 1400, 305/K. 1539).

9 Langdon ‘ Kish ’

1 90-1.
10 King ‘ L.I.H.’ m 23-4 9 12 (Bab. luppum ina ekallim in[namir

]
.

II For example, catalogues of hymns (Ebeling K.A.R.I. 1 158 )
and astro-

nomical texts (Weidner in A. Of. xiv 184-9).
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which they must have once been attached. 1 Finally, commercial

houses in the Persian period kept their archives in ‘ a house

of documents of which ‘ a keeper of the documents ’ had

charge. 2

In spite of all this care expended on the libraries by the

clerks, tablets frequently went astray; for there was no little

borrowing (in the literal and also in the euphemistic sense of

this word) of the literary treasures of these libraries. Thus a

tablet of the time of Sargon, king of Assyria (c. 621-612 b.c.), in

the library at Uruk has a note stating that it was a copy ofone

lent by 4 the palace ofAssyria
’ 3 and presumably never returned

;

another borrowed from Uruk by Nabopolassar, king ofBabylon

(626-604 b.c.), but not restored by him is noted as a tablet

‘ which he had purloined’ 4 andwhich a priest fromUrukfound in

Elam and brought back to its proper home at some time in the

reigns of Seleucus (311-281/0 b.c.) or Antiochus (280-262/1

b.c.) . Itwas, however, Ashurbanipal (668-626 b.c.) who availed

himself most freely and in royal manner of the privilege of

borrowing books from both public and private libraries. In

this manner he collected tablets from all over Assyria and
Babylonia and copied them ‘in a college of scholars’ 5 and
deposited them in his palace ‘for the reading of my majesty’.6

Apparently he incorporated whole private libraries in the royal

collections, since many of the tablets from Quyunjik were

inscribed with their previous owners’ names. He also had copies

made of large numbers of tablets in public libraries (s. pi. 18, 2),

notably in those attached to temples at Babylon, Kuta and
Nippur, as shown by colophons inscribed on many of them. 7

This acquisitive spirit is reflected in several royal letters

of the Neo-Assyrian empire, of which it is generally impos-

sible to identify the king; several, however, probably come
from or relate to Esarharddon (680-669 b.c.) or his successor

Ashurbanipal (668-626 b.c.). Thus the writer of one letter,

referring to the king’s instruction ‘in regard to the Sumerian

1 Thureau-Dangin in S.D. 11 1 19-20.
: Bab. E-SARR1 = bit safari and LR URU ( = nasir) satara (Clay 1 B.I.M. ’

1 98

7 and 11 33 4 56 19). What are the Sum. E-DUPPA A — Acc. sandabakku

(Muss-Arnolt ‘C.D.A.L.’ 1072-3') and the Sum. E-GAV-DL'B = Acc.
saddabakku (Meissner B.A.Wb. 1 81 ii 60) as well as the Ass. LIJ sandabakki

(Klauber A.B. 26-7)? 1 Ass. ekalli mStAsurKI ' Clay ‘Y.B.T.’ 1 38 ii 40).
1 Bab. sa . . . islulu ^Thureau-Dangin in R.A. xi 141-23.5).
5 Ass. ina tapharti ummdni (Streck Assurbatiipal 11 354-5 b 6) ;

s. p. 65 n. 10.
f

’ Ass. ana tdmarti sarrutiya (ibid. 354-5 b 8).
7 Meissner Bab. u. .4rj. 11 332-3 ;

s. Weidner in A.Of. xiv 178-9.
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tablets’, 1 says that he is taking steps to send them to the king,

and the writer of another says that he is bringing ‘ an original

tablet which king Ammu-rabi made ’ 2 from Babylon as the copy
on which the king is engaged is imperfect. There is, too, another
letter still extant in which the king instructs one of his officers to

proceed with certain named ‘ specialists
’
3 to Borsippa and bring

thence the tablets specified in the text, even ‘ all the tablets that

are in their houses and all the tablets that are stored in Ezida
the temple of Nabu in that city; these tablets include those

which refer to war and exploration, ritual and liturgical

texts, inscriptions and ‘what is good for kingship’, 3 texts

for the purification of the city and for averting the evil eye,

and ‘whatever is needed for the palace’,6 and finally any
‘precious tablets of which there are not copies (?) in the land of
Assyria ’. 7 Finally, in the Persian period many scholastic tablets,

especially those carrying the highly valued syllabaries, contain

a prayer that ‘the scholar who does not alter’ or perhaps ‘re-

move the inscription but puts (it back intact) in the library’

may prosper 8 or a request that ‘ he will not change (its text)

wilfully’, that ‘he will not take (it) away wilfully (?)’ and that

‘he will not detain (it) wilfully’. 9 Such methods of collecting,

while highly injurious to the libraries thus despoiled of their

treasures, have however been instrumental in preserving much
that must otherwise have inevitably perished for the informa-

tion of future generations of scholars
;
for Ashurbanipal’s prin-

cipal residuary legatee has been the British Museum.
1
Ass. ina muhhi sumerani (Harper ‘ A.B.L.’ 1 18 R. 1).

3 Bab. tuppi \ld\beru (for tuppa \la\bera) sa Ammu-rapi sarru [tjpusu (Harper
ibid, in 255 O. 8-9), where Ammu-rapi stands for Hammu-rabi king of Babylon
(c. 2067-2025 B.C.). 3 Bab. ummanu (s. p. 65 n. 10).

4 Bab. tuppanu mala ina bitatisunu ibassu u tuppanu mala ina E-^I.DA saknu

(Thompson ‘ C.T.’ xxn 1 8-9).
5 Bab. sa ana sarruti tabi (Thompson ‘C.T.’ xxn 1 25).
6 Bab. mimma hisihti ana ekalli mala basu (ibid. 27-8).
7 Bab. tuppanu atrutu sa mitakkunusimma (?) ina m3tAsurKIya'nu (ibid. 28-30).
8 Bab. ummanu sd MU.(SAR> NU GI.GI

(
= la usannu or perhaps ikkimu

)
u

IM.LA-A BA-GAR (Scheil in R.A. xv 143).
9 Bab. ina meristisu la usamkir (for usankir) and ina SAR*um (for SARtim

)
la

itabal

,

if ina SAR!:m is taken as standing not for ina sitirtim (Scheil) but

abusively for ina miristi (s. Howardy C.C. 307 177 35), and ina meresti la

ikalli (Scheil ibid. 144; cp. C.H. xxvi b 9-10, 31-2).



II

ALPHABETIC WRITING
ante alpha et beta

•' before the alphabet ’

(Juvenal Satire xiv 209)

i . Means and Manner of Writing

THE earliest writing yet discovered in the West was on stone,

carved in the living rock, incised on roughly dressed blocks

or scratched on small pieces of stone
;
this remained one of the

commonest if not the most common of the materials used from
c. 2000 b .c . for many centuries. So the Sinaitic inscriptions in

the temple at Sarabit-alHadim and the earliest Phoenician and
Aramaic inscriptions were all carved on rock or stone. The use

offragments of pottery, commonly called ‘ ostraca \
l was equally

early; the oldest fragment from Gezer, also dated in the Sinai-

tic period, was an inscribed potsherd, and these too continued
to be used right down to the Hellenistic period and indeed
afterwards for unimportant notes or the like. Objects of metal,

too, were often inscribed with brief texts, such as an inscribed

dagger of bronze from Palestine dated c. 1700-1555 b.c. and a
Phoenician arrow-head of the same metal from the Lebanon
assigned to the tenth century b .c .

Clay was employed for writing, but to an almost insignificant

extent compared with the lavish use of it in the East. The only
considerable collection of clay-tablets are such of the 360 or so

from Tell-elAmarna 2 in Egypt, belonging to the fifteenth and
fourteenth centuries B.c., as were written in Syria or Palestine

(s. pi. 42, 1); and these are the majority of them. A very few
clay-tablets have also been recovered by excavation at various

sites in Palestine 3 (s. pi. 42, 2). These were all inscribed with
texts in the Babylonian cuneiform script and language. Another
small but important collection is that from Ugarit, the modern
Ras-ashShamrah 4 in Syria, containing texts in a simplified

cuneiform script and a new Semitic dialect (s. pi. 43) ;
and

a few tablets with texts in this dialect have recently been found
1 Gk. oa-paKo

v

‘earthen vessel; potsherd’ (s. pp. 80-1).
; Arab.

J;
(Bezold & Budge ‘ Tell el-Amarna Tablets’ ix) or ’Amarna

(Knudtzon A.-T. 1 11 — 12) ;
s. pp. 103-4. Another spelling is 'Amdrnah

(Gardiner).
3 Such as Eglon, Gezer, Lachish, Taanach, and Tell-elHesy.
4 Arab, ‘ the head (promontory) of fennel ’.
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at Beisan (Beth-Shan) and Ain-Shems (Beth-Shemesh) in Pales-

tine. The reason for both clay-tablets and cuneiform script in

the case of these two considerable collections of documents was

not that the North-Semitic alphabet did not exist at that time

but that the method of writing a linear script with ink on

potsherds was probably not yet sufficiently developed for the

purpose of a long correspondence, nor durable enough for the

preservation of documents in frequent use or of important re-

cords. The reasons for the rarity of clay-tablets and the early

disuseofthem in the West were the difficulty of obtaining suitable

clay in Syria and Palestine and the development of a linear

script including curved strokes and so unsuitable for use on it .
1

No texts of this early period contain any description of the

means nor indeed any reference to the art of writing, and what
information can be gleaned during many ensuing centuries

comes almost exclusively from the Old Testament.

Job ,

2 living in the southern parts of the region now being

considered, speaks ofwords ‘graven in the rock ’. 3 There is, too,

unambiguous reference to writing on stone in the description

of the ‘stones
’ 4 on which Joshua 5 inscribed a copy of the law

of Moses, as also of those which Moses 6 was bidden to set up
and cover with plaster in the Egyptian fashion that they might

have a surface capable of taking a legible text of the laws. There
is therefore no reason to doubt that the ‘tablets

’ 7 on which

Moses received and afterwards rewrote the Law on Sinai were

slabs of stone 8 and not cuneiform tablets
,

9 to which there is no

clear allusion in the Old Testament
;
the script on these was

‘ the writing of God ’, 10 fine work as of a god in contrast with

the scratchings of a mere man on a potsherd .
11 Elsewhere the

‘tablet
’ 12 mentioned by Isaiah 13 and Habakkuk 14 is as likely

1

S. pp. 28-9. 1
Jb. xix 24. 3 Hebr. fa$£*V!Sa.

4 Hebr. If these stones were the same as the unhewn stones of
• t —

:

which the altar was made, they would have been plastered to take the

inscription. 3 Josh, viii 32 (JER).
* Deut. xxvii 2-3 (D). This must have been a common practice in

Palestine, where the stone is bad ;
this will explain why so few inscriptions

have been recovered, since such inscriptions cannot have survived long in

the climate of that country.
7 Hebr. nflb.

8 Exod. xxxiv 1 (JE) ;
cp. xxxi 18 (P).

9 Naville ‘ The Text of the Old Testament ’ 36-45, whose theory is dis-

proved by numerous modern discoveries (s. p. 196 n. 2).
10 Hebr. D,

n'
i

7K 3fOa (Exod. xxxii 16).
11

S. pp. 84-5.
'• Hebr. nib. The cognate Acc. IV

u

‘ tablet ’ was possibly of w ood, as the

determinative GlS ‘ wood ’ was intended to show (s. p. 16).
13

Is. xxx 8.
14 Hab. ii 2.
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to have been of wood as of clay .
1 The nearest approach to

a clay-tablet is the ‘ brick
’ 2 on which Ezekiel 3 in the Babylonian

captivity was bidden to make a plan ofJerusalem
;
such a plan

might resemble those of Babylon and Nineveh on clay-tablets,

but any flat brick or tile would equally have served the prophet’s

purpose. Thegreat‘tablet’4 uponwhichIsaiah 5 was commanded
to write with ‘ the pen of a man’ was probably not a tablet, and
the Hebrew word thus inaccurately translated denoted rather

a ‘blank surface’ or unwritten space 6 on material suitable for

writing, here probably wood in view of the kind of pen used
,
7

or perhaps a ‘sheet’ as distinct from a roll of writing material .
8

Whether there were also double or hinged writing tablets
,

9 like

those of the Romans, in Biblical times is uncertain .
10

Potsherds or ostraca 11 were very commonly used, as the

frequency with which they are recovered in the course of ex-

cavation shows; the space available was naturally limited, and
their chief purpose was for taking a name, when they served

as a mark of ownership, brief memoranda, lists or letters;

the political letter found at Asshur 12 was unusually long for a

potsherd. Possibly therefore ostraca were used for writing down
or taking notes of the ‘ oracles ’ of the prophets, of proverbs and
gnomic sayings, for their immediate preservation until there

were enough of them or there was an opportunity to collect them
into a book .

13 So Mohammed’s followers were said to have col-

lected his utterances and other obiter dicta, which had been hastily

jotted down on leaves and such-like objects at the time of their

delivery, into book-form after his death. Such a method of

1 Whatever the case may be in Accadian literature (s. pp. 16, 31), tablets

of wood are mentioned in the earliest Greek literature (Homer II. vi 169),

waxed (Herodotus Hist, vii 239) as with the Romans. At Athens tablets

white-washed for ink served for official notices in the fourth century b.c.

(Aristotle Ath. Pol. xlvii 2). The Egyptians used wooden tablets smeared

with stucco (Wiedemann A. Ag. 82).
: Hebr. “tab. The cognate Acc. libittu ‘brick ’ was not generally applied

to an inscribed clay-tablet.

3 Ezek. iv 1 ; cp. xxxvii 16, where the ‘stick’ (Hebr. ys? ‘ wood ’) used by the

prophet has been taken to be a wooden tablet (s. Hyatt in ‘ Bibl. Arch.’ vi

75-6). 4 Hebr. p’Vi. 5 Is. viii 1.

6 Thus the LXXB translate it rofxov xdprou kcuvov. In the Mishnah the

same Hebrew word means ‘ margin ’ as the blank and unwritten part of

the page.
7 Hebr. Din (s. pp. 84-5).

8 Galling Bibl. Reallex. 464.
9 Hebr. n5

?! ‘door’ and then ‘column’ (s. p. 84) goes back to some
such usage (Galling ibid. 464 ; cp. Torczvner ‘ Lachish’ 1 80 on 4 3).

10
S. p. 16. “ S. p. 78. S. p. 121. 13 Hyatt ibid, vi 76.
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preserving and afterwards putting together inspired teachings

would go far to account for the lack of order so often observable

in the form in which they have been handed down to posterity. 1

Neither leather nor papyrus are mentioned in connexion with

writing in the Old Testament; they were, however, in common
use in the countries bordering on Palestine 2 and were perhaps

employed also there.

The literary evidence for the use of leather is abundant, and
it is enough here to recall that Ctesias 3 reported that the Persian

royal records were kept on ‘skins’ 4 of sheep or goats and that

the Avesta was said to have been written on skins of oxen; 5

and Herodotus 6 reports that those of sheep and goats were
used by the Ionians, and that in his own time many barbarians

wrote on skins. The first mention of documents on skin amongst
the Egyptians goes back to the IVth dynasty (c. 2900-2650 b.c.),

but the earliest extant of such documents from Egypt are a roll

of leather of the Xllth dynasty
(
c

.

2000-1788 b.c.), reported to

be in Berlin, ? a mathematical text of the seventeenth century

b.c. now in the British Museum, 8 and a parchment dated
c. 1288 b.c. and said to have come from Thebes. 9 There is also

a scrap of leather with a few broken lines of Aramaic text of

the fifth century b.c. from Elephantine, 10 followed by an im-

portant collection of fourteen Aramaic letters belonging to 41 1-

408 B.c. or thereabouts. 11 A few Greek and Iranian documents
on leather or parchment dated in the last two centuries B.c.

have also been recovered from Dura-Europos 1

2

and theAvroman
Dagh. 13 The method of preparing skins at this remote period

is not known, but the evidence ofextant Hebrew scrolls of fairly

early date suggests that it included a general system of tanning

the skin and of carefully treating, especially in the matter of
1 The Accadian scribes ensured that their tablets were read in the correct

order by giving the first line of the following tablet as a catch-line at the

end of the preceding tablet, as the old printers used to add the first word
of the following page at the bottom of the preceding page

;
they gave, too,

the number of the tablet and often also added the number of lines on it at

the end of each tablet (s. pp. 43-4).
3
S. pp. 16-17 f°r a discussion of the question whether or to what extent

leather and papyrus were employed for writing in Babylonia and Assyria.
3 Diodorus Siculus Bibl. Hist. 11 xxxii 4.

4 Gk. Sipdepm.
5 Bailey ‘Zoroastrian Problems 5

1 5 1— 7.
6 In Hist, v 58.

7 Minns in ‘ J.H.S.’ xxxv 24.
8 Lewis ap. Torczyner ‘ Lachish ’

1 192.
9 Virey in M.M.A.F.C. 1 ii 481-510.
“ Sachau Aram. Pap. u. Ostr. xxviii-xxix. 11

S. pp. 122-3.
13 Cumont in Fouilles de Doura-Europos 281-337.
13 Minns ibid. 22-65 and Nyberg in AI.O. xvn 182-230.

G
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making smooth, the surface destined to receive the written words;

normally only the smooth face of the roll was used to take the

text, 1 but the address of letters might be written on the back.

Papyrus,2 owing to its great cheapness in comparison with

skins, was the commonest writing material for all ordinary

purposes in Egypt, where it grew in profusion in ancient times

and whence it was exported to Phoenicia as early as the eleventh

century b.c .
3 It also grew in small quantities round Lake Hulah

in northern Palestine (s. pi. 28), though probably not in suffi-

cient quantities for commercial use. The earliest written papyri

go back to the Vth dynasty (c. 2750-2625 b.c.) in Egypt, while

the Judaeo-Aramaic papyri of the fifth century b.c. from
Elephantine are amongst the most famous; 4 and its use lasted

through Greek and Roman times right down to the Arab
conquest of Egypt. The part of the plant used was the pith cut

vertically into slices. In order to make a sheet of paper, these

sliceswere laid crosswise, some verticallyand others horizontally,

pressed together and dried in the sun; uneven patches were
then smoothed or pressed away and the sheets glued into a long

strip 3 which was cut to the required length and then rolled up.6

Either leather or papyrus is implied in every reference of

prophet and Psalmist7 to ‘a roll of a book’ 8 and the like, since

only these could be rolled up; but papyrus would be more
easily cut with a knife and burn more readily than leather. 9

After the canonical period legend 10 told of a splendid copy of the

Law written in letters of gold on leather which was sent to king

Ptolemy ofEgypt in 285 b.c., andJewish tradition without doubt
reflected ancient custom in requiring all copies of the Law to

be written on leather in the form of a roll or scroll, 11 although

I Thompson ‘ Introd. to Gk. and Lat. Palaeogr.’ 28.
' Lat. cyperus papyrus. The Greek Tranvpos is an Egyptian loan-word (s.

p. 16 n. 4) for which the correct word is /Sii/IAo?, whence fiiBXlov book and
‘Bible’ are derived (s. p. 91 n. 4).

3 Erman in £.A.S. xxxvin 10-11. 4 S. pp. 122-3.
5 It is uncertain whether the juice or sap of the plant itself supplied the

adhesive matter or whether an artificial gum or glue was employed.
6 Cp. Plin. Hist. Nat. xm xxiii 74-xxvi 83.
7 Jer. xxxvi 2, 4, Ezek. ii 9, Ps. xl 7.
8 Hebr. ISO nV???, for which LXXB have xaPTiOV (

= papyrus) fhfiXiov in

Jer. xxxvi [xliii] 2, 4.
9 Jer- xxxvi 23-5, 32.

10 Aristeas Ep. Phil. § 176; Josephus Ant. Jud. xn 89-90.
II In Mass. Sop. i 1-3 ;

cp. Mishn. M'gill. ii 2. An Egyptian tomb of the
XVIIIth dynasty (c. 1580-1350 b.c.) states that laws were written on rolls of
leather (Hyatt in ‘ Bibl. Arch.’ vi 74-5).
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the ‘ Five Rolls
’

1

might be written on properly prepared parch-

ment .
3 At the same time papyrus was used for copies of or

extracts from the Scriptures; for example, the so-called Nash
Papyrus, which is dated between the first century b.c .

3 and the

second century a.d .,
4 contains a Hebrew text of the Decalogue

and part of the &ma', 5 and the Chester Beatty Papyri contain the

bulk of the Greek text of the Old Testament. The probability

therefore is that the costly leather was reserved for important or

official documents and the relatively cheap papyrus was used

for matter intended for private use or of a merely ephemeral

nature .
6 No leather or papyrus from Palestine itself, how-

ever, has survived for the reason that the soil is too damp to

allow their preservation. Also, such documents as were thought

worthy of preservation were kept in earthen jars, which were
very fragile

;
for excavation has proved that clay-tablets were so

stored not only in Babylonia 7 but also in Palestine
,

8 while the

Bible attests their use in the case of other materials, whether

papyrus or leather .
9

Theword commonly translated now ‘ letter ’ and now ‘ book ’
1

0

in the Old Testament has a variety of meanings. Thus it serves

not only for ‘letter’ in the sense ofepistle

11

but also forlegal docu-

ments, such as Jeremiah’s deed of purchase whereby he bought
his cousin’s field 13 or a wife’s bill of divorce 13 or an indictment .

14

In the sense of a ‘book’ it describes collections of poems
,

15

genealogical lists or registers 16 and chronicles
,
17 and codes of

law
;

18 and once the plural ‘books’ connotes the Scriptures .
19

I Namely Ruth, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Esther.
: Mishn. M‘gill. li 2. 3 Albright in ‘ J.B.L.’ lvi 145-76.
4 Cook in ‘ P.S.B.A.’ xxv 34-56.
5 The Hebrew confession of faith (Deut. vi 4-5).
6
St. Paul probably referred to copies of parts of the Old Testament

when he asked for ra
/
3 i/3Aia, paAurra ray pe/x^pavas (11 Tim. iv 13).

7 S. pp.74-6.
8 Sellin Tell Ta’annek 1^1-2 (Abb. 40).

9 Jer. xxxii 14.
10 Hebr. “)D0 which could be rolled up (Is. xxxiv 4) like a scroll (Jer.

xxxvi 2, 4). It might perhaps denote also an ‘inscription’ (Exod. xvii 14,

E; Jb. xix 23) like the Phoen. and Aram. HDD (s. Lidzbarski E.S.E. m 223 b

14 and Euler in £.At. W. lv 290-1).
II Cp. Esth. ix 25 w. 26, where “IDO ‘ letter ’ and IV1JX ‘ epistle ’ are used

interchangeably.
11
Jer. xxxii 1 1 4- .

13 Deut. xxiv 1, 3 (D). 14
Jb. xxxi 35.

15 Numb, xxi 14 (JE), Josh, x 13 (JE), n Sam. i 18.
18 Gen. v 1 (P).
17

i Ki. xiv 19 + .

19 Dan. ix 2.

18 Exod. xxiv 7 (E), Deut. xxviii 61 (D).
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The book took the form of a ‘ scroll’, 1 whether leather or papy-

rus, that could be rolled up,2 and the text was written not cross-

wise but lengthwise in ‘columns’, 3 to the number required.4 The
roll might be of any length, being cut to the length of the book, 5

and varied in depth from 5 to 15 in. with an average of about

10 in. for literary texts, while the column was from 2 to 3} in.

wide. The writer or reader began at the right and proceeded

to the left end, winding up the scroll as he finished each column
with his right hand and unwinding the other end with his left

hand so as to uncover a fresh blank surface or the next column
as the case might be

;
thus ‘ he spread out

’ 6 a document to

read it. The text was usually written only on the inner side

but might occasionally be continued on the outer side like

Ezekiel’s roll written ‘within and without’ with lamentations

and mourning and woe. 7 A tag attached to and hanging

down from one end of the roller round which the scroll was
wound gave the title, at any rate in Graeco-Roman times, of

the work which it contained.

The oldest instrument of writing was a crude ‘stylus’ 8 or

‘ pen
’
9 whether ‘ with a point of a diamond ’ or rather ‘ emery ’ 10

or ‘of iron’, as Jeremiah says; 11 such would be an instrument

with which any common man acquainted with the alphabet

could scratch letters on the surface of a stone, a brick or a

potsherd. It was therefore probably ‘the pen of a man’ 12 which
I Hebr. and Aram. n*?W (cp. Jer. xxxvi 2, 4 w. 6 and Ezr. vi 2).
3

Is. xxxiv 4; cp. Rev. vi 14.

3 Hebr. ninbl (s. p. 80 n. 9).
4 Jer. xxxvi 23.

5 The earlier rolls tended to be longer than the later, and one of 150 ft.

containing the whole Iliad and Odyssey is known
;
but a roll of this length

was very inconvenient to handle, whence Callimachus said /xcya fhfiXlov

jieya ko.k6 v in reference to the form and not to the matter of such works.
0 Hebr. STIDn (Is. xxxvii 14); cp. 1 Macc. iii 48.
7 Ezek. ii 9-10. 8 Hebr. Din. 9 Hebr. C5 S7 .

10 Thompson ‘Dictionary of Assyrian Chemistry and Geology’ 133.
II
Jer. xvii 1 ;

cp. Jb. xix 24, where the Massoretic text says ‘ with an iron

pen and lead’ (Hebr. mssi VtlD D5?2 ). As a pen of lead would make no
impression on a rock, Jewish tradition explained the phrase as meaning
that the letters, after being incised with a pen of iron, were filled up with
lead in the modern fashion

; but no such custom has been found in antiquity.

Another view is that the lead is parallel to the rock as the substance on
which the pen works, like the noXvfidivoi x“P"rai of the Greeks, as the

Vulgate's plurnbi lamina suggest
;

this perhaps requires the alteration of ‘ and
lead ’ into ‘ in lead ' and of the following ‘ and ’ into ‘ or ’ (Driver & Gray
‘Job ’

1 1 70-1 ,
n 126), but it is supported by the discovery of Hittite texts en-

graved on lead (s. p. 15 n. 8).

Hebr. DTSX Din.
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was thus distinguished from that of the professional scribe, 1 and
which Isaiah was bidden to take and use on a tablet at God’s

bidding. 2

Nothing that has yet been recovered by excavation has been
identified with certainty as a stylus, but mention may here be

made of several curious objects which have been claimed as

such, two from a Syrian grave of which the exact site is un-

known but which may have been at Gebal, and one from a

grave at Megiddo. 3 The first from Gebal is a rod of bronze

encased in a glassy paste; the upper part of the handle has a

band of gold with a granulated ring fixed above it and a small

golden disk above it on the knob at the top, while its lower part is

plated with gold-leaf, of which the top has a band ofgranulated

work patterned in triangles; its original length seems to have
been about 19-20 cm. The second must have been of similar

work but has been recovered only in a very imperfect state of

preservation (s. pi. 29 a). That from Megiddo, which is much
impaired by weathering and the oxidization of the bronze, is of

the same type but is not decorated with gold; its point is lost

but may once have been furnished with a tip of some metal,

probably also bronze (s. pi. 29 b). Both are dated c. 1800-

1650 b.c., and the probability is that that found at Megiddo
originates from the same source as the Syrian and that all three

are Syrian work. There are also two similar instruments from
Asshur, dated c. 1000 b.c .,

4 which are supposed to have been
intended for the same purpose, whatever that may have been.

This has been a subject of conjecture, but the general view seems

to be that all five objects are some kind of wrriting implement
or stylus. The suggestion has some degree of plausibility but is

only a guess, like the identification of many objects of archaeo-

logical study.

The stylus must be distinguished from the ‘pen’, 5 called ‘the

pen of the scribes ’,6 as the instrument of the professional writer.

This was normally of reed 7 for use with ink on sherds or any

1

S. pp. 78-9. So ‘ the cubit of a man’ was an ordinary cubit as distinct

from that which might be expected amongst giants (Deut. iii ix).
4

Is. viii 1, where the M.T.’s DIH is translated stylus in the Vulgate.
3 Watzinger Tell el-Mutesellim n 9-12.
4 Galling Bibl. Reallex. 199-200.
5 Hebr. D 57

,
by which both ‘stylus’ and ‘pen’ may be loosely desig-

nated.
6 Hebr. DnDD . . . D57 (Jer. viii 8).
7 S. pp. 30—1

;
cp. Ps. xlv 2, where DS is translated KaXafios by the LXX

and calamus in the Vulgate.
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other suitable surface

;

1 for this purpose the point was prepared

by splitting the ends of the fibre which were thus loosened and
softened so as to resemble the hairs of a paint-brush. Only
sculptures of Assyrian origin show how such a pen was held in

writing; 2 in some of these it seems to be held in such a way
that it rests with its top against the middle finger while the

forefinger presses the writing end against the thumb (s. p. 22

fig. 4 a) ;
in others it is held lightly between the thumb and the

forefinger (s. pis. 23 and 24).

The ‘ ink
’
3 employed in writing books and so on was apparently

a composition of carbon, being soot mixed with a solution

of gum or olive-oil on parchment, but a metallic composition

when papyrus was used; both kinds are mentioned in the

Talmud.4 Analysis, too, of the ink of one of the letters from

Lachish has suggested a mixture of iron in the form of oak-galls

or copperas and carbon. 5 The expressed juice of the cuttle-fish

was also employed, at any rate by the Romans. 6 Whichever
Oriental scribes used, it did not sink deep below

the surface and was easilywashed offwith a sponge

or the like. 7 Alternatively the ‘penknife’ 8 might

be used for erasure if the surface permitted it, but

its chief purpose was that the leather or papyrus

might be cut to the required shape as to depth

and length, its ends and edges tidied and so on,

and that the reed-pen might be trimmed; it might also serve

for the destruction of a roll, as the story of Jehoiakim shows. 9

The ‘inkhorn’ 10 was not so much an ink-pot as a palette with

a slot in which the pens were kept and hollowed places in

which the ink wras put, generally two for black and red ink
;
for

the Hebrew word was an Egyptian loan-word and the palettes

used by the Egyptian scribes were of this type (s. pi. 30).
11

'Tfnmrrfl

Fig. 33. Sup-
posed ink-pot

or pen-rack.

cP . Sta x°LPTOV Kai ptXavos (il Jn. 12) and Sid ptXavos Kal KaXapov

(in Jn. 13). - S. pp. 22-3.
3 Hebr. VT (Jer. xxxvi 18).
4 Bab. Talm. Sabb. 23a (carbon) Sabb. 104b, 133b Gift 11a 19a (oak-

galls).

5 Lewis ‘ Lachish !

1 188-95. ” Persius Sat. iii. 13.
7 Numb, v 23 (P). s Hebr. anSOH 7 Jer. xxxvi 23.
10 Hebr. D'-lpon npj? (Ezek. ix 2, 3, 11). The Hebr. npj? like the Gk.

Kacrrv (Aq. and Theod. ad locum ;
cp. Hippolvtus Comm, in Dan. iv Ivii 248).

which is a mere Hebraism, is a loan-word from the Eg. gst{y
)

' writing

outfit ’ (Muller in 0 . Lg. 111 49-51).
“ Glanville in ‘J.E.A.’ xviu 53-61, where a number of such writing

outfits made ofvarious substances (wood, slate, limestone, alabaster, ivory

,

are described.
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They were also well known to Syrian scribes, since three have
been found on Aramaean inscriptions and one is depicted on
an Aramaean monument 1 where the scribe carries it

! on his

loins’ or ‘at his side’ (s. pi. 31, 1), as described by the prophet, 3

just as the Accadian scribe carried his ‘in the sash’ 3 in accord-

ance with a custom still observed in the East.4 Whether the

curious object depicted on several Aramaean monuments 5

(s. p. 86 fig. 33 and pi. 31, 2) is another kind of ink-pot, as

sometimes supposed, or something in the nature of a stand or

rack for pens, or indeed is anything connected with writing, is

quite uncertain.

2. Diffusion of Writing

Writing, though not so old nor so widely diffused in the

West as in the East, was well known there between c. 2000

and 1000 b.c., which is the period of the earliest attempts so

far revealed by excavation. 6

Apart from outcrops of cuneiform writing, there was no
written literary composition in the ordinary sense till the middle

of this period, when the earliest Phoenician inscriptions with a

continuous text appear, 7 possibly 500 years before the Song of

Deborah, 8 which is generally regarded as the earliest portion

of the Old Testament. Approximately contemporary with these

inscriptions was the Hebrew Calendar of Gezer, now dated

about the tenth century b.c .;
9 and various fragments, mostly

in verse, embedded in the Old Testament fall between these

1 Sachau Aram. Pap. u. Ostr., Texte 244 & Tafeln 68/3 ;
Aime-Giron in

B.I.F.A.O. xxxiv 83-91 and xxxvm 47-57.
2 Ezek. ix 2, 3, 11. 3 S. p. 31.

1 Curiously enough, this writing outfit is omitted on Assyrian sculptures

depicting scribes at work (Thureau-Dangin Til-Barsib 56).

5 Clermont-Ganneau Album d’Antiquites xlvi
(
Br-rkb

)

and Von Luschan

Ausgrabungen in ^endschirli iv 329-30/239 and 374— 7 /
2 73 )-

6 The assertion that the primary basis of Pentateuchal criticism was the

assumption that writing was unknown to the Hebrews of the Mosaic age was

long ago disproved (s. Driver ‘ I.L.O.T.’ 9 158), and the argument was pro-

bably never adduced by any responsible, certainly by any recent, scholar

(s. Orr ‘The Problem of the Old Testament’ 374); one of the last scholars

even to refer to it only asked tentatively whether writing was then feasible

on a large enough scale for the recording of the Law and disclaimed the

argument as in any sense decisive (Reuss Die Geschichte des Alien Testaments'

[1890] 96; cp. Naville ‘The Text of the Old Testament’ 45).
7 S. pp. 104-6. ‘Jud. v 2-31.

9 Cp. Albright in ‘ B.A.S.O.R.’ lviii 29 w. Aime-Giron in A.S.A.E. xlii

331-8 -
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dates and the ninth and eighth centuries B.c .,
1 to which the

Moabite Stone and some Aramaic royal inscriptions belong.

Books were already known before the establishment of the

monarchy, when Samuel wrote ‘the manner of the kingdom’
in a book

,

2 and royal records were kept thus in Solomon’s

time .
3 The compilers, too, of the earliest narratives of the

Pentateuch in or about the eighth century b.c. were familiar

with books, whether they contained collections ofancient poems4

or the laws of Moses .
5 A knowledge of writing was assumed

before the monarchical period in a leader like Moses
,

6 in a

number of ordinary Israelites 7 and even in a young citizen of

Succoth .
8 Under the monarchy a number ofprominent persons

could write; such were the two kings David9 and Jehu ,

10 an
unnamed king of Syria

,

11 and even the queen-consort Jezebel
,

12

while two of the prophets of the eighth century b.c., Hosea 13

and Isaiah
,
14 could do so, if the text in each or any of these

instances is to be taken in the literal sense .
15 Isaiah, too, could

speak of the trees of a forest being so few that a child could

write them
;

16 every Israelite householder was bidden to write

the words of the Law upon his doorposts and gates
,

17 and writing
was regularly used for legal purposes .

18 Yet writing and read-

ing w'ere not widely spread accomplishments. The court required

a scribe
,

19 although the king himself could often write
,

20 and
‘one that knew waiting’ or ‘books

’ 21 was apparently uncom-
mon

;

22 hence the prophet Jeremiah employed as his scribe

Baruch, and king Jehoiakim had what was wrritten read to him
by Jehudi .

23 In fact, a knowledge of writing was probably a

rare accomplishment and quite unusual amongst common folk,

1 Such as parts of the Blessing of Moses ( Gen. xlix 2-27) and fragmentary

poems concerning the Israelite conquest of the Amorites and Moabites

(Numb, xxi-xxiv). * 1 Sam. x 25. 3 1 Ki. xi 41.
4 Numb, xxi 14 (JE) ;

cp. Josh, x 13 (JER)
and n Sam. i 18.

5 Josh, viii 31 xxiii 6 (JER).
6 Exod. xvii 14 (JE) : cp. xxxii 32-3 (JE), where Moses refers to God’s

book. 7 Josh, xviii 2-9 (Rd).
8
Jud. viii 14, where the R.V.’s translation of 3J13 ‘he wrote’ by ‘he

described ’ is quite unjustified (as in Josh, xviii 4, 6, 8, 9).
9 11 Sam. xi 14.

10
11 Ki. x 1.

“
11 Ki. v 5 (where however not 2rO, is used).

13
1 Ki. xxi 8.

13 Hos. viii 12. 14
Is. viii 1.

15 Cp. 11 Chrcn. xxx 1 (Hezekiah) and xxxii 17 (Sennacherib) where the

lateness of the source throws additional doubt on the tradition.
,6

Is. x 19.
17 Deut. vi 9 xi 20 (D).

18 Deut. xxiv 1, 3 (D) Jer. xxxii 10 ;
cp. Jb. xiii 26 xxxi 35.

Hebr. “ISO.
30

11 Sam. viii 17.
31 Hebr. ISO ?nt\

32
Is. xxix 1 1 — 1 2.

33
Jer. xxxvi 4, 18.
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who resorted to professional scribes 1 in the bazaar or market-
place when they wanted anything written then as to-day in

the East, being content, like unlettered Babylonians and
Assyrians

,

2 to leave a ‘mark’ in place of their signature .
3 There

was therefore no specific word for reading, and a man said that

another had ‘recited’ and that he had ‘heard
’ 4 what was

written to him; and these terms were applied not only to high
officers of state but even to professional scribes .

5

In spite of an occasional reference to ‘disciples
’ 6 in the Old

Testament
,
7 professional ‘teachers

’ 8 did not apparently appear
on the scene till a comparatively late date, perhaps even the

Hellenistic epoch .
9 There were, however, ‘families of scribes

’ 10

and perhaps also guilds orcompanies of scribes
,

11 amongstwhom
the mysterious art would be handed down from father to son or

other relation
;

12 thus according to legend Ahiqar
,

13 a ‘wise and
ready scribe ’ in the service of Esarhaddon, having no son taught
his wisdom to his sister’s son .

14 Children destined to become
scribes were presumably taught the alphabet while still quite

young 15 by a master endlessly repeating the letters to them and
listening to them reciting them after him. Thus the drunkards
of Ephraim, mocking the prophet, liken him to a dull drone of
a schoolmaster as they cry

‘ whom will he teach knowledge ?

whom will he make to understand the message ?

them that are weaned from the milk
and drawn from the breasts ?

for it is s~s, s-s,

<i-<h q-q—
a lad here (and) a lad there.’

! Such persons were not above forgery (Josephus Ant. Jud. xvi x 319).

(

S. pp. 62-3.
3 Hebr. 1PI (Ezek. ix 4, 6 ;

s. p. 21 1). This word is also the name of D t

(s. p. 162).
4 Jer. xxxvi 11 (

5JOE7
;
s. p. 70 n. 7) and li 61, 63 (Xap

; s. p. 72 n. 4).
5 The Jewish-Aramaic papyri from Egypt often contain a statement that

such and such a scribe wrote the document ' according to ’ (Aram. ’S03
)

or ‘ at the mouth of’ (Aram. OS or DSD) such and such a person
(Cowley ‘Aram. Pap.’ 2

18
3'

1

5
15 6

!6' 17 8':_8 g’
6

io'
0-1

11
16

1317
14

11-1 '- 183-4 20”
25*7 28I4-‘ s

;
cp. 1537-8 2633

43
11

45
9
).

6 Hebr. ana5

?.

7 Is. viii 16.
8 Hebr. ’laVo. 9 Ps. cxix 99, Prov. v 13.

,J
1 Chron. ii 55.

11
1 Macc. vii 12.

' The Jewish-Aramaic papyri from Egypt give the names ofseveral scribes

who apparently were father and son (Cowley ‘ Aram. Pap.’ io :t
13

17

,
father;

185-4 2016
25 17

, son) or brothers (ibid. 5
15 n'5 S’

7-8 28It_I3
).

' 3 Aram. "PMOI O’On TOO (cp. Ps. xlv 2. Ezr. vii 6).

Cowley ‘Aram. Pap.’ ’Ah. 1, 18. 13 Cp. Is. x 19 xxviii 9.
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In other words, the prophet is but a schoolmaster reciting s-q

to the answering s-q of his pupils, first this lad and then that

lad; 1 for s and q are two successive letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, as p-q are successive letters of the English alphabet. 2

Thus the ‘alphabet’, 3 which was wont to be recited in a kind

of sing-song, was called apparently by an onomatopoeic word
describing continuous or repeated sound, rumbling, groaning,

moaning, murmuring, musing, and meditation. After learning

the alphabet the learner must have proceeded to reading and

writing, but nothing is known of this stage in the Hebrew
scholar’s education

;
a potsherd however has been recovered by

excavation at Samaria containing roughly scribbled and barely

intelligible writing (s. pi. 50, 2) which may represent a child’s

early attempt to scribble a few letters of the alphabet.4

3. Undeciphered Marks and Inscriptions

What are apparently the earliest attempts at writing in the

West come from a place now called Teleilat-elGhassul 5 in the

centre of the plain of Moab, where excavations have yielded

a large number of inscribed objects, including carved stones

and pebbles, seals, bricks and potsherds (s. pi. 32, i); 6 these

have been found in all four layers, which are dated c. 2500-

1800 b.c. Some 150 of the 300 potsherds found here have only
1

Is. xxviii 9-10. The traditional translation of IX
1

? IX and TtV V- is

‘ precept upon precept ’ and ‘ saw upon saw ’ (A.V., R.V.)
;
but 1j? (

qaw

)

‘ line ’ means a ‘ cord ’ or ‘ measuring line not a ‘ line of writing and IX

(saw) ‘ saw ’ in the sense of ‘ maxim, proverb ’ does not otherwise occur

but is invented for the purpose of explaining the present passage, as though

derived from iPX
(
siwwah

)
‘commanded’ (s. pp. 167-8). Further, the

neuter ‘ a little ’ hardly makes sense in the context, while the masculine
‘ a lad ’ echoes the last clause of the preceding verse (s. Procksch Jesaia

1 354-5). Ought then “PS? n(’)t? ‘attend, child’ to be read?
1 Kennett ‘Hebrew Social Life and Custom’ 12; cp. the English 'ps

and q’s ’ for the choice of letters late in the alphabet.
3 Hebr. p"Jn

(
higgaydn

)
‘ alphabetic poem ’ (Ps. ix 17 ;

s. Wutz Psalmen 17)

= Syr. hegydnd ‘ rudiments of letters ’ and Arab, hijd ‘ alphabet ’
;
elsewhere

‘ thrumming ’ a harp (Ps. xcii 4) whose strings were repeatedly struck as

the single note was not resonant enough to maintain accompaniment to

a singer’s voice (s. Galpin ‘ Music of the Sumerians ’ 44) and continued
1 muttering, musing ’ (Ps. xix 1 5 ) . The verbs are the Bibl. Hebr. DlH

(
hagah

)

‘ growled, groaned, moaned, muttered, mused ’ and Mishn. Hebr. HJn

(kagah) ‘ spelled ’ and the Arab, haja ‘ spelled; satirized, scolded’ (s. Driver

in ‘"J.T.S.’ xliii 151).

‘ Sukenik in * Q.S.’ lxv (1933) 155. Nothing is known of libraries; for

that ascribed to Nehemiah is undoubtedly fictitious (n Macc. ii 13).

‘ Arab. J, :!i iLk ‘ the hillock of wild mallow ’.

6 Duncan in ‘ Q.S.’ lxiv (1932) 71-7.
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one sign, others have from two to six signs each; and approxi-

mately 170 stones are similarly inscribed. The marks, all

incised or scratched on the objects with a pointed flint or some
kind of graving tool, are of a very crude type

;
the same signs,

too, are often repeated and all are much alike, thus constituting a

well-characterized group in which straight lines predominate,
while curves are very rare. These marks cannot for the most
part be compared with the more or less contemporary marks
found on pottery from various sites in Egypt, 1 but some ofthem
recall if they do not resemble Canaanite or Phoenician alpha-

betic signs. The number and variety of the objects so marked
indicate constant use amongst the inhabitants of the locality

;

the signs therefore were probably intended as makers’ or owners’

marks. If this were so, it would suggest that the origin ofwriting

in this part of the world was to be sought not in economic needs

but in the necessity for the identification of property.

Such inscribed stones, if rightly regarded as having been
intended to indicate ownership by means of distinguishable

symbols, must probably be distinguished from the scored pebbles

found in a field near Sidon (s. pi. 32, 2).
2 These are beach-

pebbles of rather hard finely grained limestone, roughly ellip-

tical or nearly circular in shape, having a diameter on an
average of approximately 2 in. and being about i in. thick.

They are scored on both sides with shallow grooves made with

a wheel and cut in straight lines in every variety of number
and arrangement, no two patterns being exactly alike; but

the pattern on the one face is more or less exactly reproduced

on the other face of the same pebble. The scoring therefore is

not accidental but intentional, being made with a view to

rendering each pebble clearly recognizable and distinct from all

the others
;

but the differences are not so marked as those

which distinguish the letters of an alphabet from one another.

The most plausible conclusion then is that these pebbles were
not intended as marks of ownership, whether alphabetic or

otherwise, but for use in some kind ofgame; but no conjecture

can be made as to the nature of this game. Their date is

equally uncertain, for nothing likely to throw any light on it

has been found in their immediate neighbourhood.

The ancient Gebal, 3 whose Greek name was Byblos, 4 a

1

S. pp. 102-3. 1 Torrey in ‘A.A.S.O.R.’ n-m 119-25.

3 Arab. *I~>- ‘small hill' or Tittle hill'.

4 Apparently Gebal was so called because
/
2J/3Aos ‘papyrus' j^s. p. G2
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Phoenician town on the coast not far to the north of Beirut,

was the scene of persistent attempts to develop an alphabetic

script. 1 These were a result of the commercial activity of the

rulers and merchants of Gebal, whose position on the shores of

the Mediterranean Sea made it an important link on the trade-

routes between the East and the West.

This place has yielded an important group of inscriptions on
stone and metal contemporary with the Egyptian Middle
Kingdom (c. 2100-1700 b.c.) written in a pseudo-hieroglyphic

script which conceals a language or languages still defying inter-

pretation. 3 They are briefly described in the following list

:

(i) a large slab of stone with ten lines of text, of which half

the left side and perhaps also the bottom are lost, containing 38
distinct signs (s. pi. 34, 1);

(ii) a small slab of stone with five lines of text, of which top

and bottom and both sides are lost, running vertically down and
not horizontally across the five columns and containing 17

distinct signs (s. pi. 35, 3);

(iii) one fragment ofstone with remnants offour lines and one
other fragment with traces ofthree lines oftext, in which scarcely

a single sign is fully legible, both probably portions of the same
monument

;

(iv) a piece of stone with four signs running down, not across,

it (s. pi. 35, 1);

(v) a large tablet ofbronze with 13 lines of text on the obverse

and two on the reverse side, containing 53 distinct signs (s. pi. 36);

(vi) a small tablet of bronze with 22 lines of text on one side

and 19 lines on the other, containing 64 distinct signs (s. p. 37);
(vii) a small spatula of bronze inscribed on only one side with

three lines of text containing eleven distinct signs (s. pi. 35, 2);

(viii) a small spatula ofbronze inscribed on one side with four

and on the other with three lines of text, in which the words are

apparently separated by vertical strokes

;

(ix) a large spatula of bronze inscribed on one side with five

and on the other with four lines of text, in which the signs

can only be made out with difficulty owing to the oxvdization

of the metal but in which the words can be seen to be divided

by vertical strokes;

n. 2) was originally imported from Egypt through Gebal into Greece
;
but

the change of name was helped by the assonance. 1

S. pp. 104-6.
: Dunand Bybl. Gr. 71-86. The recently announced decipherment of

these inscriptions is said to show that they' are written in a form of the

Phoenician language (Dhorme in C.R.A.I.B.-L. 1946, 360-5 and 472-9).
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(x) a spatula of bronze inscribed on one side with four and
on the other with three lines of text containing fifteen distinct

signs of which some on the side with four lines are facing in

the opposite direction to that otherwise observed in these texts

(s. fig. 34).

There are also

from the same
place a spatula of

bronze with traces

of pseudo - hiero-

glyphic signs on
one side and a

Phoenician in-

scription on the
other side and a

block of stone with

an inscription, of which unfortunately only the beginning of the

three lines of the text are preserved, set in a rectangular frame
(s. pi. 34 , 2)

;

1 in this the signs have some affinity with those ofthe

pseudo-hieroglyphic script from the same place but in other re-

spects so closely resemble the earliest forms of the Phoenician

letters, that Grimme may be confidently followed in reading
*7333 b-gbl ‘in Gebal’ and 3*1 rb ‘master’ in the second line .

2

The signs in the inscriptions on all the objects just described

are clearly not numerous enough for a pictographic or even for

a syllabic script, but they are equally clearly too numerous fox

an alphabet; in appearance most of

them are pseudo-hieroglyphic but

some of them strongly recall various

forms of the Phoenician letters. In

other words, these inscriptions pre-

sent a system ofwriting lying midway
between the Egyptian hieroglyphic

script and the Phoenician alphabet, possibly an elaborated

alphabet combined with a certain number ofsigns having deter-

minative values. At the same time, their script on the one hand
shows no affinity to that of the Sinaitic inscriptions, and the two
systems must probably be regarded as parallel developments; on
the other hand many of the signs resemble those of the epigraphs

f

n ii 4-

* ft

Fig. 35. Potter’s marks
from Lebe'ah.

1 Dunand Bybl. Gr. 85-6 and 135-8; s. Albright in ‘B.A.S.O.R.’ lxiii

io-ii, Grimme in Museon xlix 85-98, Gaster in ‘Q,.S.’ lxix [1937] 56,

Bohl in £.D.P.-V. lxi 17.

' In Altsin. Forsch. 117-8.
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found at Lachish, 1 which may be due to borrowing on the one
side or the other or perhaps rather to common influences. These
inscriptions therefore are of the greatest importance for the
history of the development of the alphabet, and the absence
either of texts of sufficient length or of a single bilingual text
to facilitate their decipherment is a matter ofthe greatest regret.
They remain, therefore, for the moment as tantalizing evidence
of the earliest Phoenician gropings after an alphabet, parallel
to the attempts being made about the same time by other
Semites both in central and southern Palestine and in the
Sinaitic mines.

A tomb at Lebe'ah beside the road from Sidon to Jezzin,
dated c. 1840—1790 b.c., has yielded some potters’ marks
(s. p. 93 fig. 35) ;

these closely resemble early forms of letters of
the Phoenician alphabet, but their identity cannot be proved
as they are not likely to have been intended to be and obviously
cannot be read as a coherent sentence. Unfortunately, too,
there is as yet no connecting link between these markings and
the earliest intelligible Phoenician inscriptions, which greatly
increases the difficulty of interpreting them.

;

4. Sinaitic Inscriptions

Leibovitch^ has recently republished two fragmentary texts
from the district of Sinai which have been long known but have

not yet been deciphered (s.

fig. 36). Several of the signs
on these inscriptions resem-
ble others on the inscriptions
from Gebal just discussed or
on the Sinaitic inscriptions
and on the potsherd from

CCD 4 k
<=> <
B. Inscription from Wadi Ganahd

Fig. 36. Inscriptions from Sinai.

1 Guiges in B.M.B. 1 42-4.
:
In B.l.L xvi 177-81. 3 Arab. ^ ‘ the inscribed ravine’.

£ o -- o —

c

Arab. -

the ravine of the subterranean stream’.

A. Inscription from Wadi Mukattab. 3
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Beth-Shemesh which follow. Even with this help there seems to

be no chance of discovering their sense, but they are useful as

evidence of an early script.

The next group of inscriptions, also from Sinai, is the most
important of this early period. They are those of which Flinders
Petrie 1 announced the discovery in the winter of 1904-5 in the
temple of Sarabit-alHadim in the Sinaitic peninsula and of

1 In ‘ Researches in Sinai ’
1 29-3 1

.
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which Gardiner and Peet 1 published copies in 1916. 2 These

ill-written texts are apparently the work of Semitic labourers

employed by the Egyptians in the Sinaitic mines, and they

have been variously dated c. 1850 b.c. (Sethe) or c. 1600 b.c.

(Gardiner) or c. 1500 b.c. (Petrie). 3 The script displays a multi-

plicity of forms, for which the reason is disputed; the most
plausible is either that the signs were originally written in a

somewhat cursive form with pen and ink on potsherds 4 or that

they were tentative copies of Egyptian hieroglyphs. 5 However
this may be, these inscriptions contain between 20 and 30
different signs

;
but the exact number is uncertain as it is still

doubtful whether some of them are distinct signs or variant

forms of the same sign. This low number shows that they re-

present not a syllabary, which may require an immense number
of signs, but an alphabet, for which any number between 20

and 35 will suffice. 6 Many if not most of these signs more or

less closely resemble various forms of Egyptian hieroglyphs and/

or proto-Semitic letters (s. p. 95 fig. 37)

;

the language, however,

is certainly not Egyptian but in all probability a Semitic, and
most likely a North-Semitic, dialect.

Several attempts, as ambitious as they are unsatisfactory,

have been made to solve the riddle of these, unfortunately all

G 0 f -f
o

rn <y-j- -j-
yaA’)-t-

f
A. B.

Fig. 38. A divine name alone (a) and with a preposition (b).

damaged or fragmentary, texts but only three or four words have
up till now been plausibly explained on them (s. pi. 38). First,

Petrie, 7 recognizing a group of four or five signs which recurred
1 In ‘ Inscriptions of Sinai ' 1 Lxxxii-lxxxiii (hand-drawn copies).
: Other fragments have been found recently by American expeditions

/Lake & Blake in ‘ H.T.R.’ xxi 1-8 and Lake & Barrois ibid, xxv 95-121

:

Starr & Butin in ‘S.D.’ vi 31-42), so that some thirty are now known:
cp. Barrois in R.B. xxxix 595 (s. xxvi/4), who speaks also of a bilingual text.

3 Cp. Leibovitch in xvi 24.
4 Sprengling in ‘ Alphabet

' 3, 50.
6
S. pp. 140-4.

' Fevrier in J. As. ccxx 376-7.
In • Researches in Sinai’ 129.
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several times, suggested that they concealed a religious phrase,

and, after several partly successful attempts on the part of
others to read them, Gardiner 1 suggested

(
l)b'lt ‘ (for)

Baalat’ (s. p. 96 fig. 38). He was led to this suggestion, now
universally accepted, by reflecting that the building in which
these inscriptions were found was a temple of Hathor, 211

Fig. 39. A verbal noun.

Egyptian goddess who was equated with the Semitic Baalat,

the female counterpart of the Biblical Baal, by ancient theolo-

gians. Second, Lidzbarski 2 and Sethe, 3 apparently indepen-

dently of each other, read another group of signs as Diri tnt

with almost equal probability (s. fig. 39) A The former took this

denote the Punic goddess Tanit, but almost certainly wrongly
since her cult was late, being Tunisian or North-African

;

Sethe’s view, therefore, that the word was an abstract noun,

comparable to the Hebr. DFI tet ‘giving’, used in the concrete

sense of ‘gift’, has won the day. Third, Eisler 5 and Grimme 6

both detected a proper name in m ,

h(b)-b'lt ‘Beloved

of Baalat’, which occurs twice in these texts (s. fig. 40) ;
this is

equivalent to mryy-hthr ‘ Beloved of .

Hathor’, an Egyptian name which l, Q d y

actually occurs in one of the in-
• , , 1 Fig. 40. A personal name,

scriptions found in this temple 7 and * 1

so lends colour to the proposed reading of this group of

signs. 8

These identifications then may be accepted as reasonably

sure and, if right, prove the language of these non-Egyptian

Sinaitic inscriptions to be a Semitic speech. Leibovitch,9 how-
ever, has suggested Midianite or the language of the Maziu,

* In ‘ J.E.A.’ m 15 ;
cp. ‘ Q..S.’ lxi (1929) 49-50.

1 In T. Lz. xlvi 50-1. 3 In £.D.M.G. lxxx 48-9.
4 Cp. Cowley in ‘ J.E.A.’ in 18, 2 1 ,

xv 206, and Grimme Los. d. Sinaischrift-

probl. 65. 5 In Ken. Weihinschr. 31-5.
6 In Althebr. Inscr. 43 (cp. 67-8). 7 Ibid. 9, 42.
8 Cp. Butin ap. Starr & Butin in ‘ S.D.’ vi 37-8 for another instance of

this name.
9 In B.I.K. xvi 27-30 and M. I. £. xxiv 9-26, 108.

H
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since the territory of this people reached well into Sinai, and
Sprengling 1 calls it ‘Se'irite’ 2 for approximately the same
reasons; but these guesses can be neither proved nor disproved,

as scarcely a word of either language is known. The fact, how-
ever, that ’hb ‘loved’ occurs in Hebrew and Ugaritic alone of

the Semitic languages suggests a Canaanite dialect.

5. Early Inscribed Objects

Several inscribed objects found in Palestine are approximately
contemporary with the Sinaitic inscriptions, but the signs on
them are not so markedly pictographic. 3 A potsherd from
Gezer 4 in southern Palestine dated c. 1800-1650 b.c. carries

Fig. 42. Plaque from Shechem.

three letters of a clearly Sinaitic type 5 (s. fig. 41); a plaque

from Shechem6 with eight signs (s. fig. 42) and two potsherds

from the same place 7 with several signs scratched on each (s.

p. 99 fig. 44) belong to approximately the same period. Un-
fortunately the texts of all four fragments defy interpretation.

There is also a dagger of bronze from Lachish, 8 dated c. 1700-

1 In ‘Alphabet’ 50-7.
: From Se'ir, a poetical name for Edom.

3 S. pp. 198-9 for the proposed interpretations of the objects described in

this section.
4 Taylor in ‘J.P.O.S.’ x 17, s. Bohl in £.D.P.-V. lxi 19-20, Gaster in

‘ Q.-S.’ LXVII (1935) 133, Sprengling ‘Alphabet’ 45 and Diringer Iscrizioni

296-7.
_

5 Butin in ‘ H.T.R.’ xxv 200-1
;
cp. Albright in ‘B.A.S.O.R.’ lviii 28-9

(s. pp. 141-2).
0 Bohl ibid. 21-5; cp. Kahane in ‘B.J.P.E.S.’ xn 30-9.
7 Bohl ibid. 24-5 and Sukenik in Kedem 11 15.
8 Starkey in ‘ Q.S.’ lxix (1937) 239-40 viii 1, Gardiner in ‘Times’ 16

July 1937 (12-iv], Bohl ibid. 20-1, Obermann in ‘P.A.O.S.’ ix 25-33.
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r 550 B.c., bearing four clearly incised signs running downoneside
of the blade (s. p. 98 fig. 43 and pi. 39); these probably convey

the owner’s name, but what that is remains a mystery. Mention
must also be made of a number of marks on so-called ‘ Amorite ’

pottery 1 found at Tell-elHesy2 in a layer dated archaeologically

A B

Fig. 44. Potsherds from Shechem.

7^ -f ar & u C 0

(J
'b \y y -7-^

Fig. 45. Potters’ marks from Tell-elHesy.

Fig. 46. Potsherd from Fig. 47. Potsherd

Tell-etTa'ajjul. from Tell-elHesy.

before 1600 b.c. (s. fig. 45); several of the marks closely resemble

letters on inscribed objects of the subsequent periods 3 rather

than signs of the preceding centuries.

The next period in Palestine runs approximately from 1400
B.c. to 1100 b.c. Even now the writing on such fragments as

have been found is barely intelligible, but the period overlaps

1 Diringer Iscrizioni 303.
3 Arab. J; ‘the mound of sandy soil’.

3 S. pp. 115-17-
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that in which several completely intelligible Phoenician inscrip-

tions appear.

Two fragments are assigned to the first part of this period,

namely, c. 1400-1300 b.c. The one is a potsherd from Tell-

etTa'ajjul 1 with unintelligible signs cut or scratched on it (s.

p. 99 fig. 46). The other is a potsherd from Tell-elHesy2 with

two perfect letters and one damaged letter of somewhat Sinaitic

Cfjf* p oY^V 'fHod&JU 6/

A. Gaster’s copy. B. Obermann’s copy.

Fig. 48. Potsherd from Lachish.

B. Lid of censer. C. Ewer.

Fig. 49. Inscribed pottery from Lachish.

appearance3 (s. p. 99 fig. 47); these may be read 57*73 bV as the
name of the owner of the object of which it is a fragment. 4 A
large potsherd from Beth-Shemesh, now 'Ain Shems, 5 inscribed

1

Petrie ! Gaza ’ n pi. xxx no. 1 109.
' Bliss

! A Mound of many Cities ’ 88—9.
3 Cp. Butin in ‘ H.T.R/ xxv 201-2, who thinks 3 Sinaitic, b Phoenician,

and 2 intermediate in type.
4 Cp. Hebr. 2 *

7? Bela', a Hebrew and Edomite name found in the Old
Testament.

5 Arab. - uf-
‘ the spring of the sun ’.
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on both sides, is dated c. 1400-1200 b .c
. (s. pi. 40);

1 the text

consists of a number of symbols which resemble early known
forms of Phoenician letters, but the surface has unfortunately

been so badly damaged that it must be regarded as unlikely ever

to be deciphered. Interpreters who have attempted to read it

agree over scarcely a single letter.

Four pieces ofpottery from Lachish2 belong to the second part

of this period, all dated c. 1250 b .c . by the archaeologists who
have published them

;
all carry symbols which are unmistakably

the letters of an alphabet. The first is a potsherd3 in bad con-

dition carrying what looks like a text of ten or eleven symbols
scrawled on it in black ink or paint; these have been read both

ways up, as Egyptian signs and as Hebrew letters (s. p. 100

fig. 48), but no sense has been made of them; several of the

letters resemble masons’ marks found on stones at Jerusalem.4

The second is a piece of a censer5 showing traces ofseveral letters

in red ochre which have not been satisfactorily explained (s. p.

100 fig. 49 b). The third is a bowd 6 w'hich has been almost com-
pletely restored from broken fragments found close together

and has a text of some half a dozen signs (s. p. 100 fig. 49 a and
pi. 41, x); the four middle letters seem to be slst ‘three’,

which may be part of a note indicating its capacity. The
fourth7 is a fragment of a ewer, originally about 2 ft. high,

w’ith an inscription of which a dozen letters survive (s. p. 100

fig. 49 c and pi. 41, 2), running from left to right against the

usual direction of Semitic writing
;
the first w ord is thought with

some probability to be |D ?3 mtn ‘gift’, even though this reading

of it has been disputed, and the last is generally agreed to

be ’It ‘goddess’. The interpretation of the two remaining
wrords is disputed, but enough has been made out to suggest

that the text is a dedicatory inscription.

1 Grant ‘Ain Shems’ 1 pi. x; s. Diringer Iscrizioni 312, Vincent in R.B.
xli 281-4 and Gaster in ‘ Q.S.’ lxvii (1935) 133-5.

: Arab. Jr
‘ the mound of the little convent’.

3 Starkey in ‘Q.S.’ lxvi (1934) 172-3/viii 3, Gaster ibid, lxix (1937)

54
-
5 ,

Obermann in ‘ P.A.O.S.’ ix 33-8, and Gaster ap. Tufnell Inge &
Harding ‘ Lachish’ 11 55-7/xxix 12.

3 S. p. 1 15.
5 Starkey in ‘ Q..S.’ Lxvm (1936) 180, Obermann in ‘ P.A.O.S.’ ix 28-41.
6
Stavvell ibid, lxviii (1936) 97-101, Gaster ibid, lxix (1937) 55-6,

Obermann in ‘ P.A.O.S.’ ix 17-25.
7 Starkey in ‘Q.S-’ lxvi (1934) 172-3, Burrows ibid, lxvii (1935) 87-9,

Obermann in ‘P.A.O.S.’ ix 8-17, Yeivin in ‘J.P.O.S. xv 98-100, and
Gaster ap. Tufnell Inge & Harding ‘ Lachish ’ n 49-54/lx 3.
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There belong also to this period two other objects bearing

unintelligible legends. The first is a ring of gold from a tomb

at Megiddo, dated c. 1350-1250 B.c. (s. fig. 50);
1 the script

shows affinities on the one hand with that of the Old-Byblian

texts,2 ofthe potsherd from Beth-Shemesh3 and ofthe bowls from

Tell-edDuvveir,4 and on the other hand with that of Ahiram's

inscription; 5 but the suggested interpretations of the text on
these lines make no sense. The second is a scaraboid seal which
probably, if not certainly, belongs here (s. fig. 51) ;

6 its exact

provenience is unknown but is vaguely said to be Asia Minor,

and the legend on it, though written apparently in a form of

the North-Semitic alphabet, defies interpretation.

Attention may here be drawn to a large number of marks on

various objects found in Egypt in the course of various excava-

tions. The objects so marked are ofstone and wood, pottery and
papyrus, and the marks are now incised and now daubed with

paint or ink (s. pi. 33); they are found not only on prehistoric

pottery but also on objects of the Xllth to the XIXth dynasties

(
c . 2000-1205 b .c .).

7 On the one hand the earlier marks found

on objects assigned to the prehistoric period cannot be letters of

the future alphabet
;
on the other hand, it becomes difficult not

to see more or less crude attempts at reproducing North-Semitic

letters in many of the later marks, which are obviously of a type

posterior to those found in Moab and of non-Egyptian origin,

especially as there were almost ahvays considerable groups of

1 Guy ‘Megiddo Tombs’ 173-6. :
S. pp. 91-3.

3 S. pp. 100-1. 3 S. p. 101.
5 S. p. 105.
6 Zakharov in A.O. vii 36 (pi. vi no. 7) and Gaster in ‘Q.S.’ lxix

( 1937 ') 57-8 .

7 Edwards in Actes du 8Kt Congres International des Orientalistes n iv/3, 209-
18 ; Petrie ‘ Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara ' xxvii-xxviii and ‘ The Formation
of the Alphabet ’ i, vii.
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Semitic workers scattered about the country
such group of signs or letters inscribed round
a wooden rod (s. fig. 52) has been plausibly

read as SIBIIX ’htwb ‘Ahitub 5

or the like, 1

which is a known Semitic personal name. 2

Clearly all such markings, whether symbols
or letters, are marks of ownership, but when
mere symbols become letters cannot be said in the present

state of knowledge.

Fig. 52. Semitic

name on a wooden
rod from Egypt.

6. Cuneiform Tablets

Meanwhile, during the period c. 1425-1350 b.c., clay-tablets

were extensively used for correspondence between the local

princes of Syria and Palestine on the one side and between
them and their Egyptian overlords on the other side. The vast

majority of the texts of this period were found at Tell-el-

Amarna, a mound lying about 300 km. to the south of Cairo

on the eastern bank of the Nile; they were written in the

Babylonian language influenced, if not corrupted, to a con-

siderable extent by the Semitic idiom of southern Syria and
Palestine, the speech of the Canaanite populace (s. pi. 42 a). A
few tablets of very different periods have also been found by
excavation at several sites in Palestine (s. pi. 42 b) . Another small

but very important collection of clay-tablets comes from the

ancient Ugarit, which is mentioned half a dozen times in the

correspondence from Tell-elAmarna and is situated by the

modern Ras-ashShamrah, lying about 12 km. to the north of

Latakia on the Syrian coast. 3 These tablets are dated c. 1 500-

1400 b.c.; they deal almost exclusively with mythological or

religious subjects, written in a new Semitic dialect and a sim-

plified cuneiform script (s. pi. 43). The rapid decipherment
of the language, achieved simultaneously by Bauer, Dhorme
and Virolleaud, revealed it to be a Canaanite dialect showing
remarkably close affinity to the Hebrew and Phoenician lan-

guages but also not a few peculiarities of Aramaic and Arabic
origin. 4 The script contained 29 or 30 signs representing the

letters of a full Semitic alphabet and was therefore not a

’ Eisler Ken. Weihinschr. 123-7.
1 Cp. 1 Sam. xxii 12, 11 Sam. viii 17=1 Chron. xviii 16.

3 S. pp. 78-9.
4 This decipherment was based on the inscriptions of two axe-heads,

reading respectively hrsn rb khnm ! the axe of the chief of the priests ’ and rb

khnm ‘ the chief of the priests
’

(s. pi. 44).
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syllabary but an alphabet; the only relic of the syllabic stage

of development was the use of three distinct signs for ’alep

according to the vowel
(
a

,
e, u) which accompanied it. The

resemblance, too, or apparent resemblance of the signs to those

of the Accadian cuneiform syllabary on the one side and to the

earliest forms of the Phoenician letters on the other side aroused

lively controversy: was the Ugaritic alphabet the parent of

the Semitic alphabet, or was it derived either from the Acca-

dian syllabary or from the Phoenician alphabet, or was it

a connecting link between these and/or other early alphabets ?

The discovery, however, of texts from Sinai and Gebal in which

words in an early form of the Phoenician alphabet can be

certainly read deprives the Ugaritic cuneiform alphabet of

its brief pride of place and shows it to have been but an ex-

Fig. 53. Non-Semitic
script from Ugarit.

perimental attempt to adapt the cuneiform

to the alphabetic system in the light of the

Phoenician alphabet. 1

Further, a bowl of silver, of the period

of the destruction of Ugarit, found in a chamber near the

library, bears five letters (s. fig. 53) which resemble signs in the

Cypriote syllabary but cannot be interpreted. 2

7. Phoenician Inscriptions

The story now returns to Gebal, where the earliest inscrip-

tions in a North- or West-Semitic language that can be fully

understood have been found. These inscriptions are those of

several kings of Gebal

3

who reigned between the 1 7th and 9th

centuries b.c. The first is that of Shaphatbaal (7S73DS12?)4 which

is engraved on a stone from the wall of a spring or well (s. pi.

45, 1) and is assigned by the finder to the 15th if not the 17th

century b.c.
;
for he says that archaeologically it belongs to the

time of the Xllth (c. 2000-1788 b.c.) or XHIth (c. 1788-? b.c.)

dynasty ofEgypt, while palaeographically he holds Shaphatbaal

to be as far from Ahiram as Ahiram is from Mesha king of

Moab (c. 850 b.c .).
5 Such a date is surely far too early, but

the forms of the b and the q, as well as of several other letters,

1

S. pp. 148-52. The Ugaritic like the Babylonian cuneiform script runs
fiom left to right

;
but one or two tablets have a script running from right

to left in the Phoenician fashion (De Langhe Ugarit 1 234-5).
5 Schaeffer in Syria xm 22-3. 3 S. pp. qi-2.
4 Dunand Bybl. Gr. 146-51.

- S. pp. 108-9. Maisler however makes Shaphatbaal son of Elibaal and
grandson of Yehimilk (s. Albright in : B.A.S.O.R.’ cm 14-15).
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are indisputably anterior to any hitherto found. The next are

two inscriptions from the tomb of Ahiram (OinK), the one
a notice by the entrance to the sepulchral chamber (s. fig. 54)

1

and the other the memorial text on the actual coffin (s. pis. 46
and 47) ,

2 The various dates proposed for this king include the

13th century3 or the nth or 10th century* or c. 975 b.c .;
5 but

‘-hO 4 i

the later date is now generally preferred, although on the

earlier the absence of any development in the script between
Ahiram on the one side and Abibaal and Elibaal on the other

side would be easily explained by the unsettled state of the

country in the following two and a half centuries, which would
have made progress in the arts of peace more or less im-
possible. The next inscriptions are that on a building erected

by Yehimilk (“J^ftrn),6 which cannot be certainly dated but
perhaps belongs to a period approaching the preceding rather

than the following inscriptions (s. pi. 48, i),7 those of Abibaal8

and of Elibaal9
. These give the only tolerably

1 Dussaud in Syria v 142-4, Bauer in O. Lz . xxvm 135-7, Vincent in R.B.
xxxiv i83~93/viiiB, Gaster in ‘ Q.S.’ lxix (1937) 57 (Byblos I a).

' Dussaud in Syria v 135-41, Bauer in O.Lz . xxvm 129-35, Lidzbarski
ibid, xxx 456-7, Vincent in R.B. xxxiv 183-9/viiiB, Torrey in ‘ J.A.O.S.’
xlv 269—79 and ‘J.P.O.S.’ vn 122-7, Ronzevalle in M.U.B. xn 3-40,
Bruston in R.H.P.R. vi 157-63 (Byblos Ib).

3 Diringer in ‘Antiquity’ xvii 86; cp. De Langhe Ugarit 1 254.
3 Cowley ap. Aime-Giron in A.S.A.E. xm 321.
5 Aime-Giron ibid, xlii 331-8, Albright in ‘B.A.S.O.R.’ xcn 19-21 and

cm 14-15.
6 Dunand in R.B. xxxix 321-31 /xv (Byblos II).

‘ Cp. Diringer in ‘Antiquity’ xvii 86, who assigns Yehimilk to the 12th
century b.c.

8 Montet in R.B. xxxv 322, 463 vi i=vii 3 (Byblos III a); Clermont-
Ganneau in R.A.O. vi 74—8/ii, Lidzbarski E.S.E. 11 167—9, Dussaud in Syria

v I 45~7 and vm 81, Bauer in O. Lz- xxvm 137-8, Torrey in ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlv
276-9 (Byblos IIIb).

9 Dussaud in Syria vi 101-17, Montet in R.B. xxxv 323, 463/vi 2,

Torrey in ‘J.A.O.S.’ xlvi 237-40, Aime-Giron in A.S.A.E. xlii 328-31
(Byblos IV).
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certain dates for this group of Phoenician inscriptions; for that

of Abibaal is engraved on a statue of the Egyptian king Shi-

shak I [c. 945-924 b.c.) and that of Elibaal on one of Osorkon I

(c. 924-895 b.c.) . They cannot be before, although they may
be after, these dates.

There are two other small inscriptions from Gebal of this

period which call for mention. The first is a piece of pottery

bearing the name of the potter 'Abdd (XT257) in characters which

are as old as those of Shaphatbaal’s inscription and may even,

as the editor thinks, ante-date it (s. pi. 45, 2). 1 The b certainly

Fig. 55. Arrow-head from Nabatiyah.

has the same tail turned back rightwards as Shaphatbaal’s, but

the six different letters which the text contains are insufficient

evidence to allow the date to be more than approximately

fixed. There is also an inscribed spatula of bronze from the

temple of Baalat bearing a text ofwhich the sense is not entirely

clear, although almost every character is legible, and known as

the spatula of 'Azarbaal (*7572
*

1157
)
from the owner’s name

(s. pi. 48, 2) ;

2 the editor is now inclined to put this before

Ahiram, although the script hardly seems to bear out so early

a date and only suggests one somewhere between him on

the one hand and Abibaal and Elibaal on the other hand. 3

Finally, there is an inscribed arrow-head from Nabatiyah on

the Lebanon bearing the owner’s name clearly engraved on
it (s. fig. 55) ;

4 it may be dated between Yehimilk and
Abibaal.

1 Dunand Bybl. Gr. 152-3; s. 197-200.
1 Dunand Bybl. 1 28 and in B.M.B. 11 99-107. Obermann in ‘J.B.L.’

Lvm 229-42.
3 Dunand Bybl. Gr. 155-7. The editor's arguments that the spatula is of

the same shape as those bearing pseudo-hieroglyphic texts (s. pp. 92-3) and
indeed that it has traces of such signs on one side have no real value

;
every

spatula must be of roughly the same shape and the hieroglyphic and
Phoenician texts may have no connection with one another, since the

spatula may be an old one re-used.
4 Dussaud in Syria viii 185-6. Savignac in R. B. xxvn 257, Ronzevalle &

Guignes in M. U. B. xi 325-58.
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The next and only other monument of importance is the in-

scription ofKilamuwa from Zinjirlu, dated c. 900-800 b.c. this

is of some interest as the script is Phoenician and the language
Phoenician showing traces of Aramaic influence, while the king
is ruler of an Aramaean state. After this almost perfect text of

sixteen lines there are Honeyman’s Cypriote inscription 2 and
the Cypriote bowl, dated possibly c. 700 b.c. ;

3 only part of its

inscription which runs round the top of the outer edge has been
recovered, but enough remains to show that the characters are as

developed as they are beautifully shaped. In this respect they

•Q-'ysm ))**

Fig. 56. Phoenician inscription on ivory from Ur.

resemble those of Kilamuwa’s inscription and are totally unlike

the crude, almost coarse, lettering of Ahiram’s inscription
;
but,

unlike the former and like the latter, they show curious varia-

tions of size. The brief and badly worn inscriptions from Nora
and Bosa,4 recording the dedication of a pillar, may also belong
to the last half of the 8th century B.c., but their date is dis-

puted .

5

After a considerable interval of time there comes a

brief inscription of two lines 6 found buried beneath a pave-

ment of Nebuchadrezzar (604-562 b.c.) at Ur 7 (s. fig. 56). This

text is engraved on the lid of a box of ivory in neat characters

showing traces of Aramaic influence such as may be expected

1

Lidzbarski in E.S.E. in 218-38. 5 In Iraq vi 106-8.
3 In C.I.S. 1 i 22-6 5. The bowl has also been dated c. 900-850 b.c.

(Albright in ‘ B.A.S.O.R.’ lxxxiii 16-17) or c 75°~70° B -c - (Bauer in O.Lz.

xxvm 138), but the objects found with it perhaps suggest a date even in the

7th cent. b.c. It is usually called Cypriote from its discovery on a hill near

Limasol, but the inscription shows it to have been an offering made by the

servant of one Hiram, king of Sidon, to the Baal of the Lebanon.
4 In C.I.S. i 190-3 144 and 145

,
21 1 162 .

5 Dates early in the 9th century b.c. (Albright in ‘B.A.O.S.R.’ lxxxiii

16-21) or at the end of it (Bauer in 0 . Lz. xxvm 138) or c. goo-8oo b.c.

(Diringer Alfabeto 408-9) seem too early, as the A: is of a form not otherwise

found before the Cypriote bowl, and allowance must be made for the possi-

bility that archaic forms of the letters may linger in remote and outlying

districts for some time after becoming obsolete on the mainland : but the

Punic element in the language is hardly marked enough to justify a date so

late as the 6th century b.c. or thereabouts (Harris ‘ Gramm. Phoen. Lang.'

157)- ” Burrows in ‘J.R.A.S.’ 1927, 791-4/viii.
7 S. p. 124.
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at a time when summaries in that language were being added
to native Babylonian documents. 1 The last inscription of this

period comes from the Phoenician homeland; 2 it is thatofYehaw-
milk king of Gebal, recording his gift of an altar of bronze and
work of gold together with a portico to the Baalat of Gebal.

Mention may further be made of a few

Irwfrj
Fig. 57. Phoenician

potsherd.

small objects with Phoenician inscriptions

from several countries. Such are Phoenician

seals, mostly of native origin though often

exhibiting foreign, whether Aramaean or

Assyrian or Egyptian, influence; 3 they are

generally of quite uncertain date. There are

also a small number of potsherds of the 5th century b.c. from

Egypt with brief texts, usually proper names, written on them
with ink in an Aramaizing script (s. fig. 57).4 Curiously enough
there is only a solitary Phoenician papyrus, which is tentatively

assigned to the 4th century b.c., from Egypt; 3 it contains 13

lines of text on the obverse and 5 on the reverse side, all so badly

damaged that consecutive sense can hardly be made of it.

Finally there are two monuments of calcareous stone, of un-

known date, from Larnaka, which is thought to be the ancient

Citium
;

6 these are peculiar in having the text, which relates to

work on a temple of Astarte, painted on them in black and red

colouring matter, in a script betraying Aramaic influence. 7

8 . Moab and Palestine

The earliest completely intelligible inscription recovered from

the soil of Palestine is without doubt the Calendar of Gezer8

with a summary list of farming operations arranged by months
carved on kaolin (s. pi. 49, 1). This on linguistic and possibly

also on palaeographical grounds is dated c. 1 ioo-goo b.c.; for

the script is archaic rather than the work of an unpractised

hand.

After a gap of some considerable length the Moabite Stone

9

‘ S. p. 122.
3 In C.I.S. 1 1-8 1

;
cp. Cooke ' N.-Sem. Inscr,’ 18-25 3 (Byblos V).

3 Levy Sieg. u. Gemm. 22-32, 53-4.
4 Clermont-Ganneau in R.A.O. 111 70-4 and Lidzbarski Phon. u. Aram.

Krugaufschr. 4-19.
5 Aime-Giron in B.I.F.A.O. xxxvm 1-18.

15

In C.I.S. 1 i 92-100 86-7 .

7 Cp. Harris ‘ Gramm. Phoen. Lang.’ 158-60, where a list of Phoenician
inscriptions with the relevant literature is given.

8 Driver 1 Samuel

’

3
vii-viii (with photograph > and Diringer Iscrigioni 1-20.

9 Driver ibid. Ixxxiv-xciv and Cooke 3 N.-Sem. Inscr.' 1-4.
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is the next written monument, dated c. 850 b.c. This stele of

Mesha king ofMoab 1 is ofgreat importance as the sole historical

monument of the Moabite kingdom and a record of historical

relations between Moab and Israel which are glossed over or

omitted from the Old Testament. It further reveals Moabite
as a Semitic dialect almost identical with Hebrew' and proves

the advanced stage of writing in a petty kingdom lying off the

main historical routes in the 9th century b.c. The text in its

present condition contains 34 lines of which 27 are perfectly

preserved; the following 7 lines are in an increasingly bad con-

dition and the end has been lost. It is beautifully carved in a

remarkably advanced form of script. This already shows a

tendency to become cursive in the lengthening of the tails of

Fig. 58. Inscribed ostraca from Ahab’s palace.

several letters (k,m,n,p) towards the left as though to be con-

nected with the following letters and in the simplification ofsome
forms such as that of h whose cross-strokes are reduced from

three to two or one
;
and it is distinguished from that of all other

early North-Semitic inscriptions by dividing both words and
clauses, the former by points and the latter by strokes. 1

Samaria has been prolific in inscribed potsherds. The most

important of these is a collection of seventy-five uncovered

by excavation on the floor of Ahab’s palace and originally

dated c. 875-825 b.c .;
2 but they perhaps belong rather to the

time of Jeroboam II, c. 774-766 b.c. (s. fig. 58). 3 The text,

which is put on the surface with a reed in some ink-like sub-

stance and consists of one to eight lines, in most cases complete

or nearly so, deals with supplies of oil and wine, to which the

names of the persons concerned and the number of the year,

presumably the regnal year of the king, are appended. These

1 Cp. 11 Kings iii 4-27.
: Cp. Lidzbarski N.-Sem. Epigr. 175.

3 Reisner ‘Samaria’ 1 227-46 and Diringer Iscrizioni 21-68
;

cp. Albright

‘Arch, and Rel. of Isr.’ 214, where these ostraca are now assigned to the

reign of this king.
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1

documents are of great importance for the study both of the

alphabet and of the language. The script is a cursive type,

showing great regularity of form and an easy familiarity on
the part of the scribe, and the language is Biblical Hebrew
with some archaic and dialectal forms. There are also a dozen
or so miscellaneous ostraca having brieftexts incised or scratched

on their surface; these belong to the same or the immediately

following period (s. p. i io fig. 59). They are, however, of slight

A. Jerusalem. B. Tell-elHesy.

C. Beth-Shemesh. D. Megiddo.

Fig. 60. Inscribed potsherds from Palestine.

importance as they are often fragmentary and not always easily

interpreted, and their dates are not so surely determined.

There are also a few potsherds from other places which can

hardly be exactly dated but belong approximately to the same
or the following century as the Samaritan sherds. Amongst
these are an almost illegible potsherd from Mount Ophel, 1 one
from Jerusalem2 (s. fig. 60 a) and another from Beth-Shemesh 3

(s. fig. 60 c), neither precisely dated, one from Tell-elHesy-* (s.

fig. 60 b) and another from Megiddo 5 (s. fig. 60 d) which are

dated c. 750 b.c. on archaeological grounds. In addition there

is a fragment from Ezion-geber at the head of the Gulf of

Aqabah bearing an inscription of six letters (s. fig. 61) which

1

Diringer Iscrizioni 74-9.
: Ibid. 314-15.

3 Mackenzie ‘ Excavations at Ain Shems’ 87, 10.

4 Petrie ‘ Tell-el-Hesy ’ 50 and Hooke in * Q,.S.’ lxviii
( 1 936 7 38.

! Schumacher ‘ Tell-el-Mutesellim ’
1 109 and Diringer Iscrizioni 301.
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is dated c. 700-600 b.c.

;
1 it is worth mention if only because

it comes from a district which has not yielded much inscribed

matter beyond a few seals. The interpretation of all these

fragments is uncertain.

Another fact attesting the diffusion of writing in the pre-

A. Albright’s copy.

1 ^
''£> "j

B. Harding’s copy.

Fig. 61. Inscribed potsherd from Ezion-geber.

Exilic period, from c. 1000 b.c. to c. 600 b.c., in Palestine is the

popularity ofseals, ofwhich a large number have been recovered,

belonging both to royal officers and to private persons (s. fig. 62);

a few, too, havecome from the surrounding countries (s. p. 1
1 3 fig.

63) ? These seals, ofwhich the number now exceeds one hundred

Fig. 62. Israelite seal from Palestine.

and is steadily rising, are ofsome ten main types
;
they carryfrom

one to four lines of legend according to the amount of informa-

tion given to identify the owner and the space available, which
varies with the size of the seal, and much of this on large seals is

1 Albright in ‘ B.A.S.O.R.’ lxxi 17-18, and Harding ibid, lxxii 9.
1 Cp. Lidzbarski E.S.E. 111 279 (Ammon). Some two-thirds of extant

North-Semitic seals emanate from countries neighbouring on Palestine,

whether by excavation or purchase, and it is not easy to decide from what
country they originate, owing to the close resemblance between the Am-
monite, Edomite, Moabite, and kindred dialects with the Hebrew, Aramaic,
and Phoenician languages

;
certainty is possible only when the place of ex-

cavation is definitely known or the owner’s name reveals something
characteristic, such as the name of the god of his country of origin

(s. Reifenberg in ‘ Q,.S.’ lxxi [1939] 195)-
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occupied by ornamental designs. The seal is usually carved out

of some semi-precious stone of considerable hardness
;
the script

on the earliest specimens, so far as they can be arranged in any
order of development, is coarse, but that on some of the latest

is exceedingly fine

.

1 Many types are known not from the original

seal, which has not survived, but through theirimpressions on clay

A. Seal from Ammon. B. Seal from Edom. C. Seal from Moab.

Fig. 63. Semitic seals from countries adjacent to Palestine.

which have been recovered with the objects to which they are

attached (s. pis. 52 and 53, 1 )
.
2 Stamps impressed on fragments of

jars, chiefly jar-handles, and similar objects belong to the same
class as seals, 3 since they generally indicate ownership. These
mostly bear a person’s name with some other specification, such

as his father’s name (s. pi. 51 , 2), often accompanied by a simple

pattern of geometrical or heraldic design (s. fig. 64). Especial

mention may be made of two peculiar classes of stamps found

Fig. 64. Decorated stamps on jars found in Palestine.

on jars. The first class bear letters generally read as the divine

name, mostly in an abbreviated form, namely, Y or YH or YHW
for ‘Yahweh’ (s. p. 114 fig. 65). The purpose of these stamps

is much disputed, but it has been plausibly conjectured that

the jars to wrhich they were affixed belonged to the temple and
were used for collecting offerings or tribute in kind. It must,

however, be admitted that it is not universally agreed that these

letters stand in this connexion for ‘ Yahweh ’, which indeed is

1 Diringer Iscrizioni 159-261.
a The papyrus on which Gedaliah’s seal (s. pi. 53, 2) was impressed has left

its mark, still visible, on the clay-sealing (Hooke in ‘ Q..S.’ lxvh [1935]
1 95

—6j .

3 Diringer Iscrizioni 1 10-57.

I
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a priori not likely to have been used on profane objects in daily

use, and it is possible that their true meaning has not yet been

found. Such stamps have so far come exclusively from the two

towns [of Jericho and Jerusalem. The second class are royal

stamps from jars inscribed l-mlk ‘for the king
5

,
usually

followed by the name of one of four places
;

these are Hebron,

Socoh, Ziph, and an otherwise unknown place called

Mmst (?) ,
possibly Mampsis to the east ofBeersheba 1 (s. pi. 5 1 ,

i )

.

The) purpose of these stamps is equally uncertain
;
suggested

A. b. c.

Fig. 65. Stamps bearing the tetragrammaton on jars found in Palestine.

explanations, for example, are that the jars were manufactured
in royal potteries or were destined for the collection of royal dues

in kind at these places. Most of these stamps belong apparently

to the last two centuries before the Exile, although a few may
be earlier and some later than these centuries. Palaeographically

they are interesting as showing a less formal and so a more

A. B. C.

Fig. 66. Hebrew weights.

cursive type of script than the seals, on which the letters, as

often on stone, tend to be angular and indeed at times almost

stylized.

Another interesting type of inscribed object belonging to this

period are weights. 2 These are pieces of round, oblong or oval

or square, stone, which are cut to the size of the required weight
and occasionally also pierced so as to be carried on a cord (s.

fig. 66) . The unit, usually a fraction of a shekel, is engraved on

1 Hommel Ethnol. u. Geogr. d. Alt. Or. 615 3
.

: Diringer Iscrizioni 263-90; cp.
: Q.S.’ lxxiv (1942) 82-103 for a

number of similar inscribed weights from Lachish.
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the stone in rather rough lettering
;
occasionally numbers take

the place of words in stating the unit. In this connexion it may
be convenient to draw attention to a few fragments ofjars which
bear a legend stating their cubic capacity, which may be fixed

according to the royal standard (s. pi. 50, 1). None of these

objects is of much interest from a palaeographical point ofview,

especially as it is not as a rule easy precisely to determine their

3 <2 +

JaOQo?
Fig. 67. Masons’ marks on stones, Jerusalem.

date, but they are of great value in converting ancient Hebrew
weights and measures into modern terms.

Notice must also be taken of a number of masons 5 marks
which have been found at a few important centres such as

Megiddo, Samaria andJerusalem, incised or scratched on dressed

stones. The earliest of such signs, which come from Jerusalem 1

and are of quite uncertain date, can hardly be recognized

as letters and perhaps are not such (s. fig. 67); yet one or two
of the signs closely resemble letters on potsherds from Lachish. 2

If they are not letters, the workmen must have used them as

pictorial mnemonic devices. The marks on the stones from
Ahab’s palace and other buildings at Samaria 3 belong to the

early Israelite period (s. p. 116 fig. 68 a); some are evidently

mere signs but others are certainly letters, while the marks on
the backs ofthe ivories from the palace4 are without doubt letters

of the alphabet (s. p. 116 fig. 68b), like those at Arslan Tash. 5

The very similar marks on stones at Megiddo,6 dated c. 800-750

1 Warren & Conder ‘S.-West. Pal., Jerusalem’ 15 1-2, who suggest quarry-

marks
;

s. Diringer Iscrizioni 292-3.
2
S. pp. 100-1.

3 Reisner ‘Samaria’ 1 119-20; s. Diringer Iscrizioni 294-5.
1 Crowfoot ‘ Early Ivories ’ 6-8/xx, xxv. 5 S. pp. 119-20.
6 Schumacher Tell-ei-Mutesellim 1 xxxe-f; s. Diringer Iscrizioni 293-4.
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b.c., in several cases closely resemble those at Samaria and are

also in all probability mostly letters of the alphabet (s. fig. 69).

Their purpose was to show the workers the order in which the

pieces were to be laid in the building. Last and perhaps most

important of all these marks is the series of five letters carved

on the vertical face of one of the steps of the palace at Lachish, 1

13 1 l* 9 +

ifh t
A. On stones.

1- \f *

B. On ivories.

Fig. 68. Masons’ marks, Samaria.

^ 9 9 r w « * y , r

^ £ * |/ =|

Fig. 6g. Masons’ marks on stones, Megiddo.

Fig. 70. Masons’ alphabet, Lachish.

dated c. 600 b.c. (s. fig. 70)

;

these are the first five letters of

the alphabet in their traditional order, for which this is the

earliest evidence. 2 Whether they were thus engraved in their

proper order as a memoria techmca
,
to which the masons could

look to remind themselves of it as they laid the stones, or were
the work ofsomeone who was learning or teaching the alphabet,

1 Published by an anonymous writer in the ‘Times’ of 26 May 1028
(7-v).

'
'

* S. p. 181.
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cannot now be said; in either case their author could not have

guessed the interest which they would rouse many centuries

afterwards.

These marks on pottery and masonry, flints, bone and ivory,

have not received the attention that they deserve in the history

of the alphabet; for it is difficult to believe that these signs,

whose variety is almost exactly equal in number to the letters of

the alphabet and which can all with little imagination be

identified with the letters of the alphabet, are not in fact letters.

The following analysis shows their distribution

:

Tell-elHesy (X, 3, 2, *T or “1, n, *7, 1 or 1, tV, D)

Gezer (X, T or “I, 1, T, n, 2, D, p, 1 or 1, 2?, fl)

Tell-elTemmah (fl, *7, 72, 2, 2S, 2?, D)

'Ain Shems (X, D)

Tell Bet Mirsim (3)

Ta'annak (X, 17)

Megiddo (X, 2, 1 or 1, 1, T, n, 2, *?, 72, 2, D, p, 27, fl)

Samaria (X, T or 1, 1, n, S, p, 17)

Jerusalem (X, 3, 1, U, D, *7, 27, 9, p, 1 or 1, n)

Hirbat-atTubeqah (X, 1, p)

with others from Central Palestine but of unspecified place and

date (X, T or *7,
1, \ 3 or 1, 27, 17). The coincidence indeed of

number and resemblance is too striking to be overlooked; and

in any case masons’ marks would have been useless unless they

fitted into a sequence of order or number. Further, these

marks range over a whole millennium, from c . 1600 b .c ., when
those from Tell-elHesy are dated, past those at Samaria in

the 9th and at Megiddo in the 8th centuries b .c ., down to

those at Hirbat-atTubeqah which belong c . 500 b .c . to the

beginning of the Hellenistic age. 1 If then these marks are

rightly identified as alphabetic signs or letters, the origin of

the alphabet must be pushed back before c . 1600 b .c ., to a time

not so long after the coming of the Phoenicians to their historic

home. 2

Caution, however, must be exercised against a too ready

assumption that masons’ and potters’ marks are necessarily

letters of the alphabet ;
for there is naturally always a chance

1

Cf. Petrie ‘ Tell-el-Hesy ’ 53 for similar marks on pottery from Hirbat

'Amudah of uncertain date.
2 The first reference in literature to the Phoenicians is the mention of the

Fnhw by Ahmose I king of Egypt (c. 1580— 1557 B C -)> who reached their

country in the course of his northern conquests and speaks of them as

working in his quarries (Breasted ‘ Ancient Records ofEgypt ’ 11 12-13 § 27).
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that they are meaningless figures. 1 Such figures, often strangely

like letters of the alphabet, appear on seals not only of the

Israelite period (s. fig. 71 a) but also of the Neo-Babylonian
period in Palestine (s. fig. 7 1 b) as elsewhere; similar figures,

A. Ta'annak. B. Nerab.

Fig. 71. Seals with grotesque animal figures.

too, of the Hellenistic period, carved on tablets of stone, have
been found in Palestine (s. fig. 72).

During all this period of little things, there is no inscription

of any length or intrinsic importance between the Calendar of

Gezer and the Moabite Stone and that carved in the tunnel
connecting the Virgin’s Spring with the Pool of Siloam at Jeru-
salem,

2

assigned on historical grounds to the reign of Hezekiah,
king ofJudah, c. 700 B.c. (s. pi. 49, 2 ).

=

The text is not quite

1 Modern Arab marks of ownership on cattle often closely resemble
ancient letters which, however, they cannot be (s. Banks • Bismva ’ 41) ; the
fact is that the number of possible combinations of points, curves, and
strokes, is not unlimited.

: Cp. 11 Kings xx 20.

3 Cooke ‘N.-Sem. Inscr.' 15-17; Driver * Samuel ’ 2
viii-x (with photo-

graph).

c=<
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complete, as something is missing at the beginning, and it con-

sists now of six lines in a slightly archaic form of Hebrew telling

how the gangs ofworkmen excavating the tunnel from opposite

ends successfully effected a junction, so that the waters flowed

from the Spring to the Pool. The writing may fairly be assigned

to the same general stage of development as that represented

by the Moabite Stone but is lighter and more flowing, while

some of the letters have considerably altered their shape.

Then there is a gap of a century between the inscription over

the Pool and the final monument of the southern kingdom.
This is the now famous collection of letters from Lachish (s. pi.

53, 3),
1 in which the art ofwriting on potsherds reaches its peak.

These letters, twenty in number, represent all that is left of the

correspondence between the commander of a small advanced
post of Hebrew soldiers in the field and the military governor of

Lachish as the Babylonian army closed in on the doomed city

c. 586 b.c. They are written in ink in a bold cursive script, in

perfect Biblical Hebrew, easy to read and understand except

where the text has been damaged or destroyed from its long

sojourn in the soil. They are thus documents of almost equal

value from the palaeographical as from the historical point of

view.

9. Aramaean Documents

Syria yields no texts in the Aramaic language before the 9th

century b.c.; for she had no great commercial centres looking

east and west, as Phoenicia had, and was broken up into a

number of petty warring states.

The earliest Aramaic inscriptions2 come from Tell Halaf3 and
Arslan Tash4 and Buraij, 5 all three places near Aleppo; these

texts are assigned to a period c. 850 b.c., the first perhaps a little

before, the second and third a little after that date. The texts

from Tell Halaf6 include five clay-seals with Aramaic legends,

all badly preserved, and a similarly inscribed piece of stone,

now broken into three pieces (s. p. 120 fig. 73), which evidently

1 Torczyner ‘Lachish’ 1 19-183 and C’D
1

? niT15?n 1—220.
1 Aramaic inscriptions can be recognized by the open tops of some letters

( b ,
d, r) and the straight tails of other (k, m, n

)
letters.

3 Friedrich Tell Halaf 71-8; s. Bowman in ‘A.J.S.L.’ lviii 360-1 and

Dussaud in Syria xxm 106-8.
4 Thureau-Dangin Arslan-Tash, Atlas xxvi '20, xlvii/112.

5 Dunand in B.M.B. in 65-76 ;
Albright in ‘ B. A.S.O.R.’ lxxxvii 25-6.

6 Anciently Ass. Guyana = Hebr. JTiJ on the river Habur (11 Kings xvii 6

xviii 1 1 xix 12, Is. xxxvii 12, 1 Chr. v. 26 .
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comes from an altar, and in its present condition not much sense

can be extracted from it. The only inscription from Arslan Tash

is on a piece of stone, again unfortunately broken into three

Fig. 73. Fragmentary inscription from Tell Halaf.

pieces (s. fig. 74), but these fragments when put together suffice

to give some indication of the sense. There come also from the

same place a few letters incised on the backs of ivories intended

Fig. 74. Inscription from Arslan Tash.

Qc ~s~n

Fig. 75. Craftsmen’s marks at Arslan Tash.

for use on the inner walls of the palace (s. fig. 75) of exactly

the same type and workmanship as those found in Ahab’s palace

at Samaria. 1 The third inscription of this period is that from

Fig. 76. Inscription from Buraij.

Buraij (s. fig. 76), which is fortunately in an almost perfect state

of preservation except for a little weathering of the stone and
can be easily read; it is a dedication of the monument, ofwhich
it is a part, to the god Melqart, and is written in a classical form
of the Aramaic language.

The next century produces a number of long and important
historical inscriptions, of which several have been known now

1

S. pp. 109-1 1.
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1

for manyyears. These are those ofPanammu I from Zinjirlu 1 (in-

complete at end; 34 lines), ofZakir, king ofHamath (incomplete;

46 lines),2 and of Mati'el from Sujin (incomplete; 90 lines), 3 all

three dated c. 800-750 b.c., and also those of Panammu II from

the same place (complete; 23 lines) 4 and Bar-Rakub his son

(complete; 20 lines), dated c. 750-700 b.c .
5 These texts already

show signs of a cursive form ofscript, for instance, in the develop-

ment of X into Z (£) and of <p into 4 or 4 {q), and so on. 6

In the seventh century Syria produces only a curious magical

text in a mixed Phoenico-Aramaean jargon from Arslan Tash
;
7

but the end of this or the beginning of the next century produces

two finely executed funeral inscriptions from Nerab, a small

village lying to the south-east of Aleppo, in an Aramaic dialect

showing, like the sculptures, Assyrian influence. 8 In the late 6th

or early 5th century b.c. there are two inscriptions from Tema
in Arabia, recording the introduction of a new cult to that place

;

some of the forms are archaic but most are fully characteristic

of the middle period of the Aramaic script (s. pi. 54 )

-

9

The 7th and 6th centuries b.c. witnessed also an extension

in the use of the Aramaic language in Babylonia and Assyria

;

and in fact this simple and flexible instrument of communica-
tion was destined after a few centuries utterly to displace the

cumbersome cuneiform system ofwriting and the very languages

which it enshrined.

Aramaic potsherds are rarely found in Babylonia (s. pi. 57, 2)

or Assyria, but one fine ostracon with a political letter written

on it in ink comes from Asshur (s. pi. 55, i); 10 it belongs

probably to the age of Ashurbanipal (668-626 b.c.). There is

evidence, too, of an attempt to use clay-tablets for Aramaic

documents, since several clay-tablets from Asshur have been

1 Cooke ‘ N.-Sem. Inscr.’ 159-71.
; Pognon Inscr. Semit. 156-78 and Lidzbarski E.S.E. m 1-1 1.

3 Ronzevalle in M.U.B. xv 237-60 and Bauer in A. Of. vm 1-16.

4 Cooke ‘N.-Sem. Inscr.’ 171-80.
5 Ibid. 180-4.
' Cp. Lidzbarski N.-Sem. Epigr. 187.

Mesnil du Buisson in M.S. 1 422-5; s. Albright in ‘ B.A.S.O.R.

i.xxvx 5-1 1.
3 Cooke ‘N.-Sem. Inscr.' 186-91. These two monuments of priests of

the moon-god can be dated between 605 b.c., when the Medes destroyed

Harran the centre of the worship of that deity, and 552 b.c., when Nabo-
nidus restored it (Clermont-Ganneau cited by Cooke).

3
Ibid. 195-9 (

s - Smith ‘ Isaiah : chapters xl-lv ’ 143
103

).

"Lidzbarski Altaramaische Urkunden 5-15; s. Bowman ap. Waterman
' Royal Correspondence ’ iv 275-82.
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preserved containing purely Aramaic texts; 1 these are all brief

receipts and belong approximately to the same period (s. pi.

55,2). There are also a small number ofMesopotamian cylinder-

seals with Aramaic legends (s. pi. 56, 1); these differ from the

West-Semitic seals not only in their form, being usually cylin-

drical instead of scaraboid or conical, but also in the stylized

and occasionally somewhat bizarre script often found on them,
under the influence of Assyro-Babylonian art.

Otherwise the use of Aramaic in these countries was as yet

incidental rather than essential
;
it conveyed not the main text

but a translation or summary of it. Thus Assyrian weights
which might be expected to have an international currency
had the statement of their weight inscribed on them in both
languages during the Neo-Assyrian period, c. 680-609 B -c -

A certain number, too, of Assyrian private commercial docu-
ments are provided with Aramaic endorsements or summaries
of their contents; these come from Asshur itself during this

period

2

and after the fall of the Assyrian empire from Nerab,
c. 603-486 b.c.

;

3 similar endorsements were added to cuneiform
texts of the same class from Babylon during the 6th century
B.c. (s. pi. 17, 1).4 These endorsements contain a high percen-
tage ofJewish names, and Aramaic summaries may have been
necessary to facilitate the work of merchants and clerks not
very well acquainted with the cuneiform script

;
for it is note-

worthy that these do not begin on Assyrian texts till after

Sargon’s deportation of the Hebrews of the Northern kingdom
(c. 721 b.c.)

,
and those on Babylonian tablets only follow Nebu-

chadrezzar’s carrying of the Jews of the Southern kingdom into

captivity (597-586 b.c.). However this might be, Aramaic had
by the end of this period become so widely known and used that

even royal bricks bore inscriptions in both languages (s. pi. 1 7, 2) .
5

This wide diffusion of the Aramaic language is equally

attested by two considerable and important collections of

documents, one written by Persian officers and the other by
Jewish colonists in Egypt. The first consists of some fourteen
documents or fragments of documents of an official nature,
the second of nearly a hundred official and private documents,
dated from 495 to 400 b.c.

;
the material of the first is leather

(s. pi. 57, i) 6 and of the second papyrus (s. pi. 56, 2). 7 There

1 Lidzbarski ibid. 15-20. 1 Delaporte Epigr. Aram. 23-49.
3 Dhorme in R.A. xxv 53-82. J Delaporte ibid. 51-86.
3 S. p. 30. Borchardt Kleinigkeiten 47-9, Bl. 16.
7 Cowley ‘Aram. Pap.’ 1-203.
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was also found with this last collection the story of Ahiqar,
which lies behind the apocryphal book of Tobit, and fragments
of an Aramaic version of the famous trilingual inscription

of Darius I at Bisitun. 1 All are written in ink in a bold
flowing hand, in classical Aramaic. These collections then
show that writing by the time of the Exile was not an affair of
the court and the priesthood but had established itself amongst
various classes of the people; it does not, however, follow that

any common man could read and write, and the practice of it

probably remained in the hands of a professional class to which
those who wished to have something written for them would
resort. 2

10. Earliest South-Semitic Inscriptions

Four or five inscriptions in a script akin to the South-Semitic

scripts must be mentioned. The first, 3 which comes from Balu'

I
V I) ft Q. ^

I
UV* 6$ J

,

Fig. 77. South-Semitic inscription from Balu' in Moab.

in Moab and is dated c. 1200-1100 b.c. by the archaeologists,

is of interest from the fact that its letters show affinity on the

one side to the Sinaitic and on the other to the South-Semitic

(s. fig. 77) ;
its resemblances, however, are to letters now of

one and now another of these alphabets, suggesting either a

date before the differentiation of the various forms ofthese scripts

or an eclectic script based on arbitrary choice between or

indistinct recollection of them. Unfortunately the monument,
on which a worshipper confronting two deities is depicted, is so

badly worn and damaged that the forms of many of the letters

are blurred or uncertain, and the text cannot be interpreted. 4

1 Cowley ‘Aram.-Pap.' 204-71.
:
S. pp. 88-9.

3 Horsfield & Vincent in R.B. xli 417-44 : cp. Drioton ibid, xlii 353-

65, Crowfoot in ‘ Q..S.’ lxvi (1934) 76 i, Gaster ibid, lxix (1937) 49-52. and
Albright in ‘J.A.O.S.’ lvi 129 iwho suggests the 3rd millennium b.c. for the

inscription as distinct from the relief; s. ‘Arch, and Rel. of Isr.’ 189-}.
4 A potsherd from Beth-shan has some markings which perhaps recall

the letters on the inscription from Balu' (Fitzgerald ‘Beth-shan’ 11 ii 21 ;

xlii/5).
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There is also a fragmentary bowl from Ezion-Geber 1 in southern

Palestine on which some signs, part of a South-Arabian inscrip-

tion, are still legible. The other three 2 inscriptions were all found

in a temple at Ur, just beneath a pavement of Nebuchadrezzar,

and therefore very probably belong to the 7th century b.c .
3

(s. fig. 78). Of these the first (A) and second (B), being incised

on bricks, are tolerably well preserved and fairly intelligible as

most of their letters can be readily identified by comparison

with those of the South-Semitic alphabets; but the third (C) is

a mere graffito and cannot be deciphered, although conjectural

8 c

Fig. 78. South-Semitic inscriptions from Ur.

identification of some of the letters is possible by the same
method of comparison. It may be added that the text of the

first (A) is written ‘as the ox ploughs’,4 namely from left to

right in the first and from right to left in the second line; this

method of writing, though otherwise most unusual in Semitic

texts, is not infrequently found on Sabaean inscriptions and is

quite normal in early Greek inscriptions. 5

11. Problems of Interpretation

Attempts to discover the meanings or values of the symbols
found in texts of the early period c. 2000-1500 B.c. have so

far met with little success; 6 but the detection of two or three
1 Glueck in "B.A.S.O.R." lxxi 15.
: Burrows in ‘J.R.A.S.' 1927, 795-802.
3 S. pp. 107—8. 4 Gk. j3ovaTpO(f>rj86v.

5 Writing fiovo-pofabdv was common in Greek inscriptions down to the

7th century b.c.: it lingered on stone into the 6th century and on vases
into the 5th century B.c., when however it was something abnormal.

6
S. pp. 198-9.
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recognizable Semitic names or words in an obviously early form

of the Phoenician alphabet in the Sinaitic and Gebalite or Old-

Byblian inscriptions may be held to have proved the existence

of the alphabet long before the date to w'hich its invention has

usually been assigned. 1 The same comparisons or identifications

of signs are not always proposed with others occurring within

or without this group of documents and, even wrhen these are

such as to command general assent from the point of view of

the form, a satisfactory interpretation of word or sentence is

rarely achieved. The causes of this failure are obvious. First,

there is the paucity of the documents hitherto available for study

;

for, apart from the cuneiform texts, which are in a category by

themselves, there are less than 50 documents for a period ofmore
than 500 years. The gaps therefore are immense; they are

measured almost in centuries rather than decades. Secondly,

nearly every document is imperfect, either damaged or hardly

legible, and none exceeds ten lines in length, while several

seem to contain or to have contained only a single word,

probably nothing but a proper name. Thirdly, signs resembling

each other in form might have different values in the various

centres where they were used. Fourthly, it is probable, if not

certain, that these texts are not all in the same language; for

the appearance ofcertain inscriptions from Gebal suggests a non-

Semitic language. Even if all are written in a Semitic language,

it does not follow that they are all in the same dialect, and
differences of this kind may offer no small obstacles to inter-

pretation. Consequently there is or may be no continuity either

ofscript oroflanguage, and the wide gaps requiring to be bridged

make interpretation a matter almost entirely of guess-work,

and scholars have given free rein to their imagination, uncon-

trolled by philology or grammar, by probability or common
sense. Thus one decipherer,

2

having read certain signs in the

Sinaitic texts as ‘Manasseh’, concluded that he had found
‘ Moses’ under another name, and supported his view byrecalling

that there is one passage of the Old Testament in which

Mnsh ‘Manasseh’ has been substituted for Al[w]sh

‘Moses’ out of deference to the memory of the great lawgiver. 4

1

S. pp. 91-3.
1 Grimme Althebr. Inschr. 92-6.

3 The nun was written ‘ suspended ’ because it was a Rabbinical insertion

not in the original text.
4 Jud. xviii 30, where the reason for the alteration of the text was that

the Levite in the story had acted not as a descendant of Moses should

have acted or might have been expected to act but after the fashion of the
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Another interpreter 1 ofthese same texts does not hesitate to mix
the dialects from which he draws his forms, postulating now a

Phoenico-Hebrew and now an Aramaic plural ending, here a

Byblo-Phoenician and a Hebrew and there an Accadian and
Phoenician (and occasionally Aramaic and Hebrew) relative

particle. Yet another,2 in an attempt to interpret the text of

three words on the bowl3 from Lachish, produced a sentence

containing words from two different Semitic languages, of

which one figured in Aramaic spelling with a Hebrew pro-

nominal suffix, while there was no antecedent for the first

pronoun
;
consequently, the sense which he wrested from it was

in the highest degree uncertain ifnot improbable ! Such vagaries

of interpretation do not inspire confidence, and the wisest course

is perhaps to hold one’s hand until enough matter becomes
available to enable the development of script and language to

be traced with some degree ofprobability and a sure foundation

to be laid for profitable study.

Fortunately, Phoenician and Hebrew inscriptions of the

1 8th or 17th to the 10th centuries and Aramaic inscriptions of

the ninth century b.c. can be and have been read with reason-

able certainty. The true course therefore is to wait for future

excavation to bring fresh texts to light and to hope thus to be

able to work backwards from the Phoenician to the earlier

rather than forwards from the Egyptian to the later texts.

impious king Manasseh (Cooke ‘Book of Judges’ 170-1). Is ever

written DOTE in the Massoretic text ? If not, the ground is cut away from
under the theory.

1 Butin in ‘ H.T.R.’ xxi 38 (plural -m

)

and 45-6, 50 (plural -n), 38-9,

63 (relative z) and 59 (relative ’/).

2 Langdon in the ‘Times’ 5 Oct. 1935 (8-iii)
;

s. G. R. Driver ibid.

10 Oct. 1935 (10-iv). Langdon has also claimed to have discovered the

origin of the Hebrew vowel-signs in this text, although they are known
to have been introduced in approximately the 8th century a.d. (Kahle
‘Geniza’ 84-6, 108-10) !

3 S. pp. 100- 1.
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Ill

THE ORIGIN OF THE ALPHABET

KAAMHIA rPAMMATA
‘Oriental letters’

(Herodotus ‘Histories’ V59.)

i. Theories regarding the Origin of the Alphabet

Ancient writers held various opinions regarding the origin

of writing and the alphabet. Herodotus
,

1 the ‘father of history’,

expressing no view on its origin, remarked simply that the

Phoenicians, who came to Greece with one Cadmus, introduced

it there, amongst other arts, and that letters were therefore

called KaSp-rjia or poLviK-rpa ypdfj.jj.aTa after the country whence
they had been brought. Diodorus Siculus2 held that the Syrians

were the inventors of the alphabet, and that the Phoenicians,

having had it from them, modified the forms of some of the

letters and so brought them to Greece; and by Syrians he

probably meant Assyrians 3 in accordance with the statement of

the elder Pliny4 that litteras semper arbitror Assyriis fuisse, though
adding sed alii apud Aegyptios a Mercurio ut Gallius, alii apud Syros

repertas volunt. Yet neither Diodorus nor Pliny felt any certainty

in the matter
;
for the former noted the claim of the Egyptians

Trap ’ avrols rrjv twv ypapparcov evpecnv yeueadai, and the latter

went on to say that Anticlides in Aegypto invenisse quendam nomine

Menon tradit . . . idque monumentis adprobare conatur, with the

comment that the Babylonians were known to have used letters

for astronomical calculations from a very remote age, quo apparet

aeternus litterarum usus. Other writers were divided into two

schools of thought, the one favouring the Egyptian and the

other the Phoenician claim. Thus Plato 5 named an Egyptian

called &evd as the inventor of letters, and the Syrian Philo

Byblius 6 in the 1st century a.d. only repeated this legend

when he declared that a certain Tdavros invented it; for these

1 In Hist, v 58-9.
1 In Bibl. Hist. 1 lxix 5 (Egyptians), v lxxiv 1 (Syrians).

3 Cp. Noldeke in Hermes v 443-68. Clearly the (n)'-ns?N 3DD ‘ Assyrian

script ’ into which Ezra was said to have transposed the Hebrew scriptures

was the Syrian (Aramaean) form of the alphabet (s. Lidzbarski N.-Sem.

Epigr. 189-90).
4 In Nat. Hist, vn Ivi 192-3.
5 In Phileb. i8b-c and Phaedr. 2740-2753.
6 Eusebius Evang. Praep. [31 d-32 a] i 9.
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two names clearly reproduce that of the Egyptian god Thoth 1

and represent a tradition that the invention was of Egyptian

origin. Tacitus
,

2 too, was of this opinion, saying expressly that

primi per figuras animalium Aegyptii sensus mentis effingebant, and
that the Phoenicians transmitted them to Greece. Such was

the older and better opinion, which reflected tradition if not

knowledge; later opinion was little more than speculation

coloured by tradition or pious fancy. Thus Critias 3 in the 1st

century b .c . declared that OoiviKes evpov ypd.pp.ara a\e£l\oya,

Lucan 4 wrote that Phoenices primi, famae si creditur, ausi
j

mansu-

ram rudibus vocem signare figuris,
and Pliny3 affirmed that ipsa

gens Phoenicum in magna gloria litterarum inventionis, thus disre-

garding other views which he had expressed elsewhere in the

same work. Suidas
,

6 a Greek lexicographer of uncertain date,

repeated the Phoenician legend, which Photius
,
7 another Greek

lexicographer of the gth century a .d ., embellished with the

name of an inventor; this, according to him, was one Agenor

the son ofPhoenix. Similarly, theJewish historian Eupolemus ,

8

in the second century a .d ., claimed Moses as the inventor of

the alphabet, seeking to glorify his race. There is no need to

take these self-evident speculations too seriously; they show

that ancient writers can have had no sure tradition, even though

as by chance they enshrine or reflect a measure of the truth,

namely that the Egyptians invented the alphabet, as in a sense

they did, and that the Phoenicians carried it into Europe.

There is, however, no reason to suppose that Cadmus was an

historical person; his name merely typified the person or

people who introduced letters to the Greeks as being of Eastern

origin .
9

Modern view's regarding the origin of the alphabet are

almost as numerous as those just described. Thus it has been

1 E.g Dhwt(y
)
and Copt. eooyT god of writing (s. Sethe in Gottingen 1916,

ioi 7
) ; Cp. Cicero D. Nat. Dear. 111 xxii 56. where Thoth is the form given

in Orelli’s text.
’ In Ann. xi 14.

3 Kaibel Athen. Deipnosoph. 164 50 28 c.
4 In Pharsal. iii 220-1

.

5 In Nat. Hist, v xiii 67.
6 Adler Suid. Lex. 1 538.

7 Porson 0O)T. Ae'£. Evvay. n 652, where the author adds that letters were

called poivtK^ia ypdppara according to the Cretans J>s evpedrj diro rod ypdfciv

eV poivutwv TreraXoig.
8 Muller Hist. Fragm. Graec. m 220.

9 The Gk. KdSpos is a proper name based on the Hebr. Dlj? and Aram.

NZnjs * East ’ (cp. hi Kingd. iv 30 = v 10 where the wisdom of ‘ the sons of

Qedem ’ is equated with that of the Egyptians). To what alphabet Philo's

dffOKpv<f>a ’Appovvecuv ypdppara ovyK£Lp.€va. and his Trayyata ypappara Euse-

bius Evang. Praep. [32 b] i 9, [60 b] ii 2) refer is unknown (s. Eissfeldt Ras

Schamra u. Sanchunjaton 9-12 and Humbert in A. Of. xiii 161).

K
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sought in the Egyptian systems whether hieroglyphic or hieratic

or demotic, in the cuneiform systems whether Sumerian or

Accadian, in the Hittite hieroglyphs, and the Cretan and
Cypriote linear scripts. 1 Recent discoveries of inscriptions in

Palestine and Sinai, however, seem to exclude the Cypriote script

on chronological grounds, while to use the still undeciphered

Cretan or Hittite systems, ifindeed chronology does not exclude

them, for the purpose is simply to attempt to explain obscurum

per obscurius. The present examination of the problem therefore

is restricted to a discussion of the claims of the Egyptian and
Accadian, including the Ugaritic, systems of writing to be the

source, mediate or immediate, of the so-called Phoenician and
thus also of the Greek alphabet.

2. The Cuneiform Scripts and the Phoenician Alphabet

Lidzbarski2 has adduced various cogent arguments against

the theory of the Accadian origin of the Phoenician alphabet,

and these may be briefly summarized here, although detailed

disproofis hardly required. The Accadian (Assyro-Babylonian)

signs had lost all resemblance to the original Sumerian picto-

graphs by c. 3000 b.c., some thousand years before the earliest

conceivable date for the invention of the Phoenician letters;

the Phoenician characters, therefore, since they cannot possi-

bly be dated before c. 2000 b.c., can by no means be derived

from the cuneiform pictographs. Resemblances between odd
signs of the two systems can indeed be detected but prove

nothing; either they are due to the accidents of transmission,

whereby for example the Sumerian ^ or =t> GUD = Accadian

Sr^ alpu(m) ‘ox’ has retained enough of its primitive form to

have a passable likeness to the Phoenician <=Hebrew N (’alep),
3

or the values are totally different and prove that the likenesses

are purely a matter of chance and have no evidential value, as

shown by a comparison of the Accadian ^y ma or ££ as with

respectively the Phoenician ^ k or ^ s. Moreover, such com-
parisons are few and often specious

;
they rest only too often

on an arbitrary choice of comparable forms from widely

different periods, and this fact seriously impairs their value.

1 Cp. Bauer & Leander Hist. Gr. d. Hebr. Spr. i 61, Contenau Man. Arch.

Or. 1 258-9, Gardiner in ‘J.E.A.’ ra 1-5, 11-12, and Diringer in ‘Anti-

quity ’ xvn 77-82, where the various views are listed under the names of
their authors.

: In E.S.E. 1 128-32, 268-9.
J So called from the Sem. *’alp ‘ox’ (s. p. 163).
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They are thus apt to be either fortuitous or external, and
attempts have therefore been made to enhance their appeal on
other grounds. Thus it has been argued that, for example,

there is an inner connexion between the Sumero-Accadian sign

for an ox and the Phoenician sign for
’

alep because both stand

pars pro toto; both take the head alone to represent the whole

beast. The Egyptian and the Cretan however, are equally

parspro toto, and this principle underlies so many hieroglyphs that

it has no value for the present argument. It has also been urged

that, as the Phoenicians, like the Accadians, had separate signs

for various forms of the same object, such as those for the hand

with the arm (Acc. £T; Phoen. Z) and the hand alone (Acc.

Phoen. */), their two systems were necessarily connected,

since the same idea is not likely to have occurred indepen-

dently to the Accadians and the Phoenicians; but this argu-

ment is easily countered by showing that the Egyptians, too,

had distinct signs for the hand with the arm (—a,
—

j>) and
the hand alone (<=, <ss, jp

1
,

varying according to

their positions. This line of argument therefore does not prove

that the Phoenicians must have derived their system of writing

from the Accadians. Yet other reasons have been brought

forward to support this theory
;
but the best refutation of all

such arguments will be found in the evidence cited hereafter

in favour of the Egyptian origin of the Semitic alphabets. 1

The proto-Elamites in the East and the Hittites and the

Mitanni in the north devised their own systems of pictographic

and cuneiform writing ;
but none of these peoples introduced

any improvements on the Sumero-Babylonian system or took

any steps towards the invention of an alphabet. The Chal-

dians of the district between Mount Ararat and Lake Van
(c. 859-585) used the Assyrian syllabary for historical texts in

their own language, retaining confusion of kindred sounds but

refraining from using more than one sign for any given syllable,

and employing less than fifty ideograms;2 they thus effected some
improvement on the cumbersome Assyrian system. The Neo-

Elamites of the late Persian period, indeed, devised a simplified

cuneiform syllabary of 113 signs, with which they combined a

limited number of ideograms, 3 and the Achaemenid Persians

devised a syllabary containing only fifty-one cuneiform signs4

1

S. pp. 136-9.
8 Lehmann-Haupt C.I.C. 1 14-15.
3 Weissbach Keilinschriften der Achameniden xxxix-il, lxxvii-lxxxii.

4 Weissbach ibid. 1-lxix, Ixxxiii-lxxxiv.
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based on the principle of, but almost entirely different from, the
old Sumero-Accadian syllabary; 1 but, while they isolated three
of the vowels, they did not succeed in designing an alphabet by
isolating the consonants and representing them by distinct signs
without inherent vowels (s. fig. 79) . Thus they only devised yet
another syllabary, not an alphabet, and cannot therefore be

m * gu &T la H*- mu ^y la t<]< ‘king’

TT i «H ka TT da T« pa y<- ya [E sa 81 lw
<TT It fP ka B]] di ^ na ! waM » «TTJ

T- ka ga ^Ey du (4^- nu
*
TT wi KK fa <X< ‘earth’

^ ku HE * T<T * -Try ™ Ey ra

>-
>- 8

TT ra «=y< !god’

<T]- ga -W * n pa yC mi H< ru ha y word-divider

Fig. 79. Old-Persian syllabary.

included in the search for the inventors of the alphabet
;
they

merely simplified and improved the Accadian system.

3. The Egyptian Pseudo-Alphabet

The fourth millennium b.c. was apparently the period in

which the Egyptian, like the Sumerian, system of writing arose,

and the probability is that the idea and the method of writing

were borrowed by the Egyptians from the Sumerians
;
for, while

other traces of Sumerian influence have been detected in Egypt,

there is no evidence of any influence working in the opposite

direction. Clay, however, was not used, except at a compara-
tively late date in the correspondence found at Tell-elAmarna

(c. 1500-1375) and at Ugarit (c

.

1400 b.c.). The materials

used by the Egyptians were principally stone for hieroglyphic

and papyrus for hieratic and demotic texts; but alabaster and
ivory, wood and metal, as well as leather, were also employed.
The script was pictographic in origin; while, however, the

cuneiform signs in the earliestknown texts were already degenera-
ting into unrecognizable symbols in consequence of the clumsy
method of writing on clay which the Sumerians had adopted,

' Very few Persian signs are identical in form with, even though different

in value from, Accadian signs (for example, Acc. ma = Pers. ra, Acc. izjsjs =
Pers. ba).
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the artistic taste and suitable material ofthe Egyptians preserved

the hieroglyphs as true pictures almost in their original freshness

for many centuries. When, however, wood and papyrus came
to be commonly used, the script became increasingly cursive as

it passed through the hieratic and demotic stages, until the

original forms became as unrecognizable as those of the cunei-

form signs.

Like the Sumerian, the Egyptian system is by no means
primitive

;
it is only partly pictographic but is also at the same

time to a considerable extent ideographic. In the first place,

a sign depicting a common object was stretched to represent also

a cognate idea : for example, the picture of the sun stands not

only for the sun itself but also for the word denoting a day,

the figure of a man in an attitude of prayer expresses the

conception of worship, and so on. Beside primary symbols there

are also combinations of pictorial signs serving for concepts too

complicated for representation by simple pictures. For the

most part, however, the hieroglyphs are not merely ideographic

or expressive ofwords or concepts; they are phonetic, expressing

sounds, whether words or syllables. For the Egyptian picto-

graphic system revealed the same defects as the Sumerian system.

The signs, therefore, which in origin pictorially represented con-

crete objects, were unsuited to express abstract conceptions but

had to be adapted to this purpose
;
for this a sign depicting one

object might be used also to represent or indicate a homonymous
word denoting something totally different; so | h

;

‘lotus’ came
to stand also for h

;

‘thousand’ and $}, hpr ‘beetle’ came to stand

also for hpr ‘became ’. 1 In consequence of the ambiguity

resulting from this practice, the Egyptians like the Sumerians

used a number of so-called determinative signs to indicate the

class to which the intended object belonged, and so give the

reader a hint of the intended meaning
;

2 these require no
illustration. Like Sumerian, again, the Egyptian syllabary as

originally devised was incapable of indicating grammatical in-

flexions or writing phonetic complements, which came to be
widely used to assist the reader in identifying the hieroglyph

before him, since no ordinary man could carry many hundreds

of hieroglyphs with their manifold meanings in his head or

read them fluently; and it was quite useless for representing

1 As though the picture of a ‘ bee ’ might be used also for ‘ be ’ as a verb

and ultimately even for ‘-be-’ as a mere syllable within another word in

writing the English language !

:
S. pp. 61-2.
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foreign words, especially proper names, for which no native

symbols were available and which had therefore to be somehow
or other spelled out.

Consequently, the Egyptian scribes began to use signs with

simple values to represent not the original words but the mere
sounds, in themselves meaningless, of those words as syllables or

letters, whether a combination of consonants or a single con-

sonant. Thus mn ‘ to remain 5 might and indeed was used not

only for the homonymous m(a)n ‘so and so’ but also for m-n as

a syllable forming an element in any word in which this com-
bination of consonants occurs, without regard to the division

of syllables: for example, in m(e)nf(‘)r ‘Memphis’, m(o)nm(‘)n

‘to move’, m(u)n(‘)q ‘to finish’, sm(i)n{‘)t ‘to fix’, and so on. 1

Further, since the Egyptian language at a very early state of

its development already contained a high percentage of roots

consisting of only one strong consonant and one or even two
weak consonants which showed an increasing tendency to fall

away, it was an easy step to disregard or drop these and use

the surviving strong consonant as a mere letter. Thus the sign

for tv or ri ‘mouth’ came readily to be used for r(a), r(e) t

r{i), r{u), and finally for r alone, and that for id ‘hand’ came
equally easily to be used for d; similarly but less easily the

sign for qa ‘ hill ’ came to serve for q and even more easily that

for s ‘bolt’ served for the consonant s. It was usually the initial

consonant but occasionally also the final consonant that, ifstrong,

survived as the letter which came thus to be represented by the

hieroglyph, and words of two rather than three consonants

were generally preferred
;
also only words representing common

and well-known objects were chosen for this purpose. By this

means a pseudo-alphabet oftwenty-four consonants was devised,

but it was not much used except for spelling out foreign words
and phonetic complements (s. p. 135 fig. 80) ,

2

The principal function of these consonantal or alphabetic

signs was to spell out the phonetic complement indicating the

pronunciation of the hieroglyph which it accompanied, though
more or less imperfectly. For thus only the first or last or a

1 Sethe in Gottingen 1916, 117 3
;

cp. V. Bilde Buchstaben 36. The old

Egyptian system is purely consonantal and the vowels are generally supplied

from the late Coptic forms.
• Sethe Gottingen 1916, 151-8. The Cypriote syllabary was used in a

somewhat similar fashion to indicate consonants alone, as in Cy'pr. ka-se =
kas for Gk. /cat ‘and’ and Cypr. ta-mi-ti-ri for Gk. Aa^drpi (dr^y'-pt) ‘ for

Demeter’.
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couple of the consonants, even though at times all the conso-
nants, of a word might be written beside the hieroglyph itself as

Wordfurnishing sign with

pronunciation and meaning1

Sign with object depicted

and consonantal value

I. Words containing ¥ i ‘ vulture
’ % * vulture J

' («)
(i) one consonant

<)>. i ‘ reed
’

4 ‘ reed ’

f(VK)

n f ‘ hand, arm ’ —3 ‘ forearm ’ r (»)

ao f. t 3 ‘ homed viper
’

* homed viper
’ 4 /

n.O ‘water’ ‘ water ’
1 n

ra

J_
h ‘ courtyard ?

ra ‘ courtyard ’ h
1

i

s
'

bolt
’

‘ bolt
’

' z

o t ‘loaf’ o ‘loaf’ t

(ii) one strong and
one weak con-
sonant

0
1

pi ‘ plinth, seat
’ D ‘ stool

’ 'p
I

r> or ri ‘ mouth ’ *=* ‘ mouth ’

! r

©
1

hi ‘ placenta ’ (?) m ‘ placenta ’ (?) b{f>

(iii) one weak and
o hi.t ‘ interior of

trunk’

— ‘ animal’s belly

with teats
’

|

h
(
ch

)

one strong con- c^a 2 id ‘ hand ’ ‘ hand ’ d
sonant

(iv) one strong and C=Z3
i/i (?) ‘ pool ’

rrarai ‘ pool
’

i

two weak con-
1

sonants qti ‘ hill
’ A ‘ hill-slope

’

1

(v) two weak and
one strong con-

itid.ti ‘cobra’ 'l
‘ cobra ’

:

4 W)

sonant
II. Words not known

‘ quail-chick
5 w

J
‘ foot

’
1 b

Ss
‘ owl ’

; m

i
‘ twisted hank ’ >(c)

P

‘ folded cloth
’

s

‘ basket
’

k

i
‘jar-stand

’

‘ tethering rope ’

S

i W)

1 Taken from the most primitive known writing.
2 Form not actually found but inferred.

3 Final t indicating feminine gender (s. p. 158 n. t).

4 Or perhaps rather
(j

Inn- wfi ‘ homed viper ’.

Fig. 80. Egyptian pseudo-alphabet.

in the following examples, in which the phonetic complement
distinguished two uses of the same sign, as in

j\ sm ‘went’ and iw ‘came’
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distinguished in writing as

Tf 1

fm ‘went’ and 7^ iww ‘came’

or merely indicated the pronunciation, as in

'nh written also
r

nh
£
‘lived’

) qm; written also qqms1 ‘throw-stick’

= inr written also
(j

v~~"

'Hnr or ()^= '”inr ‘stone’,

where several or all of the letters of the word represented by
the ideogram are repeated. By this means the reader was helped

in finding the correct pronunciation of the hieroglyph, especially

when it was polyphonous. 2 Such an alphabetic use of the hiero-

glyphs was also the sole method by which grammatical inflexions

and foreign words, and especially proper names, could be repre-

sented. Indeed, the Egyptians practically restricted the use of

this pseudo-alphabet to these purposes and employed it in con-

secutive writing only once by way of experiment in the Sa'ite

period
(c . 600 B.c.), largely through the foreign example of

alphabetic scripts. Consequently, they too fell short of devising

a true alphabet; for, although they succeeded in writing conso-

nants without vowels, they failed to represent vowels without

consonants.

Sethe3 has adduced a number of arguments which may here

be summarized, as they are evidently conclusive, to show that

the Phoenician alphabet was derived ultimately if not imme-
diately not from the Sumero-Accadian cuneiform syllabary but

from the Egyptian hieroglyphic system of writing.

The Phoenician alphabet in its earliest known form is found

engraved on stone or metal orpainted on potsherds, like Egyptian

hieroglyphic and hieratic writing. Further, papyrus is attested

as an Egyptian import into Phoenicia c. 1100 b .c . and may
even have been manufactured in northern Palestine;4 this was

a common writing material also in Egypt, but no Phoenician

papyri have survived. Clay, however, was used only for two

brief periods in Syria and Palestine, w'here a suitable kind was
not easily obtained, 5 and attempts to use it for Aramaic
(Phoenician) writing were shortlived, obviously because it was
ill-suited to a linear script;6 it was, however, well suited to the

cuneiform script, which indeed was devised for it. Thus the

writing materials suggest Egyptian rather than Sumero-Accadian
affinities. Again, the Phoenician script is clearly pictographic,

‘ The two signs are here combined into a single sign.
3 S. pp. 59-60. 3 In V. Bilde z- Buchstaben 48-55.
4 S. pp. 82-3. 5 S. pp. 8-9, 78-9. 6

S. pp. 28-9.
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as the Egyptian still visibly is, whereas the pictorial origin of

the cuneiform signs is almost entirely obscured even in the

earliest known texts. Even when the pictorial origin of a sign

has ceased to be evident in a North-Semitic letter, it can often

still be recognized in its South-Semitic counterpart. In form,

too, then, the Phoenician alphabet approximates rather to the

Egyptian hieroglyphic than to the Sumero-Accadian script;

its letters admit curves and show no sign of being based on
wedges. Further, the Phoenician like the Egyptian script ran

from right to left, since the scribe naturally began at the point

nearest to the tip of the pen; if it had been derived from or

even been influenced by the Sumero-Accadian writing, it would
certainly have followed that in running from left to right. If

it had been so derived or influenced, the retrogressive step of

changing the direction in favour of writing from right to left,

with the risk of defacing what had already been written, would
be incomprehensible; it would have been to revert to a stage of

development beyond which the Egyptians never advanced and
to adopt a method which the Greeks tried, only to reject it.

The advantages of writing from left to right are as great with

ink as on clay; the direction is immaterial only on stone.

Again, Egyptian and Phoenician are the sole kinds of writing

that represent only the consonants and leave, at any rate in

the first instance, the vow'els unrepresented. The nature of the

Semitic languages is such as to make this omission tolerable, as

the vowels are not essential to the root but serve only to indi-

cate modifications of its meaning; the practice continues to

the present day in Arabic and Hebrew writing without causing

much difficulty in simple texts, but serious misunderstanding

may and indeed does occasionally arise .
1 All the Semitic lan-

guages therefore were driven in course of time to devise various

means of obviating this difficulty7

,
such as the use of half-conso-

nants (’, h, w,y,) to indicate long vowels and ultimately also

points above or below the line to indicate short vowels; simi-

larly, late Egyptian texts employ weak or half-consonants as

vowel-signs in spelling foreign names, and the Greeks from the

beginning adapted the signs for certain Semitic consonants not

required by their own language for use as vowel-letters .
2 If then

the Phoenician script were based on the cuneiform syllabary

which had distinct signs for the four main vowels
(
a

,
e

,
i, m),

3

1 For example, the Arab. Jj (
qtl

)

can be read qatal(a) ‘ he killed ’ or

qutil[a)
‘ he was killed and the context alone decides the sense.

2
s. pp. 178-9- 3 s - pp- 58-9-
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it would have been a retrogressive step to have picked out only

signs for consonants and to have discarded those for vowels at the

cost of having subsequently to invent new signs for the vowels.

The omission of the vowels then is explicable only on the

assumption that those who were inventing and working out the

Phoenician alphabet had none before them in the model on
which their system was being based

;
that must have been the

Egyptian system, in which the omission of the vowels was inhe-

rent in a method derived from pictography and which did not

till a relatively late date advance beyond that stage.

Finally, while a syllabic script can be evolved from a purely

consonantal alphabet, as the Ethiopic syllabary 1 shows, syllabic

writing is a blind alley from which there is no escape. Neither

a purely consonantal alphabet nor one of consonants and vowels

was ever evolved from the Sumero-Accadian syllabary
;
the

best that was achieved was the simplified Old-Persian syllabary

which reduced the number of signs by eliminating polyphones

and dispensing with those that represented vowel + consonant

and consonant + vowel + consonant. 2 The Ugaritic alphabet

was no exception, because it was certainly influenced by an

early Canaanite alphabetic scripts It is indeed remarkable

that the Accadians with all their devotion to philological and
literary studies never thought of an alphabet to take the place

of their elaborate and clumsy syllabary of 285 signs (exclusive

of ideograms)
;
but the reason lay probably in the fact that they

were using a syllabary designed for a totally different non-

Semitic language and so never succeeded in freeing themselves

from its complications and implications. On the one hand, too,

there was the convenience of using ideograms as a kind of

shorthand. On the other hand, a syllable in which consonant

and vowel are welded into a firm and indissoluble phonetic

unity is a barrier to the separation of the distinct sounds such

as an alphabet presupposes. The Egyptians were not so wedded
to the syllabic system as the Accadians, and only languages

which exhibited a functional distinction between consonants as

expressing the notion or conception of the root and vowels

as marking the form of the root and so indicating modifications

of its meaning could succeed in splitting up words and syllables

into their individual component elements
;
for the consonants,

1 The earliest Ethiopic inscriptions were written in a purely consonantal

script based on the South-Semitic scripts : but already by the 5th century

a.d. the consonants were so modified that each was given seven forms vary -

ing slightly according to the vowel (a, u, l
,
a, e, e, 0) which followed it.

3
S. pp. 131-2. 3 S. pp. 148-52.
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which could not by themselves alone and without vowels be

pronounced, could only so be treated as independent sounds.

It was not Sumerian but Egyptian that could and did so treat

the consonants, and it was not the former but the latter that

Phoenician followed in similarly distinguishing consonants from
vowels.

Thus every factor in writing—papyrus and potsherd, reed-pen

and ink, still recognizably pictorial signs, direction of writing,

absence of vowel-signs—points indisputably to a close connexion

between the Egyptian and Phoenician scripts; and no single

factor clearly or indisputably suggests any connexion between

the Sumero-Accadian and Phoenician scripts.

Yet the borrowing of the Phoenician alphabet can hardly

have been immediate. On the one side, the Egyptian signs or

letters, alike in their hieroglyphic or pictographic and their

hieratic or cursive forms, show few, if any, close resemblances to

the Phoenician letters even at their earliest appearance; and,

when the picture underlying any two signs or letters is clearly

the same, the value of the signs does not generally agree.

For example, the zigzag line depicting water is the sign for

the Egyptian n but the Phoenician m, that representing the

mouth is the Egyptian r but the Phoenician p, and so on. These

differences are naturally due to differences of language
;
for the

Egyptian r{i) but the Semitic *puw mean ‘mouth ’. 1 On the

other side, the pictures to which the Phoenician letters go back

unmistakably agree with the names which they bear, and these

are genuine Semitic or Canaanite words and in most cases

approximately fit the object depicted and so speak for the

Canaanite origin of the alphabet. Moreover, that these names
are intelligible Canaanite words, whereas the names of the

Greek letters have no meaning in the Greek language, is indis-

putable evidence that it was the Greeks who borrowed the

alphabet from the Phoenicians, not the Phoenicians who bor-

rowed it from the Greeks. Further, if the Phoenicians had
derived it from the Greeks, they would hardly have discarded

the use of special signs for the vowels; the Greeks, however,

diverted certain signs, for which their language had no use, to

serve as vowel-signs, since the vowels were an indispensable

and essential element which could not be disregarded in their

language .
2 The forms and values and names of the letters are

thus indissolubly bound up with one another, and they can only

have come from a Semitic and not an Egyptian source. Even
1
S. p. 161 n. 2.

2
S. pp. 154-5, 178-9.
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the direction in which the pictures look is different in Egyptian
and Phoenician writing; the Egyptian signs usually look right-

wards
,

1 the Phoenician always leftwards. In this respect, too,

the two systems are obviously independent of each other. All

this argues a considerable lapse of time between the Egyptian

syllabary and the Phoenician alphabet.

4. The Sinaitic Script

Seeing then that there was some connexion between the

Egyptian hieroglyphic and the Phoenician alphabetic systems

of writing, and that a period of several centuries would be

required to allow adequate time for the invention, development
and perfection, of the alphabet, Gardiner 2 suggested that the

Sinaitic inscriptions might furnish the missing link between
the two systems. These recently discovered inscriptions were
written in an unknown script

;
this at first sight appeared to

consist of roughly engraved Egyptian hieroglyphs but on close

inspection revealed signs belonging to no known Egyptian style

of writing .
3 All the monuments found in the same locality

showed strong signs of Egyptian influence but might well be

of non-Egyptian workmanship. Further, the writing, however
crude, could not have been the work of indigenous Semitic

nomads eking out a bare existence in the Sinaitic Peninsula

from time immemorial
;
and neither miners nor their foremen

are likely inventors of an alphabet .
4 These monuments were

rather the work ofstrangers from other parts who accompanied
the Egyptians on their expeditions and to whom Ammenemet
III (c. 1849-1801 b.c.) referred in one of his inscriptions, even

though they came no farther than from Palestine or the Lebanon.
The script is not the Egyptian hieroglyphic script, but many of

the signs are evidently borrowed from or based on it (s. pp. 140-

1 fig. 81). Such are those depicting an ox’s head, the human
head and eye, and water; and there are others probably de-

picting a man’s hand, a snake, and a fish. All these symbols

occur indubitably in both the Egyptian and the Phoenician

scripts. Then there are signs which are not so clear, such as

those depicting a house or courtyard, plant or an open hand,
mountains or teeth, a mark or a cross, but which may possibly

be identified with signs in one or other or in both of these scripts.

1 In the fount here used the Egyptian hieroglyphs look, as only rarely

in actual texts, leftwards instead of rightwards.
: In ‘J.E.A.’ m 12-16. 3 S. pp. 94-8.
4 Cp. Bea in St. T. [126] vi 23-4.
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Yet in these as in other cases the resemblances are often neither

compelling nor convincing. 1 The number of types is apparently

thirty-two
;
this is too few for a pictographic or syllabic script2

but is approximately that required for an alphabet, 3 as every-

one has recognized. A majority of these signs have self-evident

affinity with Byblo-Phoenician signs
;
and the identification of

three or four words proves the language of these inscriptions

to have been Semitic.4

These Sinaitic texts, then, may represent the missing link

between the Egyptian hieroglyphs and the Phoenician alpha-

bet; but not only is the interpretation of them still largely a

matter of speculation but the connecting link between them
and the earliest decipherable Byblo-Phoenician inscriptions is

a very tenuous chain of fragmentary inscriptions. In view
of this fact, it is only possible to draw up tables of the signs found
in each of them without attempting translation and to com-
pare them on the one side with the Egyptian and on the other

side with the Phoenician signs which they most closely resemble

(s. p. 169 fig. 92) ;
5 but the student must never forget that

similarity of form does not necessarily import identity of value,

as the comparison of several Egyptian hieroglyphs with the

corresponding Phoenician letters shows. 6 At the same time

such tables, however imperfect, already contain enough forms

to suggest if not to prove that all the Phoenician characters are

not derived either through normal development or by attrition

from Sinaitic signs;7 but they can hardly yet be used for

purposes of interpretation, which must await the discovery of

continuous texts which alone can raise translation above the

level of mere conjecture, however plausible or probable.

1 Cp. Bea St. T.
[
126

]
vi 24-7.

2 The Sumero-Accadian system contains over 550 signs, of which 285
may be used as syllable-signs or letter-signs. The Egyptian hieroglyphs

are over 700 in number, of which some 70 to 100 may be used syllabically

and 24 may be used alphabetically with letter-values.

3 The Ugaritic and South-Semitic alphabets have 29 and the Arabic

alphabet has 28 letters against the 22 letters of the Phoenico-Aramaeo-

Hebrew alphabet.
4 S. pp. 96-7.
5 Sethe in Gottingen 1917, 442-3 (cp. Z-D.M.G. lxxx 36-7) and V. Bilde

Z- Buchstaben 58, Bauer Urspr. d. Alph., Taf. iii-v, Grimme Althebr. Inschr.

101-2, Obermann in ‘ P.A.O.S.’ ix iii, Sprengling 5 Alphabet ’ 55, Dunand
Bybl. Gr. 122-31, Butin in ‘ H.T.R.' xxv 139, Gaster in ‘ Q.S.’ lxvii (1935)

135 i-ii and lxk (1937) 44, 46, Diringer in ‘Antiquity’ xvn 78-80; cp.

Butin ap. Starr & Butin in ‘ S.D.’ vi 36-8.
6
S. p. 163. 7 Cp. Sethe in Gottingen 1917, 463.
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Fro. 8i. Egyptian hieroglyphs and Sinaitic and kindred signs compared with Phoenician letters.
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The discovery ofthese Sinaitic inscriptions has revolutionized

the study of the early alphabet. Before this Lidzbarki 1 had
indeed expressed the opinion that the Phoenician alphabet

was in all probability loosely connected with the Egyptian

script. 2 Afterwards, however, Sethe3 felt able to express the

opinion that the Egyptian script was in respect to external

form the archetype of4 but in respect to its inner formulation

the model 5 of the Semitic alphabet
;
in other words, the forms

of the Phoenician letters were directly derived from those of

the corresponding Egyptian hieroglyphs, but otherwise only the

general idea of the alphabet and not the particular details

of it was modelled on the Egyptian system. Gardiner6 finally

carried the argument a stage further by reference to the Sinaitic

inscriptions, of which he says that ‘ if the new Sinaitic script is

not the particular script from which the Phoenician and South-

Semitic alphabets are descended, I can see no alternative to

regarding it as a tentative essay in that direction, which at all

events constitutes a good analogy upon which the Egyptian

hypothesis can be argued This opinion may be accepted at

any rate as a working hypothesis, even though it is liable to be,

and indeed may easily be, upset by future discoveries. Already

the early date to which Dunand assigns Shaphatbaal’s inscrip-

tion, 7 if it is accepted, threatens to rob the Sinaitic script of its

priority
;
and, if the Phoenician inscriptions are pushed much

further back, the alphabet in which they are written will re-

gain its primacy while the Sinaitic script will recede into the

background.

5. The South-Semitic Alphabets.

Before attempting a discussion of the individual letters of the

North-Semitic alphabets with a view to following each back,

so far as possible, to its archetype, it will be convenient to

consider the South-Semitic alphabet, of which some letters

present forms obviously closer to the archetype than those of the

North-Semitic alphabets (s. p. 145 fig. 82). 8 Further, that these
1 In E.S.E. 1 134-5.
: Germ, nur einefreie Anlehnung an die agyptische Schrift.

3 In Gottingen 1917, 455-6. 4 Germ. Urbild.

5 Germ. Vorbild.
0 In 1 J.E.A.’ ni 16. 1 S. pp. 104-5.

8 Cp. Lidzbarski E.S.E. n 361 (whence the accompanying table has been

adapted) and Winnett ‘ Lihyanite and Thamudic Inscriptions’ x. The signs

from Sinai and Balu' as here given are intended to illustrate identity of

forms without necessarily implying identity of values. Further, six of the

letters
(
t
,
3

,
h, d. 3

, g) are peculiar to the South-Semitic dialects and have
no corresponding forms in the North-Semitic alphabets.
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two alphabets are independent inventions is improbable
; for it

is difficult to believe that two branches of the same race can
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Fig. 82. Comparative table of Sinaitic and South-Semitic signs.

have almost simultaneously invented alphabets and devised
closely similar symbols without some degree of contact with or
influence on one another.

L
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Lidzbarski 1 has subjected these South-Semitic scripts to close

examination with a view to determining their age in relation

to that of the North-Semitic scripts. Unlike the latter, which
almost from the beginning reveal a tendency towards simpli-

fication and the development of cursive forms, due without

doubt to the practice of scratching the letters or daubing them
with ink on potsherds beside that of engraving them with the

chisel on stone, the former show hardly a trace of any such

tendencies throughout their history. Thus the South-Semitic

alphabets are distinguished by the elegant and symmetrical,

if somewhat stiff and formal, appearance of their letters; in

this respect they recall the artistic designs of South-Arabian

architecture and sculpture, carving and engraving, which are

similarly marked by a stylized symmetry of form. Even the

direction of writing fiovaTpofaS6v, which early South-Semitic

and Greek inscriptions alike exhibit, 2 may be due partly to

a desire for a balanced arrangement of the lines. This archi-

tectural motif is seen in the upright stance of a majority of the

letters whose forms are based on a scheme resembling pillars

erect in a row (mm)
;
and others reflect a simple form of mono-

gram or armorial bearing. This motif reveals itself also in the

separation of the rows of the text by lines which serve as an

elaborate frame to set off the actual text
;
this is most noticeable

when letters and lines are cut in relief and stand out from the

stone like the features, especially the ornament, of a building. 3

The building effect is enhanced when the letters standing on the

lower line reach the upper line. The same motif had a strong

influence on the shape of the letters, which might be modified

in such a way as to conform to it ;
thus what became ^ and ^

in the north became Y and
(\

in the south. So artificial a script

argues a long period of development behind it 4 but does not

necessarily demand a date posterior to that of the Phoenician

alphabet. The internal evidence of the South-Semitic script

perhaps throws some light on the problem of its date. Thus,

for example, on the one hand the South-Semitic X t, which

clearly diverges from the Egy ptian », is identical rather with the

earlier X than the later -f or * of the North-Semitic alpha-

1 In E.S.E. i 113-28. 2
S. p. 124.

3 Such a phenomenon appears but rarely in early Aramaic inscriptions,

in which it is probably due to Hittite influence.

4 Cp. Barton ‘ Arabia and the Bible ’ 134-5, who says that ‘ the script is

evidently of a secondary “ Gothic ” character and must have had a long

preceding history’.
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bets; this suggests a connexion with the earlier, not the later,

forms of these alphabets. Again, the resemblance of the South-

Semitic ^ n is not to the Egyptian ^ but to the Phoenician *)
,
by

which it has clearly been influenced. On the other hand, the

South-Semitic
fj

b and Q p correspond respectively not to the

Phoenician S and ? but to the Egyptian cn and *=*, which
they clearly recall

,

1 while the South-Semitic
[]
or ) d clearly

stands midway between the Egyptian Jora and the Phoenician

<1 or <j, and so on. The conclusion therefore is irresistible:

the South-Semitic alphabet is derived directly neither from the

Egyptian hieroglyphs, even though some signs seem rather to

reflect them, nor from the Byblo-Phoenician alphabet, although

it has left marked traces of its influence on some of the letters.

It may then be suggested that the South-Semitic and North-

Semitic alphabets were influenced by the Egyptian hieroglyphs,

possibly through a common ancestor or ancestors, and were •

evolved in their earliest stages in close contact with one another.

The intermediate link may have been the Sinaitic and probably

also some early Canaanite form of the North-Semitic alphabet

that preceded its branching off into the specific Phoenician and
Aramaic, Hebrew and Moabite alphabets. Further, the pot-

sherds and other fragments found at Shechem and Beersheba,

Gezer and Lachish
,

2 suggest that the scene of this evolution of

the Canaanite script was central or southern Palestine. It is,

therefore, interesting to find that the only North-Semitic place

mentioned in South-Semitic inscriptions is Gaza in that very

district
;

3 and this town has been an Arab stronghold from

very early times till the present day. Such a conclusion, too, does

not clash with the witness of the inscription from Balu', which

proves the existence of a form of the South-Semitic script in

Moab about the twelfth century b.c.

At the same time, the South-Semitic alphabet is probably

posterior to the Canaanite alphabet, if the Arabic names of the

letters may be called in evidence; for several of them are

demonstrably not South-Semitic but North-Semitic words. Thus
’

alif and qaf are merely Arabizing forms of
’

alep ‘ox’ and qop

‘monkey (?)’ which occur only in the North-Semitic and not in

the South-Semitic dialects; and sad. is a meaningless abbreviation

of sade ‘grasshopper’, which is an Aramaic but not an Arabic

word .
4 Too much stress, however, ought not to be laid on this

argument until the date of these South-Semitic forms of the
1 Cp. Sethe in Gottingen 1917, 457-8.

3
S. pp. 98-103.

3 Cp. Lidzbarski E.S.E. 1 128 1

.

4 S. pp. 167-8.
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names has been determined

;
for they are hitherto attested only

in post-Islamic Arabic literature.

Unfortunately, the date of the earliest South-Semitic, the

Minaean and Sabaean, kingdoms is very variously estimated;

thus the Minaean, centred at Ma'in in Edom, has been put

c. 1300-700 b.c., 1 but the date generally accepted for this

and the Sabaean which apparently displaced or succeeded it is

c. 700-500 b.c.2 This agrees with that of the earliest known in-

scriptions certainly written in a form ofthe South-Arabian script,

namely those found beneath a pavement of Nebuchadrezzar
(r. 604-562 b.c.) at Ur. 3 If then a round 500 or 750 years may
be allowed for the evolution of the artificial script just described

as found even on the oldest monuments, the invention of this

alphabet will have taken place c. 1500-1250 b.c., the period to

whose end the inscription from Balu' belongs; and the script

of this shows so little elaboration that it may confidently be re-

garded as reflecting the earliest period of its development. This

line ofargument, too, then indicates a period between the Egypto-

Sinaitic and the Byblo-Phoenician inscriptions soon after the

emergence of the proto-Canaanite script.

6. The Ugaritic Alphabet

How the Ugaritic alphabet is related on the one side to the

Accadian syllabary and on the other side to the North-Semitic

and South-Semitic alphabets is disputed.

On the one hand Ebeling4 has attempted to derive every

Ugaritic sign from an Accadian sign, and indeed there are

striking resemblances (s. p. 149 fig. 83). Some forms are iden-

tical (g, s), others very similar, as though they were derived

from the corresponding symbols by turning them round 90°

(
b

,
d

)
or by dropping superfluous strokes, for example by

halving their number (zjs, m) and so on. The basis of these

comparisons, however, is in many cases suspect or unsound, as

the Accadian forms are chosen from widely different periods,

whether Old-Babylonian (ti, ka) or Neo-Babylonian {he) or Neo-
Assyrian {da, ha); the first of these periods is long anterior, the

second and third almost as far posterior to the date of the
1 Hommel ap. Nielsen Altarab. Altertumsk. 1 67.
1 Montgomery ‘Arabia and the Bible’ 136-7; cp. Hommel Ethn. u.

Geogr. d. Alt. Or. 142, where the Sabaean kingdom is dated c. 700-500 b.c.,

and Albright in ‘Arch, and Rel. of Isr.’ 56-7 ,
where the earliest South-

Arabian inscriptions are assigned to the 8th or 7th century b.c. and the

latest to the 6th or 7th century a.d.

5 S. p. 124. 4 In Berlin 1934, 10-15
;

s. Forsch. u. Fortschr. x 193-5.
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Ugaritic texts. Several, too, of these Accadian signs do not

apparently occur in the exact form postulated for the purpose

of this comparison
(
e
,
lu, ma, se, su, qa, sa, su) . Moreover, one of

the values required (gi) seems to be found only in Sumerian

texts. Further, such Ugaritic signs as closely resemble or are

Accadian Ugaritic Phoenician Accadian Ugaritic Phoenician
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Fig. 83. Ugaritic compared with Accadian and Phoenician signs.

identical in form with Sumerian or Accadian signs usually have

different values .
1 On the other hand, not a few Ugaritic signs

are tolerably like the corresponding Phoenician signs, especially

when allowance is made for the fact that the former are im-

pressed in clay while the latter are incised in stone (g, h, w, z, k,

m)

;

and these resemblances exceed those between the Old-

Persian and the Babylonian cuneiform signs .
2

On the other hand Sprengling and Olmstead 3 have made
comparisons of the Ugaritic signs with the Sinaitic signs on the

1 For example Sum. gi = Ugar. g and Acc. u = Ugar. but Acc. be =
Ugar. q ,

Acc. as — Ugar. t, and Acc. nu — Ugar. g.
-
S. pp. 131-2. 3 In ‘Alphabet

-

54-67.
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one side and with the South-Arabian letters on the other side

(s. fig. 84). Resemblances can indeed be traced between the

Sinaitic and Ugaritic signs, but rather in their general appear-
ance, notably in the direction in which they look, than in any
particular details. Yet the comparison is vitiated by doubts

Sinaitic Ugaritic
South-

Semitic
Sinaitic Ugaritic

South-

Semitic
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Fig. 84. Ugaritic compared with Sinaitic and South-Semitic signs.

regarding the identification of most of the Sinaitic signs; for

example, the sign which they read as w is read as t by most
other scholars. The same thing may be not unfairly said of

their South-Semitic comparisons, of which none would be likely

to have occurred to them if they had not previously known the

value of all the signs in both alphabets.

In this connexion it is important to remember that the

number of possible combinations of lines and strokes is limited,

and especially so in the case of a cuneiform script which does

not tolerate curves, 1 and experiments with children have shown
what remarkable coincidences can result from their efforts to

create artificial alphabets.2 Fortuitous resemblances, therefore,

cannot be ruled out also in real scripts. For example, the

primitive Sum. or ^ (Acc. fy) A ‘water’ and the Eg. — n.t

‘water’ have a certain likeness to one another in consequence
of their representing the same thing

;
but the likeness of the

1
S. pp. 28-9, 36-7. '• Cp. Bauer Urspr. d. Alph. 35-6.
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1

primitive Sum. ^ (Acc. S^y) e to the Phoen. 3 (Hebr. H) h

which became the Gk. E is purely accidental, as their history

shows that they have no connexion with one another. It is,

therefore, dangerous to build too much on the resemblance

between the various forms of the letters unless every stage in

their development can be traced, and doubly so when the values

of all but half a dozen are conjectural or disputable. 1

Whatever may be thought, then, ofsuch resemblances, Bauer2

has rightly remarked that the inventor has introduced novelties

found in no other Semitic alphabet, such as three signs for ’alep

according to the vowel accompanying it and several signs for

various sibilant sounds which have not yet been satisfactorily

explained. He has sought to explain these divergences from the

Semitic norm by supposing the Ugaritic alphabet to have been

originally invented for a non-Semitic (presumably Hurrian or

Horite) language and only subsequently adapted to a Semitic

speech
;
but they are hardly enough to sustain such a theory. 3

The inventor of this alphabet was in any case no mere copyist

but rather an experimenter who was not afraid of novelties

which might not and in fact did not survive his system. He
was acquainted with the use of writing clay and the cuneiform

script and chose it perhaps because it was more suitable for long

records than stone and less perishable than papyrus
;
but, being

aware of the difficulties inherent in a syllabary, he preferred to

devise an alphabet on the Egyptian or Phoenician model, of

which he must have been aware, since recent excavation has

shown that the Phoenician alphabet antedates the Ugaritic

texts and Egyptian influence has been traced at Ugarit. Ex-

cavation, too, has shown that the period c. 1750-1000 b.c.

was one in which experiments in writing were being made, and
the obvious conclusion is that the Ugaritic method was one of

1 Cp. Burrows in ‘J-RAS.’ 1936, 271-7, arguing for a mixed origin,

post-Sinaitic but pre-Phoenician, of the Ugaritic script and a date c. 1 500B.C.
1 In Urspr. d. Alph. 38-41.
3 Bauer argues that the absence of these additional letters from the

Phoenician alphabet proves it to have been dependent on the Ugaritic

alphabet; it has discarded what is foreign or superfluous to a Semitic

dialect. The argument, however, is hardly valid. The additional sibilants

may represent sounds which the North-Semi tic group of languages has

not generally felt the need of representing by specific signs, just as the

South-Semitic group still represents such and similar additional sounds
;

and the three forms of ’alif may have resulted from an attempt to indicate

the vowels, made too late to affect the Phoenician alphabet. This then may
be prior to the Ugaritic alphabet, as also other considerations suggest.
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these experiments. The inventor would be likely to borrow
what seemed to him suitable or advantageous in the experi-

ments being made by neighbouring workers and add or adapt
it to his own system; for almost every invention is based on
previous discoveries. His system, however, was invented too late

to oust the Phoenician method which already held the field;

and indeed it scarcely lasted a generation, since clay was not

so convenient and handy a medium ofwriting as papyrus, which
therefore won the day. Date, medium and method, combined
to ensure its defeat. 1

7. The Evidential Value of the Names of the Letters

Gardiner 2 has examined the names of the Semitic letters with

a view to determining their antiquity and origin. These, if

they are ancient, may throw light on the transmission of the

signs from the pictographic to the alphabetic stage, whereas if

of relatively recent creation they have no evidential value
; for

the meaning of the name ought to give a hint of the picture

from which any given sign has been derived when it has become
obscured in the course of centuries.

The Septuagint 5 and Eusebius 4 are the earliest authorities for

the Hebrew forms of these names (though in Greek garb),5 which
therefore go back at any rate to the second or third century
b.c., but their true Greek forms are attested so far back as the

fourth and fifth centuries b.c. It is, however, the general view
that this nomenclature is prior to the fifth century b.c. and in

fact that it goes back to the very invention of the alphabet.

Anthropological analogy indeed suggests that the Semitic

script will have been pictographic in origin, and the signs are

therefore likely to have borne names denoting the objects which
they must originally have represented. The probability of this

suggestion is heightened by the fact that the primitive forms
of several Phoenician letters seem roughly to correspond to the

shapes of the objects denoted by their names. On the one hand,
of course, this correspondence may be fortuitous, especially

when it rests on the testimony of a minority of the witnesses.

For example, neither the Phoenician 9 nor the Greek a but only
the (South-Semitic) Sabaean

[J
b in any sense represents a ‘ house

’

' Cp. De Langhe Ugarit 1 261-3. A solitary Ugaritic tablet has been
found at Beth-Shemesh in Palestine (Albright in ‘B.A.S.O.R.' mr 18-19;
s. Virolleaud in Syria xvi 186-7). ' In ‘ J.E.A.’ in 5-10.

3 In Ps. [cxviii] cxix. 4 In Evang. Praep. [474 b-d] x 5.
5 Cp. Noldeke Beitr. z- Sem. Sprachw. 126-9.
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(Sem *bayi)
\
only the Phoenicianv or f but neither theSabaean

fl
nor the Greek A k resembles a 4 hand ’ or ‘ frond ’ (Sem. *kapp)

.

1

On the other hand, when the principal witnesses all agree

on this point, such resemblances cannot be accidental. For

example, the Phoenician o and the Sabaean o and the Greek
o all obviously depict an ‘eye’ (Sem. *'ayri), z and Phoen. + or X
and Sabaean X and Greek T alike depict a cross or ‘mark’

(Hebr. taw). In many cases the resemblance does not im-

mediately strike the eye: for example, neither the Phoenician

K or nor the Greek A nor the Sabaean at first sight

calls up the image of an ‘ox’ (Sem. *’alp)
;
but the Egyptian &

‘ox’ shows roughly what the Phoenician sign must have been

intended to resemble and the Sumerian TO3 or =£> (^) ‘ox’

compared with the (South-Semitic) Libyanitic A or ^ shows

how the cognate Sabaean sign has been treated.

So soon as the similarity of certain of the letters to the

objects denoted by their names has been admitted to be due to

design, an important criterion has been found for establishing

which forms are early and which are late
;
and here it must be

kept in mind that the later scripts may have preserved earlier

forms through isolation or little use, while the earlier scripts

may present only later forms through degeneration due to much
use resulting in a cursive style or the influence of neighbouring

styles. Thus the Sabaean Q rather than the Phoenician ? pre-

serves the original form of the human ‘mouth’ (Sem. *puw).

The names of the letters may then assuredly be regarded as

primary; for they agree fairly with the objects which the forms

offourteen out ofthe twenty-two letters of the Phoenician alpha-

bet seem intended to suggest, and it is conceivable that this

number may be increased on examination. If, too, the names
are primary, it is easy to see why some of the forms of the letters

in these Semitic alphabets resemble the objects denoted by
their names more than others; it is because time and use have

dealt unequally with them, preserving some in a rough likeness

to their original forms and simplifying others out of all recogni-

tion. If, however, the names are secondary and are held to have

been given by the Phoenicians to the letters c. 700 b.c., they are

in the majority of cases inexplicable, since by that date many
of the letters bear no conceivable likeness to their prototypes.

Some, however, of the names may be conceded as secondary;

S. p. 163.
2 Namely, an eye without the pupil, which is shown only in the Egyptian

and Sinaitic forms of the sign (Sethe in Gottingen 1917, 456).
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and this must be the case when a letter has two names, since it is

very improbable that it will have received both at the same

time. Thus the sign for n is called nun ‘
fish

5 by the Hebrews 1

but nahas “serpent’ by the Ethiopians. 2 The reason for the

change may be that at some point of its development the sign

was thought to resemble loss the object which it originally

depicted than some other object, and its name was accordingly

changed; but it is important to remember that the later lan-

guage may occasionally have by some chance preserved the

older name. 3

Other arguments supporting the view that the names of the

letters are ancient may be drawn from a philological examina-

tion of their forms.

The peculiar defect of the Phoenician alphabet from the

point ofview of a person wishing to adapt it to an Indo-European

language lay in the absence of any special signs for the vowels

;

it was a purely consonantal alphabet. The Greeks obviated

this difficulty by using the signs for those Semitic sounds which

did not occur in their language to represent the vowels. It

was natural that yod
(_y or i) and waw (

w

or a) should be taken

for i (i) and v (a), since they are phonetically related to these

vowels
;
indeed, the Hebrews somewhat similarly used them to

indicate i (S) and u (6) when long. The use of ’alep (’) for a,

even though the Hebrews similarly used this letter to indicate

long a, and of he' (h

)

for € and het (h) for r) was not so obvious

a step; but Praetorius 4 has plausibly suggested that the a-sound

attributed to the Phoenician ’ (proto-Sem. *’alp

;

Hebr. 'alep)

was probably due to the vocalization of its name with a
;
and

similarly the e-sound in he
’
5 and the e-sound in het accounted

for the use of h for e and of h for 77. As the Greeks had no use

for ’alep and he' and little for het, on the acrophonic principle
1

S. p. 165.
1 The change of name would not be so difficult if the fish were an eel.

3 Ethiopic names such as
’

alf and gaml and also dant for (dalt) reflect the

primitive monosyllabic character ofa common type ofSemitic nouns, therein

agreeing with the Greek against the Hebrew and Aramaic names. This

suggests that they are of Phoenician origin, since Phoenician nouns of the

same class retain the proto-Semitic vocalization (Noldeke Beitr. z- Sem.

Sprachw. 13 1-4). Ethiopic tradition may then be trustworthy in the case

also of other letters.

3 In tlber den Ursprung des kanaanaischen Alphabets 10.

5 Bauer
(
Urspr . d. Alph. 40-1) remarks that Ugaritic texts use h where

the Hebrew and Aramaic languages have ai „ e
v
as in proto-Sem. *bayl =

Ugar. bht 1 house ') ; but this phenomenon may be due to Aramaic influence

(cp. Hebr. bos w. Aram. Ifnet).
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C)alp became a (aApa) while
(
h)e ’ became e (ct or e i/uAov) and

{h)et became rj (rjra). The reason for using ’ayin (') for o is not

so clear; but Bauer 1 has pointed out that in Ugaritic texts long

6 is written once with { (57) and once with
(J)

{’ayin enclosed

in a circle as though to indicate a peculiar usage), and it is

also noticeable that a and i tend to become u
(
0
)
in the neigh-

bourhood of emphatic and guttural sounds. 2 At the same time,

it was the last letter still available for the purpose. Gardiner3

therefore claims that the letter-values assigned by the Greeks to
’

alep (X), he ’ (H) and het (n), as well as
*

ayin (57), prove that the

names of the letters were already in use when the Greek values

of these letters were determined; and this conclusion seems
irresistible.

The pronunciation of the names of the letters as handed
down by tradition is not uniform. Some appear to be Phoenician

{bit, mem)p others are genuinely Hebrew
(
wait’

,
taw, kap, qop,

zayin, ’ayin), and others are equally clearly Aramaic {res, sade,
’

alep
,
dalet

,
lamed, samek). In several cases the Septuagint have

preserved proto-Semitic or Phoenician forms {aAp, aa/zx)
5 which

are philologically older than those in current use, in others

relatively late Hebrew (SeAr) 6 forms. Some seem to have been

artificially differentiated (unless they are derived from a hitherto

unknown dialect) from the expected form of the noun with

which they are ostensibly connected (yod foryad ‘hand’, pe ’ for

peh ‘mouth’, sin for sen ‘tooth’), and one is peculiar, since its

Hebrew vocalization is questionable in any Semitic language
and its true form can only be recovered from its Ethiopic name
{glmel or gimmel for gaml ‘throw-stick’). The Septuagint’s £cu7

for zayin is probably not so much an alternative name for this

letter as an attempt to represent its bare pronunciation with the

addition of the necessary vowel; for probably most if not all

of the letters could at one time be thus named monosyllabically

like the Gk. /.iv and vv, pu> and so on, with the vowel suited

roughly to the nature of the consonant. Other examples may be

1 In Ursp. d. Alph. 40-1.
3 Cp. Hebr. rnbS?

(
'amorah

)
— Gk. rofioppa (Gomorrah)

;
s. Brockelmann

Vergl. Gr. d. Sem. Spr. 1 125.
3 In ‘J.E.A.’ hi 10-11.
4 Cp. Phoen. aaurip. and samem w. Hebr. samayim ‘ heaven ’ (Schroder Pkon.

Spr. 175); apparently always sing. D0 but plur. ps'ft in Hebrew sources

(Noldeke Beitr. Z- Sem. Sprachw. 126").

5 Cp. Phoen. aX<f> (as transliterated in Greek letters) w. Hebr. ’elep
' ox

’

(Schroder op. cit. 90, 168).
6 Acc. daltu but Massoretic Hebr. delet ‘ door ’. 7 In Ps. [cxviii] cxix 49.
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seen in saw (sau or so) for s and qaw
(
qau or qo) for q.

1 Twelve
of the Arabic letters are thus pronounced with a helping a (b,t,

t, h, h, r, z, t, d, d,f, h,y)
,
and the Eth. zqyjzdy for z and may/may for

m are instances of the same formation; further, the Eth. haul

for h as also saut for s and sat for s are formed in the same way
with the addition of the deictic t attached also to two of the

Hebrew names .
2

The fact then that the forms of the names can be referred

some to the Phoenician, others to the Hebrew, and yet others

to the Aramaic, language suggests that they go back to an early

date before the complete differentiation of the various Semitic

dialects into distinct languages; and the preservation by the

Septuagint of primitive beside late forms
,
3 as well as the survival

ofother demonstrably primitive forms in the Ethiopic alphabet
,
4

are additional arguments for the high antiquity of these names
and increase the confidence with which they can be used in

investigating the origin of the alphabet.

8. The Relation of the Form of the Letter to its Name
If then the names of the letters, or at any rate those of them

that are primary, go back to the very beginning of the alpha-

bet, the question whether the form of the letter preceded and
so dictated its name or the name preceded and so dictated the

form of the letter must be asked.

Lidzbarski 5 has remarked that certain of the names fall into

three or four well-defined groups. First, there are the names
consisting of one strong and one weak consonant

(
he pe);

second, there are those beginning and ending with the same
consonant, namely the letter which they represent (waw

,
mem

,

nun); third, there are those which begin with the letter which
they represent and terminate in one of two formative elements

common to all the Semitic languages namely n
(
zayin ,

'

ayin
,
sin)

or t
(
bet

,
het, tet). This fact has so far received little considera-

1

S. p. 89-90, 167-8.
• The Gk. CvTa >

which is formed not from the Hebr. zayin but from the

pseudo-Gk. £<u (LXX at Ps. cxviii [cxix] 49), on the analogy of yra, is

another instance of this type of formation (s. p. 159). The final a which
is added to most of the Greek letters seems to have been intended to give

them a Graecized appearance
;
thus the Sem. *gaml (s. pp. 163-4) becomes

the Gk. yd.fj.fia on the analogy of ypdfifia
c letter

3 A caution, however, must be uttered in regard to paying too much
attention to the forms in the LXX, since it is not known when these may
have been inserted in the text (Ps. cxviii = cxix).

4 S. pp. 163-4, 165 n 5. 5 In E.S.E. 11 132-4.
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tion and no satisfactory explanation, and indeed the problem

can be solved only in the light of its origins
;
and for the present

purpose the provisional assumption may be made that the

Phoenician letters are somehow or other derived from or in-

fluenced by (whether immediately or mediately is for the moment
no matter) the Egyptian hieroglyphs .

1

The Semitic inventors of the alphabet chose a number of

familiar objects, whether parts of the body or beasts or weapons

or other things in common use, whose names began with the

letter which they were intended to represent; but obviously

they might, as indeed they did, have a very considerable num-
ber of words from which they could make their choice. For

example, why was the picture of a cross chosen as the symbol

or sign for t, for which the Egyptians used the picture of a loaf,

rather than that of any other concrete object for which the

Semitic word began with that letter—for example tayis ‘ goat
’

or tamar ‘ palm-tree ’ ?2 Any of these words would have served

their purpose equally well
;
they denoted familiar objects more

or less easily depicted and began with the required letter. The
answer is perhaps not far to seek. The principle on which the

inventors worked was evidently acrophonic
,
3 but they operated

it in a somewhat different fashion from the Egyptians. The
Semites began by looking for a word reproducing the conso-

nantal sound with, so far as possible, nothing else but the vowel

required to render possible its pronunciation; for example, they

found only one monosyllabic word beginning with p which

could be used for that sound, namely peh
(
pe’)* ‘mouth’ and

they therefore adopted this as the name of the />-sound and

consequently took the picture of a mouth as its symbol or sign.

The Semitic languages, however, had very few such words repre-

senting concrete objects .
5 The inventors, therefore, so soon as

they had exhausted the only words available for their purpose,

next chose words beginning and ending with the same consonant

as echoing tout simple the required sound
;

in this way they

chose mayim (mem) ‘ water(s) ’ as reproducing the m-sound and

1

S. pp. 161-71.
1 The words chosen as examples are selected from the Hebrew vocabulary

as likely to be the best known of the Semitic languages to most readers.

3 Based on the principle of acrophony, namely the use of an originally

pictographic symbol of an object to represent the initial sound or letter of

the name of that object.
4 For the purpose of the argument the final h or ’ can be discounted as

a weak letter.

5 Obviously an abstract term like poh ‘here
?

could not be depicted.
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therefore suited to be the name of that phoneme and therewith,

of course, the picture of water to be its symbol. In this case

indeed the choice was especially easy; for the Acc. mu ‘water’

shows that this word, too, was originally a monosyllable, whose
primitive form was afterwards preserved in the Gk. [iv

,
while

the final -m was merely the North-Semitic plural ending. In the

case of waw and nun there was no such transitional form but

the principle underlying the choice of the name was the same.

Again, there were few such words available and the stock wras

soon exhausted. The inventors then proceeded to the third

method. They took the consonant and added the necessary

vowel to enable it to be pronounced and so produced forms

resulting in such names as si- for s and be- for b, which however
were meaningless sounds as they stood, as there were no such

monosyllabic words in the Semitic languages; they thereupon

added one or other of the formative elements common to all

the Semitic languages, namely n or t,
1 to these bases in order

to convert them into seeming if not actual Semitic words.

Such were sin and bet, the names respectively of s and b
;
the

former still meant nothing while the latter was a real word.

However, sin could easily be identified with the proto-Semitic

*sinn (Hebr. sen) ‘ tooth; peak’ while bet was naturally identified

with the Sem. *bayt (Hebr. bayit
)
‘house ’,2 and so / and b came

readily to be represented by symbols modelled on the hieroglyphs

respectively for a chain of mountains and a house.

Two arguments seem to strengthen the probability of the

method of invention here suggested. First, the names of h and
t, which are secondary letters, namely bet and tit, were ob-

viously formed by the addition of a formative t to the monosyl-

labic base (he- and te-) ;
3 they remained, however, onomatopoeic

but meaningless names since no words with which they could

be identified (as bet for b was identified with the Sem. *bayt

‘ house ’) existed. There are traces, too, of this type offormation

in the names of several other Phoenician and Ethiopic letters .
4

1 Of these two letters n is a common affix in the formation of Semitic

nouns and is also the Aramaic and Arabic plural ending (corresponding to

the Phoenician and Hebrew m), and t is the universal Semitic feminine

ending. In origin the first is merely a form of prolongation and the second

a deictic element and therefore the plural or feminine significance, which
is a relatively late development, does not here come into play; cp. Phoen.

Z and zn or zt ‘ this all of the masculine gender, Phoen. z’ and z’t and Hebr.
zoh or zo and zot ‘ this all of the feminine gender, which show that the is

not a mark of gender but merely a formative element added to the primitive

Z (s. p. 162).
:
S. p. 163. 3 S. p. 167. 4 S. p. 167 n. 1.
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Thus, secondly, the similarly onomatopoeic but meaningless zay

or zay (ze) for z 1 was subjected to both procedures, becoming
Zayin in the Semitic and t,7jra in the Greek alphabet

;
but in this

case, while zayin ‘weapon(s)’ is the accepted Semitic name of

the letter, it is improbable that zay {ze) was furnished with a

formative t and assimilated to the Sem. *zayt (Hebr. zayit) ‘ olive
’

within the Semitic alphabet, since no second name for it is attested

in these languages and its sign does not suggest such a meaning

;

further, no other instance of a letter having alternative names is

known in the primitive period. It is preferable to suppose that

this name was transformed into £,t}tcl on the analogy of tfra and
dijra after its incorporation into the Greek alphabet. 2

The procedure thus sketched out will account for about half

the letters of the alphabet, and it is at first sight not clear why
it stops at this point; for, as Lidzbarski3 remarks, there are

eminently suitable names for g and d in the Hebr. gag ‘roof’

and dad c breast ’, if not for others. Why then are they not used ?

This question cannot be answered except tentatively: the required

words may not have been current in the dialect spoken by the

inventors of the alphabet, or the pictures representing them
may not have been easily reducible to mere symbols or suitable

for conversion into linear forms.

However this may be, it remains a fact that the names of

none of the remaining primary letters fall into any of the above-

mentioned three or four groups and they must therefore be
otherwise explained. In their cases the inventors of the alphabet

normally had no simple monosyllabic word which naturally

suggested itself to them on phonetic grounds as the name of any
given phoneme. They therefore changed the procedure; they

chose any well-known word beginning with the required con-

sonant and representing an object easily drawn in linear script

and took the thing represented by that word as the symbol of

the letter with which it began, and they used this word to serve

also as the name of the phoneme. For example, when they

wanted a sign for the r-sound, they sought a suitable word be-

ginning with t and, having chosen that for the human head, for
1 Cp. Arab, za' or zay for z and so on.
:
S. p. 164. Apparently its Phoenician and Hebrew name was the

onomatopoeic zay till after its incorporation in the Greek alphabet
;
this is very

probable, as zayin is not a Hebrew but an Egyptian and Aramaic word
(Eg. zin ‘ arrow ’ = Aram, zaina.

1 weapons ’). If so, the original Egyptian
name was reflected in the Aramaic name, which was taken into the Hebrew
language only at a relatively late date.

3 In E.S.E. 1 133-4.
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which the common Semitic term began with that letter, called

the sign for r by the name of res
‘ head ’ and represented it by

a picture of a head. Similarly, they took the well-known Sem.
*yad as the name forjy and represented it by the picture ofa hand.
On this theory of the origin of the names of the letters there

is no entirely uniform principle underlying the formation of the

whole alphabet. Indeed, it is useless to look for any single princi-

ple underlying almost any human invention
; there is always the

interplay ofdiverse motives, forces and influences. The inventors

of the alphabet were not exempt from this law of nature and
adopted various, often overlapping, methods for diverse reasons

in carrying out their project. In the case of the primary letters

they adopted the two methods outlined above, which may now
be briefly summarized : first, they took the bare consonant with
the necessary vowel, without which it could not be pronounced

,

1

and after some slight modification, where required, identified

it with or assimilated it to a Semitic word denoting some familiar

object and, using this word as the name of the letter, adapted
a picture illustrating that object to represent the letter in linear

form; second, advancing on their previous procedure, they

arbitrarily chose a word representing any well-known and easily

depicted object as the name of the sound with which it began,
i.e. of its initial letter, and took the object represented as the

symbol of that letter. The case of the secondary letters, for

which analogous methods were employed, does not call for con-

sideration at this point, as the signs representing them are not

primitive, and it will be discussed below .
2 For the present

argument the important point in the two methods just sum-
marized is that in the first the name arose naturally out of the

sound which it represented while in the second it was arbi-

trarily chosen. Logically, therefore, the name preceded the

sign, which was based on it, but that does not mean that it was
not contemporary with it in point of time. The inventors of

the alphabet, since of necessity they already had names for the

letters of the first group, would be likely to have recognized the

advantage of naming the letters and therefore to have adopted
the words describing the signs ab initio as their names. In both

1 The survival of one such name for a letter in its original meaningless

form in the Hebrew alphabet of the Septuagint (£at) and of several in the

Greek alphabet (fid, vv, irl, pa>, rav) gives a hint that all the letters of the

alphabet must originally have been called by onomatopoeic monosyllables

(s. pp. 167-8) ;
their conversion into intelligible words will have been due

to the introduction of signs depicting tangible objects to represent them.
2
S. pp. 166-8, 1 70- 1.
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cases name and sign are so closely interwoven into a common
pattern that the name is as meaningless without the sign as

the sign is unintelligible without the name. The names must

therefore be regarded as going back to the very beginnings of

the alphabet.

9. The Forms and Names of the Individual Letters

The acceptance of the historic names of the letters at their

face-value allows their meanings to be used as pointers towards

the objects which the letters may originally have depicted. It

must, however, not be overlooked that tradition may err and that

this or that name may lead the inquirer astray in his search

for the origin of the letter which is called by it.

The Egyptians and the Semites owed the invention of their

alphabets to the similar but distinct application of analogous

principles. The Egyptians derived their alphabet from the pecu-

liar structure of their language, whereby the letters or rather the

consonants, as it were, fell into their hands, and only two dozen

hieroglyphs depicting common objects whose names had under-

gone similar phonetic deterioration were required to make a

workable consonantal alphabet .
1 The Phoenician alphabet then

will have come into existence in a somewhat similar way, except

that, whereas the Egyptian alphabet was discovered almost by

accident, the Phoenician was due to a deliberate invention based

on the Egyptian analogy; for the Semitic languages never reached

the advanced stage of phonetic decay which the Egyptian had

already reached before the invention of the Semitic alphabet,

leaving it with a number of words consisting of only one strong

consonant. Allowance must also be made for differences of

language, so that corresponding Egyptian and Phoenician signs

represented different letters in the two alphabets, because the

names denoting the objects depicted by these signs were totally

different words and did not necessarily begin with the same letter.

It is in some such way as this that the Semitic alphabet must

have come into being, and traces of the process can be detected

in the case of several letters
;

2 for the inventors were obviously

working on the analogy of the Egyptian system with which they

1
S. pp. 133-6.

3 In consequence ofthe meagreness ofthe known Phoenician vocabulary as

recovered up to date the place of Phoenician must be taken by assumed

Semitic roots, here marked by an asterisk, derived from a comparison of

the forms of words found in the cognate languages, or by their actual forms

as found in one or other of these languages.

M
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were ex kypothesi acquainted. Thus they representedy after the

first letter of the Sem. *yad ‘hand’ (not d, as the Egyptians

did, after the last letter of the Eg. id ‘hand’) by the picture of

a hand (inasmuch as they preferred to use the initial letters of

the root, since these, even if weak, did not normally fall away in

the Semitic languages)
; and similarly they represented p after

the Sem. *puw ‘ mouth ’ (not r, as the Egyptians did after the

Eg. rt or ri ‘mouth’) by the picture of a mouth. In the same
way the sign of a nail or peg was used for w after the Hebr. waw
‘peg’ and that for a cross or mark after the Hebr. taw ‘mark’. 1

Terminations were, of course, disregarded
;
thus the sign for the

Eg. n.t ‘ water ’, in which the final t marked the feminine gender,2

became the Eg. n but served as the prototype of that for the

Phoen. m, whose name was derived from the Sem. *muw and
took the form of the Hebr. mem ‘water’ or ‘waters’, in which
the final m was the mark of the plural number.

Possibly h may be put in this class
;
for it may be suggested

that the sign for being high, which represented a man with

his hands raised high above him and was used with determinative

value before h'i ‘ rejoiced ’ and hi ‘ mourned ’, was the prototype

of h, of which the name was identical with the Hebr. he
’

‘ lo !’. 3

This was an exclamation akin to the Eg. h and i, the Aram, ha ’,

the S.-Arab. (Saf.) h, and the classical Arab, ha ‘ah!’,4 which

supports the suggestion that he ’, too, might have been an ono-

matopoeic monosyllable representing a shout ofjoy or grief. 5

Words, however, consisting solely of one strong and one weak
consonant were extremely rare in the Semitic languages, and

no others probably were available to continue the process. The
inventors of the alphabet were therefore driven to use words of

three consonants, which were the norm in these languages, to

go on with their alphabet. They continued even so to restrict

themselves to the first letters of the words which they chose for

their purpose.

In these cases the scheme of the Egyptian pictographs was
followed in choosing common objects as symbols for the Phoe-

nician letters, again without regard to their word-values or

letter-values, when they had any, in the language whence they

were taken (s. p. 169 fig. 92). The selection was quite arbitrary,

1 Cp. Ezek. ix 4, 6 (s. pp. 88-9). The derived verb is rnnn ‘set a mark’
(Ezek. ix 4).

:
S. p. 158 n. r.

3 Cp. Dussaud Arabes en Syrie 95.
4 Cp. Sethe Gottingen 1917, 444-5.

5 The Eth. hoy as the name for h is similarly akin to the Hebr. hoy ‘ ah !

’

(Eisler Ken. Weihinschr. 112 1
).
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since only a dozen or so signs were wanted out of many hundreds,

and the only guiding principle was the need to choose simply

drawn and easily recognized forms; as such head and eye, ox
and serpent, house and door, and perhaps also certain well-

known weapons, were chosen. In this way the picture of the

human head became, from the Hebr. rtfs' head’, the sign for r

and that of a door, from the Hebr. delet ‘door’, the sign for d.

In the same way the pictures of an ox and an
eye, from the Sem. *’alp ‘ox’ and the Sem.
*'ayn ‘eye’, became the signs respectively jf
for ’ (’alep )and ' (*ayin ), two sounds which
alone have symbols in and of which one is yi
peculiar to the Semitic languages. Jfj

Pictograph and sign did not always corres- Tm
pond. Thus it was not the pictograph for a I

j y
‘house’ (CTI) but rather that for a ‘court- y \

yard’ (HU) that lay behind the sign for b,

named bet after the Sem. *bayt ‘ house ’. carryingArow-sdck
Occasionally the Semitic name for the letter or boomerang,

was equivocal and only a rare or obsolete

meaning recalled the Egyptian hieroglyph on which it was
modelled. Thus the Egyptian hieroglyph for ‘rushes’ is evi-

dently the prototype of the Semitic sign for k, called *kapp
;
this

is rightly explained by the Hebr. kap ‘ palm of the hand ’ and also

‘ branch, frond (of palms)’, 1 but the intended sense is not ‘ hand ’

(as usually supposed) but evidently ‘frond’. 2 Similarly, the

pictograph for mountainous country was the model for s, called

sin after the Hebr. sen ‘tooth; point, peak (of rock)’. 3

Complete or even approximate agreement between form and
name in both languages was rare. The Eg. qmt ‘threw’ and
probably also ‘ throw-stick ’ Q) became the sign forg (1,0), which

was called gimel or gimmel (s. fig. 85) .
4 The form of the word

1 Lev. xxiii 40. The Acc. kappiu)
‘ hand

;
bough’ shows both meanings

to be early (s. p. 184).
1 Cp. Sethe in Gottingen 1917, 445.

3
1 Sam. xiv 4-5, Jb. xxxix 28 ;

cp. post-Bibl. Hebr. ?ndnim ‘ rocks ’ and

the Syr. sndnta ‘ rocky height, mountain ’ from the same root. The hiero-

glyphic c£5 si ‘pool with lotus-plants’ and also s hardly comes into the

question, as it seems to have acquired its consonantal value only at a very

late date. Further, the Egyptian lotus is very rare in Palestine; the white

lotus does not occur and the blue is found only at Ras-ul'ain and Haderah.
The distinction of 27 and 27 by a diacritical point is not original (s. Nestle

in Actes du lXme Congres des Orientalistes 11 62-3).
4 Cp. Hommel ap. Lidzbarski E.S.E. 1 269 and Eisler Ken. Weihinschr.

19 ;
s. Butin ap. Butin & Starr in ‘ S.D.’ 38. The Eg. q might correspond
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with such vowels, however, though confirmed by the Septua-

gint’s is a solecism, as such a vocalization of a Hebrew
wrord is impossible and is due to the fact that its meaning had
already been forgotten by the time of the Greek translation of

the Hebrew Bible
;
the original form survived, however, in the

Eth. garni and was also reflected in the Gk. ya^a, although

these are but meaningless names in the languages preserving

them, while only the Acc. gamlu ‘throw-stick’ preserves its

A. Hand grasping arrows. B. Warriors earning lances.

Fig. 86. Multiple weapons.

proper meaning. 1 Another possible instance of such agreement

may occur in z, whose Semitic name is *zayn, if the form of this

letter is derived from the Egyptian hieroglyph for an ‘arrow’

(-—») used as a determinative sign for an arrow
;
for the Eg. gin

or gw

n

‘arrow’, which seems to have been the original reading

of this hieroglyph, corresponds exactly to the Syr. (Aram.)

zain(a
)
‘arms, weapons’, which gives its name to the letter. At

the same time, its form seems to fluctuate between that of a

single arrow in a vertical position and several held in a horizontal

position (s. fig. 86); it may also originally have been influenced

by the hieroglyphs for a ‘bolt’ (— ), which was used for z, and
by that for a ‘folded cloth’ (P), which was used for s, in the

same way that the sign for l may owe its form to a conflation or

confusion of similar hieroglyphs.

The sign for / may be derived from the Egyptian hieroglyph

used as a determinative sign for a ‘coil of rope’ (^), as certain

Sinaitic signs suggest (if indeed they correspond with either the

Egyptian hieroglyph or the Byblo-Phoenician symbol); but its

Phoenician forms strongly recall the hieroglyphs for a shepherd’s

‘crook’ or a ‘sceptre’ (], J, j), which may have influenced the

choice ofa name for it (s. p. 165 fig. 87 and fig. 88). This is lamed 2

to the Sem. gjj and Eg. i might replace Sem. I as in Eg. b)q ‘ was bright,

clear ’ = Hebr. balag ‘ smiled ’ and Arab, balaja ‘ shone ’ and balija ‘ was gay
’

(Calice Grundl. d. ag.-sem. Wortvergl. 29).
1 So-called as apt to recoil on the thrower (cp, Hebr. bt3i ‘ requited ’) like

has * camel ’ as /xv^atKaKos- (Bochart & Rosenmiiller Hierozoicon 1 5-6)

.

2 There is no objection to postulating two forms, one without and one

with prefixed m (indicating the implement) from the same root, as rekeb

‘ chariotry ’ and then also ‘ chariot ’ and merkab 1 chariot ’ show.
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‘goading’, an abstract noun otherwise unattested, used in the

sense of the concrete Biblical maimed ‘goad ’. 1

The explanation of the names of two other letters has been

found difficult. The Aramaic and Arabic name
for n is nun ‘ fish ’, which is confirmed by the Sep- Phoen. £ X
tuagint’s vow2 and probably reflected in the Gk. (Hebr. V)

vv; but it is objected to this identification that

the sign at no stage of its development resembles

a fish. If then a fish is meant, it must have been
an eel, which is found in Palestine .

3 Its Ethiopic

name, however, is nahas
(;
nahas

)
‘serpent’ which

exactly describes the Egyptian hieroglyph from

which the Bvblo-Phoenician sign seems to have
been derived, and this must have been an early

,

4

^ p
and may well have been the original, name of

t jan nobieman
the letter

;

5 for the Hebr. nahas ‘serpent’ is a holding a staff.

word attested in early literature, and it may
have been replaced by the Aram, nun ‘fish’, as

this has the additional advantage of echoing the

sound of the letter. The Aramaic name for s is

samek ‘support ’, 6 but the sign hardly recalls any
such object, even in the form of the Egyptian
hieroglyph for a ‘head-rest’ (.2:). It may then

perhaps rather be regarded as derived through
the Sinaitic forms (again if these correspond on
either side) from the Egyptian hieroglyph for

the bulti-fish, and this suggestion receives some
support from the fact that the name can then

be easily explained in the light of the Arab.
1 The alternative Aa/3o or Aa/3e§, which occurs occa-

sionally as the name for l (LXX at Ps. cxviii [cxix] 89
and Eusebius Evang. Praep. [474 c] x 5 ; s. Noldeke Beitr.

Z- Sem. Sprachw. 126-8), is only a phonetic variation of

lamed (s. p. 168 n. 1); but the Arab. labadu{n) ‘tangled,

matted wool; felt’ has been invoked somewhat improba-
bly to explain it (Sethe Gottingen 1917, 445).

1
Ps. cxviii [cxix] 105.

0
Fig. 88. Egyp-
tian peasant’s

camel-stick.

3 Cp. Eisler Ken. Weihinschr. in (s. p. 154).
4 There is no such word as nahas or nahas ‘ serpent ’ in the Ethiopic

language, nor is there any corresponding Arabic word, so that the Ethiopians
must have taken over this name from a previous stage of the alphabet (cp.

Lidzbarski E.S.E. 1 132').

5 So the Eth . gaml, of which the Gk. yt/i(e)A (Eusebius Evang. Praep. [474 b,

475 a] x 5) is a weakened form, preserves the true form of the name for

g (s. pp. 163-4).
6
Syr. samkd ‘ prop, support’ (s. p. 184 n. 2).
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samak ‘fish ’. 1 Alternatively, Levy2 may be right in regarding

the sign for s (^) as an augmented form of that for z (b X),

when it will have received its name from the fancied resem-

blance of its shape to a fish with fins. It is hardly possible to

decide which of these two forms of this explanation ought to be

preferred
;
but, if he is right, this letter will belong rather to the

following group of letters.

Thus far, explanations of eighteen letters have been offered,

and four others remain for discussion.

Levy 2 and, apparently independently, Halevy 3 have both

rightly recognized that the Phoenician sign for h (^ H )

,

was deve-

loped as an intensive form of that for h (^, ^), from which it was

distinguished by an additional stroke
;
but this does not exclude

the possibility that its form was influenced by the Egyptian hiero-

glyph for a ‘twisted hank’ which was also used for h ($). They
also plausibly claim the sign for s ([-7., f~r,

hZ_) as developed from

that for z (i, 1), since s was intensive £ in sound .
4 Again, Bauer

and Leander5 convincingly explain the sign for emphatic t (®)
as compounded of that for the simple t (+) enclosed in that for

the guttural '(O); and this explanation suggests that the sign

for the emphatic q (<p) may have been analogously formed by
combining that for the guttural '(O) with that for the simple k

(*).
6

1 Cp. Sethe Gottingen 1917, 446. Hommel (s. Eisler Ken. Weihinsch. 23J
seems first to have suggested the Arab, samak ‘ fish ’, and the objection

that this word does not appear to occur before the classical language is not

serious
;
for the history of many words now known only in the post-Islamic

Arabic language can be traced back to the pre-Christian Semitic vocabulary

(s. Driver in ‘ lv 101-20). Thus Lake Hulah was called by the Greeks

t) L'tpexwvl-n.s Xlp.vrj ‘ the lake of fishes ’ apparently because it contained

various kinds offishes 8ia<bopa 77-pos rovs aAAayoi} yevoLv re kclI ISeav (Josephus

Bell. Jud. in x 7) and tOODT NO’ in the Talmud. This shows that there

was a word cognate with the Arab, samak ‘ fish ’ in presumably an Aramaic
or Hebrew dialect and there might well have been another in the Phoenician

language and even in the earliest forms of West-Semitic speech, if the Ugar.

smk is rightly identified with this word (Virolleaud ap. Gaster in ‘ Iraq ’ iv

1 27**): if so, it was probably in origin a local appellative term describing

fish, in districts where it was plentiful, as the main ‘ support' of life, just

as bread was called the ‘ staff’ of life (Is. iii 1).
2 In Phon. Stud. 1 52.
5 In Mel. d’ Epigr. et d'Arch. Sem. (18741 179.
4 Cp. Sab. y h and f h and Sj h (s. Muller Epigr. Denkm. a. Arab. 16-19

for other South-Semitic examples of such formations!.
5 In Hist. Gr. d. Hebr. Spr. 1 64-5 ;

cp. Grimme in £.A. xx 50-1.
6 As though respectively t' and k' in origin. So the Sab. g s is probably
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The names, however, of these last four signs have hitherto
received no satisfactory interpretation. The name of h is hit

which is modelled on he\ of which the origin has been shown to

be exclamatory, with h in place of h and a deictic or feminine
t added to heighten the effect or bring out the distinction

;
in

Phoen. pz., fV ,
(Hebr. X, f).

Fig. 8g. Full-grown locust.

the same way the name for t is tit, which can be explained as a
modification of taw with a similar t added to it to emphasize
the distinction .

1 Neither name has any meaning, being merely

Phoen.
(J),

tp, (p. Aram. ‘p (Hebr. j?).

A. Monkey on pole B. Monkeys from C. Monkey on tree

on a Syrian seal. Gebal. from Egypt.

Fig. 90. Monkeys in art.

onomatopoeic in origin. Like /, both s and q are uncommon
in early texts, and this suggests that they too may have been late

developments
;
and it agrees with this suggestion that there is no

sign for s, nor indeed for t, in the Egyptian pseudo-alphabet.

Further, like zqy or zai beside zqyin for z, both s and q had re-

spectively saw or sau and qaw or qau as onomatopoeic names

a combination of ^ s and o ' as the Eth. R s is a combination of (1 s and 0
'

(Grimme in Z~A

.

xx 55-7 ;
cp. Hommel Sud-arab. Chrestom. 5).

1
S. p. 158 n. 1. There is thus no need to identify the Hebr. hit with the

Arab, hait ‘cord’ (Eisler Ken. Weihinschr. 43). The Eth. pait for p is

similarly formed on the analogy of tail, in which t for t is due to assimila-

tion to the initial t, (Dillmann & Crichton ‘ Eth. Gramm.’ 18).
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expressing simply the consonants themselves with the vowel or

diphthong necessary to enable the sound to be enounced, 1 if the

jingling saw lasaw and qaw laqaw really mean ‘s by s’ and ‘ q

by q ’ as taught by master to pupil
;
2 but their proper names

were sade and qop. The first, which has hitherto remained

without explanation, may be the absolute (uninflected) form

of the Aram, sadyd ‘cricket, grasshopper’, 3 which the earliest

forms of the sign for fz., *~Z-) resemble tolerably well,

as shown by comparing not only the Egyptian hieroglyph for a

Fig. 91. Egyptian bird-trap.

‘grasshopper’ but also modern pictures of the locust (s. p.

167 fig. 89) .
4 The second has been thought to be the Acc.

quppu ‘ bird-trap’ 5 (s. fig. 91) but is generally supposed to be the

Hebr. qop ‘ monkey ’ which will then have given its name to the

sign for q from its fancied resemblance to a monkey on a pole

or a tree with its tail hanging down (s. p. 167 fig. 90) .
6

The results of this discussion may now be summarized.
In the case of the primary signs, first, there are Egyptian

signs with letter-values corresponding to various Semitic sym-
bols, which, however, have different letter-values

:

= d (Eg. id ‘hand’) for H-jy
(
yod),

where the names are identical;

«= r (Eg. n ‘ mouth ’) for 9 P iP?
‘ m°uth ’)

“ Cp. Eth. law for l, of which the proper name had become unintelligible

(s. p. 165 n. 1).
:
Is. xxviii 10 (s. pp. 89-90).

3 Literally perhaps ‘ clapper ’ from the noise which it makes
; cp. Arab.

sada (\x*) manibus complosit, whence sada ^jl») insecti genus maius locusta,

saltans ac noctu stridens (Freytag) ,Aram . and Syr. sdd(\i^) derisit (Brockelmann).
3 Locusts are fairly often represented in ancient Oriental art, especially

on seals (s. Staples ap. Guy ‘Armageddon’ 49-50, 64-7).
5 Sayce in ‘ P.S.B.A.’ xxxii 220. This word, however, is not known in

the Phoenician or Hebrew languages, while the cognate Syr. qopta and
Arab. quppatun ‘ basket’ hardly give the required sense.

0 The monkey on a pole is a known figure on seals (Frankfort ‘ Cylinder-

Seals ’ xxvie, xlo, xlie). Monkeys appear also frequently in Egyptian
(KlebsRf/. u. Mai. A.R. 32-4, Rel. u. Mai. M.R. 48-9, 89, Rel. u. Mal.N.R.

37), and Phoenician (Dunand Bybl. 1 137/59) art.
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Fig. 92. Comparison of Egyptian and Semitic letters.
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*— n (Eg. n-t ‘ water ’) for y m (mem ‘ water ’),

where the names differ but denote the same objects;

ra h (Eg. h ‘ courtyard ’) for 5 b (bet ‘ house ’),

where again the names differ but denote cognate though
not identical objects.

Second, there were Egyptian signs for common or well-known

objects which, even though they had no letter-values, corre-

sponded in form and meaning to those for various Semitic letters

:

j (Eg. qnv ‘throw-stick’) for -j g (
gimel ‘throw-stick’),

where the name of the objects is the same in both languages

;

j
(Eg. zhn-t ‘ prop ’) for / {warn ‘ peg ’) w

® (Eg. tp ‘ head ’) for 9, (res ‘ head ’) r

(Eg. ir-t ‘ eye ’) for o ('ayin ‘ eye ’) r

j (Eg. Ci
1 door ’) for c3, < (dalet ‘ door ’) d.

a (Eg. ki ‘ ox ’) for K, ^ (’alep ‘ ox ’)

\ (Eg- hni ‘ rushes ’
)
for w (kap ‘ branch, frond ’) k

(Eg. hts-t ‘ hill-country ’) for w (sin ‘ peak ’) s

^ (Eg. wid-t ‘cobra’) for S, ^
1 v ° J (nahas ‘ serpent

-f (Eg. ? ? )
for + (taw ‘ mark ’) t,

1

where the names of the objects (when known) are different

in both languages;

—« (Eg. zin ‘ arrow ’)

’)}
"

? ‘ bolt ’) *

? ‘ folded cloth ’) s

for x, 1 (zqyin ‘ weapon ’) z(Eg-

(Eg-

(Eg. cw-t ‘ crook
’

(Eg. hqi-t ‘ staff’

(Eg. wjs ‘ sceptre ’J

where several similar or cognate Egyptian signs may have
influenced the Phoenician letter.

for V,
l

(lamed ‘ goad ’) /,

Third, an Egyptian sign might exist corresponding to a

Semitic symbol but, as no suitable Semitic word was available,

the name of the letter was based on a pseudo-onomatopoeic
principle, as in :

(Eg. h r
i ‘ rejoiced ’) for ^ (he' ‘ lo ! ’) h.

The secondary signs were formed either by augmenting the

sign for a kindred phoneme, sometimes but not always influenced
1 Cp. Ezek. ix 4, 6 and Jb. xxxi 35.
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by Egyptian models, or by combining the two signs for the

phonemes of which the new phonemes were composed and
giving them names after the objects which they were supposed

to represent or on onomatopoeic principles

:

(
samek ‘ fish ’) enlarged from x z

but influenced by (Eg. blty ‘ fish ’)

B (hit, meaningless) enlarged from 1 h

but influenced by
|
(Eg. h ‘ hank ’) h,

where the name is onomatopoeic and meaningless but given

a pseudo-Semitic form

;

l"L, s (sadi ' grass-hopper ’) enlarged from x z,

where the principle is that of augmentation

;

>\
k

(
kap

)
+ o ' ('ayin

) = (
qop ‘monkey’) q

+ t (taw) + o ' ('ayin
)
= ® (tit, meaningless) t,

where the principle is that ofcombination. These letters are

purely Semitic in origin, and their names are onomatopoeic

or explanations of their forms.

The signs for and the names of the letters as thus explained

are of two classes, according as they are primary or secondary.

The former are those signs which correspond to Egyptian

hieroglyphs and of which the letter-values are reproduced by

the initial letters of their Semitic names
;
the latter are the signs

which are formed by modifying other signs and which are then

called by the names of objects which they are thought to re-

semble or by an onomatopoeic name when no suitable word
suggests itself.

The idea of an alphabet, then, was Egyptian but the form

which it took was Semitic, though often influenced by Egyptian

models.

10. The Greek Alphabet

The Greek alphabet is universally admitted to be ofPhoenician

origin in the sense that the Greeks must have obtained it from

or through Phoenician or Syrian trading centres, whatever its

ultimate origin may have been. This is the burden of ancient

legend; 1 and the forms and names of the letters and even their

order in the alphabet combine to confirm this derivation. The
time of its acquisition and adoption by the Greeks, however, is a

much vexed question, and various dates have been proposed : for

example, the eleventh (Larfeld), the tenth (Kenyon, Szanto),

1
S. pp. 128-9.
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the tenth or ninth (Beloch), centuries, and many intervening

epochs. The latest writers on the subject advocate extreme

dates, Ullmann 1 the twelfth or eleventh century and Carpenter 2

c. 700 B.C.

Some light will perhaps be thrown on the problem if the

earliest Greek alphabets are compared letter by letter to see

which of the Semitic alphabets they resemble (s. p. 174 fig. 93)
3

:

A : Attic and Theran A resemble X at Gezer with the cross-

stroke traversing the two V-strokes (not merely touching

the point where they meet, as in the Byblian inscriptions)

;

B : Theran B with a looped bottom (or rather top) resembles

the early Byblian B with the bottom curved (not straight

as in subsequent forms);

r

:

Greek F has nothing noteworthy

;

A : Greek A resembles the T ofElibaal and the Moabite Stone

in having its right leg of the same length as its left leg (not

prolonged, as usually elsewhere) and its sides like Elibaal’s

and the Cypriote 3 (not rounded, as those of Ahiram and
Yehimilk and often thereafter);

E: Theran and Melian E resemble Ahiram’s H with the

vertical stroke reaching only to the horizontal upper and
lower horizontal strokes (not running beyond them above

or most often below as in subsequent forms);

F : Greek digamma is peculiar in having the head facing side-

ways to a marked degree, perhaps to differentiate it from

Y, since both are derived from the same Phoenician proto-

type;

Z

:

Attic and Cretan Z come most close to Ahiram’s T with

both cross-strokes extremely short (not so long as to exceed

the length of the upright strokes, as often in subsequent

scripts);

H : Attic, Theran and Cretan, H resembles the H of Ahiram,
of the Lebanese arrow-head, and of Gezer, with the upright

strokes reaching only to the upper and lower cross-strokes

(not extended beyond them as in many Byblian forms and
usually thereafter);

0 : Greek 0 is, like the C? of Ahiram and at Nora, round (not

oblong, as on the Cypriote bowl);

‘ In ‘ A.J.A.’ xxxvm 359-81. • Ibid, xxxvii 8-29 and xlii 58-69.
5 S. p. 1 75. Only Phoenician and Hebrew engraved inscriptions are taken

for the purpose of the present comparison
;
the Aramaic alphabet tends to

develop its own peculiarities (s. p. 119 n. 2), while the brush soon gives

a cursive form to the letters, whichever the language may be.
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I: Theran I like Abibaal’s ^ has its top flat (not rounded,
like most other forms), while the Greek form generally is

peculiar in having no cross-bar;

K: Greek K generally corresponds with the ft,
“J
from Gezer

onwards in having the right stroke prolonged like a tail

(not equal to the left stroke as in all Byblian and Lebanese
forms)

;

A : GreekA resembles the *7 of the late Byblian and Lebanese
inscriptions and of that from Gezer in being pointed (not

rounded, as from Zinjirlu generally onwards);

M: Early Greek M resembles the ft, 0 from Zinjirlu onwards
in having the upper strokes at a sharp angle to the lower

stroke (not running in a continuous line with it as in all

preceding forms);

N: Greek N is like the Byblian and Lebanese I,
j
in having

the outer strokes more or less equal (not unequal, with one

prolonged into a tail as from Zinjirlu onwards);

3 : Theran and Melian and also Corinthian 3 are identical

with the Phoenician D down to that on the Cypriote bowl,

having the upright stroke running through the transverse

strokes (not stopping short of them as at Arslan Tash and
Ur);

0: Greek O as compared with the Phoenician S7 shows no
peculiarities;

II: Theran and Cretan and occasionally Attic 77 follow the

D, of Yehimilk, found also at Gezer and Zinjirlu, in

having the top rounded (not pointed as in the Lebanon);

Theran and Cretan san is most like the Byblian and
Moabite S, y with the outer strokes of equal length (not

with one elongated into a tail as from Zinjirlu onwards);

V : Attic, Theran and Cretan, ? is that of Gezer and Zinjirlu,

with its head rounded (not curved inwards at the top like

that of Yehimilk nor crossed like that on the Cypriote

bowl); 1

P

:

Greek P has nothing significant for the purpose of com-
parison

;

E: Greek E generally resembles the Byblian and Lebanese

W and that of Gezer in having the two angles wide (not

narrow as at Zinjirlu and to a certain extent on the Cypriote

bowl)

;

T

:

Greek T like Ahiram’s D is upright (not standing cross-

wise like that of Yehimilk nor slantwise as at Zinjirlu and
1 The form with an open head at Arslan Tash is Aramaic (s. pp. 1 19-20).
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Fig. 93. Early Greek alphabets.
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Gezer), but it never has the upright bar pass through the

cross-bar as in all Phoenician forms.

Y : Greek Y resembles most closely the 1 at Zinjirlu in having

the head pointed or ^-shaped (not rounded or ^-shaped like

the Byblian and Lebanese forms).

The resemblances between the Phoenician or Hebrew and
the Greek alphabets revealed by this examination may be set

out in the following table

:

c. 1500-1000 (?)
JL _ C. IOOO (?) c. 900 c. 850 725-

700 B.C.

Ahi-
ram

Yejii-

milk
Nabat- ^
- , • (jezer
lyah

Abi-
baal

Eli-

baal

Zinjir-

lu
Moab Cyprus

N X A
3 X X X B

3 X ... X r

X . .

.

A
n X E

Y
T X ... . .

.

Z

n X X H

D X 0
1

X X K

V X X X A
!3,D X X M

M . .

.

X X N

D X X X X X X —
S? X X X X X X X X X 0

B.n X x ... X n
X X X A

? X X X ... ?
*1 X X X X X X X X P

V X X X X X X X £
n X X T

X X F

Such comparisons, however, must be taken with considerable

caution in matters of detail in view of the extreme paucity ol

texts hitherto available on both sides. In fact, only six Phoenician

inscriptions are as yet known for a period of three hundred
years, an average of two to every century

;
the number of Greek

inscriptions available for comparison is considerably greater

but they are spread over an immeasurably larger field in which
local peculiarities play a considerable part. Further, the whole
alphabet is often not represented in any given inscription, and
indeed several letters in both alphabets are of quite rare

occurrence.
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Yet, with this caution in mind, some attempt at defining the

period at which the Phoenician alphabet may be held to have
made its way by the islands into Greece must and can be made.
The most numerous contacts of the Greek alphabet are with

that of Ahiram, while there are many with the inscriptions

from Gezer to Zinjirlu and even with the Moabite stone, after

which the two scripts begin clearly to diverge. The extreme

dates therefore are c. 1200-1000 b.c. (according to the date

assigned to Ahiram) 1 and 850 b.c. Certain letters, whose forms

are crucial for this inquiry, however, certainly allow these limits

to be considerably reduced. On the one hand, the Phoenician "T

has no tail before the inscription from Zinjirlu (c. 850 b.c.) on
which one makes its first appearance; consequently the Greek
A

,
which never has a tail, is likely to have been borrowed

before that date. 2 On the other hand, the Phoenician D, *]

first acquires a tail on the same inscription; it never has one
before and always has one after it, so that the Greek K will

probably have been borrowed after that date. In other words,

both A and K must have been borrowed very close to 850 b.c.,

the former hardly after and the latter hardly before that date.

So, too, the gradual curving of the tail of B and the gradual

straightening of that ofM tell the same tale. Neither terminus

a quo nor terminus ad quem, how'ever, is absolute. Old forms

may not become obsolete everywhere at the same time or may
have remained in use long after the latest known instance of

their occurrence
;
or again, new forms may have come into use

long before the earliest example so far discovered. The evidence

therefore hardly goes beyond suggesting that the Greek alphabet

must have been based on forms of the Phoenician letters current

about the middle ofthe ninth century b.c. (s. pp. 1 92-3 figs. 96-7)

.

Such a date agrees reasonably well wfith the archaeological

and historical evidence. The second millennium b.c. shows

little if any trace of Phoenician penetration into Aegean lands,

and indeed there seems to have been little Phoenician coloni-

zation in them before the eighth century b.c.; scarcely any
distinctively Phoenician objects have been found on any Aegean
site before that date.

3

1

S. p. 105.
: Similarly, this sign has no tail on the Hebrew calendar from Gezer

(c. 1000 b.c.) but one on the inscription in the Pool ofSiloam (c. 700 b.c.).

The tail disappears momentarily from the Phoenician "7 on the Cypriote

bowl (c. 725-700 b.c. ), but this is too late to affect the discussion (s. p. 107;.
5 Although the presence of Phoenicians in the West cannot be proved
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The earliest period to which written documents in Greece
can be assigned is the eighth century b.c. Homer’s poems will

probably have been orally transmitted in the form of lays for

some time before being written down, and the works of Hesiod,

who is assigned, though somewhat tentatively, to the same
century, may be the first literary compositions to have been
immediately committed to writing. This, however, is conjecture

of which there is no confirmation, and it does not prove the

Greeks to have been generally acquainted with writing in this

century. That Lycurgus of Sparta c. 800 b.c. was traditionally

reported not to have written down his laws has little evidential

value either way, as law was often handed down by word of

mouth for many generations; Rome had only unwritten laws

for several centuries after the introduction ofwriting, as proved
by inscriptions, and before the promulgation of the Twelve
Tables. On the other hand, both Zaleucus at Locri c. 675 b.c.

and Draco at Athens c. 625 b.c. had their laws written down,
thus attesting the use of writing for official purposes in the

seventh century b.c.

These facts tally with the evidence of the earliest inscriptions,

which may be approximately dated thus

:

Athens (Hymettus, Dipylon)

b.c.

750-600
Argolis 700-600
Corinth ....... 675-600
Rhodes, Colophon, Teos .... . c. 650
Crete ....... • 650-600
Thera ....... 625-600
Miletus ....... 600-550
Samos, Syphnos, Melos, Ceos, Sparta . 600-500

Naucratis (Abu Simbel) .... • c. 590
Argos . 575_55°
Naxos ....... 525-475

The earliest possible date for inscriptions therefore appears to

be the middle of the eighth century b.c. Other facts are

approximately in harmony with this conclusion. The Olympic
lists begin with 776 b.c., but their accuracy before the sixth

century is disputed, and it is not known when oral tradition

may have given place to written record, possibly not till a

century after their commencement; and the lists of Athenian

before the 8th~7th centuries b.c., this is only a negative conclusion; their

influence may well have reached some of the Mediterranean islands before
this, possibly so far back as the 1 ith century b.c. (Albright in ‘B.A.S.O.R.'
Lxxxni 20- 1).

N
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archons begin with 683 b.c. These points suggest that, although

odd words or brief texts were put privately on vases and so on

in the eighth century, writing was not developed enough for

public inscriptions much before the seventh century b.c.

In conclusion, then, if the Greeks borrowed the alphabet not

long before or in the middle of the ninth century B.c., the

following two centuries would be a period of adaptation and
experiment

;
during this time the changes necessary to convert

it from use with the Phoenician to use with the Greek language

would occur and enough enterprising persons, merchants and
artists, and the like, would familiarize themselves with the new
invention to carry it across the islands to the mainland of

Greece
;
and by the middle of the seventh century it would be

sufficiently well known to be suitable for public purposes. An
artist may sign a work ofart or a merchant may keep his accounts

by methods known only to himself, but public notices which

no one but the draughtsman can understand are inconceivable
;

private invention and experiment normally precede the public

adoption of a novelty, and time must be allowed for both these

factors as well as for the slow tempo of ancient life and travel

in the development of the alphabet.

The Greeks, when they took over the Semitic alphabet, at

the same time adapted it to the needs of an Indo-European

language and so made it to all intents and purposes universal.

In the Semitic languages the fundamental element in the root

of a word is the consonants, while the vowels are accidental

;

they are, of course, essential to its pronunciation but they serve

merely to modify its basic sense : for instance, while the idea of

killing was inherent in q-t-l as the root, the distinction between

qatal(a)
‘ he killed ’ and qutil(a)

‘ he was killed ’ was shown only by

the changed vocalization. Every consonant was thus followed

by a vowel and this might in certain circumstances even fall

away. Consequently, the Semites could write only the conso-

nants and leave the reader to supply the vowels as the context

and his own sense suggested. In the Greek language the vowels

were of equal value with the consonants and had therefore to

be represented in the written word ;
words consisting entirely or

almost entirely of vowels could not in fact have been written in

any Semitic script.

The Greeks, however, found certain symbols in the Phoenician

alphabet representing sounds which they did not possess. These

were the glottal
’

alep (X) and he' (H), the pharyngeal hit (11) and
'ayin

(
3) ,

and the so-called half-vowels waw (1) andyod lp) . They
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therefore took the symbols for ’alep and he’ for the vowels which
seemed to their ears to begin these words, namely A and E, dis-

regarding the initial sounds (’ and h ) . They similarly took hit for

H, since that sound immediately followed the discarded initial

sound
(
h). They then took the half-vowrels or half-consonants vuaw

(w or u) a.x\dyod (y or i) for respectively Y and I, to whose sounds

as half-vow7els they were most closely akin. Finally, they took

the pharyngeal 'ayin as the last unwanted consonant for 0, partly

because O was the only vowel still unrepresented and partly be-

cause the Semitic ' showed a preference for the 0-sound .
1 The

augmentation of the sign for 0 or o (short 0
)
to produce Q or

(long 0
)
wasan inner-Greek development "which had no connexion

with any Phoenician letter.

Two of these Phoenician letters served also other purposes.

First, the Phoenician waw
,
besides supplying the symbol for Y,

supplied also that for F (digamma), which represented its original

and proper sound; but this letter, like M
(
san

)

and ? (
koppa),

z

became obsolete at a very early date. Second, the Phoenician

het, which represented a hard h (pronounced like the Scotch ch )

,

was broken up into t or L (') to serve as the rough breathing

indicating the presence of an ^-sound and H or J (’) to serve

as the smooth breathing indicating the absence of any /z-sound.

Thus the Greeks created the first true alphabet in which both

vowels and consonants were represented by distinct signs
;
they

added, indeed, three other double consonants (0, X, XF), but

these like the long vowels (H, Q) were ultimately found super-

fluous and disappeared from the derived alphabets. Other
peoples have subsequently revived certain of the old letters or

have introduced new letters, but the alphabet of the civilized

world is still substantially the Greek alphabet as adapted from
its Semitic prototype.

11. The Order of the Letters of the Alphabet

The order of the letters of the Phoenician alphabet, which is

substantially the same as that of the Greek alphabet, is a problem
that requires some discussion; for, while it is in itself firmly

established on trustworthy evidence, the reasons for it are by no
means clear and have been keenly disputed.

The Babylonian and Assyrian scribes seem to have established

a conventional order for the arrangement of their signs. Thus
1 Bauer Urspr. d. Alph. 41.
1 These three signs survived only with numerical values (f = 6, M = 900,

? = 90) ;
but the identity of M with A is not certain.
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Thureau-Dangin 1 has shown that the order of the vowels was
u-a-i-e, for which the reason remains obscure. Peiser, 2 too, has

examined lists containing some 400 signs and by considering

overlapping passages has succeeded in reconstituting the order

of 200 of them as regularly followed by the scribes; but he

admits that the grounds on which this is based have eluded him
and is content to suggest that it may have rested on graphic

and phonetic principles, in other words now on the forms of

the signs and now on the sounds represented by them. Finally,

Zimmern, 3 subjecting this list of 200 signs to examination, has

remarked on the curious fact that eight or nine of the Sumerian
signs, when translated into Accadian words, are not only identi-

cal with the names of letters of the Phoenician alphabet but also

stand in an order relatively identical with, though distributed into

two groups in inverse order to, that of the Phoenician letters.

These words may be set out in the following list, in which the

Accadian terms are given in the left column and the Phoenician

names are set against them in the right column, each accom-

panied by the number signifying its place in the list or alphabet

as the case may be and its meaning

:

( 1 )
mu ‘ water ’ ( ( 1 )

’alep ‘ ox ’

( 1 7) mnu ‘ fish ’ (2 )
bit

1 house ’

(42) enu ‘eye’ (4) dalet ‘ door ’

(51) fid ‘ mouth ’ (10) yod ‘ hand’

(52) risu ‘ head ’ (11) kafi
‘ palm of hand

;

(105) alpu‘ ox’ bough’

(

idu ‘ hand ’ 4 ( ( 1 3) mem ‘ water ’

kappu ‘ palm of hand
; (14) nun ‘fish’

bough ’ 4
< ( 1 6) 'ayin * eye

’

(147) bitu
i house’

|
(17) fie'

‘ mouth ’

(153) daltu ‘ door ’ \ (20) res ‘ head ’

The author of this scheme then claims that it is only necessary

to put mu-resu after alpu-daltu in the Accadian list in order to

obtain correspondence with the Phoenician list. This inver-

sion of the two parts of the Accadian list, however, constitutes

a great difficulty in the way of accepting the scheme
;
and the

fact that idu or kappu (whichever reading is chosen) has to

be omitted to obtain such correspondence as it has finally

destroys its value. What coincidence of order there is can only

be fortuitous. 3 The only possible conclusion is that the Accadian
1 In R.A. xxxn 100.

1 In Z-

A

. 1 95-125. 3 In £.D.M.G

.

l 667-70.
4 Sum. A or ID = Acc. idu and kappu (Howardy C. C. 600-1 311 13, 17).

5 There are also words omitted, such as gamlu ‘throw-stick’ and zanu

‘ornament, equipment’, possibly because they are represented by com-
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list has no connexion with the Phoenician alphabet, strange

as the coincidence may appear; but truth may be stranger

than fiction. 1 In fact, it would be more surprising if there was
any connexion between the two lists, since the inventors of the

Phoenician alphabet were otherwise quite unaffected by the

Sumero-Accadian syllabary.

The order of the Phoenician alphabet is attested by the

evidence of the Hebrew scriptures and confirmed by external

authority. The earliest evidence here is fragmentary; it is

the series s(X)-q(p) in the schoolmaster’s repetition, if that is

rightly so interpreted, 2 and the series ’(X)—A(3)-g(l)-rf(*T)—h(Tl)

on the step at Lachish. 3 The order of the whole alphabet is

assured primarily by various acrostic passages in the Old
Testament, although some of these in their present form are

corrupt or incomplete 4 and several of them agree in putting

/(D) before '(57), 5 even though this controverts the Greek
evidence. The Greek alphabet, too, which provides secondary

evidence, shows substantially the same order as the Hebrew.
Finally, it agrees with the late numerical values of the letters.

The Arabic order partly agrees and partly disagrees with the

Hebrew, while the Ethiopic is entirely different.

The most fantastic reasons for the order of the letters have
been suggested based, for example, on astral or lunar theories,

even to the extent of using South-Semitic meanings of cognate

words to explain the North-Semitic names. 6 Another method
has been to seek for mnemonic words which the successive

letters when combined into words may spell out; thus ’(X)-

bC2)-g{})-d(l) can be made to spell ’(a)£(3X)—g(a)</(“Tl) ‘father-

grandfather’, and a similar series of common and easily re-

membered words, now lost, is supposed to have underlain the

order of the remaining letters. 7 The idea, however, is open to

pound ideograms, while the list in question contains only simple ones, and
sinnu ‘ tooth ’, obviously because it is represented by the same ideogram as

pu ‘ mouth in the Sumerian vocabulary.
1

S. p. 208. 4
S. pp. 89-90. 3 S. pp. 116-17.

4 Nah. i 2-14, Pss. ix-x (s. pp. 200-6), xxv, xxxiv, xxxvii, cxi, cxii, cxix,

cxlv, Lam. i-iv, Prov. xxxi 10-31, J. b. Sir. li 13-29.
5 Ps. x 7-8, Lam. ii 16-17, iii 46-51, iv 16-17; CP- Prov. xxxi 25-6

(LXX),J.b. Sir. li 23-5.
b The attempt to explain the order of the North-Semitic alphabet by

astronomy is particularly absurd, since both Hebrews and Phoenicians

seem to have had singularly little interest in it as compared with the

Babylonians, who laid its foundations as an exact science.

7 Such attempts go back to early Christian writers (Eusebius Evang.

Praep. [474 b-d] x 5).
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several objections. First, the theory, ifpursued to its logical end,

is liable to produce a succession of consonants that imply words

of a form impossible in any Semitic language or, if possible, of

unknown meaning
;
and in fact no such attempt has yet been car-

ried beyond the first half-dozen letters of any Semitic alphabet.

Second, even the mnemonic device for the first four letters just

mentioned does some violence to the language; for, while *’ab
‘ father ’ is a North- as well as a South-Semitic word, as attested

in extant literature *gad ‘ grandfather ’ is an exclusively South-

Semitic word; as such it would be unlikely to have figured in

a North-Semitic mnemonic tag, whose purpose would have

been defeated by an unfamiliar or unknown word. Third, the

theory implies that the nomenclature ofthe letters preceded their

arrangement in order, and thiswas very possibly what happened;
but the mnemonic sentences, on which that order is supposed

to be based, are so absurd that there is great difficulty in

supposing that anyone could have invented them and then have

proceeded to take them as determining the order of the letters .
1

Peiser’s tentative explanation of the order of the signs in the

Accadian syllabaries may or may not be right as applied to

them, but it suggests principles which may be applied to the

Phoenician alphabet .
2 On such a scheme the alphabet falls into

three groups. The first consists of four plosive, the first un-

voiced and the other three voiced, (’, b, g ,
d), followed by four

fricative
(
h

,
w, z, h) sounds, and in this last group h and w are

further connected by kinship ofusage
;

3 and these two sub-groups
1 The final reduclio ad absurdum of the theory appears in its application

to the Ethiopic alphabet. Its opening letters are h-l-h-m-s-r which have

been combined and read as h(a)-l(e)h(e)m r( e’«)r ‘the bread (is) flesh’

(Bauer in Z-D.M.G. lxvii 501-2) or ‘ the fish (is) an omen’ (Bartels ibid.

lxix 52-8), which is supposed to have been the mnemonic sentence re-

sponsible for their order. These, however, are all Hebrew or Arabic words,

including the definite article, which finds no place in the Ethiopic language,

while sr is a solecism for s'r ; and no reasons are offered to explain why
the Ethiopians made ’alf the thirteenth letter instead of the sixth letter in

their alphabet, when it could have taken its proper place in /’», nor indeed

why they used a foreign language to establish the order of their own
alphabet! 3 Cp. Taylor ‘Alphabet’ 1 192-5.

3 For example, the pronominal suffix of the singular third person is written

-oh (H) in pre-classical but -6 (1) in classical texts; the usage of these two

letters must have fluctuated in the archaic period (Bauer & Leander Hist.

Gr. d. Hebr. Spr. 1 65). Further, Aramaic often has h where Hebrew has

w, as in Aram. b ehet (Jiru) = Hebr. bos (EH3) ‘ he was ashamed’ (Brockelmann

G.V.G.S.S. 1 52-3). It is further worthy of notice that the Moab. w (Y)

seems to have given its form to the S.-Sem. h (y), which again suggests an
affinity between these letters (Lidzbarski E.S.E. in 39).
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Link Sign Name Meaning Link

K ’

alep
1

‘ox’

bet ‘ house ’

>nature of sound
gtmel ‘ throw-stick

’

0 ddlet ‘ door ’
t

( 3 hf 1

‘lo!’ ,

usage •

ty udw ‘peg’

^•nature of sound

X zqyin

'

‘ weapon

’

sound of name and het ‘h’

nature of sign
1 © tet ‘t’

1

1 yod1 ‘ hand

’

meaning ofname -

i

V' kap ‘ palm of hand ’

[ c lamed ‘ goad ’
'

n mem ‘ water ’

^nature of sound

1
|

nun
1

‘fish’

meaning ofname
i \nahds j

‘ serpent ’ 1

'F samek ‘fish’

nature of sound

meaning ofname
]

O
?

'ayin ‘ eye
’

1

pe ‘mouth’

sound of name and
j

n saw'sade ‘ cricket ’

]

meaning ofname
form of sign

j 9 qawlqop ‘monkey’
J

<5 red ‘ head ’ 1

meaning ofname
j

7

.
vV sin

1

‘ tooth
’

-nature of sound

-f- taif ‘ mark ’ ^

' Connected as glottal sounds.
2 Connected as fricative sounds.

Fig. 94. Factors determining the order of the letters of the'alphabet.
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are linked by beginning with phonetically similar sounds, since
5 and h are both glottal sounds, although the manner of articu-

lation is different. Then h {hit) is followed by t (tet), inserted

here because of the assonance of their names; further, their

juxtaposition is re-inforced by the fact that both are secondary

or compound signs. As then the first group terminates (apart

from the inserted /) with fricative sounds, so the fricative begins

the second group. This is arranged in four overlapping sub-

groups. In the first the fricative y, which is at the same time a

liquid sound, is naturally connected with the liquid l-m-n, but

the sequence is interrupted by k, inserted here because the

names of y (
yod

)
and k

(
kap

)

are similar in meaning, since

the former denotes ' hand ’ and the latter denotes or may denote

‘palm of hand ’, 1 which l {lamed.) ‘goad’ follows as denoting an
instrument held in the hand

;
in the third l-m-n are all sonants

;

in the fourth m
(
mem)-n {nun)-s

(
samek

)
are brought together

on the score of meaning, the first denoting ‘water’ and the

second two ‘fish
’ 2 which live in that element. Again, as the

last sub-group ends with the fricative s, so the fricative ' opens

the next group. This begins with ' ('ayin

)

and p {
pe ’), meaning

respectively ‘ eye ’ and ‘ mouth ’ and therefore put together as

describing organs of the body; but these letters also represent

respectively a fricative and a plosive sound and are naturally

followed by two other letters representing respectively a fricative

and a plosive sound, namely s {saw) and q (
qaw), which seem

originally to have had assonant names and subsequently to

have acquired other names possibly with kindred meanings
,
3

and further are both compound signs for which there is no other

obvious place. These are followed by the only alveolar sounds

in the old alphabet, namely r {res) and s {sin), and their juxta-

position may have been aided by the meaning of their names,
since the first denotes ‘ head ’ and the other may for this

purpose have been explained as ‘tooth’, whatever it may
originally have denoted .

4 Finally t is added at the end as

having some affinity with s, whose place it takes in certain

circumstances in the Aramaic dialects. Possibly, too, the forms
1 See p. 163.
' Incidentally, if samek means ‘support’ (s. pp. 165-6), its position at the

end of the middle group is not easily explained.
3 S. pp. 166-7. The alternative order of S-S-S-p (s. p. 179) may have

been due to doubt regarding the order of the fricative -plosive-fricative-

plosive or plosive-fricative-fricative-plosive sounds. So 5? originally pre-

ceded tP (Nestle Actes du XIme Congres des Orientalistes iv 1 13-16).
4 S. p. 163.
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of the letters have contributed something to their order: for

example, the signs forjy and k
,
those for m and n and for ' and

p, respectively have certain resemblances which may have

suggested or confirmed their juxtaposition (s. p. 183 fig. 94).
1

It is then submitted that this explanation of the arrangement

of the alphabet, even if it is fanciful in parts, is not so wholly

fantastic as those based on celestial theories; at the same time

it is in harmony with Semitic modes of thought, since similar

principles can be shown to be at work in other parts of the

Semitic world. Thus, as Lidzbarski 2 has shown, three distinct

mnemonic principles have played a part in the ordering of the

signs in the native Accadian syllabary commonly called Syllabar

A : signs ofsimilar shape (»—TY^, HffT*;

flk or with similar syllable-values (li, la; zu, za;

nu, na; ma, mu) or with similar word-values (emu ‘eye’, pu
‘ mouth ’, resu

‘ head ’, libbu ‘ heart abu ‘ father ’, ummu ‘ mother ’)

are grouped together. In the Arabic alphabet the shape of the

signs is the dominant factor, as in o o
(
b-t-t), r £- (

j-h—h

)

and ^ i j j (d-d-r-z); sometimes shape and/or phonetic value both

operate, as in^ ^ j* W U
(
s-s-s-d-t-tjd

)

and J dJ (f-q-k);
3

and similarity of use also plays its part, as in » (.h-w-y)
.
4 In

the Ethiopic alphabet shape accounts for the order of U A /h 00

lU (h-l-h-m-s

)

and •*! \ A H (h-n--k) and G) O
(
w-

)
and phonetic

value accounts for that of <4 T (f-p)

,

while a combination of

phonetic value and assonance of name determines the order of

(\\ ft R 0 (
t-p-s-d), since the first two and the last are plosive

and the first and the last two are alveolar sounds. 5 It may
be added that the reason why the meanings of the names are

not factors is that they have been corrupted or lost in the

Arabic alphabet and that few traces of them remain in the

Ethiopic alphabet. The value of these comparisons, however,

lies in utilizing them not as proof of a theory but as showing

that that theory is within the bounds of human possibility.

12. The Time and Place of the Invention of the Alphabet

An attempt must now be made to find answers to the two

questions of the time and place of the invention of the alphabet.
1

Cp. Kautzsch & Cowley ‘Hebr. Gr.’ 29-30.
1 In E.S.E. 1 135-6.
3 Cp. Petrie ‘ The Formation of the Alphabet ’ 20.

4 Cp. Schwarz in Z-D.M.G. lxix 59-62; s. Jensen Gesch. d. Schr. 131.

5 Cp. Noldeke Beitr. z- Sein. Sprachw. 13

1

5
. The form is a late factor in

determining the order of the letters.
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In this connexion Sethe 1 has drawn attention to the following

points and reaches certain tentative conclusions. He argues

that the earliest Bvblian inscriptions show a fully developed

system of writing requiring very little improvement to meet

future needs, and that it has undergone no essential modification

in subsequent centuries, at any rate as applied to a Semitic

speech. These inscriptions are so written that the signs follow

one another in logical order and in regular lines, and the words

are separated by a dividing mark 2 such as Accadian scribes

very rarely 3 and Egyptian scribes never employed. So advanced

a stage of writing demands a long period of evolution and
development

;
the script cannot have sprung from its inventor’s

head so perfect an instrument of expression as it is found to be

already in the twelfth century b.c. or thereabouts. Its inventor

or inventors, moreover, had no particular or practical acquain-

tance with the Babylonian system, although that was known in

Syria and Palestine from c. 2750 b.c. till 550 b.c. and was in

full use, though probably only in strictly limited circles, in

these countries in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries B.c.

These facts put back its invention before c. 1 500 b.c. Albright, 4

indeed, argues that the Phoenician alphabet must have been

posterior to the reduction of the North-Semitic sounds to

twenty-two, since the additional sounds are still distinguished

in the Egyptian phonetic transliterations offoreign words in texts

of the XVIIIth dynasty (c. 1500-1400 b .c .);
3 but the argu-

ment is without force, since the Phoenicians, unlike the Arabs,

1 In Gottingen 1916, 55-60 and 1917, 467-8.
1 The earliest Phoenician inscriptions from Gebal, except that of

Abibaal, have the words divided by a stroke, while that from Zinjirlu uses

points for this purpose. The Hebrew Calendar of Gezer has some strokes

in the first two lines but then drops them
;
the Samaritan ostraca and the

inscription from Siloam regularly use points, while the ostraca from Lachish

fluctuate in their use of them. The early Aramaic inscription from Arslan

Tash and those from Zinjirlu have points, that from Buraij has occasional

points and that from Hamath has strokes, while that from Sujin does not

indicate the division of the words. The Moabite Stone is unique in

separating both words and clauses, the former with points and the latter

with strokes. Inscriptions and papyri of the Persian period introduce the

custom of leaving a space between the words.
3 S. pp. 42-43. 3 In ‘ J.P.O.S.’ vi 81-4.
5 The South-Semitic alphabets distinguish ^[h) and j- (.h )

,

^(') and
^Jgj,

o fJ) and it). 3 (dj and j (d). J, (/) and b (t:d), ^ (s) and ja (d). The

LXX recognizes some of these distinctions in the Greek transliteration of

Hebrew words, thus showing that the Hebrews still made them in speech

although they did not feel the need of indicating them in the script.
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may have thought the distinctions not clear or important

enough to require recognition in the written language. 1 The
date therefore of the invention of the alphabet must have been

well before 1500 b.c., but that it antedates the Sinaitic inscrip-

tions (c. 1850-1500 b.c.) cannot be proved but is possible.

The same fact, that the inventors show no knowledge of the

Sumero-Babylonian system, suggests that the locality of their

invention must be sought outside Canaan, in some place where

Babylonian influence cannot have been felt; for the lands in

which Canaanite dialects were spoken were from c. 2500 to

1250 b.c. strongly influenced by Babylonian culture. At the

same time the Phoenician alphabet shows marked traces of

Egyptian influence
;

it cannot, however, have been invented on

Egyptian soil, where it would have been stifled at birth or if

born have made no progress against the dead-weight ofEgyptian

tradition, already of hoary antiquity and in the hands of a

powerful priesthood. The place therefore where the Byblo-

Phoenician alphabet was invented was in all probability some-

where not only outside Canaan and beyond the wide range of

Babylonian influence but also outside Egypt and out of danger

from Egyptian vested interests; the obvious place would be a

district in the immediate neighbourhood of Egypt occupied by

a Semitic people preferably of Canaanite stock. In the same

way the period would be one when there was a culturally

advanced Semitic race or tribe in such a district and when the

rulers of Egypt were well-disposed towards Semitic settlers on

their borders, even if they were not actually of Semitic stock.

Some of Sethe’s arguments, indeed, have weight, but others

are disputable
;
and the weakest link in the chain is the disregard

of the distinction between the pictographic and linear forms of

the North-West Semitic scripts. Consequently Obermarm 2 is

clearly on the right track when he argues that, just as there are

four or, if the Ethiopic script is included, five types of South-

Semitic script preceding the final Arabic script, so there may
well have been several North-Semitic types preceding the historic

Phoenician type; accordingly he derives the Phoenician form

of the North-Semitic group from a proto-Semitic complex set

in a wider rather than a narrower context. He sees this pre-

Phoenician script as the parent of four distinct types of scripts,

that of Shechem and Lachish, the Ugaritic and Phoenician,

and the Graeco-Italic scripts. In theory, in so far as it concerns

1

Several pairs of sounds (t-t, d-d,, t-f, r-g
)
are not distinguished in the

Ethiopic alphabet or apparently language. ' In‘P.A.O.S. 1x2-3.43-4.
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the first three types, this may be accepted as a reasonable hypo-
thesis

; but the inclusion of the third and fourth types is open
to the objection that there is considerable evidence of a direct

connexion between the Phoenician and the Greek alphabets at

a very different epoch, namely the ninth century b.c. 1

Bea, 2 approaching the problem from the same point of view,

tries to press the argument farther home. He argues that, while

the proto-Sinaitic script was certainly earlier than those of

Shechem and Lachish, all three are interconnected; for what
was the source ofthese two later scripts, if they were independent
of the Sinaitic script ? But they evidently owed their linear form
to the Byblian inscriptions, since there was nowhere else whence
it could be derived. Two distinct types ofscript, the pictographic

Sinaitic and a non-Sinaitic linear script, therefore, must already
have existed side by side. The South-Semitic scripts, however,
although they show clearly Sinaitic traits, exhibit also non-
Sinaitic peculiarities

;
obviously therefore these and the North-

Semitic scripts, which, though demonstrably pictographic in

origin, are clearly linear in their earliest known form, have a
common element which did not lie in the Sinaitic system. Again,
the North-Semitic system was clearly known to the inventor of
the Ugaritic script. On the one hand, his use of clay and wedge-
shaped signs, often strongly recalling those of the Sumero-Acca-
dian syllabary, as well as three separate signs for

’

alep according
to the accompanying vowel (a, e or i, u) proves his acquaintance
with the East-Semitic system

;

3 on the other hand, his simplifica-

tion of it by otherwise employing only signs representing con-

sonantswithout inherent vowels and his development of a number
of signs closely resembling those of the West-Semitic alphabet
equally proves his acquaintance with that system . This argument,
too, then postulates the existence of a proto-Semitic script,

though one from which both the Byblo-Phoenician and the

Ugaritic alphabets may be derived.

Now Scharff4 has shown that the Egyptian hieroglyphs for

hand, ear and eye, originally bore Semitic names, although
these afterwards gave way to Egyptian names with the eventual
development of the native language

;

3 and he thinks that the
hieroglyphic script came into being shortly before 3000 b.c.

1

S. p. 176. - In St. T. [126] vi 28-33. 5 S. pp. 58-9.
J In Bayern 1942 in 68-71.
5 Namely ==. id [afterwards called gr.t~\ ‘hand’ (cp. Hebr. yad ‘hand’),

O'” [‘beautiful’ and afterwards ir.t
] ‘eye’ (cp. Hebr. cayin ‘eye’), <£

idn(w) [‘vicegerent’ and afterwards msgr] ‘ear’ (cp. Arab, ’udn ‘ear’).
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Thus it was considerably later than the Sumerian cuneiform
script, whose beginning went back to a period before 3500 b.c .

1

There was, of course, no external connexion between cuneiform
and hieroglyphic systems, but their inner forms had so much that
was common to each that Falkenstein 2 was able to claim that the
Egyptian was closely related in type to the Babylonian system.

Bea3 then argues that a knowledge of the Sumerian pictogra-
phic script would seem to have reached the Egyptians at some
point where they had dealings or lived in contact with Semites
and that these had then evolved a form of script essentially

resembling the pictographic system of the Sumerians; such a
district might w'ell be the eastern Delta. This argument would
presuppose that there was already in use c. 3000 b.c. in a non-
Babylonian territory a pictographic script which, like the
Babylonian cuneiform script, was derived from the Sumerian
pictographs but had preserved the pictographic forms more truly

than the Sumerians and Babylonians, because its West-Semitic
inventors were using a different medium of writing than their

Mesopotamian kinsmen, for example, stone rather than clay.

Such a common origin of Babylonian cuneiform and a western-

proto-Semitic pictographic script would account for the re-

semblances between a number of signs in both systems (e.g. the

Sum. =£> and the Phoen. < ‘ox’) and would also explain why
not a few Ugaritic signs can be derived with equal plausibility

from the Babylonian cuneiform and the Phoenician linear scripts.

This western proto-Semitic script naturally became much simpli-

fied during the third millennium b.c. and underwent develop-

ment in the direction of a linear script but with a different

rhythm in the various centres or districts where it was employed,
though most speedily in the Phoenician coastal towns. Possibly

the half-pictographic Byblian inscriptions and that from Balu'

were two representatives of this development, which, however,
failed to come to full fruition and was ultimately checked by
the growing use of the Phoenician variety. Once the idea of an
alphabet had been evolved, on the Phoenician coast the forms of
the letters became attached to these linear scripts while in other

parts of the West-Semitic world they clung to the prevailing,

more or less pictographic, scripts. Such a twofold development
would explain how the scripts from Sinai, Lachish and Shechem,
exhibited a predominantly pictographic type, whereas theByblo-

Phoenician type was linear in form as early as c. 2000-1780 b.c.
;

for the fact that Montet has published a jar from a Byblian
1

S. pp. 6-7. : In Uruk 65. 3 In St. T. [126] vi 33-4.
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tomb of this period on which a linear Sem. *’ayn and *kapp are

inscribed 1 (s. fig. 95 a) proves that the origin of the linear script

can be pushed back to, if not before, such a date. Thus, while

the fragments from Shechem and Lachish furnish evidence of

a non-Phoenico-linear alphabet, the Byblian jar just mentioned

is proof, if the signs inscribed on it are rightly read as letters, of

a proto-Phoenician linear script
;
and the Phoenicians, of whose

presence on the Syrian coast there is no evidence before the

nJ o
A. Possible alphabetic B. Early dynastic

signs. trade-marks.

Fig. 95. Marks on early Byblian vases.

sixteenth century b.c .
2 forfeit their claim to have been the in-

ventors of the alphabet, although the credit of this achievement

still belongs to the Semites.

Bea’s arguments are not altogether sound. Thus there is no

shred of evidence to prove the existence of any West-Semitic

alphabet in the first half of the third millennium b.c., and
nothing is known of any direct contact between the earliest

Babylonians and the western Semites whom he supposes to have

occupied the eastern Delta in the third millennium b.c. The
resemblances, too, between individual cuneiform signs and the

earliest possible forms of Phoenician letters, when they are in

any degree plausible, are restricted to the representation of

common objects, e.g. an ox, which must in their very nature be

more or less similarly reproduced all the world over. Finally, the

signs on the Byblian vase, to which he appeals, mayindeed not be

letters but rather the marks of the workman or the workshop, as

their finder prefers to regard them (s. fig. 95 b) . Yet, if Grimme’s
recognition of several well-known Semitic words in the three

lines of text carved on a Byblian block of stone which is dated

c. 2100-1700 B.c. (s. pi. 34 b) is correct, 3 the Semitic alphabet

must by then have been fully developed, albeit in an early

form, and must already have had a considerable history be-

hind it. Bea, then, in spite of objections to his presentation of

the case, is clearly right in postulating the existence of a proto-

Phoenician linear alphabet before the appearance of the Sinaitic

In Bjblos et VEgypte, Texte 159-61 ;
cp. Dussaud in Syria xvn 303, who

uggests r. 1800 b.c.

S. p. 1
1 7 n. 2. 3 S. pp. 92-3.
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script. He is also right in detecting some sort of connexion

between the various Phoenician and Palestinian scripts and the

Sinaitic scripts ofthe second millennium b.c. and in seeing some-

thingcommon to theNorth-Semitic andSouth-Semitic alphabets

that must be referred to some other source than the Sinaitic script.

The very existence, too, of these diverse scripts argues a long

period of experiment before the eventual development of them
in their earliest known form, 1 and this must in all probability

put back the invention of the alphabet well into the second half

of the third millennium b.c.

If then no exact date can be fixed for the invention of the

alphabet, the difficulty of identifying its inventor or inventors is

greatly increased
;
the question, indeed, can hardly be answered

in the present state of knowledge.

The Habirii obviously come into the picture so far as chrono-

logy is concerned. They appear in documents c. 2750-1350 b.c.

as people of various occupations, labourers or even slaves,

mercenaries, soldiers of fortune, adventurers or bandits, and

they seem to have constituted an element in the ‘Hyksos’

as also in the early Hebrews. Yet it may also be doubted if the

Habiru can have reached the West early enough or been cul-

turally advanced enough to have invented or perfected the

alphabet
;
but they must have known of the cuneiform system,

even though they may not have made use of it. In any case

Moses is out of the question, as his date cannot be put so far

back
; he has only been introduced in this connexion in accord-

ance with the well-known practice of attaching great inventions

to famous names, just as Ezra the scribe has been credited

with the invention of the square Hebrew script.- What is

the work possibly of many persons spread over several genera-

tions is crystallized in a single person by a kind of simplified

history.

One of the most advanced, both politically and culturally, ol

the Semitic peoples at this period were the Amurru of the cunei-

form inscriptions. They appeared for the first time in the West
1

For example, if the proposed decipherment of the proto-Byblian inscrip-

tions (s. pp. 90-1) is proved correct, allowance will have to be made for a

stage when some signs still had syllabic values while others had already

acquired consonantal values as also for the transition from the time

when a complicated syllabary was a priestly mystery till that when a simple

alphabet wras every man’s possession (Dhorme in C.R.A.I.B.-L. 1946,

473-5 )-

: Cp. Lidzbarski J\f,-Sem. Epigr. 188-99, where the ancient authorities

are fully set out and evaluated.
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in the reign of Sargon of Agade (c. 2751-2696 b.c.) and in the

East they gave Babylon its brilliant first dynasty
(
c . 2169-1870

b.c.) ;* thereafter they played a considerable part in Semitic

history for many centuries, while in the fifteenth and fourteenth

centuries b.c. they established a state in the Phoenician hinter-

land ofwhich the capital city was possibly Kadesh on the Orontes,

penetrating also into Palestine proper, where they survived after

the twelfth century b.c. as a legendary people under the name
of ‘Amorites’ in the pages of the Old Testament.2 They were

perhaps not so much an ethnic as a political unit, as perhaps

the Hebrews were after them, and as such might be the most

likely group from which the genius who invented the alphabet

might have sprung. Their kinsmen, the Moabites, who were also

a Semitic people, might also be thought worthy of consideration

in this connexion; for the earliest inscribed objects so far dis-

covered in territory occupied by Western Semites are those from

Teleilat-elGhassul in Moab, dated c. 2500-2100 b.c .,
3 and the

earliest form of the South-Semitic alphabet is that found on the

fragmentary inscription dated c. 1250 from Balu' in the same
country,4 while the Moabite Stone of the ninth century b.c.

shows the most advanced form ofthe North-Semitic script known
at that period. 5 Clearly the Moabites had developed a civiliza-

tion as highly developed as that of any neighbouring Semitic

people at a very early date and might well have been capable

ofinventing an alphabet. Ofthese three peoples, then, thcHabiru

seem unlikely on several grounds, while either the Amorites or

the Moabites may on the same grounds have invented or have

played some part in inventing and developing the alphabet;

but proof is lacking to clinch the argument. Too little is as

yet known of their respective histories to know to which, if to

either, of them the honour belongs. Time alone may settle the

question.

The authors of the Sinaitic inscriptions, which may be dated

at some time between 1850 and 1500 b.c .,
6 may have come

out of Egypt, as the bilingual (Egyptian and Sinaitic) sphinx

suggests, although this is not conclusive evidence. Already

by the middle of the XHIth dynasty
(
c

.

1788-? b.c.) the valley

of the Nile had been subject to an ever increasing stream

of Semitic immigrants who served as soldiers of fortune and
workers of various kinds

;
and in course of time some of these

Or preferably 1894-1595 b.c. on the new chronology (Smith ‘Alalakh’

27-31).
: Forrer in Rl.A. 1 99-100.

3 S. pp. 90-1. 5 S. pp. 108-9. S. pp. 94-8.* S. p. 123.
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attained high positions, as the stories ofthe Beni Hasan, Abraham
and Joseph, show. These people were the precursors of the

‘Hyksos’, a Semitic shepherd-people of Canaanite origin, who
overran Egypt from the East towards the end of this dynasty
and established there a dynasty which lasted till their defeat,

c . 1600—1550 b .c ., when they fell back on Palestine. If then

the inventors of the Sinaitic script came from Egypt, they

might be someone like the nm-w of the Rtn-w 1 mentioned on
the monuments of Ammenemet III

(
c . 1849-1801 b .c .). They

are unlikely to have been the Hyksos themselves who, although

they acquired a certain amount of Egyptian culture during

their sojourn in Egypt, were at heart a nomad and pastoral

people and have left no written records of their brief glory .
2

During this period the Sinaitic peninsula had come to be per-

manently occupied by an Egyptian garrison owing to the

importance of the turquoise extracted from its mines, and the

nomad Semitic tribes of the neighbourhood, called the Mntyw
,

were kept in subjection by force of arms; what little, however,
is known of these tribes does not suggest that they could have
been the inventors of any alphabet, since they were pure
Bedouin without even the barest elements of a civilization.

In any case, whoever invented the Sinaitic script, it was probably
not so much £ the missing link

’
3 between Egyptian hieroglyphs

and Phoenician alphabet as one link in a complex chain of

development which has not yet been fully unwound .
4

The Phoenicians, according to ancient tradition, came from
the shores of the Indian Ocean, including the Persian Gulf.

5

From their name, if the Greek <f>olvi

£

‘palm-tree’ is its source,

they came from a land of palm-trees such as Arabia is and
Phoenicia is not

;
and one of their gods, called Moot in Greek

sources, has left his name not only in the Arabian £ Hadramaut ’

which may mean ‘the settlement of Mot\ but in a number ol

early place-names in Palestine and elsewhere
;

6 and the texts from
Ugarit give a hint of Phoenicians in this same district. Possibly

then they were a Semitic tribe which reached the Mediterranean
coast as part of the same great movement which brought the

1 Cp. Butin in ‘ H.T.R.’ xxv 155.
‘ Cp. Bea in St. T.

[126]
vi 22-3. 3 S. pp. 141-4.

3 Cp. Diringer in ‘J.A.O.S.’ lxiii 24-30.
5 Herodotus Hist, i 1 ,

vii 89.
6 Hebr. maixn and Arab.

;
this is the same name as the Mysian

Adramyttium and -the Tunisian Hadrumete. Other place-names containing
the name of this god are mat? (LXX, ma?S) and mam (LXX, man’)
in Palestine (s. p. 199 n. 4).
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Aramaeans and Hebrews to their historic homes in the West
;
and

it is significant that the first mention of them occurs in Egyptian

inscriptions c. 1575 b.c .
1 It might therefore be conjectured that

the Phoenicians or a branch of them played a part, if not in the

invention, at any rate in the transmission of the alphabet from

the south to the north, whence the knowledge of it was spread

far and wide by their commercial activity, as Greek and Latin

historians averred. They were certainly quick-witted and prac-

tical enough to see the advantages of the new invention and
to turn it to their own use but probably not culturally gifted

enough to have made so remarkable a discovery, even if that

were chronologically possible
;
they were ‘ adapters rather than

inventors’.2 Yet here again, as so often in life, the genius who
makes the discovery is forgotten while his successor, who turns

it to practical use, gives his name to it.

The conclusion of the matter then is this. The Sumerians in-

vented writing on clay bymeans ofpictographic signs and devised

a method of using these to render syllables
;
they also acciden-

tally isolated four of the five vowels. The Babylonians developed

the use of these signs for syllables and employed this syllabic

script in continuous texts of every kind, interspersed with ideo-

graphs; the Persians invented the simplest form of syllabic script

based on the cuneiform system. The Egyptians had early devised

their own system of hieroglyphs which they carried forward
through the hieratic and demotic stages of cursive writing

;
they

also adapted their signs for occasional use as syllables and even
as consonants but never used them so in continuous texts except

for a brief experimental period. It was the merit of the western

Semites that they saw the importance of this discovery and, dis-

carding the whole cumbrous machinery ofideographic and sylla-

bic scripts and providing that each sound was represented by only
one sign, made a simple alphabet the vehicle ofwritten thought.

Who first took this step is and may always remain unknown;
all that can be said is that he or they were sprung in all pro-

bability from one or other of the Semitic peoples who came into

contact with the Egyptians c. 2500-1500 b.c. and that it was
taken in or near Egypt, and that the invention was developed in

Palestine and perfected on the Phoenician coast. 3 At this early

1
S. p. 1 17 n. 2.

3 Rawlinson ‘ Phoenicia’ 59-61.
3 The theory of Conder and Naville, that the Pentateuch can have been

written only in the Babylonian language and in the cuneiform script on
tablets of clay (s. Cowley ‘Aram. Pap.’ xxv-xxvi) is not supported by the

history of the alphabet (s. p. 79 n. 9).
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stage three types of alphabetic script were evolved, a mixed
pictographic-linear, a cuneiform, and a true linear script; the

two former soon died out while the latter survived to be carried

by the Phoenicians overseas to Greece, whence it passed to all

the nations of the western hemisphere—one, and only one, of

the gifts of the Semites to mankind.



APPENDIX
I

The following samples of the proposed interpretations of the principal

pre-Hebraic inscriptions found in Palestine will show how diverse and
therefore uncertain they are.

P. 97 fig. 41 : k-w-m (Taylor in ‘J.P.O.S.’ x 17) or b-l-y (Taylor ibid.

79-81), b-n y- . . . = ‘son of Y. . . or b-n-y = . . . ‘sons of . .
.’

(Butin ap. Taylor ibid. 80; s. ‘H.T.R.’ xxv 155, 200-1),
y
-y-b =

‘Job’ (Grimme in A. Of. x 268) or t-y-b — ‘incense’ (Grimme Altsin.

Forsch. 1 14; s. Museon lv 57-8), \l-\k-l-b (Ginsberg ap. Yeivin in

‘Q.S.’ LXIX [1937] 186-7).

Ibid. fig. 42: r-
5-/ s-

(
-r-

> = ‘ the top of the gate* (Bohl in f.D.P.- V.

lxi 21-4), b-z r-g-m-m-z-r = ‘ in this (place lies) Regem-mazzir

’

(Grimme Museon lv 51-4), [. . .]</ r-h m-m y
-r = ‘. . . of wind, water,

light’ (Obermann in ‘J.B.L.’ Lvn 248-51), (?)-d-r-y/k-s-s-~ -r with

b corrected by another letter written over it (Kahane in ‘B.J.P.E.S.’

X11 30-5), r-h-m-m y-r-h ‘have mercy indeed, O Yerach’ 1 (Maisler in

‘J.P.O.S.’ xvih 283-6).

Ibid. fig. 43: djs-r-n-t (Gardiner in ‘Times’ i6Jul. 1937,9. 12 col. iv),

d-r-n-s (Gaster ibid. 30 Jul. 1937, p. 10 col. ii), d-r n-s — ‘the house

of the banner ’ or d-r m-s = ‘ house of tribute ’ or ‘ the house of the

banner’ or ‘the house of Ra'mose (Obermann in ‘P.A.O.S.’ rx 31-

3), b-r n-s — ‘the son of the fugitive’ (Bohl in z^.D.P.-V. lxi 20-1),

b-r-l-m (Yeivin in ‘B.J.P.E.S.’ v 8-9), s-r-y z — ‘this (is) Seraiah’ 2

(Grimme in Museon lv 56-7).

Ibid. fig. 44 a: jy-symbol of death-m (Grimme ap. Bea in St. T. vi 8),

(?)-h-(?) (Bohl in Z-D.P.-V. lxi 25).

Ibid. fig. 44 b : m-$-
l
-l

j

l-
l-m (Sukenik in Kedem 11 15).

P. 98 fig. 46: ly-r-g{?) (Gaster in ‘Q.S.’ lxix [1937] 57), ly-r-d (Bohl

in ^.Z).P.-F. lxi 17).

Ibid. fig. 47 : b-l-'- — ‘swallow’’ 3 (Sayce ap. Albright in A. Of. v 151 ;

s. ‘Q;S.’ xxv [1893] 31) or ‘Bela’ 4 (Albright in A. Of. v 150-2).

Ibid. fig. 48 : '-n(?)-t-
,
-b-e-l-l-l = ‘Anata’-Ba'llil’ 5 (Langdon in ‘Times'

17 Oct. 1936 p. 8 col. iii)
; [. . -]l-z-q w-b- c

-h n-s-k = ‘[vessel] for

straining and testing the libation’ (Grimme Altsin. Forsch. 165-7);
[*-«-/» ii--]g-p-r y- c-d w-h-l-s = ‘ [he w’as angry but] he forgave, he
threatened but he rescued’ 6 (Obermann in ‘P.A.O.S.’ ix 37-8).
1 A name of the moon-god. ‘ Cp. Hebr.
3 Verb, not noun. < Cp. Hebr. 5?b3.
5 A supposed syncretistic deity composed of rtf5? and Baal-lil ‘ the lord of

the night’ or ‘of the wind’ after the model of the Jud.-Aram. bNn'2n35r
and WTOr in Eg>-pt. 6 Cp. Hos. vi 1 .
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Ibid. fig. 49 b: z g-w — ‘this is (the) back’ (Gaster in ‘Q.S.’ lxix

[1937] 142-3), q-n z b-
l
-[l . . .] ‘vessel which Baal . . (Obermann

in ‘P.A.O.S. ’ ix 40), l-g q-n-h ‘a log ! of aromatic reeds’ (Grimme
ap. Obermann ibid. 41

59
). z~g y-n-h — ‘ the jar of her 2 wine’

(Grimme Altsin. Forsch. 167-8; s. Museon lv 58-9).

Ibid. fig. 49 c : m-t-n /-g-[. . ,\-t g-d-l-t = ‘gift of a large . . .’ (Gaster

in ‘Q.S.’ lxvi [1934] 176-8), m-t-n s-g-
[
7]-?-’-/-/ = ‘a great gift for

redemption’ (Eisler ap. Grimme in A.Of. x 276-7), m-t-n i-w-\r m\-t

w--l-t = ‘gift to Shor 3 Mot 4 and Elat’ (Burrows in ‘Q.S.’ lxvi

[ 1934] 179-80 and Lxvn [1935] 87-9), m-t-n s ze-[. .
.]

t-w--l-t [/- . .
.]

— ‘ a gift of a sheep and . . . (as) a favour [to . . .] (Albright in

‘B.A.S.O.R.’ lxiii 9), m-t-n s-b . [m]-h-b
y
-l-t = ‘gift of Sb s beloved

of the goddess’ (Obermann in ‘ P.A.O.S.’ ix 14-15), m-t-r s-p l-[r-]s-p

''-l-t = ‘ reserve ’ or ‘ residue : bowl for the glowing stones 6 of the

goddess’ (Grimme Altsin. Forsch. 118-19; s. A.Of. x 277-9); •£-£-[’

m]-t-g t-[r-p] = ‘ be exalted, have dominion, O God, preserver
’

(Stawell in ‘Q.S.’ lxviii [1936] 100-1).

P. 99 fig. 49 A : z-d-q-w q-t-.-y w-(?)-y-(?)-h = ‘ his righteousness (is) my
hand and . . .’ (Langdon in ‘Times’ 5 Oct. 1935 p. 8 col. iii; s.

Driver ibid. 10 Oct. p. 10 col. iv), [z-w k-p\-k t-s-l-s d- ... = ‘this

(is) thy bowl for a threefold [libation]’ (Stawell in ‘CLS.’ lxviii

[1936] 97-9), b-s-l-s-t [...] = ‘because of three . . .’ (Albright in

‘B.A.S.O.R.’ lxiii 9), b-s-l-s-ty-m y-[r]-h = ‘on the third day of the

month’ (Dussaud in Syria xvi 4.19), b-s-l-s-ty-[m-g-r s-h] = ‘forathird

time may he overthrow . . .’ (Yeivin in ‘Q.S.’ lxix [1937] 180-4),

b-s-l-s-t h-ny-s-k ory-n h-s-k (Torczvner ap. Leibovitch in A.S.A.F.

xl 117-18), d-s-l-S-t
— ‘of (a person named) SlsF (Obermann

in ‘P.A.O.S.’ ix 21-3)
; p s-l-s-ty-‘-y

}
-h = ‘here (are) three shovels

of the brazier’ (Grimme Altsin. Forsch. 119-20).

P. 100 fig. 50 :
g-l-n-s-t-r-b- (Bea in St. T. vi 11).

Ibid. fig. 51 : n-k-g!p-s-t(?) (Gaster in ‘Q..S.’ lxix [1937] 58).

Obviously reading and translation in all these cases are mere guess-

work. The extreme paucity of the texts and their almost invariably

damaged and incomplete state make interpretation extremely hazar-

dous, while their brevity and lack of context render control impossible;

consequently imagination is apt to run riot. The transcriptions are often

more or less arbitrary and incapable of translation, the translations

(when attempted) are equally often based on dubious philology and

yield an uncertain, if not improbable, sense. No confidence can be

felt in them and no theory of the alphabet can be built on them.

1 A Hebrew liquid measure (Lev. xiv 10, 12, 15, 21, 24).
1 Namely, of the goddess. 3 Cp. Ugar. Sr the bull-god.
4 Cp. Ugar. Mt god of death (s. p. 195 n. 6).

1 Cp. Hebr. and 231®.
6 Cp. 1 Ki. xix 6 fR.V., marg.).
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II

The text of Psalms ix-x 1
is of considerable interest in connexion with

the subject of these lectures; for, although it is in some disorder, most

if not all of its errors can be remedied by ingenious or skilful emenda-

tion, when the acrostic arrangement of the verses is seen to agree with

the traditional order of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet. 2

: “pm8*7D2-*73 nnoo8

:]T*7$7 -pD m»TN

: pasa nasa 1
*

700 "

:j?12S“D9H27 802*7 030"

:iyi 0*7157*7 rrnn ono

mj2*7 nt27m onyi nimn
t t :

“ t * t : T _ :

«»*»»»»«
: 1800 000n*7 ]210

:nnom tTH8*? pT

msa mny*? 3ion

:mrr "ponn rmy 8*7-"0

i
,m*7,*7y omy3 nan

: any npyy noo-8*?

mo nyoa "nanni win

: pnyioai n*738 pasmn nyo3

: a*?n nno*7i uno-iT noi3

: 001 Opll T93-*75793

n*7o pan

o"n*78 nos? ammo
: non oii8 on: urr

n*7-*700 mn" mi8 8

“[3 ns*708i nnao8

nn8 "318 3103 3

am moon moym
yon m38 nm myi i

onoT 138 3i8n inn n
AT :

• “ T •• T “

30s
o*7iy*7 mm mn n

t t :

pnuo *73n ddo" 8im

pn*7 3ion mm "mi i

pno "yir -p impmi

pas 3ot mm*7 iinr t

not oni8 onn oinm
T T“ T T

"ay n8i mn*’ mm n

p
,
p'*?nn"*?o nnoo8 ]yn*7

ioy nno3 am iyyo d

noy oson mm ymi

n*7i8on nmoi mo" "

n*7 nmn mn 1

’ nrro

Properly one Psalm, as in the Septuagint and the Vulgate version
!
S. p. 181.
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IX 2 I will confess, Jehovah, with all my heart,

I will recount all Thy wondrous deeds.

3 I will be glad and exalt in Thee,

I will sing a psalm to Thy name, O (Thou) Most High

;

4 because 1 mine enemies are turned back,

(because) they stumble and perish at Thy presence.

5 For Thou hast executed my judgement and my cause,

Thou hast sat on the throne (as) a righteous judge.

6a Thou hast rebuked the heathen, Thou hast destroyed the wicked

man,
Thou hast blotted out their name for ever more.

6b .......
7a The enemy are stilled, their memory is perished

;

Thou hast utterly uprooted (their) palaces and cities.

7b .......
8 Lo! Jehovah has taken His seat for ever,

He has set His throne for judgement.

9 And He Himself shall judge the world in righteousness, 2

He shall give doom to the nations with equity;

10 So Jehovah became a high retreat to the crushed,

a high retreat in times of need,

1 1 and they that knew Thy name did trust in Thee;
for Thou didst not forsake them that sought Thee, O Jehovah.

12 Sing a psalm to Jehovah that sitteth on Zion,

declare His deeds among the peoples,

13 that He that requires their blood has remembered their desire, 3

(and) has not forgotten the cry of the afflicted.

14 Jehovah, be gracious unto me, behold my affliction,

(Thou) that liftest me up and raisest me from the gates of

death,

15 that I may recount all Thy praises

(and) rejoice in Thy salvation in the gates of the daughter of Zion.

16 The heathen are sunk in the pit (that) they have made,

their foot is caught in the net that they have hidden.

17 Jehovah has made Himself known, He has executed judgement,

and the wicked man is ensnared in the work of his hands.

18 The wicked shall return unto Sheol, 4

(even) all the heathen forgetful of God.
21 Teach them, O Jehovah, a lesson 5

(that) the heathen may know (that) they are weak men,
1 Cp. Cheyne ‘Book of Psalms’ [1888] 22.
2
Literally ‘according to righteousness’.

3 Or ‘lament’ in view of the parallel term (s. p. 206, n. on x 17).
4 Cp. Ps. xc 3.
5 Literally ‘set them ... a lesson’ (s. p. 204, n. on ix 21).
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73*7 -nan crmrmpn ]r3x n32r ns* x*7
_,3 d

-
p2D-*73 ana iddet 3iix T3

,,

-*7X mrr naip

3*70

33S3 mn3*7 D*
,1

?s7n pin33 3333 mn’ aa*7 *7

: ns?n-iT maraa ifcsrp ?as7 p*?T 333 rows

iyi?H<3 )
-pa 3531 warmxrr^3 333 *7

*

737? a

rmaia-^D dtt^x px

nm m*? 013X *73

ana rra*1 mur’ya

: 3x*7i 333_x*7 i327xitt: ~ t .,

3303 mxa 33033 nvr

213333 'ix *prr

pxi *733 in3*7“3na

rpi nns annoas

o,x3*73 raisaa 1*7221
: rr

:

: 3x2*7 3X3-*73 raa 33103

n"ix *7X ao33“*7X

:3333-x*7 1373 33X

"|7,3 133*7 tra3
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XS33 1*70 13273 27*1311

IDX'3320 313’ pX3 3

333',"*73 13*73 33X
• : ~ t

13233 *pDD33 DpO D

33-*733 1*033 1*77P
t t :

pOSI 30*73*7 tto x

'IX r]Dn*7 33X**

*]m 31030 ix*?o 130 a

071X3 33X33 327’

n23 H3T <pOX> X

*7X 3027 13*73 33X

3|*t xfrr mn’ 3oip p

DO*7X 3273 pX3 30~*73

0331 *733 nhX-’O B7R3 3
* T ' T

033 33*711 3T3’’ *p*73

331 333 3131 333 3
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19 When the poor shall not be utterly forgotten

nor the hope of the humble perish for ever.

20 Arise, O Jehovah, let not weak man prevail

;

let the heathen be judged in Thy presence.

1 Why standest Thou afar off, O Jehovah,

(and) hidest (Thine eyes) in times of need ?

2 In swelling pride the wicked man hotly pursues the afflicted

(that) he may take him in the schemes that he has devised.

3 Frantic is the wicked man for his soul’s desire

and he blesses unjust gain in his wickedness.

1

4a + c He has contemned Jehovah in his haughtiness

(and) all his schemes are Godless;

6a + 4b he has said in his heart ‘He will not require (it);

I shall not be moved to endless generations’.

5b + c Thy judgements pass out of his sight,

he puffeth at all his foes;

5a his ways are stable at all time(s),

his gait is not bent nor wearied.

8c His eyes look out for the hapless

;

9a + b he lurks in a secret place like a lion in a thicket,

he lurks to carry off the afflicted

;

9c (yea) he carries off the afflicted by drawing him into his net.

7b + c Deceits and oppression fill his mouth,

under his tongue are mischief and naughtiness

;

8a + b he sits in the place w'here murderers lurk,

in secret places he slays the innocent.

10 The righteous man is crushed (and) bowed down
and the hapless fall by his prowess.

1 1 He has said in his heart ‘God has forgotten,

He has veiled His face; He has not seen (it) at all’.

12 Arise, O Jehovah, let the crushed be lifted up;

O God, forget not the afflicted.

13 Wherefore has the wicked man contemned God?

He has said in his heart ‘Thou wilt not require (it)’.
3

1 4 Thou hast seen that mischief and spite are with him,

Thou lookest to deliver him into Thy hand.

15 The hapless and the orphan leaves (his plaint) with Thee;

for Thou hast been his helper.

16 Break the arm of the wicked and evil man;

do Thou require his wickedness (of him), finding it all,

1

Literally ‘according to his wickedness’ (s. p. 205, n. on x. 3}.
2 Namely, the reason is that he does not expect his wickedness to be

required of him.
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pwrp mat f"i^ l11 Q1rr bde?

1

? T®T01
’”'

73

*]2tx n^pn onV-pn mrr nsas? injsrmxn n

msQ tro mx “isn 0*7157 "j^zr mrr

IX i miN] "[T1X (Houbigant w. SVSH
), needlessly in view of the changes

of person throughout the Psalm 1 or if mi’ is taken in the voc. case and

miS taken with fmsbsi'ba (cp. Ps. lxxxix 6).

7 inn a’lsn] aixn lrn (Abbott in Z-At.W. XVI 292 )
or W7 (Buhl) ;

the

substitution of D for 7 is an error of ear (cp. Prov. in).
nsib main transferred after 112712 unchanged (Gunkel) or as altered to

ns! niainb (Buhl
;
cp. Ps. lxxiv 3 ).

nsi] ianf| = nmisn (Schlogl w. VT).

Alternatively nxib 12712 D’lsn niaiQ, on the assumption of a Hebr.

*nain = S.-Arab. mhrb(n
)

‘ castle, fortified place ’ and Arab, mihrab ‘ pavilion
’

(Daiches in ‘J.Q.R.’ xx 637-9), whence LXX’s olicoireSa and Vulg.’s habita-

tiones in Ps. cix 10 and LXX’s tottol in n Chron. xxxiv 6
;
cp. Is. xliv 26

Ezek. xxxvi 4 ,
10

, 33 (jl TS7), Is. xliv 26 (w. naif?), Is. lviii 12 Ezek. xxxvi

10
, 33 Mai. i 4 Jb. iii 14 (w. 123) and also Ezek. xxxviii 12 (w. 327).

nsib ‘to a pre-eminent degree, utterly’ transposed after 12712 (Gunkel).

D13T 13S transposed after f3*1X1 laif (Gunkel).

7-8 mm : nan] nim_ nas nan (Ley Leitf. d. Metr. 35
-6

)
or perhaps

rather Him 131 (Duhm).

8 327] aim (Gunkel) in view of the •! ]313.

10 ’ll] "mi w. SVSH (Merx in Festschrift . . . Chwolson 204); otherwise

‘ that He may be(come) . . .’ (s. Driver ‘Tenses ’
3
§ 62 ).

1

1

11037] int?3T (Gunkel).

13 man Uhl] 3.37 (Gunkel w. PVEth.) 2777 (Gunkel).

nms] ams (Gunkel).

( }
which hardly improve the sense.

14 ’233n] ’123n (Merx ibid. 204 w. ’AJ
H
).

nsi] 1X7 (Merx ibid. w. SA
’AJ

H
)

’X2273] ’SOTa (Merrick w. H. MSS.
’aana] ’apiim (Gunkel w. H. MSS.).

15 ynbnn] TJ’Il^nn Baethgen w. ST©PVJHT.

17 2?j?12] ®i?i: Ewald w. SVJHT.

nna Namely maurah from % vurh = 1710 ‘lesson’ as maswah from \swh —
11X3 ‘command’; cp. Symm.’s vo^ov, Pesh.’s iaoajoj and Arab. L

’s t_n

21 nan . . . nm? transposed after v. 18 (Duhm).
X 1 O'Ssn] nbsri (Houbigant w. T), unless "[TX omitted by ellipse (cp.

Is. Ivii 1

1

where Michaelis rightly changes 0Vl57a into D’Siia w. SVSH
).

1 There is generally no need to emend fluctuations of person in Hebrew poetry, since

the same practice, called olid' by Arab grammarians, is found in Arabic and Persian

poetry (Sperber in Z.A. xxxit 23-33)

.
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18 (that) he judge not again the orphan and the crushed
(nor) drive weak man by tyranny from the land.

17 Thou hast heard the lament of the meek, O Jehovah;
Thine ear inclines to hear the purpose of his heart.

19 Jehovah shall reign for evermore,

(and) the heathen are perished out of His land.

2 111X13] 111102 (Nowack) or iri1N13 (Olshausen'i unless archaic 711103 =
mgs?.

lODfP] loppi (Halevy in Rech. Bibl. Ill 33 ).

130n] 3EP '(Graetz).

3 bVn?? (Abbott in Z-At.W. xvi 292 )
or rather V?na (Driver ap.

Leveen in ‘J.T.S.’ xlv 17 ). Early Hebrew k and m are very alike (s. p. 195).

pa] ISIjh?
1J*13

by assuming haplography of 3 and transferring super-
fluous STCh from v. 4 rather than 1p3 5J23 (Ehrlich), by which a fresh and
unwanted character is introduced.
®"ni“ 1

73 transferred after 13*73 *
1BN in following verse (Leveen ibid.

16).

fX ‘godless’ (Driver ibid. 17- 18).

01*18] 115 (Abbott ibid. 292 w. S) or npiD (Leveen ibid. 18 ).

6 13*72 "TON transposed before ©IT" 1

?3 in v. 4 .

Til n*7 01BX *73 transposed after 5PT"*73 in v. 4 .

HWt] ptfg (Graetz).

6-7 n*?X :S13 X*7 3©X] nx*71 SnD-N*7 PTO (s. Driver in ‘J.T.S.’ xliii 152
)

transposed after US? *732 in v. 5 .

7 manai xVa] nia*ia ix*?a (Delitzsch).

8 a’lsn] crnsh (Graetz) or D’nsi (Driver ap. Leveen ibid. 18 ).

11SS’] (Hare w. SPV Jer
H

;
cp. Ps. xxxvii 32 ) ; does the same error

lurk in Prov. i 1

1

(if niDSl is an error for N|"nS2? or some other energic

form; cp. Jud. v 26
,
Is. xxvii 11

,
xxviii 3 ,

Ob.‘ 3
,
Prov. i 20

, Jb. xvii 16
,
and

Hab. ii 17) and i 18 (where 13SX’’ may be an error for £?5P), as Sa'adyah’s
version implies?

9 “303 . . . 31X’ omitted from Pesh.
;
but Erpenius has

otiLjxo )-*/ ‘he hides secretly like a lion in his lair’.

>1303] 71303 Ewald.

10 non] n?n j?pS (Abbott ibid. 292-3 )
or n?T P’-I3 (Brown).

*7011] 1*70|1 (Hare w. V).

I’OISOO] 102^3 (Mowinckel w. S), unless an abstr. plur. O’DIOS? ‘ prowess ’

may be assumed (Leveen ibid. 18- 19).

12 *pp NWJ *
7X] Ip Kor (= nor)-*7N (Gunkel), or rather *|T Xfcr (cp.

ix 14).

n3orr*7X] *?X natprrVlt (Leveen ibid. 19).

14 nnx~>3
]
niix (= inx)"1? (Merx ibid. 206).

J1J1*7] inn*? (Leveen ibid. 19).

3T37** sc. in’© (Leveen; cp. Jb. x 1 ).

aw] Oin;i (Gunkel; cp. P).
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"

1T757] ilfiS? (Wellhausen w. P).

1 5

xsan-^a] XXt?!7 f?3 (Leveen ibid. 19).

16 t^n] IjVa’ Graetz w. SVSH
.

1 7 171X27 ‘ lament’ (Driver ap. Leveen ibid. 1 9) from Arab. ‘ lamented
’

(Driver in ‘J.T.S.’ XLIII 153 on Ps. xxxviii 10).

pn] ]?il (Buhl w. srpvsH
).

The most striking note in this Psalm is its artificiality, which is seen

not only in its acrostic arrangement but also in the frequent repeti-

tion of or harping on catchwords
;
this is indeed characteristic of all

alphabetic Psalms (as passim in Ps. cxix). A consequence of this ap-

pears in the unnatural phrasing of many clauses and the frequent dis-

placement of single expressions and even whole verses
;
whether then

the verses beginning with D and 27 are rightly put in that order may
be doubted and they are here reversed by way of experiment. There

is indeed some gain in this re-arrangement of these two verses, since

there is then a crescendo from carrying off the afflicted in the 17-verse

to slaying the innocent in the D-verse. The question then arises whether

the other three or four places in which D precedes 17
1 are not similarly

due to textual dislocation.

Ill

A few words may not be out of place on the attempts which have
been made to discover acrostic devices purporting to convey the name
of the author or to throw light on the subject-matter of various Hebrew
Psalms; for, if correct, they cannot but be of the highest historical

and literary importance, whereas, if incorrect, they may be discarded

as monuments of misplaced ingenuity.

Ps. ii 1-10: IDBTNl NT 1

? ‘for Jannaeus and his wife’ (Bickell in

‘Academy’ [1892] 1040 351 + Baethgen in £.D.M.G. lvii 372) i.e.

Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 b.c.); but the last two verses are dis-

regarded and the proper name is unusually spelt (NT for ,N2‘’ or

T), 2 while no reason is suggested why so undesirable a person is

honoured with a Psalm (unless its author is supposed to be some
sycophantic ecclesiastical or political admirer).

Ps. iv 1-9 : *733riT “123 ‘with the lamp of Zerubbabel’ (Slonin ap.

Pfeiffer ‘I.O.T.’ 630"); but this result is only obtained by reading
the initial letters from the end to the beginning of the Psalm, i.e. in

inverse order to that in which the Psalm itself is read, and including
the title, while no explanation of the phrase thus revealed is

offered.

‘ Lam. ii 16-17, iii 46~5 U iv 1&-7 (M.T.), Prov. xxxi 25-6 (LXX, which
is obviously inferior to the M.T.; cf. J. b. Sir. Ii 23-5 (where 1J3 is perhaps
an error for 1710).

* Unless the final X is an abbreviation of DVrnoabx (Baethgen).
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Ps. xiv 1-6 (cp. liii 1-7): DtZ?H 1YX ‘where is the Name, i.e. God?’ 1

(Bickell, Conspect. R. Syr. Liter. 19-20 18
), which is supposed to be

the question to which the fool answers ’’il^X J’X ; but the sentence

requires the alteration of (1*73 into in the parallel Psalm and
the disregard of vv. 6-7, while 02? in v. 5 must almost certainly be

altered to IDE? and be transferred to v. 6, where 1X“)p has no object

(Gunkel; cp. Targ.)
;

this destroys the acrostic arrangement!

Ps. xxvi 1-12: "HXX 3*7 ‘I will shine (in) the hearts of all

that ask for Me’ (ibid.), which is obtained again by including the

title and also by straining Hebrew grammar.
Ps. xxviii 1-9: rr jn xs?x <i bear oppression within me, O
Yahweh’ (ibid.), where the title is left out of account.

Ps. lxxxvii 1-4 + 6: ’’XT’ ‘Jannaeus’ (Gaster in ‘Academy’ [1892]

1045 424-5), i.e. the same Alexander Jannaeus, although the name
is differently spelt; but it is only extracted from the initial letters

of the verses by leaving the title and also v. 5 and v. 7 out ofaccount,

while the verses are almost certainly out of order (Gunkel).

Ps. xcvi 1 1 : 1IT’ miT ‘Yahweh, Yahu’ (Bickell ap. Baethgen in

Z-D.M.G. Lvn 372), which consists of the initial letters of the seven

words making up this verse.

Ps. cx 1-7: ’’X ‘Simeon . . .’ (Margoliouth ibid. 1033 182-3

and Bickell ibid. 1040 351), i.e. Simon the Maccabee (143-135 b.c.),

whose title of ETX is unintelligible to the scholars who have revealed

it but may faute de mieux be translated ‘awe-inspiring’; but this

information can only be elicited by disregarding the title and puttingW1

? 3® before HITT 0X1 in v. i,
2 and also by negating the fact,

whatever it may be worth, that is misspelt, since it is appar-

ently always, with the exception of a single Maccabaean coin,

written in Biblical as in extra-Biblical texts. 3

Finally, in Ps. xxv 22, which is superfluous as it stands outside the

alphabetic arrangement of the Psalms, Lagarde (ibid. [1872] 39 12)

takes dti?x mo as a cryptogram for
*

7Xn“TD and in Ps. xxxiv 23,

which is a similarly superfluous verse, he takes ITirP <1*713 as a crypto-

gram form0
;
then, identifying this <THD with Pedaiah the contem-

porary of Ezra 4 and supposing that ‘Phadaias might have been a

brother of Phadael’, he claims these two brothers as the authors,

1

Cp. Lev. xxiv 1 1, where, however, DtfH is probably a scribe’s substitution

for mm, made at an unknown date.
2 This transference is possibly if not probably correct

; for the tinea

occultans after mm may indicate textual disarrangement and mm DKJ, out

of over 350 occurrences, in all but two (Is. lvi 8, Zech. xii 1) is put after

the introductory words of the direct oration (Chance in ‘Academy’ [1892]

1045 424).
3 Gaster in ‘Academy’ [1892] 1035 232; s. Margoliouth ibid. 1036 255

and Gaster ibid. 1037 278.
4 Nehem. viii 4.
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*7XmD of the first and IT’ID of the second, of the two Psalms under
discussion. So too Nah. ii 3 is said to reveal the name of the author

of the acrostic poem as TE? or ‘’327,'1 while Ecclesiasticus li 30 has been
thought to show that of the author of the similar poem to be *T35?

;

2

but these speculations, even if not disproved, are unconvincing. 3

Apart from the particular objections raised against these acrostic

devices, two of a general nature may be mentioned : first, the arbitrary

treatment of the text that may be required to obtain them, e.g. by
omitting verses or by including the titles to Psalms, which can hardly

be original
;
and, second, the fact that, when the names of persons are

thus indicated by the acrostic arrangement of the lines or verses, e.g.

in Samaritan and Syriac poems, they are those always of the authors,

never of the subjects, of the works in which they are found.4 This

last objection is, however, in itself of little force; for early Hebrew
practice may have differed. 5

Some of these attempts to discover acrostic devices may be rejected

out of hand, if only because they make little sense
; all are not there-

fore erroneous. Other results, like liT iTirP, may be ascribed to the

accidents of language, comparable with the frequent assonances caused

by the pronominal suffixes, which cannot be classed as true rhyme 6

and therefore have no essential value. 7 Bickell indeed so regarded

those acrostics which he had noted, while Margoliouth considered them
genuine methods of handing down information to posterity. That
such devices have been found in Assyrian texts of the Neo-Assyrian
empire 8 and in Greek texts of the Seleucid period is indeed an argu-

ment in favour of finding them also in any Hebrew psalms which
may ex hypothesi be of that period or thereabouts; and the difficulty

of ascribing intelligible phrases of several words, such as UlUTHI XT?
or ‘733T1T “123, both in Messianic Psalms, to chance is very great,

however strange truth may at times be,9 whatever may be the case

when a single word of only a few letters is in question.

1 By dropping ’D and taking [mit]’ 3® as the key-letters.
2 By retranslating the Gk. epya^eudt to epyov into a supposed original

Hebr. DDmay nay (cp. Pesh.’s but the true form has been
found to be 1S?5

7

QD’TOO (Levi L’Ecclesiastique 11 232) !

3 Gunkel in ^.At.lV. xin 244.
4 Cp. Grimme Psalmenprobleme 102-3.
5 In medieval Hebrew poems acrostic arrangements refer to many other

things besides authors’ names (s. Zunz Gottesd. Vortr. 371-94).
6 Cp. Zunz op. cit. 379 a and Gray 4 Forms ofHebrew Poetry ’8, 63, 236-7.
7 Acrostic words have also been detected in other Psalms (Baethgen in

Z-D.M.G. lvii 372 and Ps. xxxi 2-12 and Ps. xxxix 2-14) and in the prose
books of the Old Testament (cp. Baethgen ibid, on Gen. ii 3 and Konig
Einl. in d. Alt. Test. 293 on Esth. i 20).

‘ Zimmern in £..b x 3-24 and Jensen in K.B. vi ii 108-17 (Ashur-
banipal,. 9 S. pp. 179-81.



NOTE
I take the opportunity, in view of the difficulty in ’’Tip ‘ my mark ’

or ‘signature’ (R.V.) in place of ‘my desire’ (A.V.), to translate and
explain

rms xxx ^ yas?
,,l

?"}rp ’a
,:r,*T2rx aro hdoi ’obt ••to "irr]n

^ nips? lnasx wm nVdx
impx TB”iaD ura hsx iddd

‘ If only I had one to hear me,
I would go out of doors and not be silent

!

Lo
!
(it would) be my desire (that) the Almighty would answer me

;

And the indictment (that) mine adversary had written

—

Surely I would carry it on my shoulder,

I would bind it unto me as a crown

;

I would state the number of my steps,

I would present it (in court) as the statement (of my case).’

(
Jb. xxxi 35-7). In 1. 1 I insert ms X 1

?! nns XXX (thus re-arranged) rhythmi
causa from the previous verse and take nr® XXX ‘ I would go out of doors

’

(cp. xxix 7, where "12© VIXX3 has the same sense) as meaning ‘when I leave
my house to appear in court’. In 1. 2 I take not from W ‘mark’ (s. p. 89
n. 3 and p. 162 n. 1) but from an otherwise unknown *W or *nw ‘desire’

(after Vulg.’s desiderium meum and Targ.’s W"l) from *n!fl = “IX ‘inclined,

desired’ (cp. Syr. ]oL ‘inclined, repented’ and Arab, ‘passed away’);
this suits the parallel in’ ’’0, which too expresses a wish (Driver in ‘A.J.S.L.’
lii 165-6; s. Chajes in G.S.A.I. xx 308). In 1 . 2 I assume that 2DD "IDO!

’TT ETX is a casus pendens put before the conditional particle (cp. vi 28,

where a prepositional expression precedes OX) and that the last clause of 1. 2

belongs in sense to 1. 3 (cp. x 20-1 xiv 4-5). In 1. 3 I change the plural
JTDDS? into the singular 0"I0S7 with two Hebrew manuscripts (Kennicott)
and several ancient Versions (LXX, Vulg., Pesh.). In 1. 4 I take TJ3 ‘set

forth’ in the sense not of a ‘ person set in front ’ = ‘ prince ’ (A.V., R.V.) but
of a ‘ thing set forth ’ = ‘ statement ’ put forward as a defence or proof, thus
bringing it into connexion with !3TJX ‘ I set it forth ’ in the preceding
clause; and I accordingly take the Hebr. ‘brought near’ as a technical

term for putting in or producing a document in court, used like the Syr.

>=>io ‘brought near’ when applied to presenting a petition to a high officer

of state, as in aaX )ioi>^ oioo wo ill °i .'X n rr
; koct JJctS 'UOa.

-000*0*^3 jdux^coo* ‘ when Paul heard that Asclepius was dead, he repented
and presented a petition to my lord Justinian the patrician’ (Hallier

Edessenische Chronik 130-1 = 155 § 92 [93]).
In other words. Job was so confident of his innocence that he prayed that

he might have a judge to hear him, when he would go into court and
speak out, and was even willing to be answered by the Almighty, that he
might have the charge in written form put into his hands to carry it

prominently for ail men to see its absurdity, when he told the whole story
of his life (cp. xxxi 4) and entered that as his defence.

P
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150, 156, 162, 166, 181-2, 185-7, 05
Aram(aean) 30, 65, 78, 81-2, 87-9, 103,

107-8, 112, 119-21, 126-8, 137, 141,

146-7, 154, 156, 159, 172-3, 186,

05-6
Ararat 131

Argolis, Argos 177

Armenia 18

Arslan Tash 15. 1
1
9-21, 127. 173, 186

Asshur 75, 80, 85, 121-2, 127

Assyria(n) 8, 12-14, >6-17, 19-20,22-3.

26, 30-1, 33-4, 38-9, 42, 68, 76-8,

86, 121-2, 128, 131, 148

Athens 80, 177-8

Attica 172-3

Avroman Dagh 81

Babylon 5, 60, 73-7, 80, 122

Babylonia (n) 1-4. 8, 11, 13-19, 25-6.

29-30. 33-4. 38-9- 50. 52, 59- 67-8,

73-4, 78, 122, 128, 148-9, 179-81,

186-7, 196

Balu' 123, 127, 144, 147-8, 189, 194
Bedouin 195
Beersheba 1

1 4. 147

Behistun (Bisitun! 42. 123

Beirut 91-2

Beisan s . Beth-shean

Beth-shean 79
Beth-shemesh 79, 95, 100-2, 117, 123-4.

127. 152

Bisitun 1 Behistun) 42, 123

Borsippa 39. 73, 77
Bosa 107

Buraij 119-20. 127, 186. 222

Bvblos, Byblian 'Gebal, 91-2, 102. 125.

127. 141. 147-8- I72-3- i?5> 186-7.

189-91. 222

Cairo 103

Canaandtej 91, 103, 138-9. 147-8, 187.

05

Cappadocian 37, 42
Cassite 15, 18, 38-9, 68, 73
Ceos 177

Chaldaean 65
Chaldian 131

Citium 108

Colophon 177

Corinth 177
Crete, Cretan 8, 129-31, 172-3, 177

Cyprus, Cypriote 104, 107, 129-30, 172-

3. 176

Delta 189-90

Dipylon 177
Dura-Europos 81

Edom (ite) 98, 100, 1 12-13, 148

Eglon 78
Egypt(ian) 3, 8, 16-18, 62, 80-2, 86,

91-2, 96-7, 101-3, 106, 108, 126-44,

146-8, 151, 153, 157. I59-7G 186-9,

194-6, 222

Elam,'ite) 1-2, 4, 7-8, 28, 39, 76, 131

Elephantine 81-2

Ephraim 89
Erech 4
Ethiopian, Ethiopic 138, 154, 158, 181-

2, 185, 187

Euphrates 5, 22

Ezion-geber m-12. 124, 127

Farah 4-5

Gaza 147
Gebal (Bvblos) 85, 91-4, 104, 106, 108,

125, 127, 167, 186, 222

Gezer 78, 87, 98, 108, 117-18, 127, 147,

172-6, 186

Gozan 1 19
Greece, Greeks 30, 46, 80. 82-4. 91, 124,

128-30, 137, 146, 151-6. 159, 166,

1 71-9, 187-8, 196, 222

Gutian 7

Habur 1 19, 129-31

Habiru 191, 194

j
Hadrumete 195

I
Hamath 121, 127. 186

i Harran 121

Hebrew 80-1. 86-7. 90. go. 100-1. 103.

tii-12. 1 14, 1 19. 126, 137, 141, 147,

152-6. 166. 172, 175, 181-2. 186, igi,

194-6
Hebron 1 14

I
Hirbat 'Amudah 117
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Hirbat-atTubeqah 1
1

7

Hittite 8, 15, 30-1, 38-9, 68, 71, 84
Horite, Hurrian 68, 151

Hulah 82, 166

Hyksos 1 91, 195, 222

Hymettus 177

Indus, Indian 2, 195
Ionia 81

Isin 64, 73
Israel(ite) 88, 109, 118

Italic 187

Jamdat Nasr 1, 4-8, 25, 39-41, 44“5,

47, 51-2, 60-1

Jericho 1 14
Jerusalem 101, m, 1 14-15, 117, 127

Jew 82, 89, 122

Jezzin 94
Judah 1 18

Kadesh 194
Kish 1, 4, 19-20, 46, 75
Kuta 76

Lachish 78, 86, 94, 98, 100-1, 114, 116,

1 19, 126-7, 147, 186-90

Lagash 1, 5, 21, 62, 64
Larnaka 108

Larsa 75
Latakia 103

Latin 66, 196

Lebe'ah 93-4, 127

Lebanon 78, 106-7, I 4°, 172-3, ‘75

Lihyanite 153

Limasol 107

Locri 177

Ma'in 148

Mampsis 1
1

4

Mari 65, 75
Maziu 97
Megiddo 85, 102, in, 115-17, 127

Medes 12

1

Melos 172-3, 177

Mesopotamian 2, 189

Midianite 97
Minaean 127, 148

Mitanni 131

Moab(ite) 88, 90, 102, 104, 108-g. 112-

13, 118-19, 123, 147, 172-3, 176, 186,

‘94

Nabativah 106

Naxos 177
Nerab 12 1-2, 127

Nile 103, 196
Nineveh 31, 73, 80

Nippur 58. 64, 73-6
Nora 107, 127, 172

Nuzi 72

Olympic 177

Ophel 1 1

1

Orontes 194

Palestine, Palestinian 3, 8, 78-9, 82-3,

98, 103. 1 12-13, ” 8
, 124, ‘37, ‘47,

152, 186, 194-6

Persia(n' 5, 8, 11, 16-17, ‘9, 42 > 76-7,

81, 122, 131-2, 138, 149, 186, 195-6

Pharisees 222

Phoenicia(nj 82, 91-4. 97, 100-1, 103-8.

112, 117, 119. 121, 125-6, 128-31,

'36-7, 139-41, ‘47, 149, ‘5‘-3, ‘55-

9, 161-3, ‘ 66
,
171-82, 186-91, 194-7,

222

Quvunjik 75-6

Ras-ashShamrah s . Ugarit

Rhodes 177
Rome, Roman 80, 82, 84, 86, 177

Sabaean 148, 153-4
Safaite 162

Sa'ite 136

Samaria, Samaritan 90, 109-11, 115,

1 17, 127, 186

Samos 177

Sarabit-alHadim 78, 95-6
Se'irite 98
Shechem 98, 127. 147, 187-90

Shuruppak 5-6, 8, 25, 45-7, 52, 58, 60-1,

67, 73
Sidon 91. 94. 107, 127

Siloam 1 18, 127, 186

Sinai(tic) 78, 94-6, 98, 100, 125. 127,

‘40-5, ‘48, 150, ‘53 ,
i 87-9‘, ‘94-5,

222

Sippar 65, 73
Socoh 1

1

4

Sparta 177

Succoth 88

Sujin 121. 127

Sumer ian 1-3, 5, 7-8, 13, 21, 26, 28.

3‘, 53- 56 - 58-9- 61. 66-9, 71, 73.

‘29-34- i36-9, ‘4‘, ‘49, ‘5‘, ‘53,

180-1, 188-9, 196

Surgul 5
Susa 4
Syria, n 1 8. 18. 78-9, 85, 88, 103, 128,

136, 167, 1 71. 186

Syphnos 177
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Taanach 78, 1 17

Tabor 222

Tell Bet Mirsim 1 17

Tell-elAmama 25, 78, 103, 127, 132

Tell-edDuwer 102

Tell-elHesy 78, 100, m, 117, 127

Tell-eljemmah 117

Tell-elMuqaiyar 4-5
Tell-etTa'ajjul 100, 127

Tell Halaf 119-20, 127

Telloh 5, 26

Teleilat-elGhassul 90, 104

Tema 12

1

Teos 177
Thebes 81

Thera 172-3, 177

Tigris 5

Til-Barsip 22

Tunis 97

Ugarit(ic) 78-9, 98, 103-4, 13°. O8
,

141, 148-52, 154-5, 187-8, 195, 222

Umma 4
Ur 1, 5-7, 22, 25, 28, 32-4, 39-4:. 49-

50, 57-8, 62, 67, 107, 124, 127, 173

Uruk 3, 5-8, 25, 28-9, 39-41, 44-5,

49-52, 60, 62, 76

Van 8, 131

Wady Ganah 94
Wady Mukattab 94

Zinjirlu 107, 121, 127, 173, 175-6, 186

Ziph 1 14

3. PERSONAL NAMES
'Abda 105

Abydenus 74
Abibaal 105-6, 173, 186

Abraham 195
Adad-nirari 22

Agenor 129

Ahab 109, 1
1

5

Ahiqar 89, 122-3

Ahitub 103

Ahiram 102, 104-6, 107, 172-3, 176

Ahmose r 1

7

Alexander 206-7, 222

Albright 112, 186

Ammenemet 140, 195

Ammurabi 77
Anticlides 128

Antiochus 76
Ashurbanipal 18, 72-3. 76—7, 121, 208

Astarte 108

Atrahasls 74
'Azarbaal 106

Baal 97, 107

Baalat 97, 106, 108

Baethgen 206
Bar-Rekub 12

1

Baruch 88

Bauer 151, 154
Bea 1 88-9

1

Bela' 100

Belitsiri 64
Beloch 1 71

Beni Hasan 195

Berosus 74
Bickell 208

Blau 4

Cadmus 128-9

Callimachus 84
Carpenter 171

Cerntf 222

Chesier-Beatty 83
Chiera 68

Clay 23, 26

Conder 196

Critias 129

Ctesias 81

Cyrus 73

Daniel 65

Darius 123

David 88

Deborah 87
De Morgan 23, 26

Diodorus 128

Draco 177

Dunand 144

Eannatum 6, 62

Ebeling 148-9

Eisler g7
Elibaal 104-6, 172

Enhegal 5
Ereshkigal 64
Esarhaddon 76, 89
Eupolemus 129

Eusebius 152

i
Ezekiel 80. 84

,
Ezra 75, 128. 191, 207

Falkenstein 23. 25, 189

Gallius 128

Gardiner 95-7, 140, 144, 153, 155
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Caster ioo

Grimme 97, 190

Gudea 21, 64

Habakkuk 79
Halevy 166

Hammurabi 15, 26, 43-4, 53, 75.. 77
Hani 64
Harding 1 1

2

Hathor 97
Haya 64
Herodotus 81, 128

Hesiod 177
Hezekiah 1 18

Hiram 101

Hoffmann 4
Homer 177
Hommel 166

Honeyman 107

Hosea 88

Ira 72

Irishum 32-3
Isaiah 79-80, 85, 88

Jannaeus 206-7, 222

Jehoiakim 86

Jehu 88

Jehudi 88

Jeremiah 83, 88

Jeroboam 109

Jesus 63

Jezebel 88

Job 79
Joseph 195
Joshua 79

Kenyon 171

Kilamuwa 107

Lagarde 207

Langdon 19, 126

Larfeld 171

Leibovitch g4, 97-8
Levy 166

Lidzbarski 97, 130, 144, 146-7. 157. 159
Lipit-Ishtar 64
Lugalushumgal 13

Lycurgus 177

Manasseh 125-6

Margoliouth 208

Mati'el 12

1

Melqart 120

Menon 128

Mercurius 128

Alesha 104, 109

Messerschmidt 23, 27
Mohammed 80-1

1 Montet 189

Moses 79, 88, 125-6, 129, 191

Mot 195
Nabu s. Xebo
Xabu-apal-iddin 74
Xabonidus 12

1

Xabopolassar 74, 76
Xaram-Sin 32—2

Nash 83
Xaville 79, 196

Nebo 21, 63-5. 73, 77
Nebuchadrezzar 107, 122, 124, 148
Nehemiah 90
Xidaba, Xisaba 64-5
Noah 74

Obermann 100, 187

Olmstead 149-50
Osorkon 106

Panammu 121

1 Pedaiah 207

Peet 95-6
Peiser 180, 182

Petrie 95-6, 141

Phadael 207

Phadias 207

Pharaoh 222

Philo Byblius 128-9

Phoenix 129

Photius 129

Plato 128

!
Pliny 128-9

Praetorius 154
Ptolemy 82

Samuel 88

|

Sargon king of Agade 32. 67

;

Sargon, Assyrian king 76, 122, 1 9 1-4

j

Scharll 188

j

Seleucus 76

I Sennacherib 20

|

Septuagint 152, 155-6, 165

j

Sethe 96-7, 136, 144, 186-7

j
Shapatbaal 104, 106, 144

j

Shishak 106

Shargalisharri 32-3

i
Simeon 207, 222

Sin-idinnam 75
Solomon 88

I

Sprengling 98, 149-50
1 Suidas 129

!
Szanto 171

Tacitus 129

Tanit 97
Thoth 128-9
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Thureau-Dangin 180

Tiglathpileser 20, 22

Tobit 122-3

Uilmann 171

Urgur 32-3
Urukagina 25, 34

Viroileaud 103

Walters 4, 40
Wenamon 222

INDEXES
Xisuthros 74

Yahweh 1 13-14

Yehawmilk 1 08

Yehimilk 105-6, 172-3

Zakir 12

1

Zaleucus 177

Zerubbabel 206

Zimmern 180

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
Pp. 12-13. Some Babylonian and Assyrian royal monuments, being inscribed

behind or beneath, were intended not for mortal eyes but to be read by the

gods alone (Gadd ‘Divine Rule’ 60-1).

P. 16 n. 4. According to the latest suggestion TraTrvpos is derived from an Eg.

*pi-pr-'i ‘the (stuff
)
of Pharaoh’ as a royal monopoly (Cerny).

P. 31 n. 3. Both sitir burum;m)e and sitir same occur, meaning primarily ‘ the writing

of the constellations ’ and secondarily ‘ coloured figures on a blue background
'

set in foundations (Gadd ‘Divine Rule’ 93—5,1

.

Pp. 65-66. The Hebr. is used of sitting at a teacher’s feet (II Ki. iv 38).

P. 67 n. 2, p. 6q n. 5. Also rikis girri -short commentary!?; ’ and multabiltum

Tong commentary’ (ibid. 57).

P. 71 n. 8. The scribe who writes Neo-Babylonian documents often calls himself

satir Z.iKlSlB = kunukki ‘the writer of the sealed tablet’ (Ungnad Va. Sd.

V 5, 34 -r ; s. San Nicold & Ungnad JVettbab. Urk. I Gl. 159-60).

P. 92 n. 2. This decipherment of the proto-Byblian inscriptions has now been
published (Dhorme in Syr. xxv 1-35).

Pp. 92-93. The story of Wenamon shows that papyrus was imported from Egypt
to Gebal c. 1 100 b . c., so that it was used there, though presumably only for

commercial or private purposes, but the Phoenician climate is such that little

if any is likely to have survived : in fact, only royal inscriptions of this period

on stone have so far been recovered there.

P. 1 iq-qo. The inscription from Buraij mav perhaps be dated c. qoo b.c. (Albright

in ‘ B. A. S. O. R.’ lxxxvii 25-6).

P. 152 n. 1 . Another Ugaritic inscription has been found near Mt.Tabor (s. Herdner
in Syr. xxv 165-8).

P. 153 1 . 14. -Libyanitic "
is a misprint for ‘ Lihyanitic ’.

P. 1 69. The signs for s and k in the Phoenician column have been inverted and
must be interchanged.

Pp. 176-g. That 1 and ’ have not been found as vowel-letters in Phoenician

inscriptions before the gth century b. c. strengthens the argument that the

Greeks, who use these signs for v and 1, may not have taken over the alphabet

before that date.

Pp. 194-6. The latest suggestion is that the Hyksos were a Byblian people and
that Byblian scribes invented the alphabet 1 Dussaud in Syr. xxv 36-52) ; but

this is chronologically unlikely, if the Semitic interpretation of the Sinaitic

inscriptions is correct fs. pp. 96-97 , whether these were in the direct line of

development or were an offshoot from it.

P. 206. 11 . 27-33. Alexander Jannaeus was highly praised after his death by the

Pharisees (Josephus Ant. Jud. xm xvi 406:.

P. 207. Can Q‘H be ’Apxlepei-i Miyas, the peculiar title conferred on Simeon I Macc.
xiii 42 . cryptically represented by its initial letters ?

PL 52. The illustration of the seal in the upper left corner, reading
J
3 sV’O'’?

n’Tin. is upside down.
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PLATE 38

t. Inscribed [t\nt l-b’lt "gift for Baalat’

j In>i ribed tr.t 'gift'

Sinaitic inscriptions





PLATE 40

Early potsherd from Berh-Shemesh
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Inscription of Ahiram



PLATE 47

Inscription of Ahirarn



PLATE 48

1. Inscription ufVehirmlk
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PLATE 50

Pot -hcid "ith maiks or letter., possibly scribbled by a child
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PLATE 57

i. Aramaic letter on leather
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2. Aramaic text on a potsherd from
Xippur transcribed into modern

Hebrew letters
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